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I PREFACE 
2 
3 1. Scope 
4 
5 This JHtblicatioR sets forth the tactics, techsiques, and procedures governing the joint 
6 conduct of URited States (US) aRtiterrorism (AT) operatioRs. It provides a basis for 
7 understanding U£ national policy and general objectives relating lo antiterrorism and 
8 explai-ns. important Department of Defense (DOD) aBd US Government ageney command 
9 and eoRtrol relationships. lR additioR, it o~:~tl i Res basic U8 military aAtiten·orism 

I 0 capabilities aRd provides commaAders with guidaAce on how to organize, plaA, aAd train 
1 I for the employmeElt of U£ forces ie iAterageAc;' and A'lultiEJatioeal antiterrorisn1 operatioes. 
12 
13 This publication provides guidance and sets forth tactics, techniques. and 
14 procedures on how to organize, plan, and train for the joint employment of United States 
15 (US) forces in joint antiterrorism (AT) operat ions. It outl ines US national policy and 
16 objectives relating to AT, explains. important Department of Defense (DOD) and US 
17 govemment agency command and control relationships, and basic US militaty AT 
18 capabi lities. 
19 
20 2. Purpose 
21 
22 This. publication has been prepared under the. direction of the Chairman of the 
23 Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJC8). It sets forth joint tactics, techniques, and procedures ( 
24 JTTP) to govern the joint activities and performance of the Armed Forces of the United 
25 States in joint operations and provides the doctrinal basis for interagency coordination 
26 and US military involvement in multinational and iEJleragency operations. It provides 
27 military guidance for the exercise of authority by combatant commanders and other joint 
28 force commanders (JFCs) and provides mi litary guidance for use by the Armed Forces in 
29 preparing their appropriate plans. It is not the intent of this publication to restrict the 
30 authority of the. joint force. commander from organizing the. force and executing the 
31 mission in a manner the JFC deems most appropriate to ensure unity of effort in the 
32 accomplishment of the overall mission. 
33 
34 3. Application 
35 
36 a. The. JTTP. and guidance established in this publication apply to the 
37 conunanders of combatant commands, subunified commands, joint task forces, and 
38 subordinate components of these commands. These principles and guidance also may 
39 apply when significant forces of one Service are attached to forces of another Service or 
40 when significant forces of one Service support forces of another Service. 
41. 
42 b. The guidance in this publication is authoritative; as such, these JTTP will be 
43. followed except when,. in the judgment of the. commander, exceptional circumstances 
44 dictate otherwise. If conflicts arise between the contents of this publication and the 
45 contents of Service publications, this publication will take precedence for the activities of 
46 joint forces unless the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, normally in coordination 
47 with the other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has provided more current and 
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l specific guidance. Commanders of forces operating as part of a multinational (alliance or 
2 coalition) military command should follow multinational doctrine and procedures ratified 
3 by the United States. For doctrine and procedures not ratified by the United States, 
4 commanders should evaluate and follow the multinational command's doctrine and 
5 procedures, where applicable and consistent with US law, regulations, and doctrine. 
6 
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3 

CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

"There is another type of warfare - new in its intensity, ancient in its origin - war 
by guerrillas, subversives, insurgents, assassins; war by ambush instead of by 
combat, by infiltration instead of aggression, seeking victory by eroding and 
exhausting the enemy instead of engaging him ... It preys on unrest . .. " 

4 
5 1. General 
6 

John F Kennedy 
Address to the. Graduating Class, 

US Naval Academy, 6 June 1962 

7 The term "terrorism" is defined as the calculated use of unlawful violence or threat 
8 of unlawful violence to inculcate fear; intended to coerce or to intimidate governments or 
9 societies in the pursuit of goals. that are generally poli tical, religious, or ideological (Joint 

1.0 Publication (JP) 1 -02). This definition is the foundation, throughout th is publication, for 
I l the guidance to con'lbatat'lt cor1mlaAders, subtmified cotl'lmanders, joint task force (JTF) 
12 cOJntl'laAders, aAd cORlflOHeAl joint force commanders CJFCs) and their subordinates. 
13. Specific policy, directive guidance, standards, and procedures for the. Department of 
14 Defense (DOD) combating antiterrorism (AT) terrorism (CbT) program is contained in 
15 DOD Directive (DODD) 2000.12, ':_DeOD Antiterrorism {!liLProgram,':_ August 18, 
16 2003, DOD Tnstrt~ction (DODT) 2000.14, DeD Cembeting Terrerism Pregren~ 

17 Proceduros, DODD--0-2000.12-H, ':_DeQD Antiterrorism Handbook," 9 February 2004, 
I 8 and DoQDI_Q 2000. 16, DeQD Antiterrorism Standards " (DRAFT), March XX, 2004. 
19 
20 2. Purpose 
21 
22 Combating terrorism involves actions including antiterrorism (AT) (defensive 
23 measures used to reduce the vulnerability to terrorist acts),-t:H*l counterterrorism (CT) 
24 (offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, preempt and respond to terrorism), terrorist 
25 consequence management (preparation for and response to consequences of a terrorist 
26 incident), and intell igence support (collection or dissemination of terrorism related 
27 infonnation), taken to oppose terrorism throughout the entire threat spectrum. This 
28 publication addresses only AT does not address CT. The following defmitions, a lso 
29 shown in Figure 1-1, are provided to assist in understanding the difference between AT 
30 and CT: 
31 
32 a. Antiterrorism is. defensive measures used to reduce the vulnerability. of 
33 individuals and property to terrorist acts, to include limited response and containment by 
34 local mi litary and civilian forces. 
35 

1- l 
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Figure 1-1. Antiterrorism & 
Counterterrorism 

l b.Counterterrorism is offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, and respond to 
2 terrorism. Sensitive and compartmented CT programs are addressed in relevant National 
3 Security Decision Directives, National Security Directives, eoAtiAgeAey joint operation 
4 plans, and other relevant c lassified documents. 
5 
6 3. Force Protection and Antitenorism Relationship 
7 
8 a. Force protection (FP) should not be used as a synonymous term w ith AT or other 
9 supporting tasks. It is an overarching concept and mission responsibility inherent to 

I 0 command within all military operations. As discussed throughout this publication, AT, in 
11 contrast, is a sub-element of combating terrorism, which is a subset of the broader FP 
12 concept. 
13 
14 (1) Force protection: The DOD approved definition ofFP is currently articulated as: 
15 "Actions taken to prevent or mitigate hostile actions against DOD personnel (to include 

1-2 JP 3-07.2 
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1 family members), resources, facilities, and critical information. FP does not include actions 
2 to defeat the enemy or protect against accidents, weather, or disease." These actions 
3 conserve the force' s fighting capability so it can be applied at the decisive time and place and 
4 incorporate the coordinated and synchronized offensive and defensive measures to enable the 
5 effective employment of the joint force while degrading the opportunities of the enemy. 
6 
7 (2) Antiterrorism: AT, on the other hand, is described as: "Defensive measures used 
8 to reduce the vulnerability of individuals and property to ten·or·ist acts, to include limited 
9 response and containment by local militaty and civil ian forces." Whi le AT integrates other 

10 defensive actions (such as physical security, CBRN defense, operations security, 
l l counterintelligence, construction standards, etc,) in a comprehensive program designed to 
12 protect against terrorist attack, it does not include. all the aspects ofFP. 
13 
14 (3) FP is a joint task. As such, joint force commanders conduct FP in similar fashion 
15 as movement and maneuver; intelligence, surveillance, and recom1aissance; employing 
16 firepower~ sustaining operations; operating in a CBRN environment; and providing 
17 command and control during the execution of campaigns, major operations, and tactical 
18 engagements. FP actions are to be accomplished by the Services and by joint forces under 

FORCE PROTECTION 
Force Protection: Not a mission or a program, but a construct of 

supporting programs inherent in command and for which 
commanders are ultimately accountable. 

FORCE PROTECTION SUPPORTING PROGRAMS 

PROGRAMS 

PERS PROTECTION SYS 

COMBATING TERRORISM 

INCIDENT MGT 

CRITCAL INFRASTUCTURE 

SAFETY PROGRAM 

INFORMATION OPS 

INTELLIGENCE 

HEALTH PROTECTION 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

PHYSICAL SECURITY 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

II 

INTENTIONAL EVENT UNINTENTIONAL EVEN NATURAL EVENT 

PROGRAM TYPES 

11 

Jl 

Jl 

Jl 

l l 

Jl 

Jl 

SUPPORTING PROGRAMS E 

RIS 

FFECT EVENT PROBABILITY (P) AND CONSEQUENCE (C) Proactive 

K = THE PRODUCT OF P XC Reactive 
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. . . . 
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1 joint command and control using joint doctrine. FP can be applied at multiple levels of 
2. command, from the strategic-theater, through the operational, and down to the tactical level. 

3 
4 4. Overview of A+- Antiterrorism Program Elements 

5 
6 The Departmeet of Defeese's DOD's AT program is one of several security-related 
7 programs that fall under the overarching FT concept. C01'Rbating Terrorism aed Foree 
8 Proteetioe programs. The AT program shall bej§ a collective, proactive effort focused 
9 on the preveetioe aed deteetioe detection and prevention of terrorist attacks against DOD 

l 0 personnel, their families, facilities, installations, and infrastructure critical to mission 
11 accomplishment as well as the preparation~ to defend against and planning fo r the 
12 response to the consequences of terrorist incidents. Although not elements of AT, plans 
13 for terrorism consequence management preparedness and response measures as well as 
14 plans for continuing essential military operations are. important adjuncts to an effective 
15 AT program. The minimum elemeets of ae AT program shall be all the elemeets and 
16 assessmeets of the risk maeagement proeess, planning, training and eJ<ereises, resource 
17 geHeratioe, aed program re,.,iews. The minimum elements of an AT program are: risk 
18 management. planning, training and exercises. resource generation, and comprehensive 
19 program review. The process, or sequence, of AT program e lements should be iterative 
20 and serve continuously to refine the AT P.plan. 
21 
22 

23 
24 Every commander has a-the. responsibility for the security of the command against 
25 varyiRg levels ami types of terrorist thFeal attacks. 

26 
27 5. Overview of DOD Role and Responsibility 
28 
29 a. :k-i&-DOD policy~ 
30 
31 ( I) The-DOD C.£omponents aed the DOD elements, and personnel shall be 
32 afforded protested protection from teiTorist acts through a high priority, comprehensive 
33 AT program. The Department of Defense's AT program shall be all encompassing using 
34 an ietegrated systems approach. The DOD's AT program shall be one of the programs, 
35 when executed, that contributes to the commander's overall FP responsibility. 

1-4 JP 3-07.2 
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1 
2 (2) The G£onm1anders at all levels have the responsibility and authority to 
3 enforce appropriate secUJity measures to ensure the protection of DOD elements and 
4 personnel subject to their control. Commandcrs-i.tfld shall ensure the AT awareness and 
5 readiness of all DOD elements. and personnel (including dependent family members) 
6 assigned or attached. CommaAders They must also ensure appropriate AT protection and 
7 readiness of DOD elernents and personnel while pursuing mission accomplishment. 
8 
9 (3) The geographic Gfombatant Gfommanders' AT policies take precedence 

10 over all AT policies or programs of any DOD Gfomponent operating or existing in that 
11 command's area of responsibility (AOR) except fo r those under the security responsibility 
12 of a Gfhief of Mmission (COM). All DOD personnel traveling into a C~ombatant 
l3 C~ommander's AOR will familiarize themselves with a ll AOR-specific AT policies and 
14 comply with them. 
15 
16 (4) A Combating Terrorism Readiness Initiatives Fund (CbT-RIF) is maintained 
17 to provide a flexible means to respond to emergent and/or emergency AT requirements 
18 (Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction 5261 .0 l :Bg . More information can be 
19 found online at "www.atcp.smll.mil." 
20 
2 1 (5) All DOD military, DOD civilians, DOD dependent family members, and 
22 DOD contractors shall comply with theater, country, and special clearance requirements 
23 (DOD Directive 4500.54,0./ficial Temporary Duty Travel Abroad, and DoQD 4500.54-G, 
24 DoOD Foreign Clearance Guide (FCG), before overseas travel}. 
25 
26 (6) Commanders do not have the same legal responsibility to provide security 
27 for DOD contractors as that provided for mil itary forces or direct-hire employees. 
28 Contractors remain private US citizens. The Department of Defense shall assist the 
29 Department of State (DOS), where militarily feasible, in supporting efforts to protect US 
30 citizens abroad. Contractors are required to contact the Gfombatant C~ommand to 
3 I obtain, and comply with, the specific AT guidance for that particular area. Commanders 
32 are req uired to offer AT training to contractors under the terms specified in the contract. 
33 Contractors working within a US military faci lity or in c lose proximity of US Forces 
34 shall receive incidentally the benefits of measures undertaken to protect US For·ces. 
35 Additionally, commanders may provide an additional, higher level of security, to which 
36 the government may have agreed pursuant to a particula r contract. 
37 
38 (7) Compliance with the "No Double Standard" policy on dissemination of 
39 terrorist threat information is maintained. (See Chapter IV.) 
40 
41 b.. Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense (A8D/HD ASDCHD )). 
42 The P-[lscal year 2003 National Defense Authorization Act directed the establishment of 
43 an assistant secretary of defense for homeland defense. Section 902 of Public Law L07-
44 3 14, Reorganization of Office of Secretary of Defense for Administration of Duties 
45 Relating to Homeland Defense and Combating Terrorism, establishes one of the 
46 A~ssistant S.§.ecretaries as the A8D/IID ASD(HD) and further stipulates that he shall 

1-5 
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1 have as his principal duty the overall supervision of the homeland defense activities of 
2 the Department of Defense. 

3 
4 (I) The Office of tf.le AssistaHt Secretary of Defense for HomelaHd DefeHse 
5 is established v,rilhin the office of the Under Secretary for Policy. 
6 
7 (2) In the role of providing overall supervision of homeland defense activities 
8 aAd civil support withiA Depa11ment of Defense, the ASD(I ID) responsibi lities include: 
9 

10 (a) De•telop strategic planning guidance for DOD's role in HomelaHd 
I 1 Security (1-ILS). 
12 
13 (b) De•t'elop and update force employmeAt policy, guidance, and oversight. 
14 
15 (e) SerYe as the DOD Domestic Incident Manager for DOD support to 
16 State and local ciYi l authorities. 
17 
18 (d) Provide DOD support, as appropriate, to assist in developing capacities 
19 aHd capabilities of civi lian agencies requisite to coHdueting hOI'Fieland security missions. 
20 
21 (e) When directed, serve as the Secretary of Defense's (SeeDefs) 
22 executive agent for homeland defense (IILD) and as directed, assist the Secretary in 
23 providing gHidaAce, through the Chairn=tan, Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), to the eornbatant 
24 commanders for H LD missions and mi l ita+)' activities in support to civil authorities. 
25 
26 (f) Provide coordiAation with the Office of Homeland Seet~rity. 
27 
28 (l)The principal duty of the ASD(HD) is to. provide overall supervision of HD 
29 and CS activities support within DOD. In that role, the ASD(HD) responsibilities 
30 include: 
3 1 
32 (a) Developing strategic planning guidance for DOD's role in HS. 
33 
34 (b) Developing and updating force employment policy, guidance, and 
35 oversight. 
36 
37 (c) Overseeing DOD activities that provide MACA in domestic 
38 emergencies in accordance with existing national level emergency response plans and 
39 approved memoranda of understanding. 
40 
41 (d) Providing DOD support, as appropriate, to assist in developing 
42 capacities and capabilities of civilian agencies requisite to conduct HS missions. 
43 
44 (c) Serving as the DOD domestic crisis. manager focusing on coordination 
45 and integration of DOD domestic crisis activities with other departments and agencies 
46 and the combatant commanders. Exceptions include those activities requiring the use of 

1-6 JP 3-07.2 
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1 special operations forces. 
2 
3 (f) Assuming responsibility for the Defense Critical Infrastructure Program 
4 CDCIP), domestic AT and FP, HD interagency coordination, HD technology transfer, 
5 NSSEs and COOP/COG. 
6 
7 c. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff shall: 
8 
9 (I) Serve as the principal adv isor to the Secretary of Defense for all DOD AT 

10 issues. 
l1 
I 2 (2) Prepare joint doctrine and assist the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Special 
13 Operations and Low Intensity Conflict) [ASD (SO/LTC)] in development and 
14 maintenance of the AT program, standards and procedures. Review doctrine, Q.Qli.£y, 
15 standards, and procedures of the DOD Components. Review, coordinate, and oversee for 
16 the Secretaty of Defense and in conjunction with the DOD components and Services, the 
17 AT training for all DOD and Armed Forces personnel (including their dependent family 
18 members). 
19 
20 (3) Ensure the Chairman's Program Review and the Chairman's Program 
21 Assessment include a summary of AT requirements as determined by the Joint 
22 Requirements Oversight Council and derived from Combatant Commander Integrated 
23 Priority Lists. 
24 
25 (4) Annually, as part of the DOD program and Planning, Programming, aM 
26 Budgeting, and Execution System (PPBQS) cycle, assist the Military Departments in 
27 determining the merit of AT requirement submissions. Review the adequacy of resources 
28 proposed by the Military Departments to determine whether they meet AT objectives and 
29 support Combatant Commanders' AT programs. Coordinate and make recommendations 
30 on unresolved AT requirements during programming and budget reviews. These reviews 
31 shall be done in conjunction with OSD Port Support Activities CPSAs} having resource, 
32 program, and budget oversight responsibilities for the functional areas that comprise the 
33 AT budget aggregate. Advise the Secretary of Defense of any changes needed to meet 
34 AT requirements. 
35 
36 (5) Assess the DOD Components' AT policies and programs for the protection 
37 of DOD elements and personnel, including DOD-owned, leased, or managed 
38 infrastructure and assets critical to mission accompl ishment and other DOD-owned, 
39 leased or managed mission essential assets. Ensure assessments are conducted of 
40 Chai rman of the Joint Cbjefs of Staff exercises, air/sea ports of embarkation/debarkation, 
41 and in-transit forces. 
42 
43 (6) Assess AT as an element of the overall force planning function of any force 
44 deployment decision. Periodically reassess AT posture of deployed forces. Review 
45 Combatant Commanders' joint operation plans (OPLANS, CONPLANS, and functional 
46 plans), deployment orders, and other relevant documents for AT issues considerations. 

1-7 
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1 
2 (7) Assess the implementation of Force Protection Conditions (FPCONs) for 

3 unjfom1 implementation and di ssemination as specified by DOD Directive 2000. 12, 
4 DeQD Antiterrorism (AT) Program, DOD Instruction 2000.16, DoQD Antiterrorism 
5. Standards, and DOD Handbook 0-2000.12-H, DoQD Antiterrorism Handbook. 
6 
7 (8) Provide representatives to the DOD Antiterrorism Coordinating Committee 
8 (ATCC) and appropriate subcommittees as required under enclosure 3 of DeODD 
9 2000. I 2. Provide an observer to the Overseas Security Policy Board. Appoint the 

10 Director for Operations, Joint Staff (J3) to co-chair the Antiterrorism Coordinating 
I 1 Committee - Senior Steering Group (ATCC-SSG) and the Deputy D irector for Global 
I 2 Operations (Antiterrorism/Force Protection) Joint Staff to co-chair the ATCC under 
13 enclosure 3 of DeODD 2000.12. 
14 
15 (9) Coordinate with the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and the 
I 6 Assistant Secretary of Defense (Special Operations and Low-fntensity Confl ict 
17 (ASD[SO/LIC]) on sharing ofterrorism intelligence and counterintelligence data and law 
18 enforcement (LE), suspicious activity report (SAR) information on AT. This includes 
I 9 threats posed to the DOD Components and the DOD elements and personne l by domestic 
20 and foreign terrorists. 
21 
22 (10) Assess the capability of the Military Departments, the Combatant 
23 Commands, and the Defense intell igence and security organizations to collect, receive, 
24 evaluate, analyze, and disseminate all relevant data on terrorist activities, trends, and 
25 indicators of imminent attack. Also assess the capability to fuse suspicious activity 
26 reports from military security, law enforcement, and counterintelligence organizations 
27 with nationa l-level intelligence, surve illance, and reconna issance collection activities. 
28 
29 (11) [n coordination with the ASD(SO/LIC), manage and administer the 
30 Chaitman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff CbT -RIF pursuant to Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs 
3 I of Staff Instruction 5261.01BQ, Combating Terrorism Readiness Initiative Fund, July I, 
32 200 I. Ensure +&-out-year maintenance costs for CbT-RIF-funded projects are identified 
31 and coordinated with the M ilitary Departments so that they are addressed during the 
34 WBS PPBE cycle. 
35 
36 (12) Maintain a centralized database of all vulnerability assessments (VAs) 
37 conducted. Prepare and disseminate analysis of DOD-wide AT vulnerabil ity trends 
38 correlated to Mili tary Department efforts within the WBS-_process. 
39 
40 ( 13) Be responsible for policy guidance and oversight of the Antiterrorism 
41. Enterprise Portal (ATEP). CJCS guidaRee is traRsmitted to the D ireelor, JoiRl Staff, fer 
42 implernentatien. 
43 
44 (a) ARtiterrorism Enterorise Pertal. A TEP encompasses the policies, 
45 procedures, traiRed personnel, and infonnation systems that support trained personnel in 
46 managing the elements of an AT program, from the Joint Staff through the operating 
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1 forces and components, along the eBlire spec!ruJH of •,varfare. across the range of military 
2 operations. These elements include threat assessments, vulnerability assessments, 
3 planning, exercises, program reviews and training. These elements include risk 
4 management, p lann ing, training and exercises, resource generation, and comprehensive 
5 program review. 
6 
7 (b) The Antiterrorism Enterprise Portal A TEP System.,-------A-~ 

8 comprehensive web enabled system that provides the Joint Staff, combatant commands, 
9 Services, Defense agenc ies, DOD Fie ld Activities, subordinate teffit-task forces and 

l 0 components, and others with information processing and dissemination capabilities 
l l necessary for AT programs. An evolutionary acquisition and implementation strategy 
12 provides warfighters with required operational capabilities.. This strategy supports 
13 operator/user participation, incremental fielding of proven technology, and shorter time 
14 periods between modernization cycles. 
15 
16 d .. Geographic G£ombatant G£ommanders shall: 
17 
18 (1) Establish AT policies and programs for the protection of all DOD elements 
19 and personnel in their AOR, including those for whom the G£ombatant G£ommander 
20 assumes AT responsibility based on a memorandum of agreement (MOA) with a Chief of 
21 Mission {COM}. Coordinate with the COMs in the AOR to identify all non-combatant 
22 commander DOD components and DOD elements and personnel. In instances where AT 
23 protection may be more effectively provided through the combatant commander, 
24 estab lish country-specific. MOAs. 
25 
26 (2) Ensure AT policies and programs include specific prescriptive standards 
27 derived from DOD! lnstmction 2000.16, DeD ,4ntilerref'ism Slenderd.Y, to address 
28 specific terrorist threat capabilities and geographic settings, particularly regarding 
29 infrastTucture critical to mission accomplishment and other DOD-owned, leased, or 
30 managed mission essential assets. 
31 
32 (3) Exercise tactical control (TACON) (for force protection) over all DOD 
33 elements and personnel (ineltld ing force protection responsibil ity for DOD dependent 
34 family men1bers) (e~<cept those under the security responsibility of a COM) within the 
35 Combatant Commander's AOR. TACON (for force protection) app lies to all DOD 
36 perSOFlBcl ossigeed permanently or tempomri ly, transiting th-rough, or performing 
37 e>lereises or traieing in the Con1batant COIHmander's AOR. TACO~l" (for Ioree 
38 proteetion) is in addition to a Combatant Commander's normal exercise of operational 
39 control (OPCON) over assigned forces. Establish force protection policies for all DOD 
40 personnel in the combatant commander's AOR. The geographic combatant commander's 
41 force protection policies or programs of any DOD component deployed in that 
42 command's AOR and not othetwise under the security responsibility of the DOS. 
43 Transient forces do not come under the chain of command of the area commander so le ly 
44 by their movement across operational area boundar1cs, except when the combatant 
45 commander is exercising T ACON authority for force protection purposes. 
46 
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1 (4) Periodically, assess and review the AT programs of all eombalaat 
2 comA~aflder assigned DOD C£omponents in their AOR. Assess the AT programs of all 

3 DOD components performing in their AOR that are not under the security responsibility 
4 of a COM. Military Service eQomponent commands or other subordinate commaflds 
5 reportieg to the Combalaet Comn~aedet· may be delegated responsibility to conduct these 
6 assessments. Ensure AT program reviews include a validation of the 17 thoro1:1ghfless of 
7 the AT risk management methodology used to assess asset criticality, terrorist threat, and 
8 vulnerabilities. AT program reviews shall also evaluate insta llation and activity 
9 preparedness to respond to terrorist incidents (including chemical, biological, 

10 radiological, nuclear, and high:-yield explosives [CBRNE] incidents), and the plans for 
I 1 managing tbe consequences of terrorist incidents and maintaining continuity of essential 
12 military operations. Relocate forces as necessary and report to the Secretary of Defense 
13 through the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff periinent actions taken for A+ 
14 protection. 
15 
16 (5) . Consistent with DOD Instruction 5210.84, Security of DeQD Personnel at 
17 US Missions Abroad, and all appropriate memorandums of understanding (MOUs), serve 
18 as the DOD point of contact with host-nation (l-IN) officials on matters involving AT 
19 policies and programs measures. 
20. 
21 (6) Provide updates to DOD Directive 4500.54, Official Temporary Duty Travel 
22 Abroad, and DOD 4500.54-G, DeQD Foreign Clearance Guide (FCG), stating command 
23 travel requirements and theater entry requirements. 
24 
25 (7) Ensure all assigned military, DOD civilians, Defense contractors, and their 
26 family members receive applicable AT training and briefings pursuant to DOD 
27 Instruction 2000. 16, DeQD Antilerrorism Standards . . Ensure personne l traveling in the 
28 AOR comply with DOD Directive 4500.54, Official Temporary Duty Travel Abroad, and 
29 DOD 4500.54-G, DeQD Foreign Clearance Guide (FCG) . Ensure personnel are aware 
30 of any Travel Warnings in effect at the time of travel. Ensure that all DOD personnel 
3 I (including dependent family members) scheduled for permanent change of station to the 
32 geographic combatant commander's AOR or to another geographic combatant 
33 commander's AOR receive required AT training and briefings (e.g., AOR Updates) in 
34 compliance with DOD Instruction 2000.16. Identify and disseminate to deploying force 
35 providers specific AOR pre-deployment training requirements that al l personnel must 
36 complete before arrival in theater. 
37 
38 (8) Identify, document, validate, prioritize, and submjt to the Joint Staff the 
39 resource requirements necessary to achieve the AT program objectives for each activity 
40 under the Combatant Commander or for which that Commander has A+-responsibility. 
41 Work with the Joint Staff and the Service component conunands to ensure that resource 
42 requirements to implement the AT programs are identified and programmed according to 
43 PPBS.J; procedures. 
44 
45 (9) Establish command relationships and policies for subordinate commands, 
46 including Joint Task Forces, to ensure that effective mechanisms are in place to maintain 
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1 aa-A+-protective posture ·Commensurate with the terrorist threat. 
2 
3 ( I 0) Assess the terrorist threat for the AOR according to tffi.s.-DOD.Q Directive 
4 2000.12 and provide threat assessment information to the DOD components and the 
5 COMs in the AOR. Develop risk mitigation measures and maintain a database of those 
6 measures and the issues that necessitated their implementation. On the basis of the threat 
7 +&-assessment, identify and designate incumbents of high-risk billets and dependent 
8 family members to receiv·e AT resident training. 
9 

l 0 ( 11 ) Keep subordinate commanders informed of the nature and degree of the 
l l threat. Ensure that commanders are prepared to respond to changes in threats and local 
12 security circumstances. Ensure that the COMs are fu l.ly and currently informed of any 
l3 threat information relating to the security of those DOD elements and personnel under 
14 their security responsibility, but not under the command of the combatant commander. 
15 (12) Ensure compliance with the "No-Double-Standard" policy (see Chapter 
16 TV). 
17 
18 (13) Submit to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff emergent and/or 
19 emergency AT requirements that cannot be funded by the Military Departments for CbT-
20 RfF funding consideration. 
21 
22 (14) Ensure FPCONs are uniformly implemented and disseminated as specified 
23 by DODD 2000.12, DeOD Antiterrorism (AT) Program, DOD Instruction 2000. 16, 
24 DeOD Antiterrorism Standards, and DODD 0-2000.12-H, DeQD Antiterrorism 
25 Handbook.. 
26 
27 ( 15) Coordinate AT program issues with the functional Combatant 
28 Commanders, the COMs, the Defense Agencies,_j DOD Field Activities, and the Military 
29 Departments, as appropriate. 
30 
31 ( 16) Provide a representative to the DOD A TCC and appropriate 
32 subcommittees, as required under enclosure 3 of DeQDD 2000.12. 
33 
34 (17) Ensure a capability. exists to collect,. receive, evaluate, analyze, and 
35 disseminate all relevant data on terrorist activities, trends, and indicators of imminent 
36 attack. Develop and implement the capability to fuse suspicious activity reports from 
37 military security, law enforcement, and counterintelligence organizations with national-
38 level intelligence, survei llance, and reconnaissance collection activities. 
39 
40 ( 18) Develop a geographic AOR, Combatant Commander-oriented AT Strategic 
41 Plan that details the vision, mjssion, goals, and performance measures in support of the 
42 Department of Defense's AT Strategic Plan. 
43 
44 e. Functional Combatant Commanders shall : 
45 
46 ( l ) Establish AT policies and programs for assigned DOD elements and 
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personnel including assessment and protection of facilities and appropriate level of AT 
training and briefings. Coordinate programs with the appropriate CombataRt 

CommaRders geographic combatant commander and tfle-COMs . 

(2) Coordinate with the geographic Combatant Commanders to ensure adequate 
AT protection of forces. 

(3) Ensure that subordinate elements, which are tenant units on Militaty Service 
installations, coordinate the ir AT programs and requirements w ith the host installation 
commander. Differences shall be resolved through the applicable Combatant Commander 
and the Service component command chain of command. 

(4) Identify and designate incumbents of high-risk billets and dependent family 
members requiring AT resident training. Provide AT resident training to personnel 
assigned to high-risk billets and others, as applicable. 

(5) For emergent and/or emergency AT requirements that cannot be funded 
through other means, submit requirements to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for 
CbT-RlF consideration. 

(6) Provide a representative to the DOD ATCC and appropriate subcommittees, 
as required under enclosure 3 ofDQoDD 2000.12. 

(7) Identify, document, and submit to the Joint Staff the resource requirements 
necessary to achieve AT program objectives for each activity under the Combatant 
Command or for which the Cfommander has A+-responsibility. Work with the Service 
component commands to ensu·re that resource requirements to. imp lement the AT 
programs are identified and programmed according to PPBSES procedures. 

(8) Develop their own a ft:metioRa l Combatant Commander-oriented AT 
Strategic Plan that details the vision, mission, goals, and performance measures in 
support of the Depa1tment of Defense and geographic Combatant Commanders' AT 
Strategic Plans. 

f. Directors of other Defense Agencies and DOD Fie ld Activities, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense (OSD), Principal Staff Assistants, and those that report directly to 
the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense, shall: 

( I) Support the geographic Combatant Commanders as they exercise overall FP 
responsibility and execute their AT programs for the personne l and resources fur AT 
within their respective AOR. Institute AT Programs, ensure that Defense Agencies and 
DOD Field Activities conduct vulnerability assessments that address telTorism as a 
potential threat to the. DOD e lements and personnel, and incorporate AT measures into 
contingency response plans. 

(2) Utilize DOD 0-2000.12-H, DeOD Antiterrorism Handbook, and DOD! 
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1 2000.16, DeQD Antiterrorism Standards, for the AT planning and execution for their 
2 headquarters (HQ) and all activities under their cognizance: consider mission, 
3 characteristics of the activity, geographic location, threat level, and FPCON. Establish 
4 prescriptive AT standards for installations and facilities not located on US military 
5 installations. Coordinate with the applicable Combatant Commander to ensure AT~ 
6 &Atl-polices and programs are in concert with the geographic Combatant Commanders' 
7 overall responsibility for the AOR. 
8 
9 (3) Comply with DODI 2000. 16, DeQD Antiterrorism Standards, requirements 

l 0 to maintain an AT training and exercise program. Ensure that all assigned personnel 
11 comply with DOD DLrective 4500.54, Official Tempormy Duty Travel Abroad, and DOD 
12 4500.54-G, DeQD Foreign Clearance Guide (FCG). Ensure that personnel. are aware of 
l3 any travel security advisories in effect at the time of travel. Ensure that all DOD 
14 personnel (including dependent family members) scheduled for permanent changes of 
15 station to foreign countrLes receive required AT training or briefing specified in DODI 
16 2000.16 .. 
17 
18 (4) Provide members to the DOD ATCC and appropriate subcommittees, as 
19 requiredunder enclosure 3 of DODD 2000.12, DeQD Antiterrorism (AT) Program.. 
20 
21 (5) As part of the PPBSE. cycle, identify and. document resource requirements 
22 necessary to implement and maintain AT programs. Submit AT requirements to the 
23 Secretary of Defense with an information copy to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
24 Staff and the appropriate Combatant Commanders. Include resource requirements in 
25 program and budget submissions. For emergent and/or emergency AT requirements that 
26 cannot be funded through other means, submit requirements through the appropriate 
27 Combatant Commander to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for CbT-RJF 
28 consideration. Implement accounting procedures to enable precise reporting of data 
29 submitted to Congress in the Congressional Budget Justification Book, including the 
30 number and cost of personnel directly supporting the DeJ:lartmeAt of Defense'sDOD's AT 
3 I program activities. 
32 
33 (6) Identify and designate incumbents of higk risk billets that are potential ly 
34 high-risk targets of terrorist attacks and dependent family members requiring AT resident 
35 training. Ensure that AT resident training is provided to personnel assigned to high-risk 
36 billets and others, as applicable. 
37 
38 (7) Ensure that current physical security technology and security requirements 
39 are incorporated into all new contracts, where appropriate. 
40 
41 (8) Ensure AT protective features for faci lities and installations are included in 
42 the planning, design, and execution of military and minor construction projects to 
43 mitigate A+-vulnerabilities. and terrorist threats (Unified Facilities Criteria [UFC] 4-0 I 0-
44 01 , DeQD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings, Unified Facili ties Criteria 
45 [UFC] 4 0 I 0 10 4-0 I 0-02, DeOD Minimum Antiterrorism Standoff Distances for 
46 Buildings, and Unified Facilities Criteria [UFC] 4-021-01 , Design and O&M: Mass 
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1 Notification Systems). 
2 

3 (9) Develop an AT Strategic Plan that details the vision, mission, goals, and 
4 performance measures in support of the Department of Defense's AT Strategic Plan. 
5 
6 Homeland Security vs. Homeland Defense 
7 
8 Homeland security (HL!:S) is not the same as homeland defense (HbD}. 
9 

10 Hornelancl-sewrity HS is a concerted national effort to prevent terrorist attacks within the US, 
I I reduce America's vulnerability to terrorism, and minimize the damage and recover from 
12 attacks that do occur. th~F&Vanti9A, p~=e9mf*iGn,-and-Getei'Fence of, an€1 aefense-..agaiRSt, 
13 aggression targeted at US territory, so•;oroignty, domestic population, and infrastructure as 
14 well as the management of the consequences of such aggression and other domestic 
15 emorgonoio&:- -It is a natiOAffi-team-effort that begiFHrWitll-leeal;-state-and federal 
16 organizations. 
17 
18 Homeland defense HD is the protection of US territory, sovereignty, domestic population and 
19 defense critical infrastructure dependencies and interdependencies. against threats and 
20 aggression. military attacks emanating from outside tho United States. 
21 
22 g. With respect to combating terrorism and other homeland security concerns, the 
23 Department of Defense is not the lead agency, but has significant supporting roles in 
24 several areas. Whi le in homeland de-fe.wre defense activities, missions (air, land and 
25 maritime defense) the Department of Defense DOD will take the lead and be supported 
26 by other Federal agencies. Section 876 of Public Law 107-296, the Homeland Security 
27 Act of 2002 states: "Nothing in this Act shall confer upon the Secretary [of Homeland 
28 Security] any authority to engage in warfighting, the mil itary defense of the United 
29 States, or other military activities, nor shall anything in this Act limit the existing 
30 authority of the Department of Defense or the Armed Forces to engage in warfighting, 
31 the military defense of the United States, or other military activities." 
32 
33 1:1. Tl:lere are tJ:tree Elistiflel eire1:1mstaRees ifl wl:liel:! DepartmeRl ofDefeBse wouiEI be 
34 involves in aeth·ities witl:lin the UniteEI States in s~;~pport of the see1:1rity of the nation: 
35 
36 ( I ) ExtraorEiinary circ1:1mstances which req1:1ire the Department to execute its 
37 lraEiitional mi litary missions. For eKample, combat air patrols aBEin'laritime Elefense 
38 operatio~s. ln these cases the DefJartment plays the leaEI role anEI is s1:1pporteEI by otl:!sr 
39 Federal agencies. Also included in this category are cases i~ which the President, 
40 exercising l:lis ConstitutioBaL authority as CommanEier in Cl~ief, authori:z:es mi litary 
41 ~ 
42 
43 (2) Emergency circumstances of a catastrophic nature. For example: 
44 responEiing to an attack or assistiflg in response to forest fires, flooEis, lmn·ieaBes, 
45 tomaEios, anEI so forth, Eluring •.vhich the Department may be askeEI to act quicldy to 
46 provide capabilities tl:!at other civilian agencies do not have. 
47 
48 (3) Temporary eirc1:1n~stanees, \"'here the Department is giYen missions or 
49 assignments that are limiteEI in Eluration or scope anEI other agencies have the leaEI from 
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1 the outset. for examf)le, seeurily at a Sf>eeial e,.·enlli:IE:e lhe Olymf)ies, or assisting other 
2 federal ageneies in developing eaf)abilities to deteel ei:lemieal/biologieal ti:lreats. 
3 
4 
5 ih. The Department of Defense established United States Northern Command 
6 (USNORTHCOM ) in 2002 to consolidate. under a single unified command existing 
7 missions that were previously executed by other military organizations. 
8 
9 (ll_ The command's mission is homeland defense and civil support, specifically: 

10 
11 fB___ffil Conduct operations to deter, prevent, and defeat threats and 
12 aggression aimed at the United States, its territories, and interests within the assigned 
13 area of responsibility; and 
14 
15 ~..lhl As directed by the President or Secretary of Defense, provide 
16 military assistance to civil authorities including consequence management operations. 
17 
18 fJ1____(£}_ USNORTHCOM's area of resf>onsibi lily AOR is America's 
19 homefront. The AOR includes air, land, and sea approaches and encompasses the 
20 continental United States (CONUS), Alaska, Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, the US 
21 Virgin Islands, Bern1uda, St. Pierre and Miquelon Islands, and waters out to 500 nautical 
22 miles (excluding Greenland). and the surrounding 'l't'aler out lo af)proximalely 500 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO CIVIL AUTHORITIES 

A mission set of civil support following natural or manmade disasters, chemical, 
biological, radiological, nuclear, or high explosive consequence management, and 
other support as requires. Also called MACA. 

With the exception of immediate responses under imminently serious conditions, any 
support that requires the deployment of forces or equipment assigned to a Combatant 
Command by Secretary of Defense Memorandum, must be coordinated with the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Chairman shall evaluate each request to use 
Combatant Command forces or equipment to determine if there is a significant issue 
requiring Secretary of Defense approval. Orders providing assistance to civil 
authorities that are approved by the Secretary of Defense involving the use of 
Combatant Command forces or equipment shall be Issued through the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Upon Secretary of Defense approval, the Secretary of the Army, 
when designated "the DOD Executive Agent," shall implement and oversee DOD 
support in accordance with such approved orders. 

The Secretary. of Defense is. the approval authority for any requests for. potentially lethal 
support (i.e.,. lethal to the public,. a member of law enforcement, or a Service member) 
made by law enforcement agencies. 

23 nautieal miles. It also inell:tdes ti:le Gulf of Mexieo, P1:1erto Rieo, and the US Virgin 
24 Islands. The defense of Hawaii and our territories and possessions in the Pacific remains 
25 the responsibility of US Pacific Command. 
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YNI+E·D-S+A+ES-NOR+WE-RN COMMANI> 

US Northern Command plans, organi73es, and executes homeland defense and civil 
support missions, but has few permanently assigned forces. The command will be 
assigned forces whenever necessary to exec1:1te t'flissions as ordered by the President. 

Approximately 500 civil service employees and uniformed personnel representing all 
service brancl~es provide tRis. essential 1:1nity of con~mand fro J'fl US ~lorthem 

Command's headquarters at Peterson Air Foree Base in Colorado Springs, Colo. 
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TERRORIST THREAT 

"Terrorism is an arm the revolutionary can never relinquish." 

Carlos Marighella 
MINIMANUAL OF THE URBAN GUERILLA 

3 
4 l. OveFview Gener a l 
5 
6 A critical factor in understanding terrorism is the importance of the emotional 
7 impact of the terrorist act on an audience other than the victim. This chapter provides 
8 background information an overview of issues deal ing w ith concerning the terrorist 
9 threat to eflable the eommaflder at afly echelofl to create and ernpiO:Y' AT tactics, 

10 techniques, and procedt:~res OtJtlined iA this publication. Terrorism has long been a media 
I 1 event and, as such, a phenomenon of our time. The terrorist attacks of September 11 , 
12 200 I, marked a dramatic escalation in trends toward more destructive terrorist attacks 
13 and showed how vulnerable the United States is and the importance of countering 
I 4 terrorism toward more indiserit'Rinate targeting among intematioflal terrorists. There is 
I 5 an apparent shift in operational intensity from traditional sources of terrorism state 
16 sponsors and tradit iona l terrorist organizations to extremist groups. The new terrorist 
I 7 paradigm includes traditiona l state sponsored terrorism, we ll organized networks of non 
18 state actors, extremist groups and criminal networks. Moreover, they may act 
19 independently or in a well orchestrated offensive. 
20 
2 1 2. Terrorist Tactics 
22 
23 The general shift in tactics and methodolognes among international terrorists 
24 focuses on producing mass casualties. They have ra ised the stakes, operating now with a 
25 more fata listic mentality and incorporating multiple s imultaneous attacks and suicide 
26 bombings. Their targets will be just as likely economic (tourists, financial networks) or 
27 agricultural ones (livestock, crops) as embass ies or military forces/faci lities. Their goal is 
28 not just to win favor for their causes, but can be more specifically designed to wage 
29 undeclared, unconventional war at will. The more common tactics employed by terrorist 
30 groups are discussed below. 
3 1 
32 a. Assassination. A term generally applied to the killing of prominent persons 
33 and symbolic enemies as well as traitors who defect from the group. 
34 
35 b. Arson. Less dramatic than most tactics, arson has the advantage of low ri sk 
36 to the perpetrator and requires only a low level of technical knowledge. 
37 
38 c. Bombing. The improvised explosive device (lED) is the terrorist's weapon 
39 of choice. rEDs can be inexpensive to produce and, because of the various detonation 
40 techniques available, may be a low risk to the. perpetrator. Suicidal bombings, however, 
41 are a preferred common employment method. Oilier aAdvantages to these tactics include 
42 their attention-getting capacity and the ability to control casualties through time of 
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l detonation and placement of the device. Announcing responsibi lity for the bombing or 
2 denying responsibi lity for the incident, It is also easi ly deAiable should the action produce 
3 undesirable results, generates media interest and may lead to increased coverage of a 
4 terrorist groups agenda/activities. 
5 
6 d. Hostage Taking. This usually is an overt seizure of one or more individuals 
7 with the intent of gaining publicity, concessions in return for release of the hostages, or as 
8 human shields to increase their success in carrying out a mission .. While dramatic, 
9 hostage and hostage barricade situations are risky for the perpetrator. 

10 
ll e. Kidnapping. While simjlar to hostage taking, kidnapping bas significant 
12 differences. Kidnapping is usually a covert seizure of one or more specific persons in 
13 order to extract specific demands. The perpetrators of the action may not be known for a 
14 long time. News media attention is initially intense but decreases over time. Because of 
15 the time involved, successful kidnapping requires elaborate planning and logistics. The 
16 risk to the terrorist is less. than in the. hostage situation. 
17 
18 f. Hijacking or Skyjacking. Sometimes employed as a means for escape, 
19 hijacking is normally carried out to produce a spectacular hostage situation or equally 
20 provide a vehicle for carrying out a lethal mission.. Although trains, buses, and ships 
21 have been hijacked, aircraft are the prefeiTed target beeause of their greater H'lobility aAd 
22 ~·ulnerability. 

23 
24 g. Seizure. Seizure usually involves a building or object that has value in the 
25 eyes of the intended audience. There is some risk to the teiTorist because security forces 
26 have time to react and may opt to use force to resolve the incident, especially if few or no 
27 innocent lives are. involved. 
28 
29 h. Raids or Attacks on Faci lities. Armed attacks on faci lities are usually 
30 undertaken for one of three purposes: to gain access to radio or television broadcast 
31 capabilities in order to make a statement; to demonstrate the government's inability to 
32 secure critical facilities or national symbols; or to acquire resources (e.g., robbery of a 
33 bank or armory). 
34 
35 
36 
37 
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Terrorist Threat 

4 i. Sabotage. The objective in most sabotage incidents is to demonstrate how 
5 vulnerable society is to terrorist actions. Industrialized societies are more vulnerable to 
6 sabotage than less highly developed societies. Utilities, communications, and 
7 transportation systems are so interdependent that a serious disruption of any one affects 
8 all of them and gains immediate public attention. Sabotage of industrial or commercial 
9 facilities is one means of identifying the target while making a statement of future intent. 

10 Military facilities and installations, information systems, and information infrastructures 
11 may become targets of terrorist sabotage. 
1. 2 
13 j. Hoaxes. Any terrorist group that has establ ished credibility can employ a 
14 hoax with considerable. success. A threat against a person's life causes. that person and 
15 those associated with that individual to devote time and effort to security measures. A 
16 bomb threat can close a commercia l building, empty a theater, or delay an aircraft flight 
17 at no cost to the terrorist. False alarms dull the analytical and operational efficiency of 
18 key security personnel, thus degrading readiness. 
19 
20 k. Use of Special Weapons and Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). 
2 1 Chemical weapons have been used by terrorists to date and there is potential for the use 
22 of both chemical afld biological 'n<eapoHs ifl the future. Terrorists have employed 
23 chemical and biological weapons in the past, and some terrorist organizations will seek to 
24 employ all types of CB RNE weapons when they can obtain them. These types of 
25 weapons, relatively cheap and easy to make, could be used in place of conventional 
26 explosives in many situations. The potential for mass destruction and the deep-seated 
27 fear most people have of chemical and biological weapons could be attractive to a group 
28 wishing to make the world take notice. Although an explosive nuclear device is 
29 acknowledged to be beyond the reach of most terrorist groups, a chemical or biological 
30 weapon or a radiological dispersion device using nuclear contaminants is not. The 
3 1 technology is simple and! the cost per casualty (for biological weapons in particular) is 
32 extremely low- much lower than for conventional or nuclear explosives. This situation 
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l could change as the competition for headlines increases. lncreasing availability of 
2 CBRNE material, components, and weapons raises the specter of terrorists using these 
3 weapons in an attack against civi lian populations or military faci lities. Many chemical-
4 biological (C-B) weapons ingredients arc commercially availab le, and there are numerous 
5 reports throughout Europe of fissile material avai lability on the black market. This raises 
6 the possibility not only of terrorist use of nuclear weapons, but of radiological bombs that 
7 use fissile material to contaminate targets. Terrorists have attempted to obtain industrial 
8 radio logical sources to be used in a "dirty bomb" scenario. This would result in panic, 
9 adverse economic effects .. and potential health risks. 

10 
11 I. Environmental Destruction. Although this tactic has not been widely used, 
12 the increasing accessibi lity of sophisticated weapons to terrorists has the potential to 
13 threaten damage to the environment. Examples would be intentional dumping of 
14 hazardous chemicals into a city's water supply, the destruction of an oi l tanker, the 
15 intentional burning of an oil field, or the use of exotic insects andfor plants to poison or 
16 destroy a nation 's food supplies. Potential examples include intentional dumping of 
17 hazardous chemicals into the publ ic water supply, the destruction of oi l tankers causing 
18 ecological harm. destroying oil fields, or poisoning a nation's food supplies. The use of 
19 exotic insects, animals, or plants to poison or destroy the food supply or ecosystem is a 
20 potential low cost terror weapon. 
21 
22 m. Use of Teolmology and Weapons of Mass Effects (WME). Technology has 
23 in'lportant in'lplications for the terrorist threat faced by DOD personnel. Infrastructure 
24 technologies provide attractive targets for terrorists who can apply a range of rudimentary 
25 and ad•raneed auaek techniques to disrupt or undem'line confidence in a range of systems. 
26 WME create large seale detrimefltal (letllal or non lethal, including eeonomie) effects to 
27 military or civi lian operations. Key elements of the national infrastructure, such as 
28 transportation, teleeoffilllt:Jflications, energy, ban-king, public bealtb, and water supply are 
29 beeomiag increasingly dependent on computerized sys~ems aad lialtages. 
30 
31 (I) These systems provide targeting opportunities for adversaries who 
32 possess even limited teehnologieal capabilities, and •;.rl:to have the ability to identify 
33 eri tical s~'slem choiEe points. Terrorists ean apply computer geRerated a HaolEs or more 
34 traditioRal means such as botflbs or pl:t~·sical destructiofl to caHse system wide 
35 malfunctions. Interdependencies of systems, sucl:t as power and transportation, 
36 exacerbate this vulnerability. 8igni ficant disruption of power grids can have a 
37 de·,·astating in1paet on air traffic eon~rol, railway operations, por~ operations, and 
38 emergency services sueh as fire and/or rescue and police. Attacks such as power outages 
39 also impact a wide segment of the population, command significant media attention and 
40 consequently proYide an effeeti'>'e Jfleans for tl:te. terrorist to reach a "captive" audience. 
41 
42 (2) A range of technologies can also be employed effecti>.,ely by terrotists 
43 to eonduet operations. Although terrorists to date have not demonstrated significant 
44 technological inno¥ation and haYe largely relied on traditional attack methods sueh as 
45 bo:mbing, hostage taking, and assaults, seYeral factors point to an increased lileelihood of 
46 greater use of e1ore sophisticated technologies. first, the wide seale proliferation of 
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1 n1ilitary ·.veapoAs and technologies that has followed tRe collapse of tRe former Soviet 
2 UnioA has iAereased tRe range of weapoAs available OA internatioAal am1s markets. 
3 StaAd off weapoAs such as shoulder fired anti aircraft weapoAs, ligRt anti tank vreapons 
4 whieR have beeR used in attacl(s agaiAst US targets iA the past, are attractive means of 
5 attack for a terrorist since the~· reduce vulnerabi lity and increase CRance of escape. 
6 lAcreased a'•ai lability of more po'Nerful eJtplosives (sl:lcR as the plastic explosh<e Se111te~( , 

7 which is easily concealed and difficult to detect), •.vhen combined with more 
8 sophisticated timing devices, detonators, and fuses, have provided the terrorist with tnuch 
9 more lethal bombing capabilities. 

10 
11 (3) Increasing availability ofCBRNe material, components, and weapons rajses 
12 the specter of terrorists usiAg these weapons iA a A attael( agai11st eiviliaA populatioAs or 
l3 mi litary facilities. Many chemical biological (C B) ·weapons ingredients are 
14 coAH11ercially a'<'ailable, and there are n~:~merous reports throughout Europe of fissile 
15 material a't•ailabil ity on the black market. This raises the possibi lity ROt only of terrorist 
16 use of Al:lclear 'Neapons, but of radiological bombs tRat use fissile material to contaminate 
17 targets. 
18 
19 (4) A range of commercially avai lable technologies eaR dramatically 
20 enhaAce terrorist operational capability. TRese include eommunieatioAs equipment, 
2 1 encryptioA capabilities, surveillance equipment, weapons, a raAge of computer and 
22 information management technologies, weapons components, and the Internet. The 
23 aaility to aeq1:1ire or adapt technologies eaR give terrorists aA edge i11 ehoosiAg targets aAd 
24 eond1:1eting attacks as ·.vei l as significantly expandiAg their raAge of attack optioAs. 
25 
26 (5) TeenAologieal advances also enhance antiterroris111: capabilities. Rece11t 
27 research aAd development efforts have focused on the fullowing areas: 
28 
29 (a) Detection of explosives aed other weapons; 
30 
3 I (b) DetectioA of, and defeAse against, C B agents; 
32 
33 (e) P!:lysieal protectioA (e.g., alarms, barriers, access eoAtrol); 
34 
35 (d) lncideAt response; and 
36 
37 (e) Data a11alysis and dissemiAation. 
38 
39 (6) Explosive detectioA teci:!Aologies eaR ae applied for botl:i airliAe security and 
40 for fixed ~acilities . They detect physical, ehet11ieal, or n1eehanieal propeities of bombs 
41 ~:~si11g a Yariety of tee!:lAologies, from JE rays a11d radio waves to dogs a11d "sniffer" 
42 technologies. 
43 
44 (7) DetectioA of G B ugeAts poses a significaAt challeAge, since almost aAyone 
45 that can are'<'>' beer can man1:1faeture a biological agent, aAd toxic chemicals are 'Nidel~· 
46 available on the commercial market. Laser teel~nologies ha'<'e showA promise in 
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1 detectioe of C B ageRIS, aed research aRd developmeel worl< on persoReel protective 
2 equipmeRt afld YaceiAes is beieg p1:1rs1:1ed aggressi.,•ely. 
3 
4 (8) A raRge of tedJAologies is ctmeetly being investigated to eRI~aeee pl~ysical 

5 protectioe capabilities. Access coatrolteeh:nologies, which inel1:1de a raege of persoAeel 
6 ideRtifieatioA systems, ll'letal detectors, aed closed cireHit sHrveillaflce devices are beiRg 
7 researched aed fielded Ofl a regular basis . . Barrier techeologies are also being fielded, and 
8 eehaecemeets in b1:1ilding desige to enhance bomb resistance are beiRg incorporated iRto 
9 new aed eKistieg DOD buildings in high threut areas. 

10 
I 1 (9) lncideet respoese techeologies are developed to assist ie respoedieg to 
12 assaults OR facilities, hostage taiEiRg, or crill'linal activities. IRcideRt respoese activities 
13 ieclude disn1ptieg the attael<, defending targets, aiding persons iAjured in an attack, 
14 rescuing hostages, aed apprehending attackers. A broad range of technologies are 
15 included in this category such as fiber optic aAd low light camera technologies, highly 
16 accurate sensors, nonlethal weapoRs, iecapacitating agents, and software tools for 
17 profiliRg terrorists aRd supportiRg respoRse plaRniRg. 
18 
19 ( I 0) . effective data dissemieation is a l<ey measure to irApro.,•ieg antiten'OFiSil'l 
20 awareness and preparedness. The rapid evolution of information techflology has 
21 faci litated th:e transfer of accurate terrorist profiles (to include photographs) aed the 
22 ability to transfer the information anywhere in the world q~:~ickly. Other key AT data, 
23 such as protection techAologies aed procedures, ca1~ also be transmitted to field loeatioes 
24 quickly and effectively. Recent efforts have reduced barriers between agencies on the 
25 f1:1sion aed dissemieatioe ofAT data. 
26 
27 3. Terrorist Groups 
28 
29 a. A terrorist group's selection of targets and tactics is also a function of the 
30 group's affi liation, level of training, organization, and sophistication. For years, security 
31 forces categorized terrorist groups according to their operational traditions - national, 
32 transnational, and international. National groups operated within the boundaries of a 
33 single nation. Transnational groups operated across international borders. International 
34 groups operated in two or more nations and were usually assumed to receive direction 
35 and suppott from a foreign government. Historically, +!errorist groups have also been 
36 are categorized by government affiliation to help security planners anticipate terrorist 
37 targets and their sophistication of intelligence and weaponry. Three general terrorism 
38 categories are shown in Figure Il-l . 
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CATEGORIES OF 
TERRORIST GROUPS 

Non-State-Supported 
A terrorist group that operates 
autonomously, receiving no significant 
support from any government 

State-Supported 
A terrorist group that generally operates 
independently but receives support from 
one or more governments; e.g., Popular 
Front for the Liberation of Palestine 

State-Directed 
A terrorist group that operates as an 
agent of a government, receiving 
substantial intelligence, logistic, and 
operational support from the sponsoring 
government; e.g., Abu Nidal organization 

2 Figure 11-1. Categories of Te rrorist 
3 Grou~ 
4 

Terrorist Threat 

5 b. While the three categories broadly indicate the degrees of sophistication that 
6 may be expected, it is important to examine each terrorist group on its own tenns. The 
7 vast funds avai lable to some narco-terrorists afford them the armaments and technology 
8 rivaling some nation-states. Messianie rReligious cults or organizations have features 
9 from all three of the listed categories. They may be "non-state-supported" (e.g., Japan's 

I 0 Aum Shinrikyo cult or the Abdul Rammafl group that perpetrated ti:Je World Trade 
11 Ceflter bombing) Al-Qacda, "state-supported" (e.g., extremist factions of HAMAS who 
12 believe violence serves their concept of rei igious servitude), or "state-directed" (e.g., 
13 Hizballah is both the "Party of God" and a religious ett#-organization that employs 
14 violence in support of both religion and politics). 
15 
16 4 . . Terrorist Organization 
17 

18 a. Despite their diversity in motive, sophistication, and strength, terrorist 
19 organizations share a basic structure as depicted in figure ll-2. 
20 
2 1 b. At the base, underlying conditions such as poverty, corruption, religious conflict 
22 and ethnic strife create opportunities for terrorists to exploit. Some of these conditions 
23 are real and some manufactured. Terrorists use these conditions to justify their actions 
24 and expand their base of support. The belief that terror is a legitimate means to address 
25 such conditions and effect political change is a fundamental problem enabling terrorism 
26 to develop and grow. 
27 
28 c. The international environment defines the boundaries within which terrorists' 
29 strategies take shape. As a result of tEreer, more open borders, as well as sympathetic 
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STRUCTURE PYRAMID OF A TYPICAL 
TERRORIST ORGANIZATION 

Figure 11-2. Structure Pyramid of a Typical Terrorist Organization 

l governments this eAYironment UR'NittiAgly provides terrorists access to havens, 
2 capabilities, and other support to terrorists . But access a lone is not enough. Terrorists 
3 must have a physical base from vt'hieh to operate. Whether through ignorance, inability, 
4 or intent, states around the world still offer havens- both physical (e.g.,. safe houses, 
5 training grounds) and virtual (e.g., reliable communication and. financial networks)--that 
6 teiTorists need to plan, organize, train, and conduct their operations. Once entrenched in 
7 a safe operating environment, the organization can begin to solidify and expand. The 
8 terrorist organization 's structure,. membership, resources, supporters, and securi ty 
9 determine its capabilities and reach. 

10 
I I d. At the top of the structure, the terrorist leadership provides the overall 
12 direction and strategy that links a ll these factors and thereby breathes life into a terror 
13 campaign. The leadership becomes the catalyst for terrorist action. The loss of the 
14 leadership can cause many organizations to collapse. Some groups, however, are more 
15 resilient and can promote new leadership should the original fa ll or fai l. Sti ll others have 
16 adopted a more decentralized organization with largely autonomous cells,. making our 
17 challenge even greater. 
18 
19 e. While retaining this basic structure, the terrorist challenge has changed 
20 considerably over the past decade and likely will continue to evolve. Ironically, the 
21 particular nature of the terrorist threat faced today springs in large part from some of our 
22 past successes. 
23 
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1 f. In the 1970s and 1980s, the United States and its allies combated generally 
2 secular and nationalist terrorist groups, many of which depended upon active state 
3 sponsors. While problems of state sponsorship of terrorism continue, years of sustained 
4 counterterrorism efforts, including diplomatic and economic iso lation, have convinced 
5 some governments to curtail or even abandon support fo r terrorism as a tool of statecraft. 
6 The collapse of the Soviet U nion- which provided cri tical backing to terrori st groups and 
7 certain state sponsors - accelerated the decline in state sponsorship. Many terrorist 
8 organizations were effectively destroyed or neutralized, includi ng the Red Army Fact ion, 
9 Direct Action, and Communist Combatant Cells in Europe, and the Japanese Red Army 

10 in Asia. Such past successes provide valuable lessons for the future. 
l1 
12 g. The end of the Cold War also saw dramatic improvements in the ease of 
13 transnational cotrununication, commerce, and traveL Unfortunately, the terrorists 
14 adapted to this new international environment and turned the advances of the 20th 
15 centt11y into the destructive enablers of the 21st century. 
16 
17 h. AI QaidaAI-Qaeda exemplifies how terrorist networks have twisted the 
18 benefits and conveniences of our increasingly open, integrated, and modernized world to 
19 serve their destructive agenda. The al QaidaA I-Qacda network is a multi national 
20 enterprise with operations in more than 60 countries. Its camps in Afghanistan provided 
2 1 sanctuary and its bank accounts served as trust fund for terrorism. Its global activities are 
22 coordinated through the use of personal couriers and communication technologies 
23 emblematic of our era --ce llular and satellite phones, encrypted e-mail, Internet chat 
24 rooms, videotape, and CD-remsROMs. Like a skilled publicist, Usama bin Laden and tH-
25 QatdaAl-Qaeda have exploited the international media to project his image and message 
26 worldwide. 
27 
28 i. Members of al QaidaAl-Qaeda have traveled from continent to continent with 
29 the ease of ,Lvacationer or business traveler. Despite our coalition ' s successes in 
30 Afghanistan and around the world, some al QaidaAI-Qaeda operatives haYe eseaped 
3 I remain at large to p lan additional terrorist attacks. In an age marked by unprecedented 
32 mobility and migration, they readily blend into communities wherever they move. 
33 
34 j. They pay their way with funds raised through front businesses, drug 
35 trafficking, credit card fraud, extottion, and money from covert suppotters. They use 
36 ostensibly charitable organizations and non-governmental organizations for funding and 
37 recruitment. Money for their operations transferred surreptitiously through numerous 
38 banks, money exchanges, and alternate remittance systems (often known as ~hawalas") 
39 - some legitimate and unwitting, others not. 
40 
41 k. These terrori sts are also transnational in another, more fundamental way -
42 their victims. Besides US citizens, +!he September 11 attacks murdered citizens from 
43 Australia, Brazil, China, Egypt, El Salvador, France, Germany, India, Israel, Jordan, 
44 Japan, Pakistan, Russia, South Africa, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and 
45 scores of other countries. 
46 
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l l. As the al QaiElaAJ-Qaeda network demonstrates, the terrorist threat today is 
2 mutating into something quite different from its predecessors. Terrorists can now 1:1-Se-tfl.e 
3 take fu ll advantage of technology to disperse leadership, training, and logistics not just 
4 regionally but globally. Establishing and moving cells in virtually any country is 
5 relatively easy in a world where more than 140 million people live outside of their 
6 country of origin and millions of people cross international borders every day daily. 
7 
8 m. Furthermore, terrorist groups have become increasingly self-sufficient by 
9 exploiting the global environment to support their operations. Whether it is the 

10 Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia's involvement in the cocaine trade in 
I 1 Colombia, al QaidaAI-Oaeda's profiting from the poppy fields in Afghanistan, or Abu 
12 Sayyafs kidnapping for profit in the Phi lippines, terrorists are increasingly using 
13 criminal activities to support and fund their terror. In addition to finding sanctuary within 
14 the boundaries of a state sponsor, terrorists often seek out states where they can operate 
15 with impunity because the central government is unable to stop them. Such areas are 
16 found in the Americas, Europe, the. Middle East, Africa,. and Asia. More audaciously, 
I 7 foreign terrorists also establish cells in the very open, liberal, and tolerant societies that 
J 8 they plan to attack. 

19 

AI QaidaAI-Qaeda a.k.a. Qa'idat ai-Jihad 

Established by Usama Bin Ladin in the late 1980s to bring together Arabs who fought in 
Afghanistan against the Soviet Union. Helped finance, recruit, transport, and train 
Sunni Islamic extremists for the Afghan resistance. Current goal is to establish a pan
Islamic Caliphate throughout the world by working with allied Islamic extremist groups 
to overthrow regimes it deems " non-Islamic" and expelling Westerners and non
Muslims from Muslim countries, particularly Saudi Arabia. Issued statement under 
banner of "the World Islamic Front for Jihad Against the Jews and Crusaders" In 
February 1998, saying it was the duty of all Muslims to kill US citizens, civilian or 
military, and their allies everywhere. Merged with Egyptian Islamic Jihad (AI-Jihad) In 
June 2001. 

At-QaidaAI-Qaeda probably has several thousand members and associates. Also 
serves as a focal point or umbrella organization for a worldwide network that includes 
many Sunni Islamic extremist groups, some members of ai-Gama'a al-lslamlyya, the 
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, and the. Harakat ui-Mujahidin. 

M..QaidaAI-Qaeda has cells worldwide and Is reinforced by Its t ies to Sunnl extremist 
networks. Was based in Afghanistan until Coalition forces removed the Taliban from 
power in late 2001. AI..QaidaAI-Qaeda has dispersed in small groups across South Asia, 
Southeast Asia, and the Middle East and probably will attempt to carry out future 
attacks against US Interests. 

AI QaidaAI-Qaeda maintains moneymaking front businesses, solicits donations from 
like-minded supporters, and Illicitly siphons funds from donations to Muslim charitable 
organizations. US efforts to block al QaidaAI-Qaeda funding has hampered the group's 
ability to obtain money. 

II- LO 
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I. S. Terrorist Targets 
2 
3 a. It is sometimes difficult for Americans to understand why terrorism seems to 
4 thrive in the environment that offers the least justification for political violence (e.g., 
5 democracies aRe ineffective aulhoritariaR regimes). Equally puzzliRg is the relati•,ce 
6 absence of terrorism in those societies 'Nith totalitarian and effecth•e a1:1thoritarian 
7 govemments. The reasons for this apparent paradox can be s1:1mmarized as being a 
8 matter of social control. The terrorist operates covertly. In societies where little is done 
9 without the lmowledge of internal security agencies, covert nctivity for any appreeiuble 

10 period of time is difficult. The same principle applies to acquisition of weapons, 
l l communications equipment, and explosives. Another factor is public information. 
12 Because the terrorist's objectives usually include gaining the attention of a target 
l3 audience through a •riolent act, the terrorist can easi ly be denied that objectiYe in an 
14 environment ·.vhere information media are tightly controlled. finally, in controlled 
15 societies, the ability of terrorist organizations to create functional net>uorks or to move 
16 funds ·.vithin the financial S)'Stem is severely hindered. 
17 
18 b. The reasons US interests are a target for so many terrorist groups awund the 
19 world are con:tple:K and must be understood in order to effectively combat terrorism in the 
20 long term . . One reason some terrorist groups target the United States and its citizens is 
2 1 ideological differences. The United States is a leading industrial power and the leading 
22 capitalist state. These reasons are enough to incite the animosity of some groups that are 
23 con=n'l'litted to different social systems. 
24 
25 c. Of greater importance is the perceptioH that the US GoYen1-1nent can dictate 
26 courses of aetioa to other governments. Terrorists thiA:k that by press~:~riAg the United 
27 States through acts. of terror, the US. Govemment will bring pressure to bear OR the 
28 ta:rgeted goverA-ment to comply witi:l terrorists' demands. Althouge US i:Afluence is 
29 substantial in the world eon1-lBI:IBity, tl~is is not a policy of the US GoverEHBent. 
30 
3 I d. Mere presence is aAother factor. Americans. are all. oYer the world iA 
32 capacities ranging from diplomatic service to tourists. This availabi lity makes targeting 
33 Americans easy even for relath·ely poorly trained nolfl stale supported groups. It also 

T-E.R~SAND-lGURISM 

The HIDSI ejfeefiyeJear tlurt the ten·erist t·an geuerale.for #le teurist is that he will 
net•er an·iye at hi.tt deslinalifm 91' will HeYer· v-ef.IU'Il heme aliYe. unwineed efthis, 
6 supply oftouri.ttt vi.'iilon• could suddenly dry up. Expe~rsiYe tourist inji·6.tttrucf.lu·e.'t, 
depeudtng 911 11 etJ~rsllmt flt~w of eusteme~·s mar-gins in the tmn·ist brdusll'j' are 
efteu smprisiugly s!ender tlren lie idle. The iuduslrj' is IWJI hlh91' ilrte11sil'e so a 
eonsiderahle mremploymeut pFt~b!eHr is created . .. A piste! peinted at a hosfflge i11 
Rll ail'eHtjt, #le11, eouhl be a pi.rrtel pei11ted at a eounf.ly 's eemunnie heart. 

SOURCE: G. lVel'lfm, fJEU#ed ifr Chri.tt Ryeu, T9la<ism, Terr·erism erul Vie!e11ee 
Reseer·eh lnsfillltefer the St11tly ~fumfliet a11d TeiTer·ism, September/991 
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1 adds to the chaaces of AJHericaas eeiag ldlled or iaj1:1red uainteatioeally. These same 
2 consideratioas apply to memeers of the US military forces with the added factor of 
3 "symbolic value." The Armed forces are clearly visible symbols of US projection of 
4 power and presence; th1:1s, terrorists find military personnel and installations appealing 
5 targets. 
6 
7 e. Terrorism is a major factor across the range of military operations. It attracts 
8 a great deal of attention and fev,· q~:~estion its actual and poteAtial capacity to kill and 
9 destroy. The tbreat of terrorislfl in all operations is oely one of many fP iss~:~es tbe 

10 commander must coAsider. The same types of acts that gain attention in peacetime 
11 military operations can binder military operations in war (e.g., espionage, sabotage, 
12 vaedalism, or theft). 
13 
14 f. In peacetime military operations, there is no defiaitive method of 
15 differentiatiag terrorist acts from other violeAt crimes eecause the perpetrator's intent 
16 may be the only discriminator. A ru le of thumb that can be applied is if the act is 
17 oeviously related to personal gain (robeery of moRe~' or high val1:1e items) or persoeal 
18 motivation (hatred, love, reYenge) it is a crime, eut probably eot terrorist related. On the 
19 other hand, if the act appears to adversely affect militar~· operations (communications 
20 faci lit ies, fuel. storage areas) or has. a high symbolic value (headquarters, particular 
21 indh,iduals), the crime probably has terrorist implications even when no claim is 
22 forthcoming. Recognizing the difference eetweea acts of violeece aed teHorist acts is 
23 vital in order to properly understand the threat' s intent and detem1ine required defensiYe 
24 measures. 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 The American soldier is a symbol US power and presence and is consequently 
30 an inviting target for terrorists. 
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4 &~. Oamestie Tc.-rorism Against the Homeland 
5 

Terrorist Threat 

6 Ten·01·ists have attacked on American soil since we became a Nation. 
7 Historically, though, the attacks were primarily committed by Americans, done 
8 infrequently, and on a generally small scale. Since the early 1990s, the scale of the 
9 attacks has increased, as has the presence of foreign terrorists (e.g., World Trade Center 

10 in 1993, Oklahoma city in 1995 [conducted by Americans], and the attacks of September 
l l II , 200 I). a. On September I I, 200 I , our Nation learned a tetTible lesson. American 
12 soil is not imn'lune to foreign terrorists capable of n1ass n11:1rder and terror. The 'Norst of 
l3 these terrorists and target nw11ber one in our war on terrorism is the terrorist net·Nork 
14 AI Qaeda. Yet the tlli=eat to America is not limited to AI Qaeda nor to s1:1icide hijackings 
15 of commercial aircraft. Tb:e th:reat is much broader, as we leamed on October 4, 200 l, 
16 when we disco·1ered that a life threatening biological agent anthrax was being 
17 distributed through the U.S. mail. 
18 
19 b£!. Unless we act to prevent it, a new ·.vave of terrorism, potentially involving 
20 the. world's. most destructive 'Neapons, looms. in America's future . . Today's tierrorists 
21 can strike at any place, at any time, and with virtually any weapon. Securing the 
22 American homeland is a challenge of monumental scale and complexity. The 1995 
23 bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City and the attacks of 9/ 11 
24 highlights the threat of domestic terrorist acts within the US designed to achieve mass 
25 casualties. Both dQomestic terrorist groups (such as the National Alliance, the Aryan 
26 Natioa, and the extre111ist Puerto Riean separatist groHp Los Macheteros), trans-national 
27 terrorist groups, and special interest extremist groups continue to pose a threat to the 
28 peace and stability of our country. 
29 
30 e. The terrorist threat to Ameriea tal(es many forms, has many plaees to hide, and is 
3 I often invisible. Our enemies seek to remain invisible,. lurking in the shadows. And whi le 
32 AI Qaeda remaiAs An1eriea's most immediate and seriOI:IS tb:reat, other interflatioeal 
33 terrorist organirl!atiofls, as well as domeslie terrorist groups, possess tl~e ,..,.ill and 
34 eapability to attack tile United States. 
35 
36 dQ. Oee fact domi:aates all domestie terrorist threat assessme11ts: ten'Ofists are 
37 strategie aetors. TkeyTerrorists choose their targets deliberately based on the weaknesses 
38 they observe in our defenses and in our preparations. They can balance the difficulty in 
39 successfully executing a particular attack against the magnitude of loss it might cause. 
40 They can monitor our media and listen to our policymakers as our Nation discusses how 
41 to protect itself - and adjust their plans accordingly. Where we insulate ourselves from 
42 one form of attack, they can shift and focus on another exposed vulnerability. We must 
43 defend ourselves against a wide range of means and methods of attack. Our enemies are 
44 worldng to obtain ekemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear weapons for the purpose 
45 of wreaking unpreeedented damage oa An1eriea. Terrorists continue to employ 
46 conventional means of attack, while at the same time gaining expertise in less traditional 
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l means, such as attacks on computer, banking, and utility systems. Other terrorists are 
2 working to obtain chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear weapons for the pumose 
3 of wreaking unprecedented damage on America. Our society presents an almost infinite 
4 array of potential targets that can be attacked through a variety of methods. 
5 
6 e. The American (3e0(3le and way of life are (3rimary targets of terrorists. Our 
7 (30pulation and way of life, whi le the source of our Nation's strength, is also a source of 
8 inherent vulnerabi lity. Our population is large, diverse, and highly mobi le, al lo·.ving 
9 terrorists to hide within our midst. Americans congregate at schools, S(30rling arenas, 

l 0 n~alls, concert halls, office buildi11gs, high rise residences, and 13laces of worship, 
I 1 presenting targets with the (30tential for many casualties. Much of America I ives in 
12 deRsely po(3ulated urban areas, making o1:1r major cities conspicl:IOI:IS targets. Americans 
I J subsist on the 13roduce of furms in rura l areas nationwide, maJ(ing o1:1r heartland a 
14 potential target for agroterrorism. 
15 
16 f~. Terrorist organizations groups ha·1e time on their side. They can infi ltrate 
17 organizations, groups, or geographic areas to wait, watch, and identify weaknesses and 
18 opportunities while it is much more difficult for us to do the same. This trait is made 
19 even more relevant by our rel-iance on habitual processes such as repetitiveness in 
20 b·a ining and in our daily lives. 
21 
22 gg. The US mjljtary organizes, trains, and equips forces primarily to conduct 
23 combat operations. Inherent within the combat capabilities of the Services the military 
24 rapidly responds to domestic emergencies or disasters and provides support to US civil 
25 authorities for domestic emergencies, authorized law enforcement, and other activities. 
26 
27 h. The De13artment of Defense cooperates with and (31"0Yides SU(3(30rt to ciYil 
28. a~:~thorities directed by and coasisteet with laws, Presidential directives, e:Kec~:~tive orders, 
29 and DOD 13olicies and directives .~ Military commanders are responsible to ensure that 
30 DOD resources are used as directed and consistent with laws. Presidential directives, 
31 executive orders, and DOD policies and directives,judiciously by adhering to the 
32 following principles: 
33 
34 ( I) EJECe(3t in the case of immediate response (see chapter I) when local 
35 commanders can respond to save liYes, prevent human suffering, or mitigate gross 
36 property damage, DOD reso1:1rces are provided oely ween reS(30nse or recovery 
37 requirem.ents are beyond the ca13abilities of local, State, and Federal eivil a~:~thorilies and 
38 v1hen they are requested by a lead federal agency (LFA). 
39 
40. (2) DOD S(3ecialized ca13abilities (e.g., airlift and reconnaissance) are ~:~sed. 
41 efficiently. 
42 
43 (3) The Secretary of Defense retains command ofi:Ailitary forces providing ci..,,il 
44 support. 
45 
46 (4) DOD components do not perform any function of civil government 1:1nless 
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1 a1:1thorized. 
2 
3 (5) Unless otherwise directed by the SecDef, or where provided for by law, 
4 mil ital)' operations will have priority over civil s~:~pport missions. (See JP 3-26, Joint 
5 Doctrine for Homeland Security for deta iled guidance lo the Armed Forces in the conduct 
6 of homeland security operations and JP 3-07.7, Doctrine for Civi l Support, for guidance 
7 on military support to civjl authorities.)in joint, multinational, and interagency 
8 environments.) 
9 
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CHAPTER III 
2 .IN TELLIGENCE, COUNTER.INTELLIGENCE, AND-THREAT ANALYSIS AND 
3 CO UNT ERSURVEILLANCE 
4 
5 ~he-4angfmrfaGing-the-IJn~wday ranging-frem-Gh&mir;al-waFfal:e-te-teFrorism, 
6 Fegiena! crises, and socie-tal turmoil are linked in unprecedented Viays and frequently span 
7 multiple countries or continents. Dealing with them therefore requires mu!tip/8-inteJ/iganGe 
8 diooipline&, -along with th& combined tools-of diplomacy, Jaw-&Rfor6ement,and-8ome#m&S, 
9 mi!itaF}' ,force. "'We made mistakes. Our failure to watchlist ai-Hazmi and ai-Mihdhar in a 

1 0 timely manner- or the FBI's inability to find them in the narrow window of time afforded them 
I l - showed systemic weaknesses and the lack of redundancy. 
12 
13 GeoFge-J.-+enet, Oi r-ect&r--of-C&ntFal-lnteiJig&nGer-GIA 
14 fl=estimGAy..Oet~ate-Select Committee on-lflte»igeooe,JaRuafY-28,-
15 1998)Written Statement for the Record of the Director of Central Intelligence Before the 
16 National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, April14, 2004. 
17 
18 
19 I. r ntelligence and Counterintelligence 
20 
21 a. Inte lligence and Counterintelligence Support. Intelligence and 
22 counterinte lligence are critical in the. development of the first line of defense in an AT 
23 program. A-Strategic, well-planned, proactive, systematic, all-source intelligence and 
24 counterintelligence program§. fs-.g@_essential. The role of intelligence and 
25 counterintelligence is to identify the threat, provide advance warning, and disseminate 
26 critical information/ intell igence in a usable form for the commander. Additiona lly, 
27 counterintelligence provides warning of potential terrorist attacks and provides 
28 inforn1ation for CT operations. This el9a)3£er J3rovides tJ:te reader with tl9e eleR'lents of tke 
29 inte lligence cycle that have particular importance in a 'liable AT program. Effective 
30 intelligence and counterintelligence support requires effort, planning and direction, 
31 collection asd aaalysis, processing and exploitation, analysis and production, 
32 investigations, and dissemination and integration, and evaluation and feedback. The 
33 entire process is important in providing decision makers with information and timely 
34 warnings upon which to recommend A+ FP actions. 
35 
36 b. Sources. The primary sources of intelligence and counterintelligence for the 
37 AT program are open-source information, crimina l records, government intelligence, and 
38 local, state and federal information from continual liaison and if overseas, Cl FP Source 
39 Operations, see JP 2-01.2, Joint Doctrine, Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for 
40 Counterintelligence Support to Operations, 7 May 2002. (See Figure III-1.) 
41 
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L 

SOURCES OF 
NTELLIGENCE AND 
UNTERINTELLIGENCE 

OPEN-SOURCE 
INFORMATION 

News media, hearings, 
publications, reference 
services, private data services, 
Internet 

CRIMINAL 
RECORDS 

Collection, retention, and 
dissemination regulated by law 
enforcement channels 

GOVERNMENT 
INTELLIGENCE 

Distributed on a need-to-know 
basis 

LOCAL 
INFORMATION 

Service member, civil servant, 
family member, individuals with 
regional knowledge 

2. Figure 111-1 . Sources of Intelligence 
3 and Counterintelligence 
4 
5 ( I) Open-Source lnf01mation. This infotmation is publicly available 
6 and can be collected, retained, and stored without special authorization. The news media 
7 are excellent open sources of information on terrorism. The news media report many 
8 major tetTorist incidents and often include in-depth reports on individuals, groups, or 
9 various government counterstrategies. Government sources include congressional 

I 0 hearings; publications by Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), Federal Bureau of 
II Investigation (FBI), the Central Inte lligence Agency (ClA), and DOS; and the national 
12 criminal justice reference services. Additionally, there are private data services that offer 
13 timely information on terrorist activities worldwide. Terrorist groups and their affil iates 
14. may also have. manuals, pamphlets, and newsletters that reveal the ir objecti ves, tactics, 
15 and possible targets. Open sources are not a substitute for classified capabilities, but they 
16 can provide a valuable foundation and context for rapid orientation of the analyst and the 
17 consumer and for the establishment of collection requirements which take full advantage 
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1 of the unique access provided by classified sources. 
2 
3 (2) Criminal Records. Both miliitary and civil law enforcement 
4 agencies collect crimina] records. Because terrorist acts are criminal acts, criminal 
5 records are a major source for terrorist intelligence. Commanders must work through 
6 established law enforcement liaison channels because the collection, retention, and 
7 dissemination of criminal records are regulated. Local military criminal investigative 
8 offices of the US Army Crimina l Investigations Command (USACIDC), Naval Criminal 
9 Investigative Service (NCIS), A ir Force. Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI), and 

10 Headquarters, US Marine Corps, Criminal Investigations Division, maintain current 
11 infonnation that will assist in determining the local terrorist threat. See DOD Directive 
12 5200.27 on proper handling of this information. 
l3 
14 (3) Government intelligence. The Community Counterterrorism 
15 Board. which manages the Interagency Intelligence Conunittee on Terrorism under the 
16 Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), is the organization that links all 60-plus federal 
17 intelligence, defense and civilian agencies involved in counterterrorism .. These agencies 
18 include the CIA (lead agency), DlA, National Security Agency, DOS, Department of 
19 Justice (DOJ), FBI, the Department of Energy (DOE), the Department of Transportation 
20 (DOT), United States Coast Guard (USCG), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
21 Federal Communications Conunission, Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and 
22 DOD. In response to the terrorist attacks of September 1 I, the terrorist Threat Integrat ion 
23 Center was created. This new center merges and analyzes terrorist-related information 
24 collected domestically and abroad in order to form the most comprehensive poss ible 
25 threat picture . lt includes DOD representation. Lastly, the FBI has a national Jo int 
26 Terrorism Task Force CJTTF) which inc ludes nearly 30 agencies, spanning the fields of 
27 intelligence, public safety, and federal, state, and local law enforcement. The National 
28 JTTF collects terrorism information and intelligence and funnels it to the 66 local and 
29 state JTTFs. The DOD is represented at the national level and many of the state and local 
30 JTTFs have Service representation from nearby military installations. Service 
31 intelligence and counterintelligence production organizations that compile 
32 comprehensive intelligence and counterintelligence from these agencies for distribution 
33 on a need-to-know basis throughout the Services include: the Army Counterintelligence 
34 Center; the Navy AAtiten·otism Alert GeAterMultiple Threat Alert Center; Headquarters, 
35 US Marine Corps, Counterintelligence; and Headquat1ers, AFOSI. ln combatant 
36 commands, the J-2 is responsible for the integration of intelligence pol icy issues aet=eSS 

37 tl~e eomA1and staff. The counterintelligence support officer (CISO) provides 
38 counterintelligence interface among the combatant command, the component commands, 
39 and the Joint Staff. 
40 
41 ( 4) Local Information. Other valuable sources of information are the 
42 individual Service member, civil servant, family member, and individuals with regional 
43 knowledge such as college faculty or members of cultural organizations. Local crime or 
44 ne ighborhood watch programs can a lso be. va luable. sources of information and can serve 
45 as a means to keep individuals informed in dispersed and remote areas. Intelligence 
46 exchanges with local government agencies through cooperative arrangements can a lso 
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I augment regional information. 
2 
3 c. Responsibilities oflntelligence Agencies and Activities 
4 
5 ( l) General. The FBI is responsible for collecting and processing 

AI-QafdaAI-Qaeda a.k.a. Qa'ldat ai.Jihad 

Established by Usama Bin Ladln in the late 1980s to bring together Arabs who fought in 
Afghanistan against the Soviet Union. Helped finance, recruit, transport, and train 
Sunni Islamic extremists for the Afghan resistance. Current goal is to establish a pan
Islamic Caliphate throughout the world by working with allied Islamic extremist groups 
to overthrow regimes it deems "non-Islamic" and expelling Westerners and non
Muslims from Muslim countries, particularly Saudi Arabia. Issued statement under 
banner of "the World Islamic Front for Jihad Against the Jews and Crusaders" In 
February 1998, saying It was the duty of all Muslims to kill US citizens, civilian or 
military, and their allies everywhere. Merged with Egyptian Islamic Jihad (AI.Jihad) In 
June 2001. 

AI QaidaAI-Qaeda probably has several. thousand members and associates.. Also 
serves as a focal point or umbrella organization for a worldwide network that includes 
many Sunnl Islamic extremist groups, some members of ai-Gama'a al-lslamlyya, the 
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, and the. Harakat ui-Mujahidin. 

Al-QaidaAI-Qaeda has cells worldwide and is reinforced by its ties to Sunni extremist 
networks. Was based in Afghanistan until Coalition forces removed the Taliban from 
power In late 2001. AJ..QaidaAI-Qaeda has dispersed In small groups across South Asia, 
Southeast Asia, and the Middle East and probably will attempt to carry out future 
attacks against US interests. 

M-QaiaaAI-Qaeda maintains moneymaking front businesses, solicits donations from 
like-minded supporters, and Illicitly siphons funds from donations to Muslim charitable 
organizations. US efforts to block ai-QaidaAI-Qaeda funding has hampered the group's 
ability to obtain money. 

SOURCE: United States Department of State Patterns of Global Terrorism 2002 
April2003 

6 domestic terrorist information to protect the United States from terrorist attack. 
7 Overseas,. terrorist intell igence is principally a ClA responsibility, but the DOS, DTA, and 
8 host nation (HN) are also active p layers. Military intelligence activities are conducted in 
9 accordance with (IA W) Presidential Executive orders, Federal law, status-of-forces 

10 agreements (SOFAs), MOUs, and applicable Service regulations.ril 2003 
II 
12 (2) Intelligence Activities. 
13 
14 (a) The combatant conunander, through the eom1'1'1:ander's J-2, 
15 Joint Tntell igence Center, ~the ClSO, and in consultation with DlA, CIA, embassy 
16 sta:ff,US country team, and applicable host-nation authorities, obtains intelligence and 
17 counterintelligence specific to the operational area and issues intell igence and 
18 counterintelligence reports, advisories, and assessments to the t:~nits within the combatant 
19 command's control. or operating within the combatant command's AOR. This network is 
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1 the backbone for communicating intelligence and counterintelligence infom1ation, 
2 advisories, and warning of terrorist threats throughout the region. 
3 
4 (b) DODD 2000. 12, DeOD Antiterrorism (AT) Program, 
5 tasks the Secretaries of the Military Departments to ensure Service component commands 
6 have the capability to collect, receive, evaluate, analyze, and disseminate all relevant data 
7 on terrorist activities, trends, and indicators of imminent attack, and to develop the 
8 capability to fuse suspicious activity reports from mi litaty security, law enforcement, and 
9 counterintelligence organizations with national-level intelligence, surveillance, and 

l 0 reconnaissance collection activities. 
l1 
12 (c) DODD 5105.67, Department of Defense 
l3 Counterintelligence Field Activity (DeQD CIFA), 2/19/2002 tasks the Secretaries of the 
14 Military Departments to: 
15 
16 .L Support the DOD CJFA in implementing Presidential 
17 Decision Directive/National Security Council-75, tf..:.£US Counterintelligence 
18 Effectiveness, Counterintelligence for the 21"1 Century, December 28, 2000, in integrating 
19 the Defense Counterinte lligence (Cl) Program DOD-wide, and in overseeing the. 
20 appropriate functional aspects of the program. 
21 
22 2. Report all significant CI activities, including 
23 investigations and operations, to the Director, DOD CJF A. 
24 
25 (d) DOD CIF A Antiterrorism Responsibilities: 
26 
27 1- Establish a threat analysis capability designed to 
28 collect, fuse and analyze domestic law enforcement information with foreign intelligence 
29 and counterintelligence information in support of the DOD CbT mission. As a 
30 designated DOD law enforcement and counterintell igence activity, CIFA shall support 
31 the efforts of the DIA Joint Intelligence Task Force for Combating Terrorism (JITF-
32 CbT), serving as the bridge between intell igence re lated to international terrorism and 
33 domestic law enforcement information. 
34 
35 ~- Maintain a domestic law enforcement database that 
36 includes information related to potential terrorist threats directed against the Department 
37 ofDefense. 
38 
39 J Supp01t the JITF CbTJITF-CT, the combatant 
40 conunands, and the mi litary Services in preparing threat assessments and advisories. 
41 
42 1. Conduct specific risk assessments in support of the 
43 Defense Critical Infrastructure Protection Program. Identify and mainta in a database of 
44 critical DOD assets and infrastructure. This database shall inc lude vu lnerabil ity 
45 assessments of all DOD facilities. 
46 
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:2_. Support DOD counterintelligence components in 
preparing threat assessments by providing tailored analytical and data-mining services. 

Q. Establish and manage DOD Force Protection 
Detachments at high-threat in-transit locations overseas, ensuring required 
counterintelligence and force protection support is provided to DOD Elements transiting 
these locations. 

1- Assign DOD counterintelligence and criminal 
investigative personnel to the National Joint Terrorism Task Force and designated Joint 
Terrorism Task Forces within CONUS. Provide program oversight and coordination for 
assigned counterintelligence assets and serve as the repository for information obtained. 

~- Provide countersurveillance support to the combatant 
c01runands upon request, subject to the approval of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. 

2. Provide a member to the DOD A TCC and 
subcommittees as required~ pursuant to eRclosure 3 of this Directive. 

_l_Q. Assist the DIA in the execution of its diplomatic 
security function. Such assistance shall include: 

f!. Representation at the National Security 
Council's Overseas Security Policy Board and other related committees, subcommittees, 
and working groups. 

Q. Support the DIA security assistance visits and 
vulnerability assessments for all DOD Elements under the security responsibility of the 
CO Ms. 

(e) Each Military Department intelligence agency 1s 
responsible for the following: 

L Provide overall direction and coordination of the 
Service counterintelligence effort. 

f.. Operate a 24-hour operations center to receive and 
disseminate worldwide teiTorist threat infonnation to and from the combatant conunand 
J-2s, applicable Service staff elements, subordinate commands, and national agencies. 

3. Provide Service conunanders with infonnation on 
terrorist threats concerning their personnel, facilities, and operations. 

1_. With the FBI or host-nation authorities, investigate 
terrorist incidents for intelligence, counterintelligence, and force protection aspects. 
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1 
2 ~· Provide terrorist threat information in threat briefings. 
3 
4 Q. Conduct liaison with representatives from Federal, 
5 State, and local agencies as well as host-nation agencies to exchange infonnation on 
6 tetTorists. 
7 
8 1. Provide international terrorism summaries and other 
9 threat information to supported commanders. On request, provide current intell igence 

10 and counterintelligence data on terrorist groups and disseminate time-sensitive and 
11 specific threat warnings to appropriate commands. 
12 

13 
14 Success in thwarting terrorist activities requires a coordinated 
1. 5 intelligence effort from several US government agencies. 
16 

17 (f) Investigative Agencies. Service criminal investigative 
1.8 services (e.g., USACIDC, NCIS, AFOSI) collect and evaluate crimina l information and 
19 disseminate terrorist-related information to supported installation and activ ity 
20 commanders as well as to the Service lead agency. As appropriate, criminal investigative 
2 1 elements also conduct liaison with local military police or security forces and civilian law 
22 enforcement agencies. 
23 
24 (g) Intelligence staff elements of commanders at a ll echelons 
25 will: 
26 
27 l. Promptly report all actual or suspected terro rist 
28 incidents, activities, and early warnings of terrorist attack to supported and supporting 
29 activities, the local counterintelligence office, and through the chain of cmmnand to the 
30 Service lead agency. 
31 
32 2_. Initiate and maintain liaison with the security forces or 
33 provost marshal's office, local military criminal investigative offices, local 
34 counterinte lligence offices, security offices, host-nation agenc ies, and (as required or 
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1 allowed by law or policy) other organizations, elements, and individuals. 
2 
3 J_. In cooperation with the local counterintelligence 
4 offices, develop and present terrorism threat awareness briefings to all personnel within 
5 the ir commands. 
6 
7 (h) Law enforcement staff elements wil l be responsible for 
8 the following: 
9 

10 1- Report all actual or suspected terrorist incidents or 
11 activities to their immediate commander, supported activities, and Service lead agency 
12 through established reporting channels. 
13 
14 ~- Initiate and maintain liaison with local 
15 counterintelligence offices and military criminal investigative offices. 
16 
17 J,. Maintain liaison with Federal, host-nation, and local 
18 law enforcement agencies or other civil and military AT agencies as appropriate. 
19 
20 (i) Installation, base, ship, unit, and port security officers will 
21 be responsible for the following: 
22 
23 1- Report all actual or suspected terrorist incidents or 
24 activities to their immediate commander, supporting military law enforcement office, 
25 other supported activities, local counterintelligence office, and local military criminal 
26 investigation office .. 
27 
28 ~- Conduct regular liaison v1s1ts with the supporting 
29 military law enforcement office, counterintelligence office, and local criminal 
30 investigation office .. 
31 
32 J,. Coordinate with the supporting military law 
33 enforcement office and counter]ntelligence offices on their preparation and continual 
34 updating of the threat assessments .. 
35 
36 :!,. Assist in providing terrorism threat awareness training 
37 and briefings to all personnel and family members as required by local situations. 
38 
39 d. Information Requirements. To focus the threat analysis, intelligence and 
40 counterintelligence officers develop information requirements (IRs) for identifying 
41 potential terrorist targets based on existing knowledge of an organization. Terrorist 
42 group IRs are shown in Figure lll-2. 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 

Figure 111-2. Information Requirements 
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I 2. Threat Assessn~ent Analvsis 
2 
3 a. Terrorist threat analysis is a continual process of compi I ing and examining all 
4 avai lable information in order to identify terrorist targeting of US interests. A 
5. ~·ulnerabilily analysis is. a continual process of compiling an.d examining infom~ation on 
6 the sec1:1rity postl:lre of a facility. The threat analysis is tl:len paired witl:l the facility's 
7 vulnerability analysis to create tl:le threat and vulnerabi lity assessment. Threat analysis is 
8 an essential step in identifying probability of terrorist attack. To enhance th is capability 
9. to collect and analyze information from many sources, DIA maintains a terrorism data 

10 base on the Migration Defense Intelligence Threat Data System and the combatant 
11 command's J 2; the CISO, in consultation with DJA, focttses this data base information 
12 and regio 1~a l infon~ation toward the intelligence a1~d co1:1nterintelligence needs specific to 
13 the security of the command. Country threat assessments and infom1ation about terrorist 
14 organizations, biographies, and incidents in the database are disseminated to th:e 
15 commands and Services. Terrorism th1·cat analysis is a continual process of compiling 
16 and examining all avai lable information concerning potential terrorist activities by 
17 terrorist groups that could target the DOD Components. or the DOD Elements and 
18 Personnel. A threat analysis shall review the factors of a terrorist group's existence, 
19 capability, intentions. history. and targeting, as well as the security environment within 
20 which friendly forces operate. Threat analysis is an essential step in identifying 
21 probability of terrorist attack and results in a terrorism threat assessment. A vulnerability 
22 assessment is an evaluation to determine the vulnerabi lity to a terrorist attack against an 
23 installation, unit, exercise. port, ship, residence, faci lity or other site. The threat 
24 assessment, and vulnerability assessment are then utilized with the criticality assessment 
25 to. provide the commander with tbe basis for their risk management decisions . . The 
26 commander must detenninc which assets require the most protection and where future 
27 expenditures arc rcguircd to minimize risk of attack or lessen the severity of the outcome 
28 of an attack. To enhance this capability, which requires the collection and analysis of 
29 information from, many sources DlA maintains a terrorism database on the Migration 
30 Defense Intell igence Threat Data system. The combatant command's J-2, the CTSOs. in 
3 1 consultation with DIA, focuses this database infonnation and regional infornmtion 
32 toward the intelligence and counterintelligence needs specific to the security of the 
31 command.. Country threat assessments and information about terrorist organizations, 
34 biographies, and incidents in the database are disseminated to the commands and 
35 services. Commands at all echelons then augment or refine the DlA's analyses to focus 
36 on their area of interest. This process is operative across the range of milita1·y operations, 
37 promotes coordination between all levels of the intelligence, counterintelligence, and law 
38 enforcement communities, broadens acquisition channels, and enhances timely 
39 distribution of information to the supported commander. 
40 
41. (1) Several factors complicate intelligence and counterintelligence 
42 collection and operations. The small size of terrorist groups, coupled with their mobility 
43 and cellular organization, make it difficu lt to identify the members. Unlike other 
44 criminals, terrorist cadres often receive training in counterintelligence and security 
45 measures from foreign intelligence agencies or other terrorists. Additionally, the 
46 traditional orientation of police organizations is toward individual criminals, while 
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1 military intelligence organizations focus on conventional forces. It is worth nothing that 
2 the ten·orist attacks against the Office of the Program Manager-Saudi Arabian National 
3 Guard in 1995, Khobar Towers in 1996 and the USS Cole in 1998 all occurred when 
4 those areas were in THREATCON Bravo. In fact, the THREATCON was lowered from 
5 Charlie to Bravo approximately 45 days prior to the attack against Khobar Towers. 
6 Terrorist activity, therefore, requires some degree of reorientation for police and military 
7 intelligence and counterintelligence collection and operations. 
8 
9 (2) The ability of an intelligence system to provide critical and timely 

10 information to the user depends not only on efficient collection and processing, but also 
l l on the ability to organize, store, and rapidly retrieve this infonnation. This capabiaity, 
I 2 coupled with early warning, careful observation, and assessment of threat activity, 
l3 enhances the probability of accurately predicting the types and timing of terrorist attacks. 
14 
15 (3) Commanders must carefully exercise judgment in estimating both 
16 the existing terrorist threat and the need for. changes. in antiterrorism measures. See 
17 Appendix A. 
18 
19 b. Having obtained a threat analysis, the commander and staff proceed to 
20 complete the th reat assessment by conducting the. vulnerability (Appendix B) and 
21 criticality (Appendix C) aAd YI:I~Aeraei lity (AppeAdix S) assessments. 
22 
23 c. Dri lls and Exercises. Multi-echelon wargaming of possible terrorist attacks is 

• There were at least four separate terrorist identity databases at State, CIA, 
Department of Defense, and FBI. None were interoperable or broadly 
accessible. 

• There were dozens of watch lists, many haphazardly maintained. 
• There were legal impediments to cooperation across the continuum of criminal 

and intell igence operations. It was not a secret, we all understood it, but little 
action was taken by anyone to create a common arena of criminal and 
intell igence data that we al l could access. 

But most profoundly we lacked a government wide capability to integrate foreign 
and domestic knowledge, data, operations, and analysis. 
Warning is not good enough without the structure to put it into action. 

• We al l understood Bin Ladin 's intent to strike the homeland but were 
unable to translate this knowledge into an effective defense of the country. 

• Doing so would have complicated the ten·01·ists' calculation of the 
difficulty in succeeding in a vast open society that was, in effect, 
unprotected on September I I. 

During periods of heightened threat, we undertook smart, discipl ined actions, but 
ultimately all of us must acknowledge that we did not have the data, the span or 
control, the redundancy, the fusion, or the laws in place to give us the chance to 
compensate for the mistakes that will be made in any human endeavor. This is not 
a clinical excuse - 3,000 people died. In the end, one thing is clear. No matter 
how hard we worked or how desperately we tried it was not enough. The 
victims and the families of9/11 ge§erve getter. 

--------------------------~ 
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I the best test, short of an actual Lncident, to analyze the ability of an installation, base, 
2 ship, unit, airfie ld, or port to respond. Drills and exercises test suspected vulnerabilities 
3 and AT measures. These exercises and drills also train the staff as well as reaction force 
4 leadership and help maintain a valid threat assessment by identifying and adjusting to 
5 changing threat capabilities as well as i ns~allation, ease, shi13, ~:mit, or j')Ort known 
6 vulnerabilities. 
7 
8 3. Countcrsurvcillancc 
9 

10 a. Countering ten·orist surveillance successfully necessitates commanders and 
I I security planners to understand the purpose of terrorist surveillance, know what terrorists 
12 look for, and know how they conduct surveillance operations. With this basic knowledge, 
13 commanders can then implement protective countenneasures, comply with DOD 
14 standardized reporting procedures, and in the end deter, detect, disrupt, and defend against 
15 future attacks. 
16 
17 b. Vulnerability assessment. Tenorists conduct surveillance to detennine a target's 
18 suitability for attack by assessing the capabilities of existing security systems and discerning 
19 weaknesses for potential exploitation. TcrTorists closely examine security procedures, such 
20 as shift changes, access contTOI, and roving patrols; citizenship of security guards; models 
21 and types of locks; presence of closed-circuit cameras; and guard dogs. After identifying 
22 weaknesses, terrorists plan their attack options at the point or points of greatest vulnerability. 
23 
24 c. Ten·orist sw·veillance techniques. The basic methods of surveillance are 
25 "mobile" and "fixed" (or static). 
26 
27 ( I) Mobile surveillance entails active participation by the ten orists or 
28 operatives conducting surveillance, usually following as the target moves. Terrorists conduct 
29 mobi le surveillance on foot, in a vehicle, or by combining the two .. Mobile surveillance 
30 usually progresses in phases from a stakeout, to a pick up and then through a follow phase 
31 until the target stops. At this point operatives are positioned to cover logical routes to enable 
32 the surveillance to continue when the target moves again. 
33 
34 (2) Terrorists conduct fixed or static surveillance fi·om one location to 
35 observe a target, whether a person, building, facility, or installation. FLxed surveillance often 
36 requires the usc of an observation point to maintain constant, discreet observation of a 
37 specific location. Terrorists establish observation posts in houses, apartments, offices, stores, 
38 or on the street. A mobile surveillance unit, such as a parked car or van, can also serve as an 
39 observation post. Terrorists often park outside a building, facility, or mstallation to observe 
40 routines of security and personnel coming and going. Terrorists. also usc various modes of 
41 transportation to include buses, trains or boats or move by foot to approach and observe 
42 installations. 
43 
44 d. Protective countermeasures. The incomoration of visible security cameras, 
45 motion sensors, working dog teams, random roving security patrols (vruy ing size, timing, and 
46 routes), inegular guard changes, and active searches (including x-ray machines and explosive 
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1 detection devices) of vehicles and persons at entry points will improve a facilities' situational 
2 awareness and present a robust force protection posture that dramatically inhibits terrorist 
3 surveil lance efforts. The emplacement of barriers, roadblocks, and entry mazes that are 
4 covered by ale1t security forces will provide additional deterrence as these measures increase 
5 standoff and improve security force reaction time in the event of an attack. The 
6 implementation of unannounced random security measures such as I 00% identification of all 
7 personnel entering the facility I installation, conducting inspections and searches of personnel 
8 and vehicles, and visible displays of vehicles mounted with crew served weapons will 
9 increase uncertainty and thus the risk of failure in the minds of terrorists. 

10 
I I c. Surveillance detection. Because terrorists must conduct surveillance--often over 
12 a period of weeks, months, or years--detection of their activities is possible. Regardless of 
13 the level of expe1tise, tenorists invariably commit mistakes. Knowing what to look for and 
14 to be able to distinguish the ordinary from the extraordinruy are keys to successful 
15 surveillance detection. For these. reasons, ove1t surveillance. detection in its. most basic. form 
16 is simply watching for persons observing personnel, facilities, and installations. 
17 
18 ( I) Tbe objectives of ovc1t surveillance detection measures are to record 
19 the activities of persons behaving in a suspicious manner and to provide this infom1ation in a 
20 fonnat useable by the appropriate law enforcement or intelligence officials. Tt is imp01tant to 
21 note that overt surveillance detection emphasizes the avoidance of intemersonal 
22 confrontations with suspic ious individuals unless exigent situations necessitate othe1w isc. 
23 Depending upon the circumstances or trends, commanders and senior law enforcement 
24 officials in coordination with intelligence experts through installation threat working groups 
25 may determine the need for more specialized covert countcrsurveillance measures to assure 
26 installation protection. 
27 
28 (2) For surveillance detection efforts to achieve positive results, military 
29 police/security forces should immediately rcp01t incidents of surveillance and suspicious 
30 activities by providing detailed descriptions of the people, the times of day, the locations, the 
31 vehicles involved, and the circumstances of the sightings to their respective criminal 
32 investigative services or counterintelligence clements for incorporation into reports such as 
33 Air Force Talon or the Naval Criminal Investigative Sc1v icc Suspicious Incident Report. The 
34 incident reports are important pieces of infonnation that over time combined with other 
35 similar sightings allow investigators to assess the level of threat against a specific facility, 
36 installation, or geographic region. 
37 
38 (3) The emphasis of SW'veillance detection is on indicators and wamings 
39 of terrorist swvcillance activities. Surveillance detection efforts should focus on recording, 
40 then reporting incidents similar to the following: 
41 
42 (a) Multiple sightings of the same suspicious person, 
43 vehicle, or activity, separated by time, distance, or direction. 
44 
45 (b) Possible locations for observation post use. 
46 
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I (c) Individuals who stay at bus I train stops for 
2 extended petiods whi le buses I trains come and go. 
3 
4 (d) individuals who carry on long conversations on 
5 pay or cellular telephones. 
6 
7 (e) Individuals who order food at a restaurant and 
8 leave before the food arrives or who order without eating. 
9 

10 (f) Joggers who stand and stretch for an inordinate 
I I amow1t of time. 
12 
13 (g) Individuals sitting m a parked car for an 
14 extended period oftime. 
15 
16 (h) rndividuals who don't tit into the surrounding 
17 environment by wearing improper attire for the location (or season). 
18 
19 (i) Individuals drawing pictmes I taking notes in an 
20 area not normally of interest to a standard tourist or showing interest in or photographing 
21 security cameras, guard locations, or noticeably watching security reaction drills and 
22 procedures. 
23 
24 (j) Individuals who exhibit unusual behavior such as 
25 staring or quickly looking away from individuals or vehicles as they enter or leave designated 
26 faci lities or parking areas. 
27 
28 (k) TetTorists may also employ aggressive 
29 surveillance by fa lse phone threats, approaching security checkpoints to ask for directions, or 
30 "innocently" attempting to smuggle non-lethal contraband through checkpoints. Clearly, the 
31 terrorists intend to determine firsthand the effectiveness of search procedures and to gauge 
32 the alertness and reaction of secw·ity personnel. 
33 
34 ( 4) It is important to highlight that the above surveillance indicators are 
35 recorded overtly and while performing normal military police/security forces activities. The 
36 intent is to raise the awareness of our military police/security forces to record and report the 
37 unusual during the course of routine law enforcement and security duties. 
38 
39 f. Reporting terrorist survei llance indicators. I mplcmcnting effective security 
40 countermeasures and employing overt surveillance detection principles will deter ten·orist 
41 surveillance. However, regardless of the capabilities of a facility or installation to resource 
42 AT protective measures, good working relationships with locaL state, and federal law 
43 enforcement agencies arc essential to establishing cohesive, timely and effective responses to 
44 the indicators of terrorist activity. Commanders should coordinate and establish partnerships 
45 with local authorities (i .e. installation threat working groups) to develop intelligence and 
46 information sharing relationships to improve secmity for the installation and the military 
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1 community at large. For those occasions when the indicators of terrorist surveillance 
2 continue despite well executed overt security countenneasures the objectives should be to 
3 provide detailed reports of the indicators of surveillance to the appropriate law enforcement 
4 agency or intelligence activity. As reports of suspicious activity increase and the trends 
5 clearly indicate pre-operational terrorist surveillance, it may be necessary for commanders in 
6 coordination with senior law enforcement and intell igence officials to implement more 
7 sophisticated, uniquely-tailored countersurveillance solut ions and assets to investigate the 
8 circumstances. Specialized countcrsurveillance assets should be coordinated and vetted by 
9 forwarding requests through the chain of command via pre-determined service or combatant 

I 0 command request procedures. 
I I 
12 
13 
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CHAPTER IV 
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

"1::)$ forces vlill act unilaterally and in concerl-wifR security (iJartnors, using all means 
autRorized by tRe President and tRe Congress to counter international terrorism at Rome and 
ab,.:oafi. "To defeat terrorists we will support national and partner nation efforts to deny state 
sponsorship, support, and sanctuary to terrorist organizations. We will work to deny terrorists 
safe havens in failed states and ungoverned regions. Working with other nations ' military and 
other governmental agencies. the Armed Forces help to establish favorable security 
conditions and increase the capabilities of partners. The relationships developed in these 
interactions contribute to a global antiterrorism environment that further reduces threats to the 
United States. its allies. and its interests. 

National Military Strategy of the United States of America, W9-72004 

4 1. Authority 
5 
6. a .. Criminal Actions ... Terrorist acts committed i11 the US or committed outside 
7 the US against US persons or property are federal crimes whether committed during 
8 peacetime or in military operations. Most terrorist acts are federa l crimes whether 
9 committed d1:1ring peacetime or in n1i litary operations. By definition, terrorists do not 

I 0 meet the four requirements necessary for combatant status (wear uniforms or other 
11 distinctive insignia, carry anns openly, be under command of a person responsible for 
12 group actions, and conduct their operations in accordance with the laws of war). Only 
13 combatants can legitimately attack proper mi litary targets. For th is reason, captured 
14 terrorists are not afforded the protection from criminal prosecution attendant to prisoner 
15 of war status. llowe'>'er, Article ill of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, which requires that 
16 noncombatants be treated in a h1:1n1ane manner, also applies to captured terrorists. 
17 However, detained terrorist wi ll be treated humanely, as outlined in appropriate 
18 regulations, and consistent with the Geneva Conventions. 
19 
20 b. Jurisdiction. Most terrorist acts may be prosecuted as criminal acts violating 
21 local criminal, state, federal, or international laws. In an internationally recognized war 
22 or hostilities short of war (regional or global), terrorists can also be tried under military 
23 jurisdiction by either a court-martial, if applicable, or military commission. In peacetime 
24 military operations, most terrorist acts are federal crimes. This is also true in pol ice 
25 actions to maintain a legitimate government. However, in an internationally recognized 
26 war or hostilities short of war (regional or global), terrorists can be tried under local 
27 criminal law or under mj}itary jurisdiction by either a court-martial or military 
28 commiSSIOn. 
29 
30 c. Commander's Authority. A commander's responsibility and authority 
31 accountability to enforce security measures to protect persons and property is paramount 
32 during any level of confl ict. Commanders m1:1st coordinate should confer with their legal 
33 advisers to determine the extent of their authority to combat terrorism. 
34 
35 
36 
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I 2. Limits of Military and lntenigence Support to Civil Authorities 
2 
3 a. General. The fundamental restriction on the use of the military in law 
4 enforcement is contained in the Posse Comitatus Act (PCA), ( 18 USC 1385). However, 
5. several of the exceptions. to the PCA are. relevant to DOD's contribution to the fight 
6 against terrorism. The Posse Comitatus Act does not apply to the navy and Marine Corps 
7 as a matter of law. However, DOD directives and Secretary of the Navy instmctions 
8 apply simi lar restrictions pursuant to 10 USC 375. Similarly, the USCG retains law 
9 enforcement authority in accordance with 14 USC 89 and its assignment to DHS. 

10 
II ( I) Constitutional Exceptions. The President, based on his inherent 
12 authority as the Executive, has the authority to use ~military forces in cases of 
13 emergency and to protect federnl functions and property national security. In the case of 
14 civi l disturbances, which may result from a terrorist act, military commanders may rely 
15 on this authority, however, the employment of active duty military furces in domestic 
16 civi l disturbances may be authorized only by the President through an 13xecutive order 
17 directing the Secretary of Defense to act in a SfJecified civil jurisdiction under SfJecific 
18 circumstances. 
19 
20 (2) Immediate Response. Immediate Response. Any form of 
21 immediate action taken by a DOD component or military commander to assist civi l 
22 authorities or the public to save I ives, prevent human suffering, or mitigate great property 
23 damage under imminently serious conditions occurring where there has not been any 
24 declaration of major disaster or emergency by the President or attack. Immediate 
25 ResJ3onse is thal action authorized to be takeR by a military con1:1nander or by reSJ3onsible 
26 officials of other DOD Agencies to provide supf>Ort to ch·il authorities to flFC'>'ent humaA 
27 suffering, save lives, or mitigate great J3FOJ3erty damage. Under these circumstances, 
28 support elements must advise the DOD Executive Secretary (EXECSEC) through 
29 command channels by the most expeditious means available and seek approval or 
30 additional authorizations. The EXEC SEC wi ll notify SeeDef, the Chainnan of the Joint 
31 Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), and any other appropriate officials Any commander or DOD 
32 official acting under "Immediate Response" authority shall advise tl'le Joint Director of 
31 Military SuflfJOFl (JDOMS) through COI'l'lmand el'lanBels by the. most ex13editious n'leans 
34 avai lable and shall seek aflf>Foval or additional ffilthorization as needed (see Figure TV -1 ). 
35 
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2 Figure IV-1 Request for Assistance 
3 
4 (a) Tn the event of imminent serious conditions resulting from any 
5 civil emergency or attack, all military commanders are authorized to respond to requests 
6 from the c ivil sector to save lives, prevent human suffering, or tfm.i.t mitigate great 
7 property damage .. Th is immediate. assistance by commanders will not take precedence 
8 over their combat and combat support missions, nor over the survival of their units. 
9 Military commanders wi ll notify the DOD Exee1:1tive AgeAt JDOMS through their senior 

I 0 commander by the most expeditious means and seek guidance for continu ing assistance 
I 1 whenever DOD resources are committed under Immediate Response circumstances. 
12 
13 (b) Immediate Response is situation-specific and may or may not 
14 be associated with a declared or undeclared disaster. These actions do not supp lant 
15 established DOD plans for providing support to civil authorities. Commanders may use 
16 Immediate Response authority to assist in the rescue, evacuation, and emergency medical 
17 treatment of casualties, the maintenance or restoration of emergency medical capabi lities, 
18 and the safeguarding of public health. They may provide emergency explosive ordnance 
19 disposal (EOD) service and use. military working dog (MWD) teams to that end or to aid 
20 in locating lost persons. Commanders may also assist with the emergency restoration of 
21 essential public services and utilities. This may include fire fighting, water supplies, 
22 communications facilities, transportation means, electrical power, and fuel. They may 
23 also consider providing immediate assistance to assist public officials in emergency 
24 clearance of debris, rubble, and explosive ordnance from publ ic facilit ies and other areas 
25 to permit rescue or movement of people and restoration of essentia l services. 
26 Commanders should recognize, however, that this is not a blanket provision to provide 
27 assistance. Such requests. are time-sensitive and should be received from local 
28 government officials within 24 hours following completion of a damage assessment. 
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l Commanders will always consider the impact that providing immediate response would 
2 have on their military mission requirements and not jeopardize them. 
3 
4 (c) When a calamity or extreme emergency renders it dangerous to 
5 wait for instructions from the proper military department, a commander may take 
6 whatever action the circumstances reasonably justify. However, the commander must 
7 comply with the following: 
8 
9 L Document all facts and surrounding circumstances to 

10 meet any subsequent challenge of impropriety. 
I 1 
12 ~ Retain military response under the. military chain of 

Immediate Response 

Requests for an immediate response (i.e., any form of immediate action taken by a 
DoQD Component or military commander to save lives, prevent human suffering, or 
mitigate great property damage under imminently serious conditions) may be made to 
any Component or Command. The DoQD Components that receive verbal requests 
from civil authorities for support in an exigent emergency may initiate informal 
planning and, if required, immediately respond as authorized in DoQD Directive 3025.1. 
Civil authorities shall be informed that verbal requests for support in an emergency 
must be followed by a written request. As soon as practical, the Component or 
Command rendering assistance shall report the fact of the request, the nature of the 
response, and any other pertinent information through the chain of command to the 
DoQD Executive Secretary, who shall notify the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and any other appropriate officials. If the report does not 
include a copy of the civil authorities' written request, that request shall be forwarded 
to the DoQD Executive Secretary as soon as it is available. 

DODD 3025.15, Feb.18, 1997 

13 command. 
14 
1.5 J. Limit mi litary involvement to the minimum demanded 
16 by necessity. 
17 
18 (3) Statutory Exceptions. 10 USC§§ 33 1-334 (Sec. 33 1. Federal aid 
19 for State governments; Sec. 332. Use. of mi litia and armed forces to. enforce. Federal. 
20 authority; Sec. 333. Interference with State and Federal law; Sec. 334. Proclamation to 
21 disperse) are tl:te prima~)' statutory ex.eefllioas perti-eeat to terrorism seenarios. A terrorist 
22 incident may well qualify as a civil disturbance. Triggering these statutes permits the 
23 active component to take. on law enforcement function, subject to policy considerations. 
24 Additional statutory exceptions to some lesser known statutes that contain exceptions to 
25 the PCA are: 
26 
27 (a) To assist the Department of Justice in cases of offenses against 
28 the President, Vice President, members of Congress, the Cabinet, a Supreme Coutt 
29 Jus tice, or an " intemationally protected person." (18 USC§§ 351, 1116, 1751). 
30 
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1 (b) To assist the Department of Justice in enforcing 18 USC§ 831, 
2 dealing with prohibited transactions involving nuclear materials. This statute specifically 
3 authorizes the use of DOD assets to conduct arrests and searches and seizures with 
4 respect to violations of the statute in cases of"emergency," as defined by the statute. 
5 
6 (c) 18 USC§ 382 allows the Department of Defense to assist the 
7 Department of Justice in enforcing 18 USC § 175 & 2332, during an emergency situation 
8 involving chemical or b iological WMD. DOD support in WMD situations also appears 
9 in 50 USC §§ 23 11- 2367, Weapons of Mass Destruction Act of 1996. These statutes 

10 specifically authorize the use of DOD assets and in very limited situations provide 
11 authorization for the Department of Defense to atTest, search and seize. 
12 
l3 --b. Although statutory exceptions allow the use of military forces in some contexts, 
14 priot to committing their forces for these purposes, commanders shall consult with their 
15 judge advocates and refer to applicable DOD and Service Directives, including DODD 
16 3025.1, Militarv Support Jo Civil Authorities (MSCA)," DODD 3025, Militarv Assistance 
17 for Civil Disturbances (MACDJS), " DODD 3015.15, Militarv Assistance to Civil 
18 Authorities, and DODD 5525.2 DOD Cooperation with Civilian Law Enforcement 
19 O[flcials. " 
20 __ b. Vicarious Liabi lity. Commanders at al l echelons should be aware of the legal 
21 principle of vicario1:1s liability in plaTining and implementing antiterrorist measures. This 
22 principle imposes indirect Legal responsibility upon commanders for the acts of 
23 subordinates or agetHs. For example, willfu l failure on the part of the commander or a 
24 subordinate to maintain a trained and ready reaction force as required by regulation, 
25 could be construed as an act taking the commander out of the protected position found in 
26 being an en'lployee of tl1e federal GO\'erntl'lent; tk\:ls making the commander S\]bjeet to a 
27 civil suit by any hostages injured. Ci'ri l or criminal personal liability may result from 
28 ualawful acts, aegligeace, or failure to comply ·with statl:ttory guidance by subordi-nates or 
29 agents. With the increasiag number of civilian contract persot'H~el on railitary 
30 installations and tl1e sopl1istication of terrorist organizations, commanders sl1ould pay 
3 I partiCI:IIar attention to meeting regulatory req\:lirements and operating within the scope of 
32 their authority. The legal principle of vicarious liability, long established in the civilian 
33 community, has only reeently applied to tl'le mi litary eomtflunity. In this right, tJ:ie 
34 commaAd legal adviser has become increasingly importaAt to tl1e cotflmander in planniAg, 
35 traiAing and operational phases of the antiterrorist program. 
36 
37 3, Jurisdietion and Authority fer Handling Terrorist Jneidents 
38 
39 a. Jurisdictional Status of Federal Property in the UHited States, its Territories, 
40 and its Possessions. In detenl'liHiag whether a ~ederal or £tate lav; is Yiolated, it is 
41 necessary to look not only to tl'le s1:1bstance of tl1e offense but to wl1ere the offense occurs. 
42 In many eases, the location of the offense will detennine whether the State or federal 
43 Government will haYe jurisdictioH to investigate and prosecute violatioHs . . There. are fo1:1r 
44 categories of Federal territorial jurisdiction: e>wlusive, concurrent, partial, and 
45 proprietary. These are showH in Figure IV 2 and discussed below: 
46 
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FEDERAL TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION 
CATEGORIES 

Exclusive Jurisdiction 

The Federal Government has received all of the authority of the state. 

I 

Concurrent Jurisdiction 

The Federal Government and the state each have the same authority. 

Partial Jurisdiction 

The Federa l Government exercises some authority and the state 
exercises some authority. 

Proprietary Jurisdiction 

The Federa l Government has acquired an interest in, or title to, 
property but has no legislative jurisdiction over it. 

2 Figure IV 2 . . Federal Territorial Jurisdistion Categories 
3 
4 (I) Bxeh:tSi're jurisdietion means that the federal GovemFAent has 
5 receiYed, by whateYer FAethod, all of the authority of the state, ·.vith no reseF¥ations FAade 
6 to the £tate except tl~e right to serve criFAinal and civil process. In territory that is under 
7 the exclusive jurisdietion of the United States, a £tate l~as no authority to in .. •esligale or 
8 proseeute Yiolations of state ta·.v. Howe.,·er, the Assimilative Crimes Aet (18 USC 13) 
9 allows the Federal Government to investigate and prosecute violations of state law that 

I 0 oeeur witt~ in the speeial maritiFAe and territoria l jurisdietion of the United States. 
II 
12 (2) ConeUJTent jurisdietion means that the federal GovemFAent and the 
13 State eneh have the right to exercise the same authority o"'er the land, ineluding t l~e right 
14 to 13rosecute for eriFAes. In territory thai is under the concurrent j1:~risdiction of the United 
15 States and a State, both sovereigns have the authority to investigate or proseeute 
16 violations of Federal their respective laws. ln addition, tl1e Federal Government may 
17 prosecute •,riolations of State law under the Assin~i lative Crin~es Act. 
18 
19 (3) Partial jurisdieliofl refers to territory v.·here the Federal 
20 Government exercises some authority, and the £tate exercises some authority beyond the 
21 right to ser.·e eriminal and eivi l process, usually the right to tax private parties. [n 
22 territory that is under the partial jurisdiction of the United States, a State has no authority 
23 to investigate or prosecute violations of £tate law, unless that authority is expressly 
24 resenced. The Feeleral Government may, howe\'er, proseeule •,ciolations of slate la.w 
25 under the AssimilatiYe Crimes Act. 
26 
27 (4) Proprietary jurisdiction means that the Federal Government has 
28 acquired an interest in, or title to, property bllt has no legislative jurisdiction over it. In 
29 territOI)' that is under the proprietary jurisdietion of the United States, the United States 
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1 aas tbe auteority to ievestigate aed prosee1:1te noa tenitory based Federal offenses 
2 committed on s1:1ch property, such as assa1:11t on a federal officer. Tl:lis a1:1thority does not 
3 exteRd to iRvestigations aRd prosecutioR of violatioRs of State la·Ns under the 
4 Assimilative Crimes Act nnd F'ederal Crimes Act of 1970. The State has the authority to 
5 investigate and prosecute violations of State law that occ1:1r on suol~ territory. 
6 
7 b. federal Authority iR the URited States, its Territories, aRd its PossessioRs. 
8 Several F'ederal criminal stat1:1tes apply to terrorist activities committed in the US or 
9 ogainst US nationals or interests abroad. Some deal with conduct that is peculiar to 

l 0 teiTorism, and others prescribe conduct that is criminal for anym'le but ifl which a tenorist 
l l may engage to accomplish his or her purposes. The Assimilative Crimes Act wi ll al low 
12 the P'ederal Government to investigate and prosee1:1te violations of State law regarding 
l3 terrorist acts or threats that occur within the exel~:~si'le, concu1Tent, or partial jurisdiction 
14 of the United States, thereby giving the Federal Government investigative aed 
15 proseeutorial j1:1risdiction over a '.vide range of criminal acts. Once a violation of federal 
16 law occ1:1rs, the investigative. and law enforcement resources of the FBI and other Federal 
17 enforeen'leat agencies become available, and prosee1:1tion for the offense may proceed 
18 through: the Office of the United States Attomey General. 
19 
20 e. federal and State Concurrent Authority . . In some cases, terrorist acts may be. 
21 YiolatioRs of State lavt' as well as federal law. In this situation, both State and federal 
22 enforoemeet authorities have power 1:1nder their respective crim.jnal codes to investigate 
23 the offense and to instimte erit'l'linal 13roceedings. If a terrorist aet is a ¥iolation of both 
24 Federal and State law, then the Federal Government can either act or defer to the State 
25 a1:1thorities depending on the natl:lfe of the incideat and the ca13abilities of loeal 
26 a~:~tJ:Iorities. Even where tJ:Ie Federal Go·.•ernn1ent defers to State authorities, it ean 
27 provide law enforcement assistance and supfJOrt to. local authorities on req1:1est. . The 
28 choice between federal or State aetion is made by the prosemtting a1:1tlwrity. However, 
29 s1:1ceessive prosecutions are possiale even where Federal afld State law proscribe 
30 essentially the same offense, ·.vithout contravening the Fifth AmendmeAt prohibition 
31 against double jeopardy. Two relevant factors regarding law enforcement responsibi lity 
32 for a gi'.•en incident are: 
33 
34 ( I) The capability and willingness of State or Federal a1:1thorities to act. 
35 
36 (2) The irnportaaee of the State or federal interest so1:1ght to be 
37 protested under the cri111inal stat1:1te. 
38 
39 d .. J~:~risdietionat AHthority. The. matrix in Appendix J,. "J~:~risdictional Authority 
40 for Handling Terrorist [ncidents," provides a Sl:llfll'l'lary of FBI, host nation, and 
41 commanding offieer a~:~tlloril)' and j1:1risdiction in investigating or resol'>'ing terrorist 
42 incideats. 
43 
44 4J.. Federal Agencies and the Military~ 

45 
46 DOD forces and installations are subject to the DOD FPCON System, which is similar 
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1 in structure to the HSAS, but based on slightly different criteria for substantially different 
2 target. Knowledge of HSAS is beneficial in coordinating with civil ian authorities. 
3 
4 a. Overview. The primary FederaL organizations dealing with terrorism 
5 management are the National Security Council (NSC), Homeland Security Council 
6 (HSC), DOS, DOJ, and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 
7 
8 b. The National Security Counci l 
9 

10 (1) The NSC fonnulates US policy for the President on terrorist threats 
11 that endanger US interests. 
12. 
13 (2) NSC's Counterterrorism & National Preparedness Policy 
14 Coordination Committee (PCC). This committee is comprised of representatives from 
15 State, Justice, Department of Defense, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, ClA, and FBL 
16 The PCC has four standing subordinate groups to coordinate policy on specific areas 
17 relating to responding to terrorism. When the NSC is advised of the threat of a terrorist 
18 incident or actual event, the appropriate subordinate group will convene to formulate 
19 recommendations for the Counterterrorism and Preparedness PCC, who in turn will 
20 provide policy analysis for the Deputies Committee. The Deputies Committee then 
21 ensures that the issues brought before the Principals Committee and NSC are properly 
22 analyzed and prepared for a decision by the President. 
23 
24 c. Department of Justice. 
25 
26 (1) The DOJ is responsible for overseeing the Federal response to acts 
27 of terrorism with in the United States. The. US Attorney General, through an appointed 
28 Deputy Attorney General, makes major policy decisions and legal judgments related to 
29 each terrorist incident as it occurs. In domestic terrorism incidents the Attorney General 
30 will have authorization to direct an FBI-led Domestic Emergency Support Team (DEST), 
31 an ad hoc collection of interagency experts. 
32 
33 (2) Federal Bureau of Investigation. The FBI has been designated the 
34 primary operational agency for the management of terrorist incidents occurring within the 
35 US. When a terrorist incident occurs, the lead official is generally the Special Agent in 
36 Charge (SAC) of the fie ld office nearest the incident under supervision of the Director of 
37 the FBI. The FBI maintains liaison at each governor's office. Because of the presence of 
38 concurrent jurisdiction in many cases, the FBI cooperates with State and local law 
39 enforcement authorities on a continuing basis. In accordance with the Atomic Energy 
40 Act of 1954, the FBI is the agency responsible for investigating a threat involving the 
41 misuse of a nuclear weapon, special nuclear material , or dangerous radioactive material. 
42 For an emergency involving terrorism or terrorist acts involving chemical or biological 
43 weapons. of mass destruction the FB£ also has the. lead. In these efforts, the FBI 
44 coordinates with the Department of Energy, the Department of Defense, the Nuclear 
45 Regulatory Commission, and the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as several 
46 States that have established nuclear, chemical, & biological and/or weapons of mass 
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1 destruction threat emergency response plans. 
2 
3 d. Department of State 
4 
5 ( I) The DOS is the lead agency for responses to terrorism occurring 
6 outside the United States, other than incidents on US flag vessels in international waters. 
7 The exception to this is on the Arabian Peninsula where the DOS and DOD signed an 
8 MOU transferring responsibility for terrorism against US interests there to the 
9 Department of Defense. Once mi litary force is directed, the President and SecDef 

10 exercise control of the US military force. 
11 
1. 2 (2) The Department of State has available worldwide a $5 million 
13 reward program to encourage vigi lance and the reporting of possible terrorist actions. 
14 Information on this program can be obtained through the Rewards for Justice web site: 
15 http://www.rewardsforjus tice.net/. 
16 

1. 7 
18 have 
19 for dealing with terrorism against Americans abroad. 
20 
21 e. Department of Homeland Security 
22 
23 (1) The Department of Homeland Security . leads the comprehensive 
24 and unified effort to defend the nation against terrorism through analyzing threats; 
25 guarding our borders and airports; safeguarding critical infrastructure, and coordinating 
26 the response of our nation to future emergencies. Its strategic objectives in order of 
27 priority are to: 
28 
29 (a) Prevent terrorist attacks within the United States; 
30 
31 (b) Reduce America's vulnerabi lity to terrorism; and 
32 
33 (c) Minimize the damage and recover from attacks that do occur. 
34 
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l (2) DHS is responsible for assessing the vulnerabilities to threats 
2 against the nation's critical infrastructure, including: 
3 
4 (a) Agriculture 
5 
6 (b) Food 
7 
8 (c) Water 
9 

10 (d) Public Health 
11 
12 (e) Emergency Services 
13 
14 (f) Government 
15 
16 (g) Defense Industrial Base 
17 
18 (h) lnfonnation and Telecommunications 
19 
20 (i) Energy 
21 
22 G) Transportation 
23 
24 (k) Banking and Finance 
25 
26 (1) Chemical Industry 
27 
28 (m) Postal and Shipping 
29 
30 (3) The Department of Homeland Security merges under one roof the 
31 capability to anticipate, preempt, and deter threats whenever possible, and the ability to 
32 respond quickly when such threats do materialize by taking the lead in coordinating with 
33 other federal, state, local,. and private entities to ensure the most effective response .. 
34 
35 (4) DHS maintains a Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS) to 
36 provide a comprehensive and effective means to disseminate information regarding the 
37 risk of terrorist acts to Federal, State, and local authorities. and to the American people . . 
38 This system is binding on the executive branch and voluntary to other levels of 
39 government and the private sector. It provides warnings in the form of a set of graduated 
40 threat conditions that iacrease as the risl< of the threat increases. At each threat conditioa, 
41 Federal departments and agencies implement a corresponding set of protective meas1:1res 
42 to further reduce vulnerability or increase response capability during a period of 
43 l~eightened alert. There are five threat conditioas, each ideatified by a description and 
44 corresponding color. From lowest to highest, the levels and colors are: 
45 
46 (a) Low Green. This condition is declared v1hen there is a lov1 
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1 risk of terrorist aHacks. federal de13artments and ageecies should coflsider tJ:te followi-Ag 
2 general measHres in addition to the ageney speeifie Protective Measures they develop and 
3 implement: 
4 

5 I. Refining and exercising as appropriate preplan ned 
6 Protective Measures; 

7 

8 2. Ensming personnel receive j:)rOj:)er trammg on the 
9 Homeland Security Ad ... ·isory System and s13ecific j:)fej:)laened department or agency 

I 0 Protecti·te Measures; and 

I J 

12 3. Jnstitutionnlizi:ng a process to ass~:~re that all facil ities 
13 and regulated sectors are regKiarly assessed for •,•ulnerabi lities to terrorist attacks, and all 
14 reasonaale n1eas1:1res are taken to 111itigate tl:lese vulneraailities. 

15 

16 (b) Guarded Blue. Tl:lis condition is declared vl'i:ten tJ:tere is a 
I 7 general risk of terrorist attacks. In addition to the Protective Measures talwn in the 
18 previous Threat Condition, l"ederal departments and agencies should consider tile 
19 following general measures in addition to the agency Sj:)ecific Protective Measures that 
20 they will develo13 and implement: 

2 1 

22 
23 

24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 

30 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 

35 

36 

37 

I. Checking communications with designated emergency 
response or c0111mand locations; 

2. Reyiewing and updating emergency response 
procedures; and 

3. Providing the public with any infom'lation that ·.vould 
strengthen its ability to act appropriately. 

(c) Elevates - Yellow. An Ele•,rateEI Condition is declared when 
there is a significant risk of terrorist attacks. In addition to the Protective Measures taken 
is tJ:te 13revious Threat Conditions, federal depa11ments and ageneies should eonsider tee 
following geAeral n1easures in addition to the Protecti,.·e Meas~:~res that they .,j II develop 
and implement: 

I. Increasing surveillance of critical locations; 
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l 2. Coordinating emergency plaas as BI'JI'Jropriate with 
2 nearby jurisdictions; 

3 

4 ;L Assessing vt'l'lelher the I'Jreeise characteristics of the 
5 threat require the furtt-ler refinel'l10fH of preplaooed Protecti .. ·e Measures; aad 

6 

7 4. Implementing, as appropriate, contingency and 
8 emergency reSI'JOI'lSe I'Jians. 
9 

I 0 (d) High Orange. A High Condition is declared when there is a 
11 high risk of tetTorist attacks. In addition to the Protective Measures taken in the previous 
12 Threat Conditions, Federal departments and agencies sl:lould consider the following 
13 gCJ'leral measures in addition to the agency specific Protective Measures that tt-ley will 
14 develoi'J and implement: 

15 1. Coordinatiflg necessary security efforts with federal , 
16 State, and local law enforcement agencies or any National Guard or other ai'JI'JI'Opriate 
17 armed forces organizations; 

18 2. Taking additional precautions at public events and 
19 possibl)' considering alternative venues or even eaneellation; 

20 

21 3. Prepariflg to e>(ecute coatingency procedures, sucl'l as 
22 moviag to an alternate site or dispersing their workforce; and 

23 

24 4. Restricting thnlatened facility access to essential 
25 persoA:Rel only. 
26 

27 (e) Se·tere Red. A Severe Condition retleets a severe risk of 
28 teJTorist attacks. Under most circumstances, the Protective Measures for a Severe 
29 Condition are not intended to be sustained fur substantial periods of time. In addition to 
30 the Proteoti .. ·e Measures in the I'Jrevio~ts Tl'lreat COI'ldilions, federal dei'Jartments and 
31 agencies also sllould consider the following gefleral measHres in addition to tt-le agency 
32 specitic Protective Measures tllal they will develoi'J and implement: 

33 

34 
35 emergency. needs; 

36 
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1 2. Assigning emergency response personae! aad pre 
2 positioning and n10bilizing spec ially trained teams or resources; 

3 

4 3. Monitoring, redirecting, or conslTaining lraasporlation 
5 systems; and . 

6 

7 4. Closing public and government facilities. 
8 
9 (~ The United States Coast Guard 

10 
I I (a) The Commandant of the United States Coast Guard reports 
12 directly to the Secretary of Hon1eland Security. However, the USCG also works closely 
13 't't'ilh: the Uflder Secretary of Border and TransportalioA Security as well as maintain its 
14 existing independent identity as a M ilitary Service. Upon declaration of war or when the 
15 President so directs, the Coast Guard would operate as an element of the Departn1ent of 
16 Defense, consistent with ex isting law. The Commandant of the United States Coast 
17 Guard reports directly to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 
18 Under DHS, the USCG maintains its statutory status as one of the. five Armed Forces and 
19 conducts national security missions as a Military Service at all times. Upon declaration 
20 of war by the Congress or when the President so directs (may be via the convenience of 
21 any Executive Order) at any time, the USCG may be transferred to the Department of 
22 Navy, consistent w ith United States Code. As Service Chirf, the Commandant would 
23 report directly to the Secretary of Navv. lmpo1tantly, all law enforcement authorities of 
24 the USCG would transfer to the Secretary of the Navy, a civilian official. In addition, 
25 posse comitatus still would not apply to the USCG. Memoranda of Agreement with 
26 DOD exist for USCG support of Maritime Homeland Defense and the employment of 
27 USCG capabi lities and resources anywhere in the world in support of the National 
28 Military Strategy. 
29 
30 (b) The USCG is the. LFA for Maritime Homeland Security afl6 
3 I for Maritime Homeland Defense. And, as such, since the Coast Guard is simultaneously 
32 and at a ll times both an armed force of the United States (14 USC 1), and a law 
33 enforcement agency ( 14 USC 89), and because terrorism can be classified as either a 
34 criminal act or an act of war, the USCG's capabilities are extremely relevant, valuable, 
35 and needed whether the threat is termed a military or terrorist attack. The Coast Guard' s 
36 homeland security mission is to protect the US Maritime Domain and the US MariRe 
37 Maritime Transportation System and deny their use and exploitation by terrorists as a 
38 means for attacks on US territory, population, and crit ical infrastructure. Additionally, 
39 the USCG Coast G~:~ard wi ll prepare for and, in the event of attack, conduct emergency 
40 response operations. And, when directed, as the supported or supporting commander, the 
41 Coast Guard will conduct military homeland defense operations in its traditional role as a 
42 Military Service. 
43 
44 (6) Federal Emergency Management Agency. As the lead agency for 
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l consequence management, FEMA will manage and coordinate any Federal consequence 
2 management response in support of State and local governments in accordance with its 
3 statutory authorities. Additionally, FEMA will designate appropriate liaison and advisory 
4 personnel for the FBI's Strategic Information and Operations Center and deployment with 
5 the DEST, the Joint Operations Center, and the Joint Information Center. 
6 
7 f. Department of Energy. The DOE will provide scientific-technical personnel 
8 and equipment in support of the LF A during all aspects of a nuclear I radiological WMD 
9 terrorist incident. 

10 
11 g. Department of Transportation. DOT and/or the FAA are the federal agencies 
12 responsible for responding to terrorist incidents on a ircraft in flight within US 
13 jurisdiction. The FAA has exclusive responsibility in instances of a ir piracy for the 
14 coordination of law enforcement responses. The FBI maintains procedures, rn 
15 coordination with DOS and DOT, to ensure efficient resolution of terrorist hijackings. 
16 
17 h. Department of the Treasury 
18 
19 ( I) The Department of the Treasury is responsible for preventing 
20 unlawful traffic in fi rearms and explosives, and by for protecting the President and other 
21 officials .fem:! from terrorist attacks. 
22 
23 (2) The Department of the Treasury, in cooperation with the 
24 Department of State Rewards Program, has also launched a Counter-Terrorist Financing 
25 Rewards Program for information leading to the dismantling of any system used to 
26 finance a terrorist organization and for information leading to the arrest or conviction of 
27 those who planned or aided in any act of terrorism against US persons or property. 
28 Information about individuals or organizations that finance terrorists can be submitted by 
29 ealliHg 1 86CJ 8CJ7 8300 witein lile US or by contacting the nearest US embassy or 
30 consulate if outside the US. 
31 
32 i. Director, Central Intelligence. The DCI is the lead in the Intelligence 
33 Community for reducing vulnerabilities through aggressive foreign intelligence 
34 collection, analysis, counterintelligence, and covert action in accordance with the 
35 National Security Act of 1947 and EO 12333, UN ITED STATES INTELLIGENCE 
36 ACTIVITIES, 4 December 198 1. 
37 
38 j. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA will provide 
39 technical personnel and supporting equipment to the LFA during all aspects of a WMD 
40 terrorist incident. 
41 
42 k. The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). DHHS is the 
43 primary agency to plan and to prepare for a national response to medica l emergencies 
44 arising from the terrorist use of WMD. DHHS provides techn ical personnel and 
45 supporting equipment to the LFA during all aspects of a terrorist incident. 
46 
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1 1. Department of Defense 
2 
3 ( I) US Armed forces are prepared, on order, to attack terrorists or 
4 states involved in sponsoring terrorism. DOD Directive 2000.12, DeQD Antiterrorism 
5 Program, now prescribes that the ASD-(SO/LIC) has the lead role within the Department 
6 of Defense in countering domestic terrorist incidents where US forces may be used. The 
7 military is to maintain at least one domestic terrorism rapid response team composed of 
8 members of the Armed Forces and employees of the Department of Defense with the 
9 appropriate expertise. Active duty, National Guard, and Reserve forces possess 

10 expertise, training, and equipment that can support responses to chemical, biological, and 
11 radiological attacks at DOD installations and civilian communities. Expert and capable 
12 technical organizations and tactical units such as EOD teams, WMD CST teams, the 
l3 Marine Corps Chemical Biological Incident Response Force, and the Army's Technical 
14 Escort Unit are involved in the development of response plans and procedures. These 
15 units can assist the FBI on-site in dealing with chemical and biological incidents, such as 
16 identification of contaminants, sample collection and ana lysis, I imited decontamination, 
17 medical diagnosis and treatment of casualties and render safe procedure for WMD 
18 devices. JDOMS will serve as the executive agent for all domestic consequence support. 
19 However, the Attorney Genera l, through the FBI, will remain responsible for 
20 coordinating: 
21 
22 (a) The activities of all Federal agencies assisting in the resolution 
23 of the incident and in the administration of justice in the affected areas. 
24 
25 (b) These activities with those state and local agencies similarly 
26 engaged. For the military planner in the United States, its territories and possessions, this 
27 relationship between DOJ and the Department of Defense requires the development of 
28 local memorandums of agreement or understanding, between the installation, base, unit, 
29 or port, and the appropriate local FBI office. This precludes confusion in the event of an 
30 incident. These local agreements, because of military turnover and reorganization, 
31 should be reviewed and tested annually. When updates or new MOUs/MOAs are 
32 accomplished coordinate with ASD(HD), as required. 
33 
34 (2) It is DOD policy that: 
35 
36 (a) The commanders at all levels have the responsibility and 
37 authority to enforce appropriate security measures to ensure the protection of DOD 
38 elements and personnel subject to their control and shall ensure the AT awareness and 
39 readiness of all DOD elements and personnel (including dependent family members) 
40 assigned or attached. Commanders must ensure appropriate AT protection and readiness 
41 of DOD elements and personnel while pursuing mission accomplishment. 
42 
43 (b) The geographic combatant commanders' AT policies take 
44 precedence over all AT policies or programs of any DOD Component operating or 
45 existing in that command's AOR except for those under the security responsibility of a 
46 COM. All DOD .Puersonnel traveling into a combatant commander's AOR will 
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l familiarize themselves with all AOR-specific AT policies and comply. 
2 
3 (c) All DOD military, DOD civilians, DOD dependent family 
4 members, and DOD contractors shall comply with theater, countiy, and special clearance 
5. requirements before overseas travel. 
6 
7 (d) The commanders do not have the same legal responsibility to 
8 provide security for DOD contractors as that provided for military forces or direct-hire 
9 employees. Contractors remain private US citizens. The Department of Defense shall 

10 assist the Department of State (DOS), where militarily feasible, in supporting efforts to 
11 protect US citizens abroad. Contractors are required to contact the combatant command 
12 to obtain, and comply with, the specific AT guidance for that particular area. 
13 Commanders are required to offer AT ti·aining to contractors under the terms specified in 
14 the contract. Contractors working within a US military facility or in close proximity of 
15 US Forces shall receive incidentally the benefits of measures undertaken to protect US 
16 Forces. 
17 
18 (e) Compliance with the "No Double Standard" policy on 
19 dissemjnation of terrorist threat information is maintained. 
20 
21 "No Double Standard Policy" 
22 
23 It is the policy of the tJ...S.US Government that no double standard shall exist regarding 
24 the availability of terrorist threat information and that terrorist threat information be 
25 disseminated as widely as possible. Officials of the IJ.S..US Government shall ensure 
26 that information that might equally apply to the public is readily available to the public. 
27 The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is responsible for the release of 
28 information to the public in the 50 United States, its Territories, and Possessions. The 
29. Department of State (DoS) is responsible for release of terrorist threat Information to 
30 the public in foreign countries and areas. Threats directed against or affecting the 
31. public (in the 50 United States, its Territories, and Possessions) or U.S.US citizens 
32. abroad shall be coordinated with the DHS, the DoS, or the appropriate U.S.US 
33 Embassy before release. 
34 
35 Commanders may disseminate terrorist threat information immediately to DeQD 
36 Elements and Personnel for threats directed solely against the Department of Defense. 
37 ln. foreign countries and areas,. the threat Information also. shall be passed up the 
38 chain. of command to the lowest level that has direct liaison with the DoS or the 
39 appropriate thS.US Embassy(ies) (or for non-Combatant Commander assigned forces, 
40 the thS.US Defense Representative (USDR)). Within the 50 United States, its 
41 Territories, and Possessions, the threat information shall be passed up the chain of 
42 command to the lowest level that has direct liaison with the DHS. Except when 
43 immediate notice is critical to the security of DeQD Elements and Personnel, the 
44 appropriate DoS/U..S..US Embassy(ies)/DHS should be Informed of the threat 
45 information before release to DoC DOD-Elements and Personnel. When immediate 
46 notice Is critical to the security ,of DoQD Elements and Personnel, Commanders may 
47 immediately disseminate the information to, and implement appropriate AT protective 
48 measures for, DeQD Elements and Personnel; and as soon as possible, Inform the 
49 DoS/Y.S.US Embassies or the DHS, as appropriate, through the chain of command. 
50 
51. Commanders also shall inform the DoS/U.S.US Embassy(ies) or the DHS of any 
52 changes to FPCON Levels or the security posture that significantly affects the host 
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I nation/~US public. When FPCONs are changed based upon received threat 
2 information, both the threat information and notice. of the changed FPCON. shall be 
3 passed up the chain of command to the lowest level that has direct liaison with the 
4 DoS/~US Embassy(ies) (or for. non-Combatant Command assigned forces, the 
5 USDR) or the DHS. Coordination and cooperation with the DoS/U.S.US Embassy or the 
6 DHS In these cases Is NOT a request for concurrence. Rather, it is Informing the COM 
7 or Secretary of Homeland Security of the DoQD response to a given terrorist threat. 
8 Although the COM or Secretary of Homeland Security may not agree with the 
9 commander's assessment, the ultimate responsibility f or protection of DoQD Elements 

l 0 and Personnel rests with the commanders in the chain of command. In areas outside 
11 the purview of the DHS, the DoS is responsible to determine whether to release the 
12 threat information to U.S.US citizens abroad and to deal with the sensitivities of the 
13 host nation(s). In the areas under the purview of the DHS, the Secretary of Homeland 
14 Security is responsible to determine whether to release the threat information to the 
15 tJ..S.US public. 
16 
17 DODD 2000.12, DaQD Antiterrorism (AT) Program 
18 
19 
20 (3) The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and 
21 Low-Intensity Conflict, under the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (USD[P]), shall 
22 serve as the Principal Staff Assistant and c ivilian advisor to the USD(P) and the Secretary 
23 of Defense to provide overa ll direction and supervision for po licy, program planning and 
24 execution, and allocation of resources for the AT activities of the Department of Defense. 
25 
26 (4) Antiterrorism Coordinating Committee Senior Steering Group 
27 (A TCC-SSG). All Federal Agencies are required to take all steps necessary to reduce 
28 vulnerabilities to terrorist attacks. The ATCC and ATCC-SSG were established to meet 
29 th is requirement and to support the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint 
30 Chiefs of Staff in fostering cooperation and coordination for AT activities w ithin the 
31 Department of Defense and among the Department of Defense and other US Government 
32 Agencies and organizations. 
33 
34 (5) M ilitary Authority. See Figure TV -2. 
35 
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APPROVAL FOR USE OF MILITARY FORCE 

Figure IV-3. Approval for Use of Military Force 
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APPROVAL FOR USE OF MILITARY FORCE 

Figure IV-2. Approval for Use of Military Force 

1 
2 (a) Upon notification of Presidential approval to use military 
3 force, the Attorney General will advise the Director of the FBI, who will notify the SAC 
4 at the terrorist incident scene. The. Attorney General wi ll also notify the Secretary of 
5 Defense, who will advise the military commander. The military commander and the 
6 SAC will coord inate the transfer of operational control to the military commander. 
7 Responsibility for the tactical phase of the operation is transferred to military authority 
8 when the SAC relinquishes command and control of the operation and it is accepted by 
9 the on-site military commander. However, the SAC may revoke the military force 

I 0 commitment at any time before the assault phase if the SAC determines that military 
11 intervention is no longer required and the military commander agrees that a withdrawal 
12 can be accomplished without seriously endangering the safety of militaty personnel or 
13 others involved in the operation. When the mi litary commander determines that the 
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l operation is complete and military personnel are no longer in danger, command and 
2. control will be promptly rettuned to the SAC .. 
3 
4 (b) For the Fl'lilitary planner planning within -ffi-the United States, 
5 its territories, and its possessions, this relationship between the DOJ and Department of 
6. Defense requires the development of local memorandums. of agreement or understanding 
7 between the instal lation, base, unit, or port and the appropriate local FBl office to 
8 preclude confusion in the event of an incident. Because of milita1y turnover and 
9 reorganization, these local agreements should be reviewed and tested annually. 

10 
11 4. Military JnstaUation Commander's Responsibilities. 
12 
13 PDD-39 directs federal agencies to ensure that the people and facilities under 
14 their jurisdiction are protected against terrorism. This applies. to DOD facilities both 
15 abroad and in the US. 
16 
17 a. Domestic Incidents. Although the FBI has primary law enforcement 
18 responsibility for terrorist incidents in the United States (including its possessions and 
19 territories), installation commanders are responsible for maintaining law and order on 
20 military installations. Plans should address the use of security forces to isolate, contain, 
21 and neutralize a terrorist incident within the capability of installation resources. In the 
22 United States, installation commanders will provide the initial and immediate response to 
23 any incident occurring on military installations to isolate and contain the incident under 
24 the direction of Commander, US Northern Command (USNORTHCOM). The FBI takes 
25 the following steps: 
26. 
27 ( I) The senior FB.I official will establish liaison with the command 
28 center at the installation. If the FBI assumes jurisdiction, the FBI official will coordinate 
29 the use of FBI assets to assist in resolving the situation (e.g., hostage rescue team, public 
30. affairs assets). 
31 
32 (2) If the FBI assumes jurisdiction, the Attorney General will assume 
33 primary responsibility for coordinating the Federal law enforcement response. 
34 
35 (3) If the FBI declines jurisdiction, the senior mi litary c.C.ommander~ 

36 USNORTHCOM, as the Geographic Combatant Commander, will take action to resolve 
37 the incident. 
38 
39 (4) Even if the FBI assumes jurisdiction, the military commander will 
40 take immediate actions as dictated by the situation to prevent loss of life or to mitigate 
41 property damage before the FBI response force arrives. 
42 
43 (5) ln all cases, command of military elements remains with in mil itary 
44 eChannels under the direction of Commander, USNORTHCOM. 
45 
46 (6) Response plans with the FBI and Service agencies should be 
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1 exercised annually at the installation and base level to ensure that the plans remain 
2 appropriate. 
3 
4 b. Foreign Incidents. 
5 
6 (1) For foreign incidents, the installation un it commander's 
7 responsibi lities are the same as for domestic incidents- with the added requirement to 
8 notify the l-IN and DOS. Notification to the DOS is made at the geographic combatant 
9 commander level. In all theaters, existing plans provide guidance to the installation 

10 commander regarding notification procedures. DOS has the primary responsibility for 
l1 dealing with terrorism involving Americans abroad. The installation 's response is also 
12 subject to agreements established with the HN. Such agreements, notwithstanding, the 
l3 Standing Rules of Engagement (CJCS Instruction 31.21.0 I A), make it clear that the 
14 commander retains the inherent right and obligation of self-defense even in s~:~ch 

15 sit~:~ations . In addition, under standing rules of engagement, the. inherent right of sclf-
16 defense still applies in situations off base in foreign areas. If US forces (or members 
17 thereof) are actually under attack, they retain the inherent right to respond with 
18 proportionate, necessary force until the threat is neutralized. This is providing that the 
19 host nation is. unwi lling or unable. to respond to the threat in sufficient time or with the. 
20 appropriate means. 
21 
22 (2) The response to off-installation foreign incidents is the sole 
23 responsibility ofthe HN. US military assistance, if any, depends on the appl icable SOFA 
24 or MOU and is coordinated through the US Embassy in that country. Military forces will 
25 not be provided to host-nation authorities without a directive from the Department of 
26 Defense that has been coordinated with the DOS. The degree of DOS interest and the 
27 involvement of US military forces depend on the inddent site, nature of the incident, 
28 extent offoreign government involvement, and the overall threat to US security. 
29 
30 c. AT plans will: 
31 
32 ( I) Be implemented by combatant commands, subunified commands, 
33 JTFs, and component commands, lAW responsibilities and procedures established in 
34 DODD 2000.12, DeQD Antiterrorism (AT) Program, DODI 2000.14, DeQD Combating 
35 Terrorism Program Procedures, DODJ 0-2000.16, DoQD Combating Terrorism 
36 Program Antiterrorism Standards, and DOD 2000.12-H, "Protection of DOD Personnel 
37 and Activities Against Acts of Terrorism and Political Turbulence"; DeQD Antiterrorism 
38 Handbook"t 
39 
40 (2) Be coordinated with and approved by the combatant commander or 
41 a designated representative; 
42 
43 (3) Address the use of installation security forces, other military for·ces, 
44 and host-nation resources (In many situations through agreement with host-nation 
45 authorities, the plan will probably evolve into the installation having responsibility 
46 "inside the wire or installation perimeter" and the HN having responsibility "outside the 
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l wire or installation perimeter." The wide dispersal of work areas, housing, support 
2 [medical, child care, exchange, morale, welfare, and recreation], and utility nodes [power 
3 grids, water plants] may require US responsibility for certain fixed-site security outside 
4 the wire. This could be accomplished by a quick reaction force); 
5 
6 (4) Be coordinated by the combatant commander with both host-nation 
7 and DOS officials; and 
8 
9 (5) Be exercised annually with host-nation resources to ensure that the 

10 plan remains appropriate. 
11 
12 d. Although the installation commander may not have security responsibility 
13 "outside the wire," he still maintains a security interest. The installation commander 
14 must include exterior terrain, avenues of approach, threat capabilities (possession of 
15 stand-off weapons such as MANPADs or mortars), hazardous material storage in 
16 proximity to the US Forces, and host nation security processes when developing security 
17 plans for the installation, regardless of who provides exterior defense. 
18 
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CHAPTER V 
ANTITERRORISM PROGRAM; INSTALLATION, BASE, SIDP, 

UNIT, AND PORT 

"Night and day we chased an enemy who never awaited our approach but to harm us, was 
never found sleeping. Each tree, each hole, each piece of rock hid from our unseeing eyes a 
cowardly assassin, who, if undiscovered, came to pierce our breasts; but who fled or begged 
for mercy if we found him face to face." 

Unknown Creole during the Haitian War for Independence, 1793 

5 1. Overview of Program Concept 
6 
7 To meet the terrorist threat, an integrated and comprehensive AT program must 
8 be developed and implemented at every echelon of command. The program is designed 
9 applies a wartime defensive mindset to foster a protective posture in peacetime (i.e., units 

I 0 performing normal duties and serving in security assistance organizations, peacekeeping 
11 missions, or mobile training teams) that will carry o~·er to a Wllftime eaviroi'H'B:ent. 
12 Antiterrorist _measures are intended to identify and reduce the risk of loss or damage of 
I 3 potential targets and to develop procedures to detect and deter planned terrotist actions 
14 before they take place, thereby reduc ing the probabi lity of a terrorist event. The 
15 measl:lres also encon=tpass the. reactive or tactical stage of aA: incident,. incll:lding direct 
16 contact •,yitl:l terrorists to end the incident •tYith minimum loss of life and property. 
17 Antiterrorism programs should be incorporated and integrated coordinated with DODD 
18 3020, Defense Critical Infrastructure Protection, planning, coordination, community 
19 cooperation, and synchronization, which is required for every Service, installation, base, 
20 ship, unit, and port. 
21 
22 a. Command and Control. When terrorists attack DOD property or personnel, 
23 the National Military Command Center becomes. the. operations center for the Joint Staff 
24 and the Secretaty of Defense. The incident conunand, control, and reporting 
25 responsibi lities for foreign terrorist attacks on DOD property or personnel belong to the 
26 geographic combatant commander w ithin whose AOR the attack has occurred. For assets 
27 under the control of a functional combatant conunander (e.g., Commander, United States 
28 Special Operations Conunand) the functional combatant conunander will coordinate with 
29 the affected geographic combatant commander for an appropriate division of 
30 responsibi lities. Combatant command reporting wil l use the National Military Command 
31 System. DOFaestie terrorist attacks on DOD properly or persofl:Ael will be reported by tee 
32 Service or agency iR comtnaRd of the targeted iflstallatiofl. 
33 
34 b. AT Program Elements. The AT program stresses deterrence of terrorist 
35 incidents through preventive measures common to all combatant conunands and 
36 Services. In order to be successful, an AT program must be implemented in a 
37 methodical, coordinated manner. Although an installation or unit may already have some 
38 elements in place, all program areas should be reviewed thoroughly on at least an annual 
39 Sas+s,-It cannot be. stressed enough that the AT Program is the. ultimate responsibility of 
40 the commander or, in the case of a DOD Agency, the civilian equivalent. As such he or 
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l she who has the authority and responsibility to alter or add to the AT program as deemed 
2 necessary to accommodate the local situation. The AT Program elements described 
3 below are merely the minimum recommended issues that should be addressed. 
4 
5 ( I). All the e lements and assessments of the Risk Management 
6 process. 
7 
8 (a) Threat Assessment Standards. DOD Instruction 2000. 16, 
9 DeQD Antiterrorism Standards, provides guidance for conducting a threat assessment. 

10 
11 1. Development of AT Standards. 
12 
13 ~- Coordination in Overseas Locations. 
14 
15 }.. Application of DOD Terrorism Threat Analysis 
16 Methodology. 
17 
18 1- Threat Information Collection and Analysis. 
19 
20 .2,. Threat lnformation Flow. 
2 1 
22 Q.. Potential Threat ofTerrorist U se ofWMD. 
23 
24 (b) In order to develop a site-specific +A threat and 
25 vuh1erability assessment, Antiterrorism Officers (ATOs} should refer to Combatant 
26 Commander/Service directives. Consider using the Joint Staff J-34 Joint AT program 
27 manager' s guide (JAT Guide) Installation Antiterrorism Program and Planning Tool 
28 fHl+1 as it shall facilitate what would otherwise be an extremely time consuming process. 
29 The tool assists directly in the development of the installation 's AT Plan, using pre-
30 incident FPCON measures and post-incident response measures . 
31 
32 (c) Criticality/Vulnerabil ity/Risk Assessments. Much like the 
33 threat assessment, multiple DODI 2000. I 6 standards address conducting vulnerability 
34 assessment and program reviews. Some standards are program centric while others focus 
35 on VAs. These standards are: 
36 
37 l- Comprehensive AT Program Development, 
38 Implementation, and Assessment. 
39 
40 ~-Antiterrorism Officers (ATOs). 
41 
42 },. AT Program Review. 
43 
44 1. VAs oflnsta llations. 
45 
46 .2,. Pre-deployment AT Vuil1erability Assessment. 
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1 
2 (2) Planning. 
3 
4 (a) Planning Standards. DODI 2000.1 6 provides guidance for 
5 the development of AT related plans. Some standards deal with the specifics of plan 
6 wri ting, whi le others address FPCON issues. FPCONs are actually a derivative of the 
7 Operations and Intell igence fusion process. The fo llowing highlighted standards affect 
8 the AT planning process: 
9 

l 0 l. Development of FPCONS. 
l1 
12 f.. FPCON Measures Implementation. 
l3 
14 ~- Threat Response Measures. 
15 
16 1. Comprehensive AT Program for AOR. 
17 
18 ~- Terrorism +A:Threat and vulnerability assessment. 
19 
20 §. Physical Security Measures .. 
21 
22 1. Terrorism Incident Measures. 
23 
24 ~- Terrorist Consequence Management. 
25 
26 (b) Planning Integration. The JA T GUIDE, J 34 lnstallatios 
27 Planning Tool,. particularly Part 111, provides an integrated approach to fu lfilling the 
28 requirements of the above standards. 
29 
30 (3) Tra ining. 
31 
32 (a) Training Standards. DOD Instruction 2000.16, DeOD 
33 Antiterrorism Standards, provides gtt idaRee policy for the conduct of AT-related training 
34 to include eligibility, course content for training levels I through IV (basic through flag 
35 officer), and requirements for High Risk Personnel. The individual standards are: 
36 
37 l- General requirements for AT Training. 
38 
39 2. Levell AT Awareness Training. 
40 
41 ~- AOR Specific Training Requirements for All DOD 
42 Personnel. 
43 
44 1. Level II A TO Training. 
45 
46 5. Level I1I and Level IV Command & Executive 
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l Management Training 
2 
3 ;)6. Tra ining for High Risk Personne l and High Risk 
4 Billets. 
5 
6 (b) Filling In the Gaps. The DOD AT Standards give a 
7 reasonably complete picture of training requirements. The following di scussion provides 
8 further analysis of the training process and the selection of a tra ining source. 
9 

l 0 (c) Analyze Training Requirements. Training is absolutely 
I 1 vital to the success of any AT pr.ogram. The requ irements for Levels 1 and U training are 
12 fa irly straightfotward. [n AT, success rests on the foundation of awareness. However, 
13 some supporting skill s, and resources such as how to conduct an assessment, and 
14 SIPRNET access, constitute a hidden set of necessary training. ATOs must take an 
15 exacting look at the current inventory of ski lls, determine which are needed, and develop 
16 a strategy to close the gap. 
17 
18 1. Training Strategy Development. Tl=le solution is lo let 
19 yoBr AT working group do the development work. This solution sha ll make use of their 
20 varied expertise as well as giving them ownership of the strategy. Instead of imposing 
21 tAe training externally, this approaei:J allov,rs f'or a proeess of internal adoption. f'rorn an 
22 organizational viewpoint, this shall greatly speed the rate at whieh training oeeurs. The 
23 Commander, through the operations staff, conducts the mission analysis necessary to 
24 incorporate AT TTP into ind ividual and collective train ing. The approved strategy is 
25 then outlined with in the unit training guidance and training goals. 
26 
27 (d) Leverage AT Training and Expertise. The most obvious 
28 source of Level II trained personnel is your Service school. However, other options can 
29 be found in the toolbox. Cost and availability figure most heavily in selecting the 
30 supplier for each category. Quite often, organizations like the Interagency Operations 
3 1 Security (OPSEC) Support Staff sflal-1. can conduct mobile training teams at your location 
32 to train large numbers of individuals at a relatively low cost. 
33 
34 ( 4) Exercises. 
35 
36 (a) Exercise Standards. Commanders at a ll levels are required 
37 to exercise their AT plans at least annually. 
38 
39 (b) Incremental Approach. Success is often achieved through 
40 steady, incremental progress (erav;l before walking, walk before running) . . With this. 
4 1 mindset, it is wise to begin by conducting staff exercises. Although the exercise 
42 requirement is an annual one, during the initial phases of a program, you may have to 
43 conduct a separate staff exercise, a communications/logistics exercise, and a field 
44 exercise a ll in 1. year. Remember that AT Plans ARE NOT considered to be. valid or 
45 executable until they have been exercised. However, there is no requirement to exercise 
46 AT plans in a vacuum. AT scenarios/injects can be incorporated into a larger exercise in 
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1 order to extract the maximum training benefit for all concerned. 
2 
3 (c) Psychological Effect. An active exercise program can 
4 create an impression of strength. Remember that people react to their perceptions as 
5 though they are rea lity. Terrorists are no exception. If len-m·ists can see tl'lat lhe ug is 
6 prepared for their attaci(S , tl'le~· sl'lall shift tl'leir efforts e lsewl'lere, tht1s fulfil ling yom· AT 
7 Program's goal of deterring terrorist acts. 
8 
9 (d) Identify ing Shortfa lls. Exercises Identify Resource 

10 Shortfalls. This presupposes a mechanism for capturing lessons learned. Once the 
l l command identifies shortfalls, the process of covering the gaps can begin. The answer 
12 sJ:Ia.l.l~ not always be an externa l p rovision of additio nal resources. Often, the answer 
l3 sJ:Ia.l.l~ be the reprogramming of internal resources. 
14 
15 (e) Joint Exercises/Operations. Nearly all combat operations, 
16 nov' and in the future, shal l will normally be joint operations. However, tl-ynless our 
17 forces practice AT procedures during joint operations to resolve interoperability issues, 
18 soft spots vulnerabilities shall-will be created. Since terrorists specialize in asymmetric 
19 attacks, failure to conduct joint AT exercises. is. a high-risk proposition. 
20 
21 (5) Resource generation 
22 
23 DOD 0-2000.12-H, DeQD Antiterrorism Handbook, Chapter 16, 
24 provides a detailed description of the minimum essentia l elements of generating resource 
25 requirements for AT Programs. AT Program reviews shall include an assessment of the 
26 following: 
27 
28 (a) Generating requirements. 
29 
30 (b) Documenting resource requirements. 
31 
32 (c) Prioritizing resource requirements. 
33 
34 (d) Funding sources. 
35 
36 (e) Unfunded requirement submissions. 
37 
38 (6) Program Reviews. 
39 
40 VAs support the AT program review by identifying shortfalls in the 
41 program itself. Areas to focus the assessment should include, but not be limited to, the 
42 following: 
43 
44 (a) AT Plans and Programs. 
45 
46 (b) Cl , Law Enforcement Liaison, and intelligence support. 
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5 Measures. 
6 

(c) AT Physical Security Measures. 

(d) Vulnerabi lity to a Threat and Terrorist Incident Response 

7 (e) VAsforTerroristUseof WMD. 
8 
9 (f) Host Nation, Local Community, Inter-Service, and Tenant 

10 Support. 
I 1 
I 2 c. AT Program Concept. The AT program concept represents an integrated, 
13 comprehensive approach with in combatant commands and the Services. to counter the 
14 tetTorist threat§. to military installations, bases, ships, facilities, equipment, and personnel. 
15 By definition, tihe AT plan contains all the specific measures t&keft necessary to 
16 establish and maintain an AT program that meets the standards of DOD Directive 
17 2000.12, DeQD Antiterrorism (AT) Program and DOD Instruction 2000.16, DeQD 
18 Antiterrorism Standards. AT program elements include all the elements and assessments 
19 of the Risk Management process, planning, training and exercises, resource generation 
20 and a comprehensive program review. Accordingly, an effective AT plan accounts for all 
21 aspects oftl:!e AT program. 
22 
23 d. AT Plan Requirements 
24 
25 At a minimum, the AT plan must address the key elements discussed below. 
26 These elements must be integrated into and/or support a comprehensive AT program. 
27 Stand-alone documents (e.g. Standard Operating Procedures, local regulations, or 
28 operations orders that articulate requirements for these key elements) shall be replicated 
29 in and/or referenced by the AT plan. The Threat, Critically, and Vulnerability 
30 Assessments are components of a single integrated process and the risk assessment 
31 (management) process is last, so resources or the lack thereof will be assigned as the 
32 working group and Commander fee ls need for their specific area. 
33 
34 ( 1) Threat Assessment. The terrorism TA- threat and vulnerability 
35 assessment is the tool that commanders use to arrive at a judgment of risk and 
36 consequences of terrorist attack. This assessment focuses on the fu ll range of known or 
37 estimated terrorist capabilities in the commander's area of interest, including WMD. 
38 Annually, or upon FPCON change, commanders integrate threat information prepared by 
39 the intelligence, counterintell igence and law enforcement communities, technical 
40 information from security and engineering planners, and information from other sources 
41 to prepare their assessments (see Appendix A). 
42 
43 (2) Vulnerability Assessment. This assessment provides a 
44 vulnerability-based ana lysis of an activity's AT program . . A tool for the commander, the 
45 VA is the process to determine the susceptibility to attack by the broad range of terrorist 
46 threats against personnel and assets. The result of the assessment provides a basis for 
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1 determining options to eliminate or mitigate vulnerabilities. Commanders shall conduct a 
2 dedicated local VA at least annually, but there should be a means to adjust the assessment 
3 as the threat changes (see Appendix B). There may be several vulnerability assessments 
4 conducted on an insta llation (i .e., water vu lncrabilitv, CBRN vulnerability. etc.): the 
5 finding of these functional area vulnerability assessments must be included in the overall 
6 installation assessment. 
7 
8 (3) Criticality Assessment. The criticality assessment shall provide the 
9 commander with a prioritized list of assets based on the necessity for mission completion 

10 (see Appendix C). Inputs from a ll organizations shall be required to determine what 
L 1 assets are required and how many. The completed infonnation may be compiled into a 
12 criticality matrix. This information is then combined with the threat and vu lnerability 
13 information to assess the AT risk. 
14 
15 (4) Risk Assessment. Commanders conduct a RA to integrate threat, 
16 criticality and vulnerabi lity information in order to make conscious and informed 
17 decisions to commit resources or enact policies and procedures that mitigate or define the 
18 risk. RA provides the commander with a clear picture of the current AT posture and 
19 identifies those areas that need improvement. When conducting th is assessment, 
20 commanders shall consider the threat, asset criticality, and vulnerabi lity of faci lities, 
2 1 programs, and systems, as well as deterrence and response capabilities. 
22 
23 (5) AT FPCON Measures. FPCON AT measures are the actions taken 
24 at facilities to deter and/or prevent a terrorist(s) from conducting an attack. FPCONs are 
25 the principal means through which commanders (or DOD civilian equivalent) apply an 
26 operational decision to best protect personnel or assets from terrorist attack. AT 
27 measures assimilate facilities, equipment, trained personnel, and procedures into a 
28 comprehensive effort designed to provide optimal AT protection to personnel and assets. 
29 The objective is to ensure an integrated approach to terrorist threats. Well-designed AT 
30 measures direct actions that ensure threat detection, assessment, delay, denial, and 
3 1 notification. AT measures should include provisions for the use of physical structures, 
32 physical security equipment, chemical-biological-nuclear-radiological-explosive 
33 detection and protection equipment, Random Antiterrorism Measures, response fo rces, 
34 and other emergency measures (see Appendix F). AT measures should be scalable and 
35 proportional to increases in the local threat and/or unit operational capabil ity. 
36 
37 (6) Terrorist Incident Response Measures. These include procedures 
38 to provide command, control, communication, and intelligence with the first responders 
39 charged with the task of determining the full nature and scope of the incident, containing 
40 damage, and countering the terrorist(s) that may still be present. . The objective of 
41 terrorist incident response measures is to limit the effects and the number of casualties 
42 resulting from a terrorist attack. These measures and the strategy that ties them together 
43 can also contribute to deterring terrorist attacks if our adversaries recognize our ability to 
44 limit the effects of the ir attacks .. 
45 
46 (7) Terrorist Consequence Management Measures Pre-planned 
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l Responses. Terrorist consequence management meas1:1res pre-planned responses should 
2 include emergency response and disaster planning and/or preparedness to recover from a 
3 terrorist attack, to include WMD. Although not an element of AT, commanders shall 
4 include terro rist consequence management preparedness and respoAse meas1:1res~ 
5 planned responses as an adjunct to the organization's AT plan. In addition, special 
6 circumstances imposed by terrodst attacks utilizing WMD shall require immediate close 
7 coordination with higher command and host nation, and/or Federal, State, and local 
8 authorities. 
9 

10 (8) Coverage for Off-Base Assets. In planning the coverage of off-
11 base assets and infrastructure selected fo r inclusion in the fac ility, installation, or activity 
12 AT program, include notifications to the appropriate first responders, including law 
13 enforcement offices, and the servicing FBI field office. This shall enable integration of 
14 the facility into their response and contingency planning and provide a potential source to 
15 assist the facility in its own preparations and response. As necessary, validate and 
16 monitor the scope and viabi lity of the coverage. If the. ass.et is a cleared contractor 
17 facility, provide for reporting to the servicing Defense Security Service (DSS) Industrial 
18 Security F ield Office (see DOD 5520.22-R, Industrial Security Regulation) of 
19 information that indicates classified information under fac ility control is or could be at 
20 risk. Promptly notify the. servicing DSS office of any security requirements w hich the 
21 installation or activity intends that the cleared industrial facility implement. 
22 
23 2. AT Plan Development 
24 
25 a. The orgaeizatioe ' s C~ornmander is responsible for the development of the 
26 AT plan. The ATO is normally assigned the task of actually writing the plan. The ATO 
27 should leverage the capabilities of the organization's AT Working Group to assist in the 
28 process. Using the AT Working Group ensures the participation, input, and "buy-in" of 
29 the necessary subject matter experts and others with key responsibilities. 
30 
31 b. There is AO directed methodology fo r developing aA AT plan. T he 
32 res ponsibility to achieve thorough integration and avoid a "stovepiped" information flow 
33 rests with the A TO. Everyone involved in developing the plan must be familiar with all 
34 applicable AT directives and instructions. DOD Antiterrorism Force Protection 
35 installation Planning Template and Weapons of Mass Destruction Appendix 
36 Antiterrorism Force Protection Installation Planning Template (copy available from the 
37 Deputy Directorate for Antiterrorism and Homeland Defense) detail the steps necessaty 
38 to produce an AT plan. A sample Antiterrorism Plan Format is also provided in 
39 Appendix D. 
40 
41 c. The following three phases are offered as a means to logically develop an AT 
42 plan: 
43 
44 ( I ). Phase I : R isk Assessment. Conduct the RA only after completing 
45 the criticality, threat, and vulnerability, and critically-assessments. Any plan that does 
46 not start with these assessments shall be too reactive, misdirect resources, and result in 
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1 wasted efforts and resources. 
2 
3 (2). Phase 2: Build AT FPCON Measures Matrices, Terrorist Incident 
4 Response Measures Matrices and Terrorist Consequence Management Measures 
5 Matrices. This phase produces the heart of the AT plan and represents the "Concept of 
6 Operations" in the five paragraph operation order format. The end products of this phase 
7 shall be matrices of integrated pre-incident action sets to implement each FPCON 
8 security measure at the five distinct FPCONs. Each integrated action set sha ll identify 
9 who shall act, when they shall act, where they shall act, what the action is and the 

10 resources to be used, and how these actions shall occur at the various FPCONs. There 
l l should be similar matrices for each type of terrorist incident response and consequence 
I 2 management event. . This. section a lso contains detailed Physical Security measures, 
13 which are an outcome of developing the AT FPCON and Terrorist Incident matrixes. 
14 
15 (3) Phase 3: Writing the AT Plan. The challenge for the ATO 
16 responsible for writing the p lan is to select a format that best suits the organization's 
17 ability to understand the plan, and to execute it quickly and decisively when required . 
18 While there is no mandated format, it is recommended that organizations use the fonnat 
19 included in Appendix D staRdard five paragrapl~ order outlifled in JP 5 002, Jain! Tesk 
20 Foree Planning Guidance and Procedures.. Each level. of organization shall necessarily 
21 produce an AT plan consistent with their mission and responsibilities. For example, at 
22 the installation level, the AT plan shall have a very tactical perspective and provide 
23 minute details for actions to be taken locally. A geogt·aphie combatant commander' s 
24 plan, on the other hand, shall be at the operational level and shall provide descriptive 
25 guidance rather than prescriptive solutions. 
26 
27 3. Combatant Commander's Responsibility 
28 
29 The geographic combatant commander •Ni th j'lermaflently assigRed forees 
30 designates a staff officer, US\Jally in the GQPerations ldf!irectorate, law enforcement, or 
3 I security section, to supervise, inspect, test, and report on the base AT programs within the 
32 theater. This staff section also coordinates with host-nation authorities and US embassies 
33 and consulates. Simultaneously, the lRlelligeRee Direelorale of a joiRI staff (J-2), under 
34 the eomeataFlt eomB~aFlder's authority, di sseminates intelligence on terrorist activities to 
35 tfle-subordinate and supporting commands to ensure that the AT measures are appropriate 
36 to the tlu·eat. The manner in which the geographic combatant commander places 
37 importance on these staff functions usually bas a direct affect on the AT readiness of 
38 subordinate commands. 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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CHAPTER VI 
2 PREVENTIVE MEASURES AND. CONSIDERATIONS 

"A general should direct his whole attention to the tranquility of his cantonments, in order that 
the soldier may be relieved from all anxiety, and repose in security from his fatigues." 

Attributed to Frederick the Great 

3 
4 l. Commander's Responsibility 
5 
6 Preventive and protective security measures should be taken by military units 
7 and individual Service members to protect themselves and their abi lity to accomp lish 
8 their mission during mobilizat ion, deployment, employment, sustainment, and 
9 redeployment aad expedi:tioaary operations. Additiona lly, rest and recuperation (R&R) 

10 facilities also require close consideration. These facilities are frequently vulnerable due 
11 to their location and generally easy access. Service personnel are at risk of lowering their 
12 guard while using these R&R facilities. The installation, base, ship, unit, or port AT p lan 
13 provides the mechanism to ensure readiness against terrorist attacks while the unit 
I 4 perfonns its tactical aad technical mission during deployments. The degree of the 
I 5 protection required depends on the threat in a given location. Commanders must 
16 constantly evaluate security against the terrorist threat in order to effectively evaluate 
I 7 security requirements. This responsibility cannot be ignored in any situation. 
18 
19 2. AT Foree Proteetion in High-Threat Areas 
20 
21 The following are antiterrorism tactics, techniques, and procedures fo r high Hs* 
22 threat area missionst-#ley represent worst-case procedures. Security and force protection 
23 measures for forces performing security assistance, peacekeeping, mobile training teams, 
24 and otl:ler small militaJ)' simi lar activit ies caR be Elerived fron=t arc influenced by these 
25 measures. 
26 
27 a. Jnstallations, Bases, Ships, and Expedition a1y Sites, and Non Urban 
28 fac ilities. Forces are frequently employed for security operations or other short-term, 
29 conventional, combat-related tasks. Easily defended locations are often rare in urban 
30 areas because of building and population density or lack of proper cover and concealment 
31 and ~inabi lity to create perimeter stand-off. Political restrictions may also limit the 
32 military's ability to constr uct fortifications or disrupt areas,. Commanders. however.-but 
33 CORHflanders must take all practical means to ensure force protection and identify 
34 shortcomings to appropriate levels of command for resolution. Military planners should 
35 adapt existing structures to provide p rotection based on the mission, potential for attack, 
36 and ability to use surroundings effectively. 
37 
38 (1) Estimate of the Situation. Th e commander and staff should 
39 complete a thorough estimate of the situation using mission, enemy, terrain, troops, time, 
40 and political planning factors in developing a security assessment. ~ 
41 VI- I questions aid in developing an estimate of the terrorist situation: 
42 
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SITUATION ESTIMATE CHECKLIST 

MISSION Who is being tasked? 

~hat i~ th!! te~k1 

When and where is this task to take Qlace? 

Wh~ ar!! W!! Qerforming this task? 

ENEMY: Who are the QQtentlal terrorists? 

What I~ known a!;!out the terronsts? 

What Is their agenda, caRab1llties? 

- Where Is their SURQQrl Infrastructure? 

t!r!! lb!!~ §UilQQrl!!g Q~ lb!! IQ~!!I IlOIJ~Ia!iQDL 

- How can the~ be recQ9nized7 

HQ!Y do !he !errQrisl~ r!;!Qeiv!! informatiQn:Z 

- Have the~ infiltrated the installation QQrt host nation millta!Y or the local law 

enforcement? 

How might the terrorist s attack? 

- ~hilt i§ !h!i! RQI!!nlli!l [Qr §!liQ!!r§ m!2rll!r§, [Ql<k!!t§, air Q[ grQ~Qg l!lll!l<k§, §~ll<l!:lfl 

i!tli!!<k§, !!r§Q!l Q[ ~igni!lllling§? 

Qoe§ ~ur ~nil have rQutin!!§L 

What Is toe llQt!!ntial for !<ivil disturban~!!S aod QOUid terrorists ~se or mfluence !he§e 

disturbances in an atlack? 

- LQcallaw enforcement t!!;!rsonnel and hos! and friend!~ nation intelligenc!! service§ 

can be valuable sources of Information. 

TERRAIN: Whi!ll!re lh!i! §!renglh!! and ll!!!Sk!l9S§U Qf tbe jn§tallaiiQ!l, base, §bill, llQrl, j!nd local 

§~rrQunging§1 

t!r!! lb!l i!~!ln~!!§ Q[ i!QQrQi!!<h i!QQ~!l Qr ~!!IQll! lh!! ll!l!l!![ Qr grQ~ng? 

Are there observation areas dead SIJaces fields of fire illumination o r no-fire areas (e.g., 

schools)? 

Are there tall buildings, water towers, or terrain either exterior or adjacent to the Rerimeter that 

could becom!! crlhcal? 

Wba!locallndustrles are l!l tbe are§ and whal 1~12es of ~hem!Qals doth!!~ use:Z 

TROOPS: Ar!! Qth!!r U§ fQrQ!!~ Qr j!gUiQmj!nt i!V!!ila!;!le? 

What IQcal law enfQr!61menl , hQst natiQn, alii!!!:! Qr friend!~ nation as§ets might be availabl!!? 

How do I vet non US IJersonnel such as contractors and other foreign or third count!)' national 

who come on to the base? 

Are engineers and/or 5,00 io the area and w111 the~ be able to !l[Ovide SU!lllOrt? 

Are emergenc~ reinforcements available? 

Ar!! MWD team§ avgil§!~l!!1 
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2 
3 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

TIME: 

POUTICAb PLANNING 

FACTORS: 

What are the hQ~t-natiQn resQonsibilitie§ ~Qabilitles, ang a!!itude~ tQward Qrovlding ~sslstan~e? 

Whi!l rg~lr!!iDI~ wllllle jmQQ~!!I! b~ !h!! !.l~!i 2!llb!l §hQw Qr !!~!! Qf fQr~!!1 

Is th!lr!l a l!l!lthQil forma§§ i!lertmg a~r2ss th!l bas!l? 

What radios are used on base? 

Are the~ secure? 

Is there redundanc~ in the s~stem? 

What is the duration of the mission? 

Ar!l th!lr!l time !;On§tralnt§? 

}:Yill the(!l !;!a §Uffi~<i!lnt time 12 CQn§tru~l fQr~e QrQt!l~t ion facilili!l§ such i!S barrje[s f!!n~!!S, i!nQ 

lights? 

Are there bQst-nalion concems or attitudes that !!YJII imQact on the situation? 

Will the situation be lnnuenced b~ the existence of an~ religious, cultural, racial, or allied QOiitical 

concerns1 

Figure Vl-1. Situation Estimate C hecklist 

4 (a) Mission: 
5 
6 1- Who is being tasked? 
7 
8 2_. What is the task? 
9 

10 J. Wllen and where is this task to take place? 
11 
12 1_. Why are we performi ng this task? 
13 
14 (b) enemy: 
15 
16 I . V/ho are the potential terrorists? 
17 
18 2. What is known abo1:1t the terrorists? 
19 
20 J_ Flo'\v do tl:!e terrorists receive infonflation? 
21 
22 1_. How m-ight the ten-01·jsts attack? (Teffik like the 
23 terrorists! Wottld yo~:~ amb1:1sl~ or raid?. 'Nottld yottttse snipers, tflortars,. rockets, air or 
24 grom1d attacks, suicide attacks, firebombs, or bicycle, car, or truck bombs?) 
25 
26 5. Does yottr ~:~nit lla'>'e rotttines? 
27 
28 §. What is the potential for civi l dist~:~rbances and co~:~ ld 

29 terrorists ~:~se or i nfl~:~enee these disturbaRces iR an attack? Local law enforceR1enl 
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l personnel (e.g., !:lost nation police) can at times be a valuable source for this iaformation., 
2 host and friendly nation intelligence services can be valuable sources of infonnation. 
3 
4 (e) Terrain: 
5 
6 What are tfle streagtfls aad weakaesses of tfle 
7 installatioA, base, sflip, port, aad local surroundings? 
8 
9 2. Are the a .. •eaues of approach abo't'e or below the water 

l 0 or ground? 
I 1 
12 J., Are tflere observatioA areas, dead spaces, fields of fire, illuAliAatioA, 
I J or no fire. areas (e.g., scl:lools)? 
14 
15 1. Are there tall buildings, water towers, or terrain either exterior or 
16 adjacent to tfle perimeter tflat could become critical terra in in tl:le eYent of an attack? 
17 
18 
19 
20 (d) Troops: 
21 
22 l . Detennine what is the friendly situation. 
23 
24 2. Are otfler US forces or equipment available? 
25 
26 J,. Are engineers aA:d/or EOD in the area? Will the~· be 
27 able to provide suppo11? 
28. 
29 1. Are emergeaey rei:Rforeetneals available? 
30 
31 2_. Are MWD teams avai lable? 
32 
33 e. \VAal are the host na.lioA responsibilities, capabilities, 
34 aad attit1:1des toward flrOYidiag assistance? 
35 
36 7. What restraints 'Hill be imposed by tlle US 
37 Govemn1eat on tfle shov~ or use of force? 
38 
39 
40. 
41 
42 
43 
44. 
45 (e) Ti111e: 
46 
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1 l. What is tee duration of the mission? 
2 
3 f.. Are there time constraints? 
4 
5 J Will there be sufficient time to construct force 
6 protection facilities S'Uch as barriers, fences, and ligl=lts? 
7 
8 (f) Political Planning F'actors: 
9 

l 0 l. Are there host nation concerns or attitudes that will 
11 impact on the siruation? 
12 
l3 f.. Will the siruation be influenced by the e>Eistence of any 
14 religious or racial concerns? 
15 
16 (2) Develop Plan. Defenses Planning should include a combination of 
17 law enforcement and security assets barrier planning, fortifications, sensors employment, 
18 other obstacles (such as ditches or barriers), local-hire security forces (if applicable), unit 
19 guards, deception, and on-call support from reaction forces. Each situation requires its 
20 own combination of abilities based on available resources and perceived need. 
21 Terrorist incident response and Ten·orist consequence management planning should 
22 include considerations for fire response, NBC and TIC response (including in place 
23 sheltering and evacuation considerations), mass notification, EOD/IED response, medical 
24 response and evacuation, and mass casualty procedures. 
25 
26 (a) Obstacles. Obstacles slow down or disrupt vehicles and 
27 personnel approach ing an area. Constmcting vehicle barriers by using commercially 
28 installed electronic barriers,. trenches, masonry barriers, concrete-filled oil drums, or 
29 vehicles staggered across the route creating a zigzag maze forces vehicles to slow down 
30 and make sharp turns and exposes the driver to capture or direct fire. Scattering speed 
3 I bumps or sandbags on the route further slows traffic. Also consider employment of road 
32 spikes, dragon teeth, or tire shredders to slow dow11 unauthorizes traffic. The force 
33 protect ion exposition and display (FPED) usua lly produces a compilation of useful 
34 equipment and can be found on line or requested from DTRA at atfphelp@dtra.mil. 
35 Designing entrance gates to allow access to authorized personnel while denying access to 
36 unauthorized personnel by use of controlled turnstiles provides time for observation and 
37 protection to guards and slows down direct frontal attacks. Fences, entrance gates, and 
38 obstacles should be illuminated to provide easy observation. Obstacles must be covered 
39 by observation and fire. 
40 
41 (b) Local Security. Local security must be around-the-clock 
42 to provide observation, early warning and, if necessary, live fire capabilities. The 
43 security should include guards at entrances to check right of entry in observation posts 
44 (OPs), around perimeter, and on rooftops to view the surrounding area. These guard 
45 positions must also be integrated into the AT plan to enable their use in augmenting 
46 responding law enforcement personnel. Security forces should have available to them 
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l and be trained in specialized equipment for responding to terrorist attacks and/or 
2 incidents (See Figure VI-1). Local installations, with the assistance of the parent Service, 
3 should identify and procure this equipment based on Service directives and the local 
4 situation. Security review should also include review of procurement, storage, and 
5 preparation of food supplies used on base. A food vulnerabi lity assessment can be 
6 in itiated by food services personnel to review the complete food process. 
7 
8 (3) Establish Defense. Measures taken to establish the defense must be 
9 continually reviewed and progressively updated to counter the changing threat and add an 

10 element of unpredictability to the terrorist's calculation. Defensive measures include the 

SECURITY FORCE EQUIPMENT 
Pyroteclmic pistols 

Riot shotguns 

Tear gas launchers 

Hand-held flashlights 

Antiriot helmets 

Shields 3'6" 

Shields 6' 

Side-handled or straight batons 

Hand cuffs 

NBC protective masks 
Handgunlrifle 
Anunw1ition 

Marshalling wands 

Telescopes and tripods 

Binoculars 

Night vision devices 

Loud speakers 

Fire extinguishers 

Cameras with flash and tripods 

Telescopic sights 

Photographic filter 

Body Armor 
Radio 
Hearing protection 

Figure Vl-2. Security Force Equipment 

II following: 
12 
13 (a) Determine priority of work (assign sectors of observation 
14 and fire, construct obstacles, fortify). 
15 
16 (b} Improve obstacles, fort ifications, and the defense as a 
17 whole. Long-term deployments should program engineer assets and force protection or 
18 physical security funds toward the construction of permanent fixtures. 
19 
20 (c) Establish inspections and immediate action drills, 
21 exercises, and training to implement the security plan. 
22 
23 (d) Maintain, when possible, secure radio or landline 
24 communications with the military police, security guards, and reaction force(s). 
25 
26 (e) Keep abreast of current military and host-nation police 
27 and intelligence assessments .. 
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1 
2 b. Guard Duties. Guard duties are detailed in Service reg~:~lations and in local, 
3 general, and special orders and standard operating procedures. In a terrorist high-fls.k 
4 environment, special orders should address as a minimum the following: 
5 
6 (1) Details of authorized passes; provide samples of passes; 
7 
8 (2) Procedures for searching people and vehicles; 
9 

10 (3) Response to approach by unauthorized personnel or hostile crowds; 
l1 
12 ( 4) Specific rules of engagement (ROE) or use of force policy in tl:le 
l3 event of civil disturbances, potential damage, or injury to US personnel or specific 
14 property, looting, or arson; 
15 
16 (5) Response to unauthorized photography and surveillance activities; 
17 
18 (6) Steps necessary to obtain police, reaction force(s), fire department, 
19 and ambulance; 
20 
21 (7) Guidelines for contact with host-nation police; 
22 
23 (8) Guidelines for contact with press and media~7 

24 
25 (9) Evacuation procedures. 
26 
27 c. Road Movement. Road movements are always vulnerable to terrorist attacks 
28 in high-risk areas . . Road reconnaissance should be conducted periodically to identify 
29 high-threat areas. If possible, alternate forms of transportation (e.g., helicopters) should 
30 be used. If road movement is required: 
31 
32 (I ) A void establishing a regular pattern; 
33 
34 (2) Vary routes and timing; 
35 
36 (3) Travel in groups, never single vehicles;. 
37 
38 (4) Do not stop for dead or dying an imals in/beside the road; 
39 
40 (5) Do not allow people to walk-up to vehicles; 
41 (4§.) Avoid traveling at night unless tactical advantage can be gained 
42 through use of night vision devices. Additional precautions should be considered if travel 
43 is required during periods of agitation (e.g., religious or political holidays); 
44 
45 (~1) When possible, keep a low profile (use vehicles that do not stand 
46 out); 
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l 
2 
3 scenanos; 
4 
5 
6 

(e~) P lan alternate routes and reactions to van ous threatening 

(+2.) Plan communications requirements; 

7 (&.!..Q) A void dangerous areas (e.g., ambush sites, areas known for 
8 violence); 
9 

l 0 (911) Provide adequate security; 
I 1 
12 (.WJl) Plan in advance. for ma intenance. and evacuation; and 
13 
14 ( ++ .Q) Use countersurveillance. 
15 
16 d ... Vehicle Protection. Take the. following precautions when using tactical and 
17 some types of commercial vehicles, such as trucks, in a hjgh-risk area: 
18 
19 ( I) Place sandbags on floorboards and fenders; 
20 
21 (2) Cover sandbags with rubber or fiber mats; 
22 
23 (3) lf carry ing personnel, sandbag the vehicle bed as well as the 
24 driver's compartment; 
25 
26 ( 4) Remove canvas so passengers can see and shoot; 
27 
28 (5) Fold windshield in driver's compa1iment and fit high-wire cutter. 
29 Lower side windows and place wire over all openings to deflect grenades or IEDs; 
30 
31 (6) Normally, avoid large concentrations of personnel in any one 
32 vehicle. If necessary, assign convoys additional vehicles to disperse personnel loads; 
33 
34 (7) Passengers riding in truck bed face outboard and are assigned 
35 sectors of observation and fire; 
36 
37 (8) Rig chicken wire or chain link screens on front bumper frame to 
38 deflect rocks, bottles, firebombs, and grenades; 
39 
40 (9) Carry pioneer too ls (fire extinguishers in particular), a line with 
41 grappling hook to clear obstacles, and tow bars for disabled vehicles; 
42 
43 ( I 0) When the threat of hostile fi re is constant, plan for the use of 
44 vehicles w ith additional armored protection. 
45 
46 e. Convoys. In extremely high-risk areas, consider using armed escorts for 
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1 convoy protection. 
2 
3 ( I) Develop and rehearse immediate action drills before movement~ 

4 
5 (2) Perform route clearance before movement; 
6 
7 (3) Establish and maintain communications throughout the route; 
8 
9 (4) Develop deception plans to conceal or change movement timing 

l 0 and route; 
l1 
12 (5) If possible, include host-nation police and/or military personne l in 
13 the convoy; 
14 
15 (6) When selecting routes, avoid entering or remaining in dangerous 
16 areas. If ambushed, gauge response by enemy strength. Counter ambushes by 
17 accelerating through the ambush area, counterattacking, withdrawing, or withdrawing and 
18 staging a deliberate attack. 
19 
20 (7) Convoy escort composition depends on ava ilable forces. htgflt 
21 armored vehieles, high mobi lity m1:1 l t ip~:~rpose wheeled vehieles, or tmeks eq~:~ipped with 
22 M2 50 caliber and MK19 40mm maehine g~:~ns are extremely effeotive.Vehicles used 
23 should be appropriately hardened and posses the ncccssa1y weapons systems and other 
24 equipment to address the threat. Overhead helicopters and AC- 130 gunships can also be 
25 used as air escorts if available. Escorts should be organized into an advance guard, main 
26 body escort, and reaction or strike group. Planning considerations are as fo llows: 
27 
28 (a) Determine. concept of operation; 
29 
30 (b) Identify available transportation; 
31 
32 (c) Identify order of march and road organization; 
33 
34 (d) Identify disposition of advance guard, main body escort, 
35 and reserve;. 
36 
37 (e) Designate assembly area for convoy; 
38 
39 (f) Determine rendezvous time at assembly area, departure 
40 time of first and last vehicle, and expected arrival of first and last vehicle at destination; 
41 
42 (g) Identify action upon arrival; 
43 
44 (h) Determine required coordinating instructions for speed, 
45 spacing, halts, immediate action drills, breakdowns, and lost vehicles. 
46 
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l f. Rail Movement. Rail movement is the most difficult fonn of transportation to 
2 conceal and protect because it follows a predictable route and rail heads are difficult to 
3 conceal. Opportunities for deception are limited and physical security is critical. The 
4 following secW'ity precautions should be considered: 
5 
6 ( I) Restrict passengers to military personnel only; 
7 
8 (2) Search for explosives or possible hijackers before departure and 
9. after every halt (MWDs are. particularly suited for this mission);. 

10 
ll (3) Ensure that the railway is free of obstructions or explosives; 
12 
13. (4) Patrol the railway area;. 
14 
15 (5) Place armed security personnel on duty throughout the train, 
16 inc luding engine room and trail car; 
17 
18 (6) Patrol and guard departure and arrival stations; 
19 
20 (7) Use deception measures; 
21 
22 (8) Provide air cover (AC-130, helicopters); 
23 
24 (9) Maintain communications within the train and with outside 
25 agencies; 
26 
27 (I 0) Provide reaction force to be moved by air or coordinate host-
28 nation support (HNS) (if available). 
29 
30 g. Sea Movement. Sea movement, especially aboard military vessels, may 
31 provide a false sense of security. Sea operations are certainly more secure than urban 
32 patrols; however, ships in harbor or anchored off hostile coastlines are visible and high-
33 risk targets. Crews of ships in harbors need to evaluate each new port and determine 
34 possible terrorist actions and ship's force counteractions (such as using fire and steam 
35 hoses to repel attackers). Crew members must be aware of HNS and responsibilities 
36 while in port or anchored in foreign national waters. The ship 's captain is solely 
37 responsible for the ship and all those embarked. As a minimum, the captain: 
38 
39 ( I) Establishes methods of embarkation and debarkation and patrol 
40 activities for all personnel; 
41 
42 (2) Identifies vital areas of the ship (for example, engine room, 
43 weapons storage, command and control bridge), and assigns security guards; 
44 
45 (3) Coordinates above and below waterline responsibilities; 
46 
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1 (4) Establishes a weapons and ammumt10n policy and ROE, and 
2 appoints a reaction force (e.g., security alert team, backup alert force, and/or response 
3 force); and 
4 
5 (5) Drills all personnel involved. 
6 
7 h. Air Movement. For the most part, while a m1it is being transported by a ir it 
8 is under the purview of the Air Force or ai r movement control personnel. Troop 
9 commanders and Air Force personnel coordinate duties and responsibilities for their 

10 mutual defense. Personnel must remain vigilant and leaders must provide adequate 
11 security. Unit security personnel coordinate with aLrfield security personnel, assist 
12 departures and arrivals at airfields while en route, and determine weapons and 
13 ammunition policies. Special considerations include the fo llowing topics: 
14 
15 (1) Road transport security when driving to and from airfields is 
16 critical. Keep arrival arrangements low profi le. Do not pre-posit ion road transport at the 
17 airport for extended periods before arrival. 
18 
19 (2) If pre-positioned transport is required, attach a security element and 
20 station it within the airfield perimeter. Security at the arrival airfie ld can be the 
2 1 responsibility of the HN and requires close coordination. Maintain communications 
22 between all elements until the aircraft is "wheels-up" and, upon arrival, reestablish 
23 communications with the new security element. 
24 
25 (3) All personnel (air crews and transported unit) must be cautioned 
26 concerning the transportation of souvenirs and other personal items that could be 
27 containers for explosives. 
28 
29 (4) Man-portable weapons systems in the hands of terrorists create 
30 additional planning challenges for the security of aircraft. Planning considerations should 
31 include defensive measures against such systems in the choosing of airfields and forward 
32 arming and refueling points. 
33 
34 i. Patrolling. Units outside the United States may be called upon to conduct 
35 patrols in urban or rural environments. These patrols will normally be planned and 
36 executed in conjunction with host-nation authorities and shou ld be coordinated with the 
37 representatives of the appropriate staff judge advocate office and be in accordance with 
38 any applicable basing, status-of-forces, or other agreements. Patrols support police 
39 operations, expand the a rea of influence, gather information, pol ice nightclubs and 
40 restaurants, detain indiv iduals as. required,. conduct hasty searches, and erect hasty 
41 roadblocks. Patrols must understand the ROE. Patrolling units should avoid patterns by 
42 varying times and routes, using different exit and entry points at the base, doubling back 
43 on a route, and using vehicles to drop off and collect patrols and change areas. Base 
44 sentries or guards, other vehicle patrols, helicopters, OPs, host-nation assets, and reaction 
45 forces provide additional support. 
46 
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1 j. Roadblocks. There are two types of roadblocks: deliberate and hasty. 
2 Deliberate roadblocks are permanent or semi-petmanent roadblocks used on borders, 
3 outskirts of cities, or the edge of controlled areas. Use deliberate roadblocks to check 
4 identification and as a deterrent. Use hasty roadblocks to spot check, with or without 
5 prior intelligence. Hasty roadblocks use the element of surprise. Their maximum effect 
6 is reached within the first half hour of being positioned. Hasty roadblocks can consist of 
7 two vehicles placed diagonally across a road, a coil of barbed wire, or other portable 
8 obstacles. Roadblocks must not unnecessarily disrupt the travel of innocent civilians. 
9 Personnel manning roadblocks must know their jobs thoroughly, be polite and 

10 considerate, act quickly and methodically, use the minimum force required for the threat, 
11 and promptly relinquish suspects to civil police authorities. General principles 
1.2 considered in establishing roadblocks are concealment, security, construction and layout, 
1.3 manning, equipment, communications, and legal issues. Unless combined posts (HN and 
14 US personnel) are used, language training will be a key planning factor in employing 
15 roadblocks. 
16 

17 
18 Deployed joint forces may be tasked to conduct antiterrorist operations in 
19 urban areas. 
20 
21 k. Observation Posts. OPs provide prolonged observation of areas, people, or 
22 buildings. OPs are critical. OPs allow observation of an area for possible terrorist 
23 activity (avenues of approach); observation of a particular building or street; ability to 
24 photograph persons or activities; ability to observe activity before, during, or after a 
25 security force operation (e.g., house search) and ability to provide covering fire for 
26 patrols. Special factors apply to OPs located in urban areas. The OP party and reaction 
27 force must know the procedure, ROE, escape routes, emergency withdrawal. procedures, 
28 rallying point, casualty evacuation, and password. Cover the occupation and withdrawal 
29 of an OP by conducting normal operations (e.g., house searches, roadblocks, patrols to 
30 leave people behind), flooding an area with patrols to disguise movement, using civilian 
31 vehicles and clothes, and using deception. Any compromise of an OP location should be 
32 immediately reported. 
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1 
2 I. Civil Disturbances. Crowd violence can either be a spontaneous emotional 
3 eruption or a planned event. In the latter case, its purpose is to draw police or troops into 
4 a target area or away from some other event. Crowd violence may also involve violence 
5 within the crowd or from opposing groups. Crowd violence is characterized by 
6 incitement and violence; both are highly contagious. Riot control aims to restore order 
7 with minimum use of force. Bearing in mind that the size or motivation of the crowd 
8 may prevent its control, the general approach is to reduce or disrupt the crowd's unifying 
9 influences and reorient the participants to concerns for personal vulnerability and welfare. 

l 0 The principles of riot control are shown in Figure Vl-;!;l. 
l1 

12 

PRINCIPLES OF 
RIOT CONTROL 

1. Flexibility in changing tactics 
as necessary to meet the 
s ituation 

2. Rehearsals ensure success 

3. The appearance of being able 
to do damage is often more 
effective than actually having 
to resort to force 

4. Control the situation by 
positioning personnel and 
presenting the image of 
having and maintaining full 
control even if the situation 
deteriorates 

5. Provide all-round defense of 
assigned sectors of 
observation and fire and be 
able to observe and fire 360 
degrees around control force 

6. There must be speed in 
deployment, arrest, and 
apprehension, and reaction 
to change 

7. Surprise keeps the crowd off 
balance 

13 Figure Vl-2~. Principles of 
14 Riot Control 
15 
16 
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l m. Bomb Explosion or Discovery. The Lnitial terrorist bomb may not be the 
2 end of the incident. The initial bomb may be designed to draw forces into an area as 
3. targets for a shooting ambush or another explosion .. Upon discovery of a bomb or upon 
4 entering a bomb site, response forces should proceed with extreme caution and contact 
5 the EOD team immediately. Explosi•,:e de~ec~ion M\¥Ds shot:~ ld be considered t:~pon 

6 bon1b discovery or d~o~ring entry to the site of the eJ<plosion. Explosive detection MWDs, 
7 EOD or other available detection methods should be uti lized to sweep areas surrounding 
8 suspected explosive devices or incident sites for sccondaty dev ices. 
9 

10 n. Personal Protective Measures. Overseas deployments require a high degree 
11 of personal protective measures. DOD personnel must be aware of basic personal 
12 protective measures against terrorism, specific threats for the area they will operate in or 
13 transit, and specialized training which their duty or position requires, but the commander 
14 must also focus on the exposure of the troops to any special terrorist threat. This requires 
15. particular attention to areas where troops will live, work, and conduct R&R. 
16 Coordination between military intelligence, counterintelligence and law enforcement aR4 
17 intelligence agencies and host-nation forces is critical. The deployed mjJitary member 
18 must also understand the threat and required personal security measures. 
19. 
20. 3. Tactical Force Protection 
21 
22 During joint and multinational operations, US units and bases in the joint rear 
23. area (JRA) are still vulnerable. to terrorist attacks. The. same procedures ident ified in the 
24 preceding paragraphs apply. Commanders will be advised by the JRA coordinator 
25 (JRAC) of potential terrorist threats, and subordinate commands will report any terrorist 
26 activity to the JRAC. Units passing through the JRA are still required to maintain AT 
27 measures commensurate with the JRAC's guidance. Specific tactics, techniques, and 
28 procedures for operations in the JRA are contained in JP 3-10, Joint Doctrine for Rear 
29 Area Operations. 
30 
31 4. Suicide Bombers/High Risk Vehicle Checkpoints. 
32 
33 a. The purpose of this section is to highlight references and resources and 
34 capture best practices to enhance antitetTorism mitigation measures for conducting high 
35 risk vehicle checkpoints and deterring suic ide/homic ide bombers. 
36 
37 b. Recent vehicle borne bomb and suicide/homic ide bomber attacks in Saudi 
38 Arabia and in operation TRAQI FREEDOM highlight this threat to our forces. Because 
39 of robust protective measures in place at DOD installat ions, our checkpoints and 
40 roadblocks are increasingly becoming prime targets for terrorists. Security fo rces at 
41 access control points can also be targeted as a means to gain access to 
42 installations/compounds. 
43 
44 c. The land component command for operation IRAQI FREEDOM and the 
45 service components have established excellent tactics, techniques, and procedures for 
46 dealing with high risk vehicle checkpoints and the suicide/homicide bomber. Tactics, 
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1 techniques, procedures and lessons learned on Service and combatant conm1and web s ites 
2 and DJA JITF-CT assessments of tenm·ist tactics are excellent sources for commanders 
3 and antitenorism officers to review. The following paragraphs provide information 
4 gleaned from component threat reporting, tactics, techniques, procedures, and lessons 
5 learned. 
6 
7 d. Threat. 
8 
9 ( I) Insights from recent attacks: 

10 
l l (a) Several vehicle bomb and suicide bomber attacks were 
12 made at checkpoints during combat operations in Iraq during March and April 2003. An 
l3 Iraq i posing as a taxi cab driver feigned a break down and detonated his veh icle when 
14 four soldiers approached killing them a ll. Three rangers were killed in western Iraq when 
15 an SUY drove up to the ir check point (along with other cars) and then exploded. In 
16 another instance, an Iraq i at a checkpoint set off explosives hidden under his clothes 
17 wounding a number of marines. In all cases, deception was used to get c lose to US 
18 forces and increase the effect of the attack. This tactic is continuing to be used by enemy 
19 paramilitaty during the stab ility phase. 
20 
21 (b) The terrorist attack on 12 May conducted against three 
22 residential housing compounds in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia occurred minutes apart using the 
23 same method. In each of these attacks, an initial assau lt team was used to penetrate the 
24 gate followed by another group that drove a vehicle-borne improvised explosive device 
25 through the breached gate and detonated it next to a pre-selected target on the installation. 
26 There are a number of conclusions that can be drawn from these attacks: 
27 
28 I. The terrorists conducted pre-operational surveillance 
29 and identified weak points at gates and in security procedmes to strike soft targets and 
30 Americans. 
31 
32 2. The three. attacks were conducted simultaneously-a 
33 signature Al-Qaeda tactic . 
34 
35 3. Terrorists added modifications to their tactics in order 
36 to defeat security measures that have been designed to counter previous attacks. 
37 
38 (2) Suicide bomber threat. All individua l suicide devices are based 
39 upon the simple concept of using a human being to deliver a bomb to a target. Genera lly, 
40 the bomb will have the. following characteristics: 
41 
42 (a) A simple switch for initiation consisting of a push-button 
43 or toggle switch completing an electric c ircuit. Relatively small initiation dev ices reduce 
44 the chances of discovery. 
45 
46 (b) Fragmentation such as nails, ball bearings, or other small 
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l metal pieces. Dispersed fragmentation is the primary kill mechanism m individual 
2 suicide bombing attacks. 
3 
4 (c) Devices are general ly concealed within an article of 
5 clothing worn close to the body such as a vest, belt, or jacket. However, there have 
6 been instances where the explosive device is disguised to look like a common, innocuous 
7 object. 
8 
9 (d) P lasticized explosive as a main charge usually a 

l 0 homemade mixture, although groups with access to greater resources utilize military 
I 1 grade explosives. 
12 
13 (e) Many devices have a backup trigger system, such as an 
14 electronic timer, pager, or booby-trap type switch. If the attacker is killed, apprehended, 
15 or attempts to abort the attack, a secondary trigger system provides an altcmativc 
16 initiation method. 
17 
18 (3) Possible indicators of a suicide/homicide bomber are as fo llows: 
19 
20 (a) An individual who deliberately ignores orders to stop or 
21 attempts to circumvent a security checkpoint. 
22 
23 (b) An individual wearing too much clothing for the 
24 prevailing weather conditions. 
25 
26 (c) A person with suspicious bulges in their clothing, canying 
27 packages/bags, wearing satchels/backpacks or walks with unsteady gate. 
28 
29 (d) Individuals may exhibit a wide range of characteristics, 
30 such as clean shaven with closely cropped hair, exhibits unusual emotional demeanor 
3 1 such as blank stare, grin, unresponsive, and may perspire or appear gaunt and/or ill. 
32 
33 (e) An individual handling wires, switches, an actuator, or a 
34 dead mans switch. 
35 
36 (4) Vehicle borne improvised explosive device (VBlED) threat. A 
37 VBIED is a vehicle modified to conceal and deliver large quantities of explosives to a 
38 target. The motive behind such incidents is to cause many casualties and gross property 
39 damage. Possible indicators of a VB lED threat are as follows: 
40 
41 (a) noticeable sagging of the vehicle on its springs caused by 
42 the heavy weight of explosives found in it. Ordinarily the explosives will be placed 
43 toward the rear of the vehicle, causing it to ride lower in the rear. However, sagging 
44 springs are not normally characteristic of trucks being used for VBIEDS because these 
45 vehicles are designed to can·y the weight. 
46 
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1 (b) darkened or covered windows to conceal either the 
2 vehicles contents or the actions of the driver. 
3 
4 (c) unusua l items inside the vehicle: gas cyl inders, wires. 
5 leaflets, large bags or boxes, and batteries besides the normal car battery. 
6 
7 (d) Indications of a triggering device-i.e., a switch, radio 
8 transmitter, timer, wires or ropes passing from the front scat to the rear of the vehicle, etc. 
9 - visible near the driver, under the seat, or within arms reach. 

10 
l l (e) The presence of the vehicle in an area where it should not 
12 be, perhaps illegally parked. 
l3 
14 CO Holes made in the vehicle body to hide explosives and 
15 then crudely covered. 
16 
17 (g) Evidence that an interior door panel has been removed to 
18 hide explosives. 
19 
20 (h) The presence of powder or prills (smal l rounded granular 
21 material) left when explosive material was loaded into the vehicle. 
22 
23 (i) Recent pa inting of the vehicle to cover body alterations. 
24 
25 (j) additional fuel tanks, used to secrete explosives or to 
26 provide additional gasoline to fuel the explosive event. 
27 
28 (k) unusual smells, E.G., a burning time fuse, gasoline, 
29 fertilizer, etc. 
30 
31 (]) an additional antenna on the car for rad io-controlled 
32 devices. 
33 
34 (m) any disturbance to the undercoating or dirt on the bottom 
35 of a vehic le. 
36 
37 (n) Indications that drivers may be associated w ith VBIED 
38 are the follows: 
39 
40 I. driving erratically; drivi ng too slow or too fast.. 
41 
42 2. Ignoring orders to stop, attempting to circumvent a 
43 security checkpoint, or attempting to maneuver too close to coalition assets. 
44 
45 3. Wearing inappropriate dress or grooming for the 
46 vehicle type. 
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l 
2 4. Signs of nervousness, sweating, shaking, or unusual 
3 speech patterns. 
4 
5 5. The presence of a lone driver in the vehicle. This is 
6 standard for VBTD operations: however, there could be any number of people in the 
7 vehicle if the VBIED is being driven by an unsuspecting person. 
8 
9 6. Inability to operate the truck or equipment properly. 

10 
I 1 7. Atypical appearance. Middle Eastern terrorists may be 
12 uncharacteristically clean-shaven and have very short haircuts. Cutting the hair is a part 
I J of the purifying ritual that many follow prior to an attack. 
14 
15 8. Age: mid-twenties. The average Middle Eastern 
16 suicide terrorist is about 24 or 25, but in the current Iraqi situation, age is less of a 
17 discriminator. 
18 
19 (o) Other suspicious conditions: 
20 
21 l . Occupants careful when closing the doors. 
22 
23 2. Vehicle left locked and unoccupied. 
24 
25 3. Not obviously engaged in loading or unloading. 
26 
27 4. Displaying hazard warning lights. 
28 
29 5. Parked near or adjacent to an important target. 
30 
31 6. Jllegally parked. 
32 
33 (p) Common areas for concealing VB lED explosives: 
34 
35 I . Above roof liner. 
36 
37 2. Behind door panels. 
38 
39 3. In spare wheel well. 
40. 
41 4. In hollowed-out seats. 
42 
43 5. Under false flooring. 
44 
45 6. Inside fuel tank (smaller alternate fuel tank elsewhere). 
46 
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1 7. In legitimate cargo area - such as trunk, trailer, or 
2 storage bin. 
3 
4 8. In legitimate packaged cargo. 
5 
6 (g) General safe blast/fragmentation distances for VBID have 
7 been detem1incd to be as follows: 
8 
9 I. Compact sedans can cany a maximum of 500 pounds 

10 (227 ki los) of explosive in the tank. This gives a lethal blast range of approximately 30 
l l meters, and a fragmentation hazard of38 1 meters. 
12 
l3 2 .. Full-size sedans can carry a maximum of I ,000 pounds 
14 (455 kilos) of explosive in the tank. This gives a lethal blast range of approximately 38 
15 meters, and a fragmentation hazard of 534 meters. 
16 
17 3. Passenger or cargo vans can carry a maximum of 
18 4,000 pounds (1.818 kilos) of explosive. This gives a lethal blast range of approximately 
19 61 meters, and a fragmentation hazard of 83 8 meters. 
20 
21 4. Small box vans (1 4ft) can carry a maximum of I 0,000 
22 pounds (4,545 kilos) of explosive. This gives a lethal blast range of approximately 91 
23 meters, and a fragmentation hazard of I , 143 meters. 
24 
25 5. Box van or water/fuel tr ucks can carry a maximum of 
26 30,000 pounds {1 3,636 kilos) of explosive. This gives a lethal blast range of 
27 approximately 137 meters, and a fragmentation hazard of 1.982 meters. 
28 
29 6. Semi-trailer can carry a maximum of 60.000 pounds 
30 (27,273 ki los) of explosive. This gives a lethal blast range of approximately 183 meters, 
3 I and a fragmentation hazard of 2, 134 meters. 
32 
33 e. The following TTP may prove effective deterring, disarming or mitigating 
34 pedestrian suicide bomber attacks: 
35 
36 (l) Visual observation remains the primary method of detecting 
37 suicide bombers (see indicators in para 4.C). Screening methods can also be employed 
38 such as having suspects open their coats or lift shirts at a safe distance before 
39 approaching a checkpoint. Thcnnal images have proven effective for standoff detection 
40 of concealed weapons on personnel, provided that external clothing is not too heavy. 
41 These items serve as a heat sink (i.e., block radioactive emissions) and therefore are 
42 rendered as distinct spots on thennal images. This teclmigue may prove effective for 
43 detecting concealed explosives but has not been tested in this role. 
44 
45 (2) If a bomber is identified, orders should be issued to evacuate the 
46 area immediately (minimum of 50 meters away) and to take cover (behind substantial 
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l barrier). Safe distances depend upon the mass of explosive cauied by the bomber and the 
2 amount and type of fragments used. Distances will necessarily be constrained in urban 
3 conditions but safety zones must be considered when selecting checkpoints or 
4 establishing gate operations. It should always be assumed that fragments are part of the 
5 charge as safe standoff distances are greater for fragments than for blast. 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
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25 
26 
27 
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29 
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3 1 
32 
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44 

(3) If a bomber is identified, security personnel should train weapons 
on the bomber and maintain eye contact from behind cover. Ensure fie lds of fire have 
been identified and rehearsed to avoid fratricide and endanger innocent bystanders. 

(4) Separate the subject from the IED: warn target that fa ilure to 
comply will result in death. Give order to ra ise hands, take off outer garments and place 
on the. ground. Have subject move a safe distance away from c lothing and then handcuff.. 
Close and negotiate tactics should not be attempted, as homicide bombers are trained to 
avoid surrender at all costs. 

(5) Assume a fail safe cell phone or radio-controlled initiator could be 
used in the event that the bomber is incapacitated or hesitates. This tactic would 
normally involve a second suspect with a line-of-sight view of the bomber. Consider 
survei llance detection efforts to monitor the environment and deter enemy observers near 
the checkpoint or gate. 

(6) If deadly force is employed, bullet impact may initiate the 
explosive charge(s). Therefore firing on the suspect should be undertaken from cover 
and not be aimed at mid-body. 

(7) If the suspect is neutral ized and there is no explosion, do not 
administer first aid. The explosive charge should be rendered safe by authorized EOD 
personnel only. 

f. The following are TTP to consider to mitigate the VBIED threat at high risk 
vehicle checkpoints: 

(I ) Elements: 

(a) A headquarters element to ensure command and control. 

(b) A secmity element to provide early warning and observe 
flow of vehicles approaching the checkpoint. 

(c) Traffic sentry to operate stop point forward of and controls 
traffic leading to checkpoint. Signs in the local language should be used to communicate 
instructions for negotiating barriers leading to search location. 

45 I (d) Search team to halt vehicles, conduct searches and direct 
46 cleared vehicles onward. One member should search the vehicle whi le the other team 
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1 members provide over watch. 
2 
3 (e) An assault element in fortified postttons to overwatch 
4 checkpoint. This element should be prepared to engage (consistent w ith ROE) any 
5 vehicle that attempts to force its way through or poses a danger to the checkpoint. 
6 
7 (2) Checkpoints should present a robust security posture in orde r to 
8 di scourage threats. Consider emp loying armored vehicles and crew served weapons in 
9 overwatch positions to support dismounted troops. Consider an antiannor capability for 

l 0 security elements. 
l1 
12 (a) A serpenti ne vehicle maze (barriers/freeway dividers) can 
l3 be used to slow vehicles approaching the search area. A vehicle maze will enable 
14 security personnel more time to react to a veh icle attempting to run or attack the check 
15 point, as well as channel threat veh ic les in escape lanes to a predetermined location for 
16 engagement. 
17 
18 (b) Hasty checkpoints sho uld take advantage of telTain 
19 features/surrounding obstacles (bridges, highway/road intersections, reverse slope of a 
20 hill, just beyond a sharp curve) to slow vehic les as they approach the checkpoint. 
21 Deliberate checkpoints may require engineers or other support to emplace obstacles and 
22 barriers to channel traffic. Deliberate checkpoints should include holding/search areas 
23 with appropriate blast protection for personnel conducting searches. 
24 
25 (3) Suggested procedures: 
26 
27 (a) Instruct passengers to get out of the vehicle at a pre-
28 designated and well-marked search area. 
29 
30 (b) All passengers should be instructed to come out w ith a rms 
31 above their heads. Once out of the vehicle, instruct male passengers to lift their shirts in 
32 order to enable security forces to observe waist. lf there is doubt, have them strip. 
33 
34 (c) Instruct one passenger to open all doors, hood. and tn mk. 
35 
36 (d) Consider that women and children have a lso carried out 
37 attacks and ensure they are disarmed as well. Use female US mi litary/host nation 
38 security personnel to search women and children in a separate, closed area. 
39 
40 (e) If any member or the checkpoint has any doubt about the 
41 vehicle, back everyone off and call for assistance. 
42 
43 ( 4) Suggested equipment - the fo llowing arc mission enhancing tools 
44 at a high risk checkpoint: 
45 
46 (a) Loud speaker team with linguist. T ime pennitting, prepare I 
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l and emplace signs in the local language instructing drivers what to expect and do at the 
2 checkpoint. 
3 
4 (b) Explosive detector dog teams. 
5 
6 (c) Use of metal detector wands for physical searches. if 
7 possible, in addition to a crush and feel search. 
8 
9 (d) Stingers/ealtrops (device that can be dragged across the 

l 0 road to puncture tires). 
I 1 (e) Vehicle control and blast mitigation barriers. 
12 
13 CO Separate search areas for small and large vehicles. 
14 Consider using trenches large enough for vehicles to enter so they may be searched. 
15 Vehicles can pull into the ditch and open all doors prior to search. 
16 
17 e . . Man portable air defense system thTeat. 
18 
19 The purpose of this message is to emphasize to commanders and AT officers the 
20 importance of considering the man portable air defense system threat (MANPAD). 
21 
22 (l) The 28 November 2002 terrorist attack on an Israeli Airliner in 
23 Kenya highlights the potential manpad threat to US aviation interests, both conus and 
24 oconus. Commanders who own and/or are supported by air assets should consider risk 
25 and make decisions to alter. divert, or cancel air missions if the MANP AD threat is too 
26 great to mitigate. This is especially critical for locations transited by commercial air 
27 carriers moving our forces and equipment. 
28 
29 (2) Air mobility command (AMC) maintains a worldwide 
30 database with current intelligence and operations information that can assist. 
31 Commanders to reach prudent decisions pertaining to the MANPAD threat. The AMC 
32 intelligence combined risk assessment database offers both automated risk assessments 
33 known as the virtual threat assessor (VT A) program, and formal threat working group 
34 (TWG) virtual risk assessments known as the virtual threat assessor CVT A) program, and 
35 formal threat working group (TWG) virtual risk assessments. Both products offer such 
36 items as airfield information, ten·orist, medical, military, information operations. and 
37 other threat information, along with archived briefings and open source infonnation . . The 
38 web address for these products is HTTP://WWW.AMCIN.SCOTT.AF.SMJL.MILIVTA. 
39 
40 (3) Airfie ld security and local area assessments should be 
41 conducted to ident ify the area of vulnerabi lity to the manpad threat (in terms of possible 
42 launch sites) to include the airfield arrival and departure corridors as well as potentially 
43 vu lnerable ground targets such as parked aircraft or ground vehicle motor pools. A 
44 thorough assessment could include security forces, intelligence, counterintelligence, and 
45 operationaL personnel as. well as Local/host nation authorities. 
46 
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(a) The defense intelligence agency-missile and space 
intelligence center has flight path threat analysis simulation (FPTAS) software that slows 
the local commander to quantify the areas of greatest MANPAD threat. FPTAS uses 
aircraft performance. fl ight path data. missile characteristics. and digita l terrain elevation 
data to generate maps depicting area from which manpads could engage U.S. and allied 
aircraft. Commanders have used these maps to identi fy fl ight paths with minimum 
explosure to the MAN PAD threat and have adjusted take-off/landing patterns to limit 
their explosure and utilize areas readily secured by ground troops. This software can be 
downloaded at the. following web site: 

HTTP://MSIC.DIA.SMIL.MIL/MS HOME PAGES/FPT AS/. 

(b) Criteria to identify possible MANPAD launch sites 
include but are not limited to: 

l. Cover and concealment - the ability of an ob ject to 
provide protection for the terrorist from return fire and prevent detection by security force 
personnel. 

2. Line of sight providing unobstructed v1ew of the 

3. Explosure time - the amount of time the intended 
target is vulnerable from an operational attack. 

4. Distance to target and target recognition for the I 
terrorist to positively identi fy the intended target. 

5. Set up time required for a terrorist fire team to get into 
position to attack. and the time to discovery in terms of the amount of time it takes to 
detect a fire team once their weapons are exposed. 

(4) . There are two areas where commanders and antiterrorism officers 
should employ mitigation measures to counter the MANPAD threat: 
airfields/installation defense and reducing aircraft in-flight susceptibility. 

(a) The following are points to consider in developing at plans 
in regards to airfield/installation defense and the MANPAD threat. 

I . Once and analysis of possible launch sites is 
accomplished. prime manpad launch sites and vulnerable areas can be isolated by 
expanding the airfield area of control and reducing areas of vulnerabil ity. The following 
mitigation measures may require coordination with local/host nation authorities: 

a.. Increased physical presence at prime launch 
sites. Visual observation of security teams is a strong deterrent. 
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l b. focused and random patrols of vulnerable 
2 areas. Incorporate random patrols into the installation random antiterrorism measures 
3 program. 
4 
5 c. Implementation of technical equipment 
6 surveillance ofvulnerable areas to include both launch and potential targets. 
7 
8 2. Ensuring personnel arc educated on the MANPAD 
9 threat (to include component recognition), areas of vulnerability, and reaction plans. 

l 0 Develop and provide man pad awareness training for security force personnel and 
I 1 local/host nation law enforcement. Develop a MANPAD awareness program for 
12 neighborhood watch groups and local business/installation faci I itics in close proximity to 
13 airfields or along flight paths. The Defense Intelligence Agency Missile and Space 
14 Intelligence Center has a web site in their enduring freedom section that has a 
15 MANPADS link that is a good source for information on MANPAD systems 
16 CHTTP:I/MSIC.DIA.SMIL.MIL/MS HOME PAGES/SAM/SO HOME PAGES3.HTM 
17 11 
18 
19 3. Ensuring tight airfield access control procedures arc in 
20 place for air field operations. Consider dispersal of parked aircraft to reduce damage 
21 from a MANPAD or rocket propelled grenade attack. 
22 
23 4. Developing and cxcrc1smg contingency plans for 
24 responding to an incident of a manpad threat. Rapid reaction plans wil l facilitate the 
25 immediate capture of a terrorist team. even post attack, to deter/prevent future attacks and 
26 ease concern for air travel safety by the public at large. 
27 
28 (b} The following are points to consider in developing AT 
29 plans to reduce aircraft in flight susceptibility due to the MANPAD threat. 
30 
31 I . Establishing airfield specific procedures for the usc of 
32 aircrew tactical countermeasures and/or tactics . . Development and dissemination may 
33 require coordination with local/host nation authorities. Ensure aircrew awareness of 
34 possible effects ofMANPAD on their aircraft. Ensure aircrews and fl ight operations are 
35 tied into the AMC intelligence combined risk assessment database to obtain current 
36 information on airfield security assessments. 
37 
38 2. Varving arrival and departure times of aircraft. 
39 Stagger the arrival times of normal scheduled missions to make arrival, departure, and 
40 ground times harder to predict for the terrorist. 
41 
42 3. Randomly changing approach and departure routes as 
43 a deterrent (in accordance with current federal aviation administration guidelines). 
44 
45 4. Limiting or discontinue use of landing lights within 
46 identified threat zones to reduce heat producing/targeting options. 
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1 
2 5. In high threat areas or when intelligence has indicated 
3 a high alert status, coordinating and developing plans for engine-running oftloads to 
4 minimize ground time. 
5 
6 
7 
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CHAPTER Vll 
2 TERRORIST INCIDENT RESPONSE AND TERRO RISM CONSEQUENCE. 
3 MANAGEMENT 

"If historical experience teaches us anything about revolutionary guerrilla war, it is that military 
measures alone will not suffice. " 

4 
5 1. General 
6 

Bgen S.B. Griffith, USMC 
Introduction to Mao Tse-tung on Guerrilla Warfare, 1961 

7 a. Terrorist Incident Response Management is a sequence of command, staff, 
8 and first responder actions to respond to a terrorist incident or other unique event and 
9 restore AT capability. The primary objective of Terrorist Incident Response 

10 Management is to limit the effects and number of casualties resulting from a terrorist 
11 attack. Commanders develop response measures to save lives, preserve health and safety, 
12 secure and eliminate the hazard, protect property, prevent further damage to the 
13 installation, and maintain publ ic confidence in the installation 's abi li ty to respond to a 
14 terrorist incident. 
15 
16 b. Terrorism Consequence Management 
17 
18 9£. A commander's responsibility and authority to enforce security measures 
19 and to protect persons and property is paramount during any level of conflict. As such, it 
20 is incumbent upon the commander to plan for, and be capable of reacting to, a terrorist 
21 attack. lf the attaciE involves a chemical, bio logical, radiological, nuclear or high yie ld 
22 explosive device, the number of casualties and the CJ(tent of the areas invoh·ed may 
23 quickly overwhelm organic resources.. Attacks employing CBRN E weapons may 
24 produce massive casualties or widespread destruction, which can qu ickly overwhelm 
25 organic resources. This situation is covered in more detai l later in section paragraph 5. 
26 
27 cg. This Chapter addresses. management of a terrorist incident. The focus of 
28 inc ident management is o n the organic assets of an installation, ship, or base and the 
29 ability to cope with the situation using organic assets until outside assistance arrives. 
30 DODl 2000.16, D&D Antiterrerism Sttm&kmJs, requires all conunanders to prepare 
3 1 installation-wide terrorist incident response measures and include them in the AT plan. 
32 The terrorist incident response measures should include procedures for determining the 
33 nature and scope of incidence response; procedures for coordinating security, fire, and 
34 medical first responders; and steps to reconstitute the installation's ability to perform AT 
35 measures. 
36 
37 d~. There are an unlimited number of potential terrorist incidents requiring a 
38 response. Developing separate courses of action for each is an unrealistic task. To 
39 prepare. for the most probable, or likely threats, AT Plans should address (at an absolute. 
40 minimum) each potentia l threat identified through the Threat Assessment Process. 
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l Addi tionally, broad category threat response plans should be developed in order to 
2 provide an initial response to threats not yet identified through the Threat Assessment 
3 Process. 
4 
5 
6 2. Terrorist Incident Management Planning 
7 
8 a. The establ ishment of a mechanism to respond to a terrorist incident is an 
9 essential element of the DOD GbT Program DOD AT program. Normally, the. 

10 installation, base, or unit commander identifies an office or section, or designates 
11 personnel from various sections, who act as the principal planning agency for special 
12 threats and who comprise the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) (see paragraph 3 .d.} 
13 during an actual crisis. One effective method for determining what areas should 
14 comprise the planning and execution of the response is to use the WMD response 
15 functions. 
16 
17 b. There is no requirement to have a separate terrorist incident management 
18 plan. However, DODI 2000.16 requires that the AT Plan address terrorist incident 
19 response measures. 
20 
21 3. Initial Response 
22 
23 a. Onset of a Terrorist Incident: The onset of a terrorist incident begins with the 
24 detection of an unlawful act of violence or threatened violence. Detection may result 
25 from routine smveillance performed by an installation or facility intrusion detection 
26 system, guard or security force, an unusual incidence of an infectious disease in the case 
27 of bioterr01ism, or aware vigi lant DOD-affiliated or community persons. Once detection 
28 of a criminal act occurs, first responding security or law enforcement personnel must 
29 perform an ini tial assessment. 
30 
31 b. Initial Response Force 
32 
33 ( I) On duty Security Forces/Military Police patrols or guard personnel 
34 usuall)' pro·1ide initial response to a tetTorist attack. Tke initial response force is usually 
35 under the control of tke on scene senior officer or noncommissioned officer assuming 
36 responsibility. The in itial Response Force consists of the forces identified in the. 
37 instal lation's/ship's terrorist response plans with on-scene command relationships and 
38 chain of conunand clearly established in the same somces. At facilities controlled by the 
39 Defense Agencies, the initial response force may be under the control of a senior civilian 
40 security or DOD. law enforcement official.. Once the. initial response force. has responded 
41 to the incident and determined the circumstances, the installation commander should 
42 activate required forces and begin notification procedures for military and civilian 
43 authorities. 
44 
45 (2) The initial response force should immediately identify and report 
46 the nature of the situation, isolate the incident, and contain the situation unti l relieved by 
47 the reaction force commander. Initial response force actions are critical. eae:h-fuiD 
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1 shift of tee daily seewrity force must have trained personnel who are aware of the threat 
2 and are capable of reacting promptly to any new develop ment. 
3 
4 (3) For example, if the attack is a bombing, ambush, assassination, or 
5 firebombing, the teiTorists may escape before additional forces arrive. In these cases, the 
6 initial response force should provide medical aid, seal off the crime scene, and secure 
7 other potential targets in case the initial attack was a diversionary tactic. lf the event is a 
8 hostage/barricade situatio n, the initia l response force should seal off and isolate the 
9 inc ident scene to ensure no one enters or leaves the. area. The initia l response force must 

l 0 also be prepared to locate witnesses and direct them to a safe location for debriefing. 1'-er 
l l foreign inc idents, tTbe i11jtial response force must also be prepared to interface with local 
12 law enforcement or emergency service personnel, host nation pol ice, or military forces 
l3 that may a lso be responding to the. incidenh in accordance with ex isting Host Nation 
14 Support Memorandums of Agreement and/or Status of Forces Agreements: 
15 
16 c. rnstallation/Base Commander. The installation/base commander, depending 
17 upon established standing operating procedures (SOPs) should activate the installation 's 
18 EOC. Additionally, the commander should notify specialized response forces, and 
19 immediately report the inc ident to the appropriate superior military command EOC, 
20 military investigative agency, FBr, civilian authorities, and if a fore ign incident, to host 
21 nation authorities and the US Embassy, as required. 
22 
23 d. Emergency Operations Center 
24 
25 (l) The EOC serves as the command post at a predetem1ieed location. 
26 Communications are established immediately with the initial response force containing 
27 the situation, the specially trained operational response force preparing to take over or 
28 augment the. initial response force, and other critical participants os pre desigeated in the 
29 EOC's SOPs. There are usually three standard secure communications circuits: 
30 command net (administra tive matters, support, routine traffic), tactica l net (operations), 
31 and intelligence net. lf necessary, a dedicated net for negotiations may be necessary if a 
32 landline cannot be estab lished with the terrorist 
33 
34 (2) The EOC should distribute responsibilities into four basic 
35 funct ions: 
36 
37 (a) Operations. Responsible for first responders (fi re, 
38 security, and medical); hazardous materials; bioenvironmental engineering; safety; and 
39 public affairs. 
40 
41 (b) Logistics. Responsible for service (conununications, 
42 power, food) and support (shelters, supplies, etc.). 
43 
44 (c) Planning. Responsible for amending and developing plans 
45 to address the changing circumstances. 
46 
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l (d) Administration. Responsible for tracking personnel 
2 casualties or fatalities, notifications, report, and contracting services as necessary. 
3 
4 e. Confirmation 
5 
6 ( 1) Since jurisdiction depends on whether the incident is terrorist 
7 related, it is important for the response force to identify the type. of incident as quickly as 
8 possible. lf the FBI or host nation assumes control, then the response force must be 
9 prepared to coordinate the operational handover and assist as needed. 

10 
I 1 (2) The initial or specialized response forces may be required to 
12 provide outer perimeter security as well as be prepared to manage the entire event. They 
13 must also be prepared to turn over responsibility for resolving the incident to hest 
14 government HN security forces if overseas or the FBI if within the United States and in 
15 the. event the FBl seeks to exercise jurisdiction over the containment and resolution 
16 phases of the incident. These installation/base forces must always prepare for the most 
17 resource-demanding contingency. This level of readiness requires considerable 
18 sustainment training. 
19 
20 f. DOD installation mil itary commanders and civilian managers have 
21 responsibil ity and authority for initial response, containment, and resolution of criminal 
22 incidents that occur on DOD facilities under their control prior to relinquishing that 
23 authority to the appropriate. jurisdictional lead agency. In all cases, however,. command 
24 of military elements remains within military channels. For deta iled discussion on 
25 jurisdiction, authority, responsibilities, and other legal considerations concerning 
26 response to criminal incidents, see Chapter IV and Appendix J. 
27 
28 4. Follow-on Response 
29 
30 The response to a terrorist incident varies depending on the nature and location 
31 of the incident. Generally there are three distinct phases through which an incident may 
32 evolve although many incidents do not develop beyond the first phase. 
33 
34 a. Phase I: Locally Avai lable Resources. Phase I is the commitment of locally 
35 available resources, including available Security Forces/Military Police patrols or guards 
36 and available backup units. Civilian contract guard services should not be used as part of 
37 an initial response force for a terrorist incident unless there is no Federal law enforcement 
38 or Security Forces/Military Police avai lable. Civilian contract guard services should 
39 generally be restricted to perimeter security duties, traffic control, and crowd control 
40 activities. All initial responders, such as fire as fire and medical personnel must 
41 understand and be trained to protect the incident location as a crime scene within 
42 established protocols. Ideally, all law enforcement or security persmmel are familiar with 
43 local SOPs for terrorist incidents and have practiced these procedures as pati of their unit-
44 training program. They must be prepared to secure, contain, and gather information at 
45 the scene until the beginning of Phase II. While securing and containing the incident 
46 scene, response forces must be alert to the fact terrorist incidents often include 
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1 diversionary tactics and secondary attacks with the desired purpose of harming first 
2 responder personnel. The evacuation of threatened areas is a high priority function. 
3 
4 b. Phase II: Augmentation of Initial Response Force. Phase Il is the 
5 augmentation of the initial response force by additional law enforcement/security 
6 personnel and/or a spedally trained response force, such as Special Reaction Team 
7 (SRT)/Emergency Service Team (EST), FBI hostage rescue teams, or host nation tactical 
8 units. On many installat ions, the initial response force and the augmentation force are 
9 essentially the same. This phase begins when the EOC is activated. During this phase, 

10 either the FBI or the host nation may assume control jurisdiction over the incident. If that 
11 occurs, installation forces must be ready to support the operation. The installation 
12 specially trained response force must be ready for employment in this phase of the 
13 operation. In any country that a terrorist incident against an American facility/unit 
14 occurs, the DOS and the US Embassy shall play the key role in coordinating the US 
15 Government and host country response to such an incident. 
16 
17 c. Phase III: Commitment of Counter-Terrorist Resources. Phase III is the 
18 commitment of a specialized team from the FBI, the Department of Defense, or host 
19 nation counter-terrorist force. In this phase, steps are taken to terminate the incident. 
20 Incident termination may be. the result of successful negotiations, assault, or other 
2 1 actions, including the surrender of the terrorists. Because identifying the terrorists, as 
22 opposed to the hostages, may be difficult, it is important that the capturing forces handle 
23 and secure all initial captives as possible terrorists. 
24 
25 

26 
27 Joint forces must be prepared to play an active security role throughout 
28 all three terrorist incident phases. 
29 
30 5. Initial Response to a C BRNE Attack 
3 1 
32 a. Installations have the requirement for an immediate response capability to 
33 ensure critical mission continuity and save lives during a CBRNE incident and to 
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l mitigate the situation (DOD Instruction 2000.18, Department of Defense Installation 
2 Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and High-Yield Explosive Emergency 
3 Response Guidelines). National-level responders may not be immediately accessible nor 
4 available to respond to an installation's needs. Therefore, each installation must plan for 
5 the worst-case scenario by tailoring its response for each functional area, based on its 
6 organic resources and available local support through MOAs/MOUs. The situation may 
7 dictate that the installation not only conducts the initial response, but also sustains 
8 response operations. 
9 

10 b. In the event of a terrorist CBRNE incident, the commander should direct the 
11 following complementary sets of actions: 
12 
13 ( I ) Activate mass notification telling personnel to shelter in place, 
14 evacuate or take other appropriate action. 
15 
16 (+.f) . Activate the installation 's initial. response elements and local 
17 MOAs I MOUs. 
18 
19 (~J) Initiate the DOD notification process; and 
20 
21 (J±) Request resources to augment the installation' s response 
22 capabilities. 
23 
24 c. Insta llation commanders are. responsible for ensuring their first responders 
25 have a plan and are equipped, trained, and exercised on the plan for responding to an 
26 incident involving CBRNE. 
27 
28 d. Installations are required to have incident management plans. One effective 
29 way to develop these plans is by the use of weapons of mass destruction response 
30 functions (WMDRFs). The WMDRFs parallel the national-level FEMA Emergency 
31 Support Functions (ESFs) to the greatest degree possible. This para llelism shall. ensure 
32 ensures that if there is a need for Federal assistance, incoming support can easily 
33 transition into the appropriate functional areas on the insta llation. The Insta llation 
34 Antiterrorism Program and Planning Tool (IPPT) uses the WMDRFs to systematically 
35 address each of the installation response functional areas. From these Response 
36 Measures, the installation plarmers should create installation specific action sets or 
37 implementation instructions. These action sets should include who, what, when, where, 
38 and how the lead staff element shall carry out the response measure. Once planners have 
39 carefully prepared discrete actions sets, it is recommended they be placed in a response 
40 matrix. 
41 
42 e. TetTorist CBRNE incidents, or threats of terrorist CBRNE acts, may 
43 overwhelm an installation's minimum capability to adequately detect,. assess, or conta in 
44 the threat. The Department of Defense, like most other loca l, State, or Federal entities, 
45 has neither the authority nor the expertise to respond unilaterally to all aspects of terrorist 
46 CBRNE threats or acts. The tenets of the "Natioaal Response Plan shall help an 
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1 inslallatios develo13 its reSflOASe based OR erisis aad eonsequeeee n'lasagemeat. 
2 
3 
4 6. Special Considerations (see figure VII-1) 
5 
6 a. Establishing Communications. A crucial as pect of implementing the AT plan 
7 is establishing secure communications among the forces in the incident area and the 
8 EOC. Once thi s is done, all other e lements of the communications p lan are activated. 
9 Communications personnel must be able to respond to changing needs during the incident 

10 and be able to maintain, over a prolonged period, the communications channels included 
11 in the AT plan. 
12 
13 b. Evidence . . A lthough the primary goal is ending a terrorist incident without 
14 mJury, another goal is the successful prosecution of terrorists. Witness testimony, 
15 photographic evidence, etc., are important in achieving a successful prosecution. 
16 Maintaining the continuous chain of custody on evidence obtained during an incident 
17 requires documenting the location, control, and possession of the evidence from the t ime. 
18 custody is established until presenting the evidence in court. Failure to maintain the 
19 chain can result in exclusion of the evidence. Types of evidence for which the chain 
20 must be established include, but are not limited to: 
2 1 
22 (1) Photographs taken during the inc ident. 
23 
24 (2) Physical evidence, including any item(s) used by the terrorists. 
25 
26 (3) Tape recordings of conversations between terrorists and hostage 
27 negotiators. 
28 
29 (4) Demand notes or other messages recorded by written, audio, or 
30 video means prepared by the tetTorists. 
31 
32 (5) Sample collection. inc lud ing samples collected at the scene taken 
33 du ring initial and follow-on response. 
34 
35 c. Disposition of Apprehended Personnel. Apprehended military personnel 
36 must be handled according to Service regulations and applicable installation SOPs. In the 
37 tJ-:.&US, civilian deta inees must be released to the. FBI or US Federal. Marshals. for 
38 disposition. ln foreign incidents, civilian detainees may be processed according to the 
39 SOFA, diplomatic note (DIPNOTE), or other agreements with that particular country. 
40 The Staff Judge Advocate should be consulted prior to releasing any ind ividual to Host 
41 Nation authorities. In coordination with the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA}, an after-action 
42 report should be prepared within + seven working days after termination of the event. 
43 
44 d. Reports. Reporting to higher headquarters is an important element in any 
45 special threat or terrorist s ituation. Each Service and command has a reporting procedure 
46 that requires a timely report of the incident to higher mi litary authorities. The crisis 
47 management plan should dictate required reports and timelines for notification. An after-
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l action report should be prepared within seven working days after termination of the 
2 event. This should include all staff journals and other documentation to include detailed 
3 information concerning disposition of evidence and captured individuals. The SJA and 
4 law enforcement personnel should ensure this report is in suffic ient detail to meet 
5 prosecution requirements. 
6 
7 e. Public Affairs (PA). Principal PA objectives of a terrorist incident crisis 
8 management plan are to ensure accurate information is provided to the public (including 
9 news media) and to communicate a calm, measured and reasonable. reaction to the 

l 0 ongoing event. 
I 1 
12 ( I) PA programs should attempt to: 
13 
14 (a) Identify teiTorist activities, as criminal acts not worthy of 
15 public support. 
16 
17 (b) Reiterate US policy on terrorism that identifies all terrorist 
18 acts as criminal acts, mandates no concessions to terrorists, refuses to pay ransom, and 
19 isolates those nations identified as encouraging, supporting or directing terrori sm; and 
20 
21 (c) Support DOD PA strategy on releasing information 
22 pertaining to antiterrorism plans, operations, or forces involved in antiterrorist operations. 
23 
24 (2) The DOJ has lead PA responsibility for incidents occurring on US 
25 territory if the FBI assumes jurisdiction for resolving the incident. The Office of the 
26 Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) (OASD (PA)) supports the DOJ in 
27 providing specific PA support. 
28 
29 (3) When US military forces sect:~rity or con1:bating terrorism furces are 
30 employed, the DepartmeA! of DefeAseDOD provides a spokesman for addressing deal iAg 
31 oAiy with security or combatiAg terrorism forces military operational matters. 
32 
33 (4) The DOS coordinates PA during terrorist inc idents overseas. The 
34 DOS may delegate the PA responsibility to a designated DOD representative. 
35 
36 (5) The OASD (PA) is the single point of contact for all PA aspects of 
37 US military CbT actions. While there is no mandat01y requirement to release 
38 infonnation, installation commanders are advised to exercise prudent judgment on such 
39 matters and coordinate actions through PA channels to OASD (P A). 
40 
41 (6) When the EOC is activated, it shou ld include the activities of the 
42 public affairs officer (PAO) and media center. The media center should be located in a 
43 separate location away from the EOC. The PAO shall prepare media re leases and 
44 conduct briefings at the media center during the inc ident. The. PAO shall use information 
45 obtained from EOC activities. PA shall coordinate with EOC personnel, and clear all 
46 infonnation with the conunander, prior to release. The PAO must be fully 
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1 knowledgeable of the situation as it develops. The media representatives should not have 
2 direct access to hostages, hostage takers, communications nets, or anyone directly 
3 involved in a teiTorist inc ident unless. the PAO has cleared such contact with the EOC. 
4 DOD experience with media representatives has shown that bringing them in early under 
5 reasonable conditions and restrictions commensurate with the risk and grav ity of the 
6 event, and providing them thorough briefings, maintains DOD credibility and preserves 
7 freedom of information. 
8 
9 f. Immediate Post-Incident Actions. During the immediate post-incident phase, 

10 medical and psychological attention, along with other support services, should be given 
11 to all persom1el iJwolved in the operation, including captured terrorists. A fi nal briefing 
12 should be given to media personnel; however, they should not be permitted to visit the 
l3 incident site until the investigation is complete and such access is c leared by appropriate 
14 officials. Because of the criminal nature of the teiTorist event, the site must be secured 
15 until the crime scene investigation is completed by the appropriate iJwestigative agency. 
16 It is a lso imperative to record every action that occurredl during the incident. 
17 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

18 
19 Figure Vll-1. Special Considerations 
20 
2 1 
22 
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APPENDIX A 
2 THREAT ASSESSMENT 
3 
4 1. Introduction and Overview 
5 
6 The AT Risk M anagement process begins with an assessment of the terrorist 
7 threat to DOD personnel and facilities. The AT Threat Assessment is used to identify the 
8 terrorist threats posed to DOD assets and/or the threats that could be encountered in 
9 executing a mission. 

10 
11 2. Terrorist Threat Assessment 
12 
13 a. The threat assessment system is vital to developing and disseminating 
14 terrorism warnings. Specific warning inforrnation- time, date, place, those involved, and 
15 method of attack - is rarely voluntarily provided by terrorists. Careful threat analysis is 
16 required to detect and correctly evaluate pre-incident indicators of a terrorist attack, so 
17 timely warning messages can be issued. 
18 
19 b. Threat analysis provides the intelligence officer with information upon which 
20 to base warnings. 
2 1 
22 c. Threat information for AT programs is diverse and includes foreign 
23 inte lligence, open source materia ls, domestic crimina l information, and information from 
24 federal, state, and local governments. 
25 
26 (1) Open source and p ubl icly available information may be collected, 
27 reta ined, and disseminated as prescribed in Executive Order 12333, United States 
28 Intelligence Activities, DOD 5240.1-R, Procedures Governing the Activities of DeQD 
29 intelligence Components That Affect United States Persons, and DOD Directive 5200.27, 
30 Acquisition Of Jriformation Concerning Persons And Organizations Not Affiliated With 
3 I The Department Qf Defense. Organizations engaging in these activities must ensure they 
32 are properly authorized to do so. Examples of open source material include: 
33 
34 (a) News media (print and broadcast) may provide good 
35 information on terrorism. News organizations often are the first to report many major 
36 terrorist incidents and include in-depth reports on terrorist individuals or groups. Such 
37 reports can provide ana lysts with insights into terrorist group goals and objectives, the 
38 motivation of individual members of tetTori st organizations, modes of recmitment, 
39 training and training methods, and tactics of attack. Terrorist groups frequently use the 
40 media to promote their cause. 
41 
42 (b) Scholarly publications. 
43 
44 (c) Unclassified US and fore ign government publications. 
45 
46 (d) Press releases. 
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1 
2 (e) Political tracts, handbills, posters, flyers, and leaflets often 
3 distributed by organizations committing, supporting, or opposing terrorist actions may 
4 reveal their objecti ves, tactics, and possible targets. Such information is often placed into 
5 the public domain as part of a campaign of terror. 
6 
7 (f) The World Wide Web (Internet) provides terrorists an outlet to 
8 spread propaganda, recruit new members, and aid in fundrais ing. Jn addition, the web 
9 provides a wealth. of information to include:. training and training methods, weapons, and 

10 weapons usage. Only specially trained counterintelligence personnel should access these 
11 sites. Terrorist organizations have shown increased sophistication in the area of 
12 information warfare and casual visits to their sites may inadvertently provide them 
13 intelligence information on who may be interested in their activities and/or expose the 
14 untrained visitor to a computer hacker attack. 
15 
16 (2) Commercial data services may offer timely information about 
17 international or military affairs that often include information regarding terrorist 
18 incidents. Such data services often rely on foreign news media. Some data services 
19 maintain their own network of sources. Information services are provided on a 
20 subscription or fee-for-service basis. 
21 
22 (3) The Defense Criminal Investigative Organizations (DCIOs) and 
23 military and civil law enforcement agencies collect criminal inforn1ation. Since terrorist 
24 acts are criminal acts, criminal information is a lucrative source for terrorist intelligence. 
25 Local military criminal investigative offices maintain current information in accordance 
26 with DOD regulations governing retention of criminal information. Such material may 
27 assist managers and military commanders in the assessment of the local terrorist threat. 
28 
29 ( 4) Government information refers to materials collected, analyzed, 
30 and disseminated under official auspices. It includes, but is not limited to, scientific and 
3 I technical reports, political and economic reports, crime and terrorism statistics, policy 
32 statements, legislation, and official correspondence. 
33 
34 (a) Some government information may be open source, avai lable 
35 to a ll persons who either request or purchase it. 
36 
37 (b) Government information may also be restricted or have limited 
38 distribution only within government agencies. Such information might include post-
39 conviction court records, export/import license applications, immigration records, or 
40 financial securities registration information not released to the public. 
41 
42 (c) Government information also includes data and analyses 
43 derived from intelligence classified sources. Exchanges with local government agencies 
44 through, for example, "cooperative arrangements" can also augment regional 
45 information. 
46 
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1 (5) Local information can come from individual service members, civil 
2 servants, fami ly members, and individuals with regional knowledge, such as college 
3 faculty or cultural organizations. Local crime or neighborhood watch programs can a lso 
4 be valuable sources of information and can serve as a means to keep individuals informed 
5 in dispersed and remote areas. 
6 
7 (a) Local information is often of critical importance as it is 
8 collected and passed through either law enforcement and/or intelligence channels to the 
9 national intelligence organizations. It is frequently inva luable to analysts confirming 

10 news media or other open source accounts of terrorist activities. It can provide early 
11 warning of potential te rrorist activities, allowing law enforcement and combating 
12 terrorism measures to be initiated in a timely manner to thwart or minimize the effects of 
13 a terrorist attack. 
14 
15 (b) A critical element of local information is obtained from 
16 individual service members, their families, and civi lian employees. at DOD faci lities who 
17 report any suspicious activity they observe. It is critical that all these personnel rece ive 
18 frequent, thorough training regarding the recognition and reporting of suspicious activity. 
19 Such reports, even those that may appear frivolous, must receive immediate investigation 
20 by law enforcement and counterintelligence personnel. 
2 1 
22 d. Access to Intelligence 
23 
24 (1) Terrorist threat information flows back and forth in the field, and 
25 among the combatant commanders, the Services, and the DIA. At each level, it is 
26 integrated, fused, and assessed in accordance with regulations and DOD Directives 
27 governing the security and dissemination of inte lligence and law enforcement 
28 information. Terrorist threat information and analytical products are also disseminated 
29 from the national, DOD, Service, Agency, and combatant commander levels to all 
30 echelons of command and individual Defense Agency activities as appropriate. 
31 
32 (2) The combatant commanders, through their Intelligence Directorates 
33 and Counterintelligence Staff Officer, and in consultation with the DIA, embassies' 
34 staffs, country team, and applicable host nation authorit ies, assess intelligence specific to 
35 the ir areas of operation responsibi lity and issue inte lligence reports, advisories, and 
36 counter intell igence reports to the units within the combatant commander's control or 
37 AOR. This intelligence dissemination network is the backbone for communicating 
38 intelligence infonnation throughout the region and to the national level. 
39 
40 3. Terrorism Threat Level Assessment Methodology 
41 
42 a. This DOD methodology assesses the terrorist threat to DOD personnel, 
43 facilities, and interests. The methodology is used by all DOD Components to determine 
44 the level of terrorist activity in a specific country, region, or locale. This methodology 
45 does not address threats from conventional forms (i.e., hostile conventional armed forces) 
46 and/or the criminal threat (if unrelated to known or suspected terrorist activity). 
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1 
2 ( I) Threat levels are assigned based on available intelligence and an 
3 analytical assessment. 
4 
5 (2) Threat levels describe an environment, not a probability of attack. 
6 
7 (3) Terrorist threat levels do not allocate protective resources. 
8 
9 ( 4) . Issuance of a Terrorist Threat Level judgment is not, in and of 

10 itself, a fonnal warning vehicle. 
ll 
12 b. Threat analysis is the process of compiling and examining all available 
13 information to develop intelligence indicators of possible terrorist activities. 
14 
15 c. The Department of Defense has identified several factors to identify the 
16 collection and analysis of information from all sources concerning terrorist threat(s). 
17 These factors are used in making terrorist threat analyses on a country-by-country basis. 
18 
19 d. Methodology Factors 
20 
21 (l) Operational Capability is the acquired, assessed, or demonstrated 
22 level of operational capability to conduct terrorist attacks. 
23 
24 (a) Group Tactics focuses on the attack methods used by the 
25 group. What type of attack has the group conducted in the past? Has the group 
26 conducted large or small-scale bombings, kidnappings, assassinations, drive-by 
27 shootings, or other assaults? Has there been any indication the group has any new 
28 capabilities? Has the group been notably unsuccessful in any types of attacks? 
29 
30 (b) Mass Casualty Capability/Willingness. Does the group have 
31 the capability and willingness to conduct mass casualty attacks? Has the group 
32 conducted such attacks in the past? Has the group shown an interest in CBRNE material? 
33 
34 (c) Targeting. Does the group conduct attacks intended to 
35 max1m1ze casualties, i.e., conducting an attack at peak business times, or placing 
36 secondary improvised explosive devices to target first responders? Does the group 
37 attempt to limit damage to property only, by placing IEDs after business hours or in 
38 remote locations? 
39 
40 (d) State Sponsorship. Does the group have state sponsorship? 
41 Who is the state sponsor? What type of intelligence/logistics/training/funding is 
42 provided? Is support from one or more Governments? If so, which ones? 
43 
44 (e) Group's Operating Area. Is the group. indigenous, regional, or 
45 transnational? Can indigenous groups operate regionally or transnationally? 
46 
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1 (f) High Teclmology Access. Does the group have access to high 
2 technology? Does the group use computers? If yes, to what extent? Can the group 
3 conduct sophisticated technical surveillance or employ advanced IEDs? What type of 
4 equipment is used? Where did the group get the equipment? Who trained the group? 
5 
6 (g) Method of Operation. What is the group's method of 
7 operation? A group shall likely continue to use technjques and tactics that have been 
8 successful in the past. 
9 

10 (h) Professionalism. What is the group's overall professionalism? 
L 1 Has the group consistently carried out successful sophisticated attacks? Has the group 
12 demonstrated a high or low degree of tradecraft? 
13 
14 (i) Different Tactics Equate to Different Threats. Different tactics 
15 result in different degrees of threat. A group that conducts property attacks presents less 
16 of a threat than one that has conducted assassinations or attacks with large veh icle borne 
17 IEDs. 
18 
19 (2) Intentions are the stated and/or the actual histoty of attacking US 
20 interests. 
2 1 
22 (a) Recent Attacks. Has the group conducted a recent terrorist 
23 attack? Type of attack? Weapons type? Were any pre-incident indicators noted? Was 
24 outside support used? Did the group claim the attack? 
25 
26 (b) Anti-US Ideology. Does the group have an anti-US ideology? 
27 Is the ideology stated publicly? What is the group's main opposing points with the US? 
28 What trigger events could entice the group to act? 
29 
30 (c) Anti-Host Nation Ideology. Does the group have an anti-host 
31 nation ideology? Does the group consider US a id/support a hindrance to its goals? At 
32 what point would the group consider attacking US interests due to this support? 
33 
34 (d) Attacks in Other Countries. Has the group conducted terrorist 
35 attacks in other countries? Where? What type of attack? What type of support network 
36 was in place? 
37 
38 (e) Response to Current International Events. Has the group ever 
39 responded to an international event w ith a terrorist attack? What was the event? What 
40 type of response? Has the group ever publicly denounced an international event 
41 involving the US? Did they threaten US interests? 
42 
43 (3) Activity. A terrorist group's activity in a country may not always 
44 be re lated to operational p lanning or present a threat to US/host nation interests . . Many 
45 groups use countries as support bases and may not want to jeopardize their status by 
46 conducting a terrorist act there. Analysts must determine the group's activity by 
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1 examining influencing elements and keeping in mind that the situation is always fluid and 
2 subject to change. Some of the key elements in evaluating activity are: 
3 
4 (a) Presence. ls a group present but inactive? 
5 
6 (b) Fund-raising and Safe Haven. Does the group use the country 
7 for fund raising? What type of fund raising? How much money is generated? What is 
8 its intended use? Is any of the money funne led to other locations o r groups? Does the 
9 group use a country as. a safe haven? 

10 
ll (c) Suspected Surveillance, Threats, and Suspicious incidents. 
12 Has the group been known to conduct survei I lance? Is the group proficient at 
13 surveillance? What does the group do with the surveillance information? Has the group 
I 4 threatened DOD/US interests? How does the group conduct surveillance? Have there 
15 been any suspicious events that could be linked to the group? 
16 
I 7 (d) Changes in Philosophy Impacting Targeting. Has the group 
18 shown any signs of changing philosophies? Does the philosophical change include 
19 targets? Is the Department of Defense affected? 
20 
21 (e) Level of Involvement with External Cells. How does the local 
22 leadership interact w ith external leadership? How much contact is normal? Does the 
23 group have connections with other cells? Do the cells train together? Do they share 
24 intelligence? 
25 
26 (f) Key Operative Movement. Has there been any noted 
27 movement of key operatives? If so, from where to where? Was the movement covert? 
28 Was there any reaction from other cells? What was the purpose of movement? Were 
29 code words used? 
30 
31 (g) Contingency Planning. Has any p lanning been noted? 
32 Who/what are the targets? How were past plans executed? Who conducted the 
33 pla nning? Was outside help used/requested? Did any attacks occur after planning was 
34 noted? How much time elapsed? 
35 
36 (h) Disruptions by US or Host Nation Security Elements. Have 
37 US or host nation security forces disrupted any of the group's activities? If host nation 
38 only, does the group perceive US involvement? What caused the disruption? What was 
39 uncovered by security? How does it affect the group's operational capability in country? 
40 
41 (i) Identification of Weapons Caches. H ave weapons caches been 
42 uncovered? What types of weapons? Are the weapons consistent with the group' s past 
43 weapons usage? Who supp lied the weapons? 
44 
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1 (j) Cell Activity (Operational or Support). What type of activity 
2 does the group mainly conduct in country? Operational? Support? Size of cells? 
3 Number of cells? 
4 
5 (k) Credible Indications of Targeting US Assets. Is there any 
6 indication the group is targeting US assets? At what stage of the targeting process was 
7 the plan uncovered? Tinung? Specific target? Location? 
8 
9 (I) Assessment of Intelligence Reporting Regarding Terrorist 

10 Activity. What type of intelligence is being reported (Signal Intelligence [SIGINT], 
11 HUMlNT, etc.)? Source of reporting? Reliability? Access? 
12 
13 (4) Op·erating Environment. How the overall environment, to include 
14 political and security considerations, influences a terrorist group's ability and motivation 
15 to conduct an attack. Influencing factors include: 
16 
17 (a) DOD Presence. What is the DOD presence in the country? 
18 Size? Location? Duration of stay? What are DOD personnel doing in country (training, 
19 support, security, etc.)? What is the terrorist perception of DOD significance? How 
20 politically sensitive is the. DOD presence? . What could entice. the. terrorists to. attack DOD 
2 1 interests? 
22 
23 (b) External Influencing Factors. Is the host country at war? 
24 Could this influence a terrorist group to attack? Is there active insurrection? Ts the 
25 terrorist group involved in the insurrection? 
26 
27 (c) Host Nation Security and Level of Cooperation. Can host 
28 nation security (to include national law enforcement, paramilitary and military 
29 institutions) maintain social order? How well are security forces trained to respond to 
30 tetTorist incidents? Type of equipment available for security forces? How are forces 
3 1 dispersed around the country? Does host nation cooperate with US authorities? Does 
32 host nation share information? 
33 
34 (d) Political Influences Affecting Motivation to Attack. What 
35 political influences are affecting the group's motivation to attack? Has host nation 
36 cracked down after previo us terrorist acts? 
37 
38 4. Terrorist Threat Level 
39 
40 a. The Department of Defense uses four threat levels to define the degree to 
41 which the environment is conducive to conducting terrorist operations in a specific 
42 country, region or locale by using the factors and elements described above. The four 
43 threat levels are Negligible, Low, Medium, High, and Critical. 
44 
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l (1) High. Anti-US terrorists are operationally active and use large 
2 casualty producing attacks as their preferred method of operation. There is a substantial 
3 DOD presence and the operating environment favors the terrorist. 
4 
5 (2) Significant. Anti-US terrorists are present and attack personnel as 
6 their prefetTed method of operation or a group uses large casualty producing attacks as 
7 their preferred method but has limited operational activity. The operating environment is 
8 neutral. 
9 

10 (3) Moderate. Terrorists are present but there are no indications of 
11 anti-US activity. The operating environment favors the Host Nation/US 
12 
13 (4) Low. No group is detected or the group activity is non-threatening. 
14 
15 b. A Terrorism Warning is issued when credible specific targeting information 
16 is obtained and is forma lly linked to the methodology (see paragraph 7). 
17 
18 c. Warning Report. A report issued by the DlA when a terrorist group is 
19 operationally active and US interests are. specifica lly targeted. A warning report may be 
20 iss-ued at any threat level (see paragraph 7). 
21 
22 5. Changes in Terrorist Threat Level Declarations 
23 

24 a. Analysis of terrorism is an ongoing process. Although each analysis relies on 
25 information included in previous assessments, judgments with respect to threats to DOD-
26 affiliated personnel, faci lities, and assets begin anew with each analysis. No formal 
27 escalation ladder of terrorist threat level exists. Terrorist threat level designations for 
28 each country are applied on the basis of current information analysis. 
29 
30 b. The DIA sets the DOD Terrorism Threat Level in a particular country. The 
31 geographic combatant commanders can also set tetTorism threat levels for specific 
32 personnel, family members, units, and installations within their AOR, using the 
33 definitions established by the DIA. Terrorist threat level designations can change without 
34 passing through any intermediate steps. A new terrorist group could initiate a series of 
35 attacks on DOD personnel or fa-c ilities, whkh could cause a threat level to rise several 
36 levels or initiate a Warning Report. 
37 
38 c. Terrorism threat levels should not be confused with FPCONs. An FPCON is 
39 a security posture promulgated by the commander in consideration of a variety of factors 
40 (e.g., a terrorism threat assessment, terrorism threat levels, etc.). Terrorism threat levels 
41 should also not be confused with the Threat Conditions associated with the National 
42 Homeland Security Advisory System. 

43 

44 6. Threat Warnings 
45 
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1 a. Terrorist threat warnings for the Department of Defense use two 
2 mechanisms: Community Alerts/ Advisories/ Assessments and Defense Ten·orism 
3 Warning Reports. The Intelligence community system issues coordinated Terrorist 
4 Threat Alerts, Advisories, and Assessments. The DIA is a member of the national 
5 intelligence community along with the FBI, the CIA, the NSA, the Department of 
6 Energy, the Department of Treasury, the Depattment of Homeland Security, and the 
7 Department of State. The Interagency intelligence Committee on Counterterrorism is 
8 authorized to provide national-level terrorism warnings to US government organizations 
9 and customers. The Department of Homeland Security is responsible for di sseminating 

10 tenorist threat warnings for attacks in the homeland. DIA is charged with assessing and 
L 1 disseminating terrorism threat warnings concerning DOD personnel and facilities, both 
12 domestically and overseas, to DOD personnel. 
13. 
14 b. The DOD Defense Indications and Warning System (DlWS) comprises a 
15 second, independent system in which DOD members at any level may initiate unilateral 
16 threat warnings. These are termed Defense Terrori sm Warn ing Reports. Warnings 
17 within the DOD system generally stay within the system and are. primari ly for use by. the 
18 DOD Components. DOD Terrorism Warning Reports are active for a maximum 30-day 
19 period with one 30-day extension authorized. 
20 
2 1 c. Basic Warning Report Procedures within the Depa~tment of Defense 
22 
23 (1) mWS Terrorist Threat Warning Reports may be prepared and 
24 issued by any member of the DIWS system. DIA is required to propose a National 
25 Intelligence Community Alert or Advisory prior to issuing a unilateral DIWS Terrorism 
26 Warning Report. 
27 
28 (2) Ind ividual DOD components also have the right to independently 
29 notify their members of impending threats. If a DOD component intelligence activity 
30 rece ives infonnation that leads to an assessment of an imminent terrorist attack, it may 
31 exercise its right to issue a unilateral warning to its units, installations, or personnel 
32 identified as targets for the attack. If the DOD component intelligence activity issues a 
33 unilateral warning, it must label threat information disseminated as a uni lateral judgment, 
34 and must inform DIA of its action. 
35 
36 (3) Warnings are issued when specificity of targeting and timing exist 
37 or when analysts have determined that sufficient information indicates that US personnel, 
38 faci lities, or interests, particularly those of the Department of Defense, are being targeted 
39 for attack. Warnings need not be country-specific. A warning may cover an entire 
40 region or the. world. The key to a warning is recogn ition that the pre-incident indicators 
4 1 for an attack are present. 
42 
43 (4) DJWS Terrorism Warning Reports are specific products. When 
44 issued, they perform a nlllmber of functions. They are unambiguous - it is clear to the 
45 recipients they are being warned. Warnings are intended for distribution up, down, and 
46 laterally through the chain of command - not just downward. Warnings of impending 
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l terrorist activity are likely to have national implications and shall be provided routinely to 
2 decision-makers at the policy level of the US Government. 
3 
4 d. No "Double Standard".. Following the terrorist bombing of Pan Am flight 
5 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, on December 21, 1988, the US Government adopted a 
6 policy of "No Double Standard" (see Public Law LO 1-604, Aviation Security 
7 Improvement Act of 1990). No ten-orist threat warning shall be issued solely to US 
8 Government consumers IF the general public is included in, or can be construed to be 
9 part of, terrorist targeting. Terrorist threat warnings may be issued exclusively within 

10 government channels only when the threat is only to govemment targets. The DOS, 
11 overseas, is the sole approving authority for releasing terrorist threat information to the 
12 public 
13 
14 7. Installation Level AT Threat Assessment Requit·ements and Activities 
15 
16 a . . Commanders down to. the installation or tenant level task the appropriate 
17 organizations under their command to gather, analyze, and disseminate terrorism threat 
18 information. When organic intelligence/counterintelligence/law enforcement assets are 
19 not available, commanders should request support from higher authority. The fu ll range 
20 of intelligence, counterintelligence, and law enforcement capabilities shall be utilized in 
21 support of distinct and separate threat assessment requirements: annual threat 
22 assessments and ongoing assessment of the local threat. 
23 
24 b. Annual Threat Assessment. rnstallation commanders shall, at least annually, 
25 prepare a terrorism threat assessment for those personnel and assets for which they have 
26 AT responsibilities. Whereas DOD Threat Methodology focuses on the degree of 
27 activity of known terrorist groups, the annual threat assessment seeks to. identify the ful l 
28 range of feasible terrorist capabilities (weapons, tactics, techniques, and methods of 
29 attack) that could reasonably be used against the installation or its personnel. Even in the 
30 absence of a cunent known threat group, an assessment is a necessary input to the 
3 1 required annual VA and for planning physical and procedural countenneasures. Annual 
32 threat assessments should include all likely or feasible WMD including CBRNE threats. 
33 
34 c. Threat Matrix. Preparation of the annual threat assessment requires careful 
35 analysis of known local threats, together with estimates of relevant national and 
36 transnational threat capabilities. Locally derived, open-source information regarding the 
37 availability of weapons and component materials in the area is also necessary in 
38 developing the range of threats. Threat analysts preparing the assessment should 
39 differentiate threats likely to be used inside the perimeter from those more likely to be 
40 used outside the perimeter to aid in the VA and development of countermeasures. The 
41 threat matrix unambiguously establishes the range of specific threat capabilities that shall 
42 be used to analyze vulnerabilities and plan countetmeasures. The threat matrix is a 
43 planning too l which ensures that security and procedural countermeasures are 
44 economically designed to counter specific threats or mitigate specific vulnerabilities, and 
45 that the risk remaining is well understood by commanders making risk acceptance 
46 decisions. 
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1 
2 d. Both installation and unit commanders shall assess the terrorist threat for 
3 probability and severity of occurrence. Probability is the estimate of the likelihood that a 
4 threat shall cause an impact on the mission or a hazard to the installation. Severity is an 
5 estimate of the threat in te rms of the degree of injury, property damage, or other mission-
6 impairing factors. By combining estimates of severity and probability, an assessment of 
7 risk can be made for each threat. A matrix may be used to assist in identifying the level 
8 of risk. The outcome of this process is a prioritized list of threats. The highest priority 
9 threat is the one that poses the most serious risk in terms of likelihood and severity. This 

10 list of prioritized threats shall be used to evaluate the acceptability of certain risks and 
11 which risks for which to· make dec.isions concerning the employment of resources and 
12 other actions that reduce vulnerability. This assessment should be recorded as a 
13 record/baseline and updated regularly as the threat changes. If installation and unit 
14 c01mnanders do not have the resources to assess the threat for probability and severity of 
15 occurrence, they should coordinate with their next hjgher echelon to assist with this 
16 requirement. 
17 
18 e. Unit commanders should also conduct a vanatwn of the AT Aru1Ual 
19 Assessment, but apply it to the conduct of their unit mission. Threats should be listed 
20 that affect the unit as it conducts its mission. The output of this assessment is a list of 
2 1 teiTorist threat capabilities associated with each phase of the operation. 
22 
23 f. In addition to preparing an annual threat assessment, commanders must also 
24 continuously assess local threat information so appropriate FPCONs can be set. 
25 Commanders at all levels shall forward up and down the chain of command all 
26 infonnation pertaining to suspected terrorist threats, or acts of terrorism involving DOD 
27 personnel or assets for which they have AT responsibility. Threat information shall be 
28 used in the determination to raise or lower the present Force Protection Condition. 
29 Continuous threat analysis also supports the warning of suspected target facilities or 
30 personnel through the insta llation's mass notification system when the information relates 
31 threats of an immediate nature. 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
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APPENDIXB 
2 VULNERABIL ITY ASSESSMENT 
3 
4 1. General 
5 
6. A VA is the process. the commander uses. to determine the susceptibility of 
7 assets to attack from threats identified by the AT threat assessment. The VA answers the 
8 question "what kind of attack is the asset most/least vulnerable to?" DODD 2000.16, 
9 DeQD Antiterrorism Standards, provides authoritative standards regarding both 

I 0 installation and deploying unit Vulnerability Assessments .. Vulnerabil ities exist at every 
11 installation as a result of the terrorist threat faced. Vulnerabilities are a lways there, no 
12 matter the policies, procedures, structures and protective equipment. Although terrorist 
13 threats cannot be controlled, they can be assessed and the vulnerability of assets to those 
14 threats can be mitigated.. Identifying and understanding vulnerabilities is important in 
15 determining how well an asset shall be protected from loss. Vulnerabi lities are also the 
16 component of overall risk over which the commander has the most control and greatest 
17 influence. By reducing vulnerability, the potential risk to an asset is also reduced. 
18 
19 2. Assessing Vulnerability 
20 
21 a. Installation or unit AT officers conduct a VA using key AT Working Group 
22 members in a collaborative effort as the assessment team. Teams should include 
23 representation from operations, security, intell igence, counterintelligence, law 
24 enforcement, communications, fire department, engineers, medical services, housing, 
25 emergency plamling, and WMD planning and response. The VA must comply with 
26. DODD 2000.16. 
27 
28 b. The end-state of the VA process is the identification of physical 
29 characteristics or procedures that render critical assets, areas, or special events vulnerable 
30 to a range of known or feasible terrorist capabilities .. Determination of vulnerability is 
3 I partly a function of the commander's desired level of protection for the asset, area, or 
32 special event. Although perfonning a detailed VA is not simple, the results quantifying 
33 and rating the effectiveness of an installation's current protective measures are invaluable 
34 and provide a major tool for developing AT countermeasures. The VA methodology 
35 should follow the below sequence: 
36 
37 (1) List assets and the threats against those assets. 
38 
39 (2) Determjne criteria to be used to assess assets against. 
40 
41 (3) Train assessment team on assessment intent and methodology. 
42 
43 (4) Assessment Team conducts assessment. 
44 
45 (5) Consolidate and review assessment results. 
46 
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1 c. The Department of Defense has created several tools to assist conducting 
2 Vulnerability Assessments to include the Joint Staff Core Vulnerability Assessment 
3 Management Program (CV AMP); Mission, Symbolism, History, Accessibil ity, 
4 Recognizability, Population, and Proximity (MSHARPP); and Criticality, Accessibility, 
5 Recuperability, Vulnerability, Effect, and Recognizabi lity (CARVER). The Defense 
6 l11reat Reduction Agency (DTRA) AT VA Team Guidelines are another excellent tool 
7 available for Local (Base) Vulnerability Assessments. This is a comprehensive checklist 
8 that is directly linked to DODD 2000.16 AT Standards and produces a product similar to 
9 a Joint Stafflntegrated VA (JSN A). 

10 
11 3. Suggested VA Methodologies 
12 
13 a. Facility Commanders are encouraged to use a risk assessment tool that is 
14 simple yet has some quantifiable logic to help in decision making. Assessment teams 
15 shall use the methodology to determine terrorist options against specific targets and use 
16 them as examples of protection strategies discussed in this. appendix. The suggested tools 
17 offered below have their strengths and their weaknesses - as with all tools, there is a right 
18 tool for the job at hand. As an example, CARVER is not specifically tailored for AT 
19 assessments, although it can be used. Likewise, MSHARPP is a targeting analysis tool 
20 geared more. closely to assessing personnel vulnerabilities . . Assessment team members 
21 should be cognizant of potential gaps when choosing one methodology over another. The 
22 use of the Joint Staff CV AMP shall assist commanders and ATOs in managing their 
23 command's vulnerabilities and associated funding requirements. 
24 
25 b. MSHARPP. 
26 
27 (1) The purpose of the MSHARPP matrix is to analyze likely terrorist 
28 targets. Consideration is given to the local threat, likely means of attack available to the 
29 enemy, and variables affecting the disposition (e.g., "attractiveness" to enemy, potential 
30 psychological effect on community, etc.) of potential targets. This section provides an 
31 example of how to use MSHARPP. 
32 
33 (2) After developing a list of potential targets, use the MSHARPP 
34 selection factors to assist in further refining your assessment by associating a 
35 weapon/tactic to a potential target to determine the efficiency, effectiveness and 
36 plausibility of the method of attack and to identify vulnerabilities related to the target. 
37 After the MSHARPP values for each target or component are assigned, the sum of the 
38 values indicates the highest value target (for a particular mode of attack) within the limits 
39 of the enemy's known capabil ities. 
40 
41 (3) Mission. Mission focuses mainly on the threat to the situations, 
42 activities, capabilities, and resources on an installation that are vulnerable to a terrorist 
43 attack. The mission components consist of the. equipment, information, faci lities, and/or 
44 operations or activities that are necessary to accomplish the installation's mission. 
45 
46 (a) When assessing points in this area, determine whether or 
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1 not an attack on mission components shall cause degradation by assessing the 
2 Component's: 
3 
4 l- Importance. Importance measures the value of the 
5 area or assets 
6 located in the area, considering their function, inherent nature, and 
7 monetary value. 
8 
9 f.. Effect. Effect measures the ramifications of a terrorist 

10 incident in the area, considering the psychological, economic, sociological, and military 
11 impacts. 
12 
13. J. Recuperability. Recuperability measures. the t ime 
14 required for the function occurring at that area to be restored, considering the availability 
15 of resources, parts, expertise and manpower, and redundancies. 
16 
17 (b) Mission Criteria Scale. Assess points to the target 
18 equipment, information, facilities, and/or operations or activities (scale of 1-5; 5 being 
19 worst) in this area based upon the degree of mission degradation if attacked by a terrorist. 
20 
2 1 1. ONE. Destroying or disrupting this asset would have 
22 no effect on the ability of the installation to accomplish its mission. 
23 
24 f.. TWO. The installation could continue to carry out its 
25 mission if this asset were attacked, albeit with some degradation in effectiveness. 
26 
27 J. THREE. Half of the mission capability remains if the 
28 asset were successfully attacked. 
29 
30 1. FOUR. Ability to carry out a primary mission of the 
3 1 installation would be significantly impaired if this asset were successfully attacked. 
32 
33 .2_. FIVE. Installation cannot continue to carry out its 
34 mission until the attacked asset is restored. 
35 
36 (4) Symbolism. Consider whether the target represents, or is perceived 
37 by the enemy to represent, a symbol of a targeted group (e.g., symbolic of US military, 
38 Christianity, government, authority, etc.). Assess points in this area based upon the 
39 symbolic value of the target to the enemy. Symbolism criteria scale: 
40 
41 (a) High profile, direct symbol of target group or ideology, 
42 asset is perceived to be vital to the mission of the installation. 
43 
44 (b) . Low profile, direct symbol of target group or ideology. 
45 
46 (c) Low profile and/or obscure symbol of target group or 
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1 ideology. 
2 
3 (5) History. Do terrorist groups have a history of attacking this type of 
4 target? While you must consider terrorist trends worldwide, focus on local targeting 
5 history and capabilities. Symbolism criteria scale: 
6 
7 (a) Strong history of attacking this type of target. 
8 
9 (b) History of attacking this type of target, but none in the 

10 immediate past. 
ll 
12 (c) Little to no history of attacking this type oftarget. 
13 
14 (6) Accessibility. A target is accessible when an operational element 
15 can reach the target with sufficient personnel and equipment to accomplish its mission. 
16 A target can be accessible even if it requires the assistance of knowledgeable insiders. 
17 This assessment entails identifying and studying critical paths that the operational 
18 element must take to achieve its objectives, and measuring those things that aid or 
19 impede access. The enemy must not only be ab le to reach the target but must also remain 
20 there for an extended period. 
21 
22 (a) The four basic stages to consider, when assessing 
23 accessibility are: 
24 
25 1. Infiltration from the staging base to the target area. 
26 
27 f.. Movement from the point of entry to the target or 
28 objective. 
29 
30 J.. Movement to the target's critical element. 
31 
32 4. Exfiltration. 
33 
34 (b) Accessibility criteria scale. 
35 
36 1. Easily accessible, standoff weapons can be employed. 
37 
38 f.. Inside Perimeter fence, climbing or lowering required. 
39 
40 J.. Not accessible. or inaccessible without extreme 
41 difficulty. 
42 
43 (7) Recognizability. A target's recognizability is the degree to which it 
44 can be. recognized by an operational element and/or intelligence col lection and 
45 reconnaissance asset under varying conditions. Weather has an obvious and significant 
46 impact on visibility (yours and the enemy's). Rain, snow, and ground fog may obscure 
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1 observation. Road segments with sparse vegetation and adjacent high ground provide 
2 excellent conditions for good observation. Distance, light, and season must be 
3 considered. Other factors that influence recognizability include the size and complexity 
4 of the target, the existence of distinctive target s ignatures, the presence of masking or 
5 camouflage, and the technical sophistication and training of the enemy. Recognizabil ity 
6 criteria scale: 
7 
8 (a) Target is clearly recognizable under all conditions and 
9 from a distance; requ ires l ittle or no training for recognition. 

10 
11 (b) Target is easily recognizable at small-arms range and 
12 requires a small amount of training for recognition. 
13 
14 (c) Target is difficult to recognize at night or in bad weather, 
15 or might be confused with other targets; requires training for recognition. 
16 
17 (d) Target cannot be recognized under any conditions-
i S except by experts. 
19 
20 (8) Population. Population addresses two factors: quantity of 
21 personnel and their demography. Demography asks the question "who are the targets?" 
22 Depending on the ideology of the terrorist group (s), being a member of a particular 
23 demographic group can make someone (or some group) a more likely target. 
24 
25 (a) When assessing points in this area, determine whether or 
26 not the group(s) have a history of, or are predicted to target: 
27 
28 1. Military personnel. 
29 
30 ~- Family members (US citizens in general). 
31 
32 J Civilian employees of the US Government (include 
33 local nationals). 
34 
35 1. Senior officers or other high-risk personnel. 
36 
37 ~- Member of an ethnicity (racial, religious, or regionally 
38 defined). 
39 
40 (b) Quantity addresses. the number of people that would 
41 become victims if a particular target were attacked. Going on the assumption the intent 
42 of the attack is to kill or injure personnel, it follows that the more densely populated an 
43 area/facility is, the more lucrative a target it makes (all other things being equal). 
44 
45 (c) Population criteria scale. 
46 
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1 1. Densely populated; prone to frequent crowds, facility 
2 routinely contains substantial numbers of personnel known to be targeted by the enemy 
3 and/or the population is comprised of personnel deemed vital to the accomplishment of 
4 the installation 's mission. 
5 
6 f.. Relatively large numbers of people, but not in close 
7 proximity (i.e., spread out and hard to reach in a single attack), contains known target 
8 group, but rarely in large concentrations, population has no special segment necessary for 
9 mission accomplishment. 

10 
11 ;!. Sparsely populated; prone to having small groups or 
12 individuals, little target value based on demographics of occupants. 
13 
14 (9) Proximity. Is the potential target located near other personnel, 
15 facilities, or resources that, because of their intrinsic value or "protected" status and a fear 
16 of collateral damage, afford it some form of protection? (e.g., near national monuments, 
17 protected/religious symbols, etc., that the enemy holds in high regard). 
18 
19 (a) It is important to consider whether the target is in close 
20 proximity to other likely targets. Just as the risk of unwanted collateral damage may 
21 decrease the chances of attack, a "target-rich" environment may increase the chances of 
22 attack. 
23 
24 (b) Proximity criteria scale. 
25 
26 1. Target is isolated; no chance of unwanted collateral 
27 damage to protected symbols or personnel. 
28 
29 f.. Target is in close enough proximity to place protected 
30 personnel, facilities, etc., at risk of injury or damage, but not destruction. 
31 
32 ;!. Target is in close proximity; serious injury/ damage or 
33 death/total destruction of protected personnel/facilities likely. 
34 
35 ( I 0) In an MSHARPP worksheet, values from I to 5 are assigned to 
36 each factor based on the associated data for each target. Five represents the highest 
37 vulnerability or likelihood of attack and 1 the lowest. Accordingly, the higher the total 
38 score, the more vulnerable the target. Because this analysis is highly subjective, some 
39 analysts prefer simple "stoplight" charts with red, yellow and green markers representing 
40 descending degrees of vulnerability. The MSHARPP analysis must consider both the 
41 present force protection posture and enhanced postures proposed for escalating FPCONs. 
42 Specific target vulnerabilities must be combined with exploitable perimeter control 
43 vulnerabilities. If access routes are well protected and not deemed exploitable an 
44 otherwise vulnerable building becomes a less likely target. 
45 
46 c. CARVER. 
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1 
2 (1) CARVER is a very useful tool for determining that your critical 
3 assets might indeed offer an enemy a good or soft target. If you employ the very same 
4 CARVER analysis to every asset, it shall yield a good estimate as to the attractiveness of 
5 those assets to an enemy. Specifically commanders shall then know which "targets" 
6 require hardening or otherwise increased protection. 
7 
8 (2) CARVER is an acronym, with each letter representing the 
9 following: 

10 
11 (a) Criticality. The importance of a system, subsystem, 
12 complex, or component. A target is critical when its destruction or damage has a 
13 significant impact on the output of the targeted system, subsystem, or complex, and at the 
14 highest level, on the unit's ability to make war or perform essential functions. Criticality 
15 depends on several factors: 
16 
17 1. How rapidly shall the impact of asset destruction affect 
18 the unit's essential functions. 
19 
20 ~· What percentage of output and essential functions is 
2 1 curtailed by asset damage. 
22 
23 J. Is there an existence of substitutes for the output 
24 product or service. 
25 
26 1. What is the number of assets and their position in the 
27 system or complex flow diagram. 
28 
29 ~. Criticality asks the question: How critical is the asset 
30 to your mission accomplishment? 
31 
32 (b) Accessibi lity. The ease that an asset can be reached, 
33 either physically or by standoff weapons. An asset is accessible when a terrorist element 
34 can physically infiltrate the asset, or the asset can be hit by direct or indirect fire. As a 
35 reminder, assets can be people, places, or things. The use of standoff weapons should 
36 always be considered when evaluating accessibility. Survivability of the attacker is 
37 usually most related to a target's accessibili ty. Accessibility asks the question: How 
38 easily can an enemy get access to, or have their weapons reach the asset? 
39 
40 (c) Recuperability. A measure of time required to replace, 
4 1 repair or bypass, the destruction or damage inflicted on the target. Recuperability varies 
42 with the sources and ages of targeted components and with the availability of spare parts. 
43 The existence of economic embargoes and the technical resources of the installation shall 
44 influence recuperability. Recuperabi lity asks the question: How long would it take you 
45 to repair or replace the asset? 
46 
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l (d) V ulnerability. A measure of the ability of the terrorist to 
2 damage the target using avai lable assets (people and material). A target (asset) is 
3 vulnerable if the terrorist has the means and expertise to successfully attack it. 
4 Vulnerability depends on: 
5 
6 1. The nature of the construction of the target. 
7 
8 ~- The assets avai lable (manpower, transportation, 
9 weapons, explosives, and equipment) to defend the asset. 

10 
11 ;!. Vulnerabi lity asks the question: Is the asset literally 
12 hardened or guarded? Are measures in place to mitigate any threat? 
13 
14 (e) Effect on the population. The positive or negative 
15 influence on the population as a result of the action taken. Effect considers public 
16 relation. reaction in the vicinity of the target, but also considers the domestic and 
17 international reaction as well. Shall reprisals against friendlies result? Shall national 
18 PSYOP themes be contradicted or reinforced? Shall exfiltration and evasion be helped or 
19 hurt? Shall the enemy population be alienated from its government, or shall it become 
20 supportive of the government. . Effect is often neutral at the tactical. level. Effect asks the 
21 question: What is the effect on the local population, be it terror or demoralization, and 
22 associated mission degradation? 
23 
24 (f) Recognizability. The degree that a target can be 
25 recognized under varying weather, light, and seasonal conditions without confusion with 
26 other targets or components. 
27 
28 1. Factors that influence recognizability include the size 
29 and complexity of the target, the existence of distinctive target signatures, and the 
30 technical sophistication and training of the terrorists. 
3 1 
32 ~- Recognizabi lity asks the question: Can the enemy 
33 recognize the target for what it trlllly is and its importance? 
34 
35 (3) Target selection requires detailed intelligence and thorough 
36 planning, and is based on the CARVER factors identified above. The CARVER Matrix 
37 is a decision tool for rating the relative desirability of potential targets and for wisely 
38 allocating attack resources. Two rules of thumb apply for completing the matrix: 
39 
40 (a) For strategic level analysis, list systems and subsystems. 
41 
42 (b) For tactical level analysis list complexes or components of 
43 subsystems and complexes. Keep in mind that the scale can be adjusted, such as one to 
44 ten or I 0 to l 00, provided that consistency is observed. 
45 
46 (4) After completing the matrix for all assets, total the scores and then 
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1 rank order those totals to prioritize vulnerabilities. 
2 
3 (5) The following are basic mitigation tips to address four of the six 
4 CARVER Components: 
5 
6 (a) Reduce criticali ty. As practicable have a back-up device, 
7 system or tested plan to afford mission accomplishment without the asset; create 
8 redundancy e ither physically or operationa lly; have a tested and viable Continuity Of 
9 Operations Plan; and have a fall-back site for conducting the same mission from another 

10 location. 
11 
12 (b) Reduce accessibility. Reduce access both, physical and 
13 cyber, as applicable; use barriers, other barricades, carefully controlled pedestrian and 
14 vehicle movement and/or access and parking; and use fences, remote motion sensors, and 
15 remote video surveillance. 
16 
17 (c) Reduce vulnerability. Harden the structure and/or 
18 immediate environment t.o include window treatment to prevent glass shards, structural 
19 reinforcement, and shatterproof and fi reproof building materials. Move vehicle parking 
20 and access sufficiently away from personnel massing facilities. 
2 1 
22 (d) Reduce recognizability. Delete location and purpose of 
23 facility from all base maps and remove building signs that describe function or give title 
24 of unit in facility. Instruct telephone operators to not give out number or existence of 
25 fac ility. Use plant cover, including trees and bushes, to partially conceal facility, 
26 particularly from roads. 
27 
28 d. Core Vulnerability Assessment Management Program. 
29 
30 ( I) CV AMP is an automated and web-based means of managing a 
3 1 command's vulnerabilities and associated funding requirements. CVAMP key 
32 capabilities include: 
33 
34 (a) Provide a means to database enter vulnerability 
35 assessment findings into a database in accordance with DODD 2000.1 6, for both higher 
36 headquarters and local assessments. 
37 
38 (b) Provide capability of receiving observations directly from 
39 the JSIVA Information System. 
40 
41 (c) Document a commander's risk assessment decision for 
42 each vulnerability. 
43 
44 (d) Track the. status of known vulnerabilities until mitigated . 
45 
46 (e) Provide a tool to assist in prioritizing vulnerabilities via a 
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l weighted scale based on user input. 
2 
3 (t) Provide commanders a vehicle to identify requirements to 
4 the responsible chain of command. 
5 
6 (g) Provide the abili ty to roll vulnerability data into a resource 
7 requirement. This includes unfunded requirement (UFR) submissions as well as 
8 emergent and emergency CbT RlF requests. Use of CVAMP is mandatory for 
9 submission to the Joint Staff of CbT RIF requests. 

10 
11 (b) Provide abili ty to control release of vulnerabilities and 
12 associated funding requests through the chain of command - access is limited to a "need 
13 to know" basis as determined by system administrators at each command level. 
14 
15 (i) Allow for prioritization of emergent CbT RlF requests and 
16 UFRs as well as. provide a tool to. assist in this process. based on user input. 
17 
18 (j) Provide a ready reference to track the status of installations 
19 and activities by FPCON and/or Terrorism Threat Level. 
20 
21 (2) Registrati-on for CV AMP is embedded within the Joint Staffs 
22 Antiterrorism Enterprise Portal via the SIPRNET. Once registered on ATEP, system 
23 administrators identified at each level of command shall assign CV AMP roles and 
24 functions to users based on their needs/requirements. To allow for flexibility, 
25 administrators can assign multiple roles to a user. Each role sets specific user 
26 permissions within the system. Besides SIPRNET access, minimal additional equipment 
27 or training is required to use CVAMP. The. system operates. in a user-friendly format 
28 with drop down menus and no complex computer skills are required to create, review, 
29 modify or manage the program. Initial CV AMP-related roles and their permissions are: 
30 
31 (a) Commander. Capability to read and/or write with 
32 comment and retains sole release authority to higher headquarters on all vulnerability 
33 assessments, vulnerabilities, and funding requests. 
34 
35 (b) ATO. Capability to create vulnerabi lity assessments, 
36 vulnerabilities and funding requests. 
37 
38 (c) Resource Manager. Capability to read and/or write to all 
39 funding requests. 
40 
41 (d) Assessor. Capability to create observations associated 
42 with a vulnerability assessment. 
43 
44 (e) System Administrator. Capability to assign and manage 
45 roles within immediate organization and one level down. 
46 
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1 (f) Users should contact their locaVand or next higher 
2 headquarters CV AMP administrators to establish their roles within CV AMP. 
3 
4 
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APPENDIX C 
2 CRITICALITY ASSESSMENT 
3 
4 1. General 
5 
6 This appendix describes the methodology commanders and civilian equivalents 
7 can use to complete a Criticality Assessment. A critical asset is a specific entity that is 
8 of such extraordinary importance that its incapacitation or destruction would have a very 
9 serious, debilitating effec t on the ability of a nation to continue to function effectively. 

I 0 any facility, equipA'!ent, service or resource considered essential to DOD operations in 
11 peace, crisis, and war and warranting A'!easures and precautions to ensure their continued 
12 eftieieet operatioe; protectioe froe1 disruption, degradatioe or destruetioe; aed tiR1ely 
13 restoration. Both regu lations and the commander's priorities and intent determine critical 
14 assets. Regulations cover items such as YIPs, ammunition storage areas, etc. The 
15 Commander's intent extends coverage to other items such as mission critical and high 
16 occupancy assets. Critical assets can be people, property, equipment, activities and 
17 operations, information, facilities, and materials. 
18 
19 2. Conducting the Criticality Assessment. 
20 
21 a. The Criticality Assessment identifies assets supporting DOD missions, units, 
22 or activities and deemed critical by mi litary commanders or civilian agency managers. 
23 For AT purposes, the Criticality Assessment should include. high-population faci lities, 
24 which may not necessarily be mission essential (recreational activities, theaters, or sports 
25 venues). It addresses the impact of temporary or permanent loss of assets. It examines 
26 costs of recovery and reconstitution includi11g time, dollars, capabil ity and infrastructure 
27 support. 
28 
29 b. In military units deployed under the command of the Services or a combatant 
30 command, the staff at ea·ch command echelon determines and prioritizes critical assets. 
3 1 The commander responsible for AT approves the prioritized list.. 
32 
33 The Criticality Assessment goals are: 
34 
35 (a) Identify installation 's/un it's key assets. 
36 
37 (b) Determine whether critical functions can be duplicated under 
38 various attack scenarios. 
39 
40 (c) Determine time required to duplicate key assets or 
41 infrastructures efforts if temporarily or permanently lost. 
42 
43 (d) Determine priority of response to key assets, functions, and 
44 infrastructures in the event of fire, multiple bombings, or other tetTorist acts. 
45 
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l c. The assessment process described below is specifically designed for AT 
2 Assessment and P lanning. Other DOD processes, such as the "Mission Essential 
3 Vulnerable Area" (MEV A), the "Mission, Symbolism, History, Accessibi lity, 
4 Recognizability, Population, and Proximity" (MSHARPP) methodology, and the 
5 "Critieality, Aeeessibility, Reeuperabi lit~·, Vulnerability, EfA!ot, and Recognizabi lity" 
6 tCARVER1 matrix tool, offer similar types of subjective assessments but are not 
7 specifically tailored for antiterrorism assessments. While the MSHARPP and CARVER 
8 processes are optional methodologies for those who are familiar w ith their use, both have 
9 design limitations and are best used only as an adjunct to the risk assessment 

10 (combination of the criticality, threat, and vulnerability assessment ratings) and 
I 1 management methodology. 
12 
13 d. The purpose of the Criticality Assessment process is to identify and prioritize 
14 all assets on an installation. Assets inslude persom1el, equipment, stoskpiles, b~:~ildings , 

15 recreation areas, or transportation systeJfl:S that are deemed eritieal as defined by De.JJ 
16 Anli.lerreri.wn Feree Preleetien lnsffllffitien Ple:ming Tem·plele. Assets include 
17 personnel, equipment, s tockpiles, buildings, or transportation systems that are deemed 
18 critical as defined by DODD 3020. There are many different types of assets critical to 
19 mission accomplishment and it is important not to exclude some assets because they are 
20 not necessarily mission-essential or physically located on the installation. For example, a 
21 telephone switching facility located off base may be essential to communications if 
22 alternative systems are not identified. There may also be assets on the installation which 
23 are not critical to the direct operation of the installation, but are critical to the Department 
24 of Defense. 
25 
26 e. It may also be useful to link identified threat attack means to a specific time 
27 period or location.. For example, a terrorist group operating in the proximity of the 
28 installation may typically target areas, such as schools or the commissary and/or 
29 exchange that contain a large number of people at certain times. 
30 
31 f. When determin ing asset critical ity, use of the following criteria shall assist in 
32 standardizing the process. 
33 
34 ( I ) Importance. Measures the value of the area or assets located in the 
35 area, considering their function, inherent nature, and monetary. value. 
36 
37 (2) Effect. Measures the ramification of a terrorist incident in the area, 
38 considering the psychological, economic, sociological, and military impacts. 
39 
40 (3) Recoverability. Measures the time required for the function 
41 occurring at that area to be restored, considering the availability of resources, parts, 
42 expertise and manpower, and redundancies. Even if a DOD asset is injured, damaged, or 
43 destroyed, it may have. future value in the accomplishment of other DOD missions or be 
44 of great symbolic value to the Department of Defense, the US Government, and the 
45 American people. Consideration should therefore be given to the resources that must be 
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1 expended to recover an asset and in some cases, repair it for return to service with the 
2 Department of Defense in the future. 
3 
4 (4) Mission Functionality. Measures key positions, special faci lities, 
5 specia lized equipment, etc., used to fulfill assigned missions. 
6 
7 (5) Substitutability. Are there substitutes available for personnel, 
8 faci lities or materiel? Can assigned missions be performed using substitutes? If the 
9 substitutes are less capable, can the mission still be accomplished successfully? 

LO 
11 (6) Reparabi lity. l f a DOD asset is injured or damaged, can it be 
12 repaired and rendered operable? How much time is required? How much would it cost? 
13 Could repairs be accomplished in a timely manner? Would repairs degrade asset 
14 perforn1ance, and if so, can the mission be accomplished in the degraded condition? 
15 
16 3. Criticality Assessment Matrix. 
17 
18 a. The purpose of a Criticality Assessment Matrix is to determine the criticality 
19 of each asset,. which shal l also help to prioritize them. For each asset, the Assessment 
20 Team shall assign values for each criteria based on a scale, such as one to ten. The 
21 Assessment Team must determine what criteria to use. 
22 
23 b. Once all asset values are tallied, they can be rank-ordered such that highest 
24 score is "most critical" and lowest score is "least critical." However, it is important to 
25 emphasize that not all assets in the matrix shall be "essential for mission 
26 accomplishment". 
27 
28 
29 
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4 1. Overview 
5 

APPENDlXD 
SAMPLE ANTITERRORISM PLAN FORMAT 

6 a. The format outlined below is offered as one. means of developing an AT p lan. 
7 It is optimized for a base or installation, but can be adapted for other faci lities and 
8 deployed uni ts. It is meant to help the AT officer structure the AT plan in a 
9 comprehensive and organized matmer. The format is patterned after the standard five-

! 0 paragraph military operations order (S ituation-Mission-Execution-Administration and 
11 Logistics-Command and S ignal). 
12 
13 b. This fonnat enables the synchronization of existing programs such as Law 
14 Enforcement, Physical Security, AT, OPSEC, JNFOSEC, High-Risk Personnel 
15 protection, and other installation efforts. AT Plans should be integrated into all plans and 
16 separate annexes. Remember that staff interaction is a crucial element of developing a 
17 realistic, executable plan. 
18 
19 c. Although this sample is patterned after the military operations order, it t5 
20 applicable applies to managers of GW- Defense Agencies and DOD field activities as 
21 they develop p lans to protect personnel, activities, and material under their control. 
22 
23 d. This sample uses supporting Annexes, Appendices, Tabs, and Enclosures to 
24 provide amplifying instructions as required. This method shortens the length of the basic 
25 plan (which should be read by all personnel outlined in the plan), and provides 
26 organization, structure, and sca lability. 
27 
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l Installation/Operation Name 
2 Location 
3 Date/Time Group 
4 
5 lNSTALLATION/OPERATION NAME ANTITERRORISM PLAN 2002 CAT-04) 
6 
7 Task Organization. [Include all agencies/personnel (base and civilian) responsible to implement the plan. 
8 Include as a separate Annex. See Annex A (Task Organization).] 
9 

l 0 Maps/Charts: [List all applicable maps or charts. include enough data to ensure personnel are using the 
11 correct year/edition/ version of the subject material.] 
12 
13 Time Zone: [Enter the time zone of the installation. indicate the number of hours to calculate (plus/minus) 
14 ZULU time.] 
15 
16 Ref: [Enter the compilation of pertinent publications, references, MOU/MOAJ.MA.A. _This list may be 
17 included in a separate Annex. See Annex Q (References).] 
18 
19 I. SITUATION 
20 
21 a. General. [This plan applies to a ll personnel assigned or attached to the installation. [Describe 
22 the political/military environment in sufficient detail for subordinate commanders, staffs, and units to 
23 understand their role in the installation AT operations.) 
24 
25 b. Enemy. [The enemy is any adversary capable of threatening the installation's personnel, 
26 facilities, and equipment. f(ENTeR !T he general threat of tcnorism to this installation including the 
27 intentions and capabilities, identification, composition, disposition, location, and estimated strengths of 
28 hostile forces. lnclude the general threat of terrorist use of WMD against this installation. This information 
29 should remain unclassified when possible. See paragraph If, Intelligence, on identify ing specific threats,j 
30 j_This information may be included as a separate Annex. See Annex B (intelligence).] 
31 
32 c. Friendly. (£1>JTeR tThe forces available (both military and civilian) to respond to a terrorist 
33 WMD attack. include the next higher headquarters and adjacent installations, and any units/organizations 
34 that are not under installation command, but may be required to respond to such an incident. These units I 
35 organizations may include Host Nation (HN) and US military police forces, fire and emergency services, 
36 medical, and federal/state and local agencies, special operations forces, engineers, detection (radiological, 
37 nuclear, biological, and chemical) decontamination or smoke units, and explosive ordnance disposal 
38. (EOD). Inc lude MOAsfMOUs and any other specia l arrangements that will improve forces available to 
39. support the plan. If in the ~US and its territories, the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of 
40 Investigation (FBI) is responsible for coordinating all Federal agencies and DOD forces assisting in the 
41 resolution of a terrorist incident. l f outside the ~US and its territories, the Department of State (DOS) is 
42 the lead agency. This information can be included in a separate Annex(s). See Annex A (Task 
43 Organization) and Annex J (Command Relationships).] 
44 
45 d. Attachments/Detachments. (eNTeR i!nstallation/c ivilian agencies NOT normally assigned to 
46 the installation that arc needed to support this plan. Expla in interagency relationships and interopcrability 
47 issues. This can be listed in other Annexes. See Annex A (Task Organization) and Annex J (Conunand 
48 Relationships).] 
49 
50 e. Assumptions. (List planning/execution assumptions) [ENTER aAll critical assumptions used 
51 as a bas is for this plan. Assumptions are those factors unlikely to change during the implementation of the 
52 AT plan and that must addressed in order to continue to plan. They can range from the installation's troop 
53 strength to addressing the local political/social environment. Examples follow: 
54 
55 ( I) The installation is vulnerable to theft, pilferage, sabotage, and other threats. The 
56 installation is also vulnerable to a WMD attack. 
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I 
2 (2) An act of terrorism involving WMD can produce major consequences that will 
3 overwhelm almost immediately the capabilities of the installation. 
4 
5 (3) Security personnel, both military and civilian, may be insufficient to provide total 
6 protection of all installation resources; therefore, the principal owner or user of a facility, resource, or 
7 personnel must develop adequate unit awareness and safeguard measures. 
8 
9 (4) No single unit on the installation possesses the expertise to act unilaterally in 

10 response to W MD attacks. 
11 
12 (5) If protective equipment is not available, responders will not put their own lives at 
13 risk. 
14 
15 (6) Local, ooo-military respoose forces will arrive within [time] ofDotificatioiJ. 
16 
17 (7) Units specializing in WMD response wil l arrive on-site within [number of hours 
I 8 based on installation location] of notification. 
19 
20 (8) The HN is supportive of th&US policies, and will fulfi ll surge requirements 
21 needed to respond to a WMD incident lAW MOAs!MOUs.) 
22 
23 f. Intelligence. [eNTeR 1 The person, staff, or unit responsible for intelligence collection and 
24 dissemination. The installation commander must have a system in place to access current intelligence. This 
25 can be included in Annex B (Intelligence).] [National-level agencies, Combatant Commanders, and 
26 intelligence systems provide theater or country threat levels and threat assessments. In the ~US and its 
27 territories, local installations must obtain the local terrorist threat infonnation by querying the FBI through 
28 the installation's law enforcement liaison, local law enforcement, or other federal agencies.]Obtain these 
29 assessments, as they will serve as a baseline for the installation's tailored assessment. The installation 
30 should have a process in place for developing the installation's tailored threat assessment or " local threat 
31 picture." The installation's tailored threat assessment should be continuously evaluated, updated, and 
32 disseminated, as appropriate, and as directed by the installation commander. The conunander should 
33 determine the frequency and the means of dissemination of the installation's tailored AT product. Note: 
34 Commanders cannot change the threat level, which is developed at the national-level although they can 
35 declare higher Force Protection Conditions (FPCONs) than the baseline. 
36 
37 2. MISSION .. [E~ITER a A clear, concise. statement of the. command's mission and the AT purpose. or goal 
38 statement supporting the mission. The primary purpose of the AT plan is to safeguard personnel, property, 
39 and resources during normal operations. It is also designed to detect and deter a terrorist threat, enhance 
40 security and AT awareness, and to assign AT responsibilities for installation personnel.] 
41 
42 3. EXECUTION 
43 
44 a. Commander's Intent. (Commander's vision on how he/she sees the execution of the unit's AT 
45 program. Refer to Service planning doctrine for assistance.) 
46 
4 7 b. Concept of Operations. [HJTeR h I! ow the overall AT operation should progress. This plan 
48 stresses deterrence of terrorist incidents through preventive and response measures common to all 
49 combatant commands and Services. During day-to-day operations, the installation should stress continuous 
50 AT planning and passive, defensive operations. This paragraph should provide subordinates sufficient 
51 guidance to act if contact or communications with the installation chain of command is lost or disrupted.] 
52 
53 (I) The installation's AT Concept of Operations should be phased in relation to pre-
54 incident actions and post-incident actions. AT planning and execution requires that staff elements work 
55 with a much greater degree of cohesiveness and unity of mission than that required during the conduct of 
56 normal base sustainment operations. The AT mission, and the unpredictability of its execution, requires 
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l very specific "how to" implementation instructions of DOD FPCON Measures and in what manner these 
2 actions must be coordinated. This "how to" clement is not normally included in the Concept of Operations 
3 paragraph; however the necessity to provide "how to" guidance in the AT plan requires a different manner 
4 of data presentation to ensure brevity and clarity. The implementation instructions are put into the form of 
5 action sets and can be displayed in the fonn of an execution matrix (Pre-Incident Action Set Matrix). 
6 
7 (2) ln Post-Incident planning, the installation should focus on its response and 
8 reconstitution responsibilities upon notification of a terrorist incident and the procedures for obtaining 
9. technical assistance/augmentation if the incident exceeds the installation's organic capabilities. National-

) 0 level responders (Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Red Cross, and Federal Bureau of 
11. Investigation (FB I)) may not be immediately accessible or available to respond to an installation's needs. 
12 Therefore each installation must plan for the worst-case scenario, by planning its response based on its 
11 organjc resources and available local support through MOA/MOUs. 
14 
15 (3) The situation may dictate that the installation not only conduct the initial response 
16 but also sustained response operations. Many installations do not have onboard WMD officers or response 
17 elements. This paragraph will include specific implementation instmctions for all functional areas of 
18 responsibility and the manner in which these actions must be coordinated. The implementation instructions 
19 can be put in the fom1 of actions sets and displayed in the form of a synchronization matrix (Post-Incident 
20 Action Set Synchronization Matrix). The synchronization matlix format clearly describes relationships 
21 between activities, units, supporting functions, and key events which must be carefully synchronized to 
22 minimize loss of life and to contain the effects of a terrorist incident. 
23 
24 c. Tasks. [ENTeR t The specific tasks for each subordinate unit or clement listed in the Task 
25 Organization paragraph. Key members of the installation have responsibitiities that are AT and/or WMD 
26 specific. The commander should ensure that a specific individual/unit/clement within the installation is 
27 responsible for each action identified in this plan. Each individual/unit/element must know the tasks and 
28 responsibilities, what these responsibilities entail, and how these wi ll be implemented. While the tasks and 
29 responsibilities for each AT planning and response Element will be delineated in the Pre- and Post-incident 
30 Action Set Matrices, it is recommended that the installation commander identify/designate the primary lead 
31 for each element and enter that information in this paragraph.] 
32 
33 (I) First Subordinate Unit/Element/Tenant 
34 
35 (a) Task listing. 
36. 
3 7 d. Coordinating lnstmctions. [This paragraph should include AT specific coordinating 
38 instructions and subparagraphs, as the commander deems appropriate. ln addition, this section of the AT 
39 plan outlines aspects of the installation's AT posture that require particular attention to guarantee the most 
40 effective and efficient implementation of the AT plan. For the purposes of this plan, there are five basic 
41 coordinating instructions: I) AT planning and response clements; 2) Procedural; 3) Security Posture; 4) 
42 Threat Specific Responsibilities; and 5) Special Installation Areas. The reader will be directed to specific 
43 Annexes that will provide amplify ing instructions on these topics. The sections listed below arc 
44 representative, and may not be all-inclusive. 
45 
46 ( I) AT Planning and Response. For instructional purposes, this template outlines AT 
47 planrung and response elements on the installation required to respond to a terrorist/WMD incident. Lnitial 
48 and sustained response to an attack must be a coordinated effort between the many AT planning and 
49 response elements of the installation, based on the installation's organic capabilities. As the situation 
50 exceeds the installation's capabilities, it must activate MOAs!MOUs with the local/State/ Federal agencies 
51 (Y:&US and its teiTitories) or HN (outside the l:hS.US and its territories). For the purposes of this plan, an 
52 installation's capability is divided into AT planning and response elements. These tailored, installation-
53 level elements parallel the national-level FEMA ESFs and the JSIVA evaluation criteria to the greatest 
54 degree possible. 
55 
56. AT Planning & Response Elements 
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1 
2 Information & Planning * 
3 Communications * + 
4 HAZMAT* 
5 Security * + 
6 Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) + 
7 Firefighting * + 
8 Health & Medical Services * + 
9 Resource Support * 

1 0 Mass Care * 
11 Public Works* 
12 Intelligence Process+ 
13 Installation AT Plans/ Programs + 
14 Installation Perimeter Access.+. 
15 Secw·ity System technology + 
16 Executive. Protection + 
I 7 Response & Recovery + 
18 Mail Handling + 
19 
20 * Derived from FEMA ESFs 
21 + Derived from JSIV A assessment criteria 
22 
23 (2) Procedural 
24 
25 (a) Alert Notification Procedures. See Appendix 14 to Annex C 
26 (Operations). 
27 
28 (b) Use of Force/Rules of Engagement. See Annex H (Legal). 
29 
30 (c) Installation Training & Exercises. See Annex N (AT Program Review, 
31 Training & Exercises). 
32 
33 (d) Incident Response. See Appendix I to A1mex C (Operations). 
34 
35 (e) Consequence Management. See Appendix I to Annex C (Operations). 
36 
37 (f) High-Risk Personnel Protection Procedures. See. Appendix 9 to Annex 
38 C (Operations). 
39 
40 (g) AT Program Review (See Annex N (AT Program Review, Training & 
4 1 Exercises). 
42 
43 (h) Higher Headquarters Vulnerability Assessments. Sec Annex N (AT 
44 Program Review, Training & Exercises). 
45 
46 (3) Security Posture Responsibilities 
47 
48 (a) Law Enforcement. Sec Appendix 7 to Annex C (Operations). 
49 
50 (b) Physical Security to include Lighting, Barriers, Access Control. See 
51 Appendix 6 to Annex C Operations). 
52 
53 {c) Other On-site Security Elements. See Appendix 8 to Annex C 
54 (Operations). 
55 
56 (d) Operations Security. See Appendix I 0 to Annex C (Operations). 
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l 
2 (e) Technology. Sec Appendix 15 to Annex. C (Operations). 
3 
4 (f) EOC Operations. See Appendix 12 to Annex C (Operations) 
5 
6 (g) Critical Systems Continuity of Operations (optional). See Appendix 13 
7 to Annex C (Operations). 
8 
9 (h) Other 

10 
11 (4) Threat Specific Responsibilities 
12 
13 (a) Antiterrorism. See Appendix 2. to Annex C (Operations). 
14 
15 (b) Weapons of Mass Destruction. See Appendix 5 to Annex C 
16 (Operations). 
17 
18 (c) Special Threat Situations. See Appendix 3 to Annex C (Operations). 
19 
20 (d) Tnf01mation Secuiity. See Appendix II to Annex C (Operations). 
21 
22 (e) Natural/Man-made Hazards (Optional). See Appendix 16 to Annex C 
23 (Operations). 
24 
25 (f) Other 
26 
27 (5) Special Security Areas 
28 
29 (a) Airfield Security. See Appendix 4 to Annex C (Operations). 
30 
31 (b) Port Security. See Appendix 4 to Annex C (Operations). 
32 
33 (c) Embarkation/ Arrival Areas. See Appendix 4 to Annex C (Operations). 
34 
35 (d) Buildings .. See Appendix 4 to Annex C (Operations). 
36 
37 (e) Other 
38 
39 4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS. [el'JTI3R tThe administrative and logistics requirements to 
40 support the AT plan, which should include enough information to make clear the basic concept for planned 
41 logistics suppot1. Ensure the staff conducts logistical planning for both pre- and post-incident measures 
42 addressing the following: locations of consolidated WMD defense equipment; expedient decontamination 
43 supplies; Individual Protective Equipment exchange points; special contamination control requirements; 
44 retrograde contamination monitoring sites; WMD equipment/supply controlled supply rates and pre-
45 stockage points; and procedures for chemical defense equipment "push" packages. Specific logistics and 
46 administrative requirements will emerge throughout the planning process outlined in the Concept of 
47 Operations, specifically when developing the action sets. These requirements should be incorporated into 
48 this paragraph. Finally, include fiscal instructions on how to support AT operations. 
49 
50 a. Administration. See Annex 0 (Personnel Services). 
51 
52 b. Logistics. See Annexes D (Logistics) and E (Fiscal). 
53 
54 5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL. [ENTBR i!nstructions for command and operation of communications-
55 electronics equipment. Identify the primary and alternate locations of the command post and emergency 
56 operations center. Enter the installation's chain of command. Highlight any deviation from that chain of 
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I command that must occur as a result of a WMD incident. The chain of command may change based on the 
2 deployment of a Joint Task Force or a President or Secretary of Defense i'lational CommanEI Authority· 
3 directed mission. Identify the location of any technical support elements that could be called upon in the 
4 event of a terrorist WMD incident and the means to contact each. Recommend the installation coordinate 
5 with higher headquarters to establish procedures to allow for parallel coordination to report a teiTOrist 
6 WMD incident. The installation must provide for prompt dissemination of notifications and alarm signals, 
7 and the timely/orderly transmission and receipt of messages between elements involved in and responding 
8 to the incident.] 
9 

10 a. Command. See Annex A (Task Organization) and Annex J (Command Relationships). 
11 
12 b. Signal. See Annex K (Communications). 
13 
14 c. Command Post Locations 
15 
16 ( I) Primary: [~location] 
17 
I 8 (2) Alternate: [l!i'JTEIR Location] 
19 
20 d. Succession of Command 
2 1 
22 ( I) First altemate: [ENTER POSITION/TITLE] 
23 
24 (2) Second altcmatc: [~POSITION/TITLE] 
25 
26 
27 //SIGNATURE// 
28 Commanding GeneraVOfficer 
29 Signature Block 
30 
31 ANNEXES: (Should provide amplifying instructions on specific aspects of the plan. Each ANNEX can be 
32 subdivided into APPENDICES, TABS, and ENCLOSURES as required to provide amplifying instructions. 
33 Further, some of these supporting documents may be established in other unit operating orders/procedures, 
34 and referenced as required.) 
35 
36 ANNEX A- Task Organization [~key AT organization composition i.e., AT Working Group, Crisis 
37 Management Team, Emergency Operations Center, First Response Elements, etc.] 
38 Appendix I - DIA Threat Assessment or Service Worldwide Threat Assessment (e.g .. USAF (} 
39 Postulated. Worlwide Nonnuclear Threat) 
40 
41 Appendix +-f_- Table of Organization 
42 
43 Appendix ;1,-l_- Post Prioritization Chart 
44 
45 ANNEX B - Intelligence [l!NTER the agency(s) responsible for intelligence and specific instructions. In 
46 the ~US and its territories, commanders must obtain the local terrorist threat information by querying 
47 the FBl through the installation's law enforcement liaison, local law enforcement or other federal agenc ies] 
48 
49 Appendix I - Local Threat Assessment 
50 
51 Appendix 2 - Local WMD Assessment 
52 
53 Appendix 3 - Local Criticality/Vulnerability Assessment 
54 
55 Appendix 4 - Risk Assessment 
56 
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l Appendix 5 - Pre-deployment AT Vulnerability Assessment 
2 
3 ANNEX C - Operations [This is the most IMPORTANT part of the plan]. Annex C and supporting 
4 Appendices will provide specific instructions for all the various AT operations. All other 
5 Annexes/ Appendices support the implementation of Annex C. 
6 
7 Appendix I - Incident Planning and Response [e.N+BR: how the various agencies (military/civilian) 
8 and resources will be integrated to respond to the operations outlined below. These instructions should be 
9 generic enough to apply across the operational. spectnun .. Specific instructions for. each operation will. be. 

l 0 detailed in the appropriate Annex/Appendix/Enclosure.] 
11 
12 Tab A - Incident Command and Control Procedures 
13 Tab B - Incident Response Procedures 
l 4 Tab C - Consequence Management Procedures 
15 
16 Appendix 2 - Antiterrorism 
17 
18 Tab A- Mission Essential Vulnerable Assets (MEVA) 
19 Tab B - Potential TeJTorist Targets 
20 Tab C - FPCON 
21 Enclosure I - FPCON Action Sets [Who/What/When/Where/How] 
22 Tab D- Random Antiterrorism Measures (RAM) Procedures 
23 
24 Appendix 3 - Special Threat Sit11alions 
25 
26 Tab A - Bomb Threats 
27 Enclosure 1 - Bomb Threat Mitigation 
28 Enclosure 2 - Evacuation Procedures 
29 Enclosure 3 - Search Procedures 
30 Tab B - Hostage Barricaded Suspect 
31 Tab C - Mail Handling Procedures 
32 
33 Appendix 4.- Special Security Areas 
34 
35 Tab A - Airfield Security 
36 Tab B - Port Security 
3 7 Tab C- Embarkation/ Arrival Areas. 
38 Tab D - Buildings 
39 
40 Appendix 5 - Weapons of Mass Destruction (CBRNE) & HAZMAT [~the spec ific procedures 
41 planning, training, and response to WMD (CBRNE) inc idents. Care should be taken to integrate existing 
42 plans for response to HAZMAT incidents to avoid duplication. Include "baseline" preparedness.] 
43 
44 Tab A- WMD Action Set Synchronization Matrix [Who/What/Where/When/How] 
45 Tab B - CBRNE Emergency Responder Procedures 
46 
4 7 Appendix 6 - Physical Security 
48 
49 Tab A - Installation Barrier Plan [e.N+BR: procedures and pictorial representation of baJTier 
50 plan.] 
51 Tab B - Installation Curtailment Plan 
52 Tab C - Construction Considerations 
53 Tab D - Facility and Site Evaluation and/or Selection 
54 Tab E-AT Guidance for Off-Installation Housing 
55 
56 Appendix 7 - Law Enforcement 
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I 
2 Tab A - Organization, !raining, equipping of augmentation secwity forces 
3 Tab B - Alternate Dispatch Location 
4 Tab C - Alternate Arming Point 
5 
6 Appendix 8 - Other On-Site Security Forces 
7 
8 Appendix 9 - High Risk Personnel 
9 

10 Tab A- List of High Risk Billets 
11 
12 Appendix I 0 - Operations Security 
13 
14 Appendix 11 - Information Security 
15 
16 Appendix 12 - Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Operations [~. procedure for the activation 
17 & operations of the EOC.] 
18 
19 Tab A - EOC Staffing (Partial/Full) 
20 Tab B - EOC Layout 
2 1 Tab C - EOC Messages & Message Flow 
22 Tab D - EOC Briefing Procedures 
23 Tab E - EOC Situation Boards 
24 Tab F - EOC Security and Access Procedures 
25 
26 Appendix 13 - Critical Systems Continuity of Operations Plans (Optional) [~ those systems 
27 that are essential to mission execution and infrastTucture support of the installation i.e., utilities systems, 
28 computer networks, etc. This document outlines how the installation will continue to operate if one or more 
29 critical systems are disrupted or fails and how the systems will be restored.] 
30 
31 Tab A - List of installation critical systems 
32 Tab B- Execution checklist for each critical system 
33 
34 Appendix 14- Emergency Mass Notification Procedures[~ the specific means and procedures 
35 for conducting a mass notification. Also covered should be the procedures/means for contacting key 
36 personnel and agencies. 
37 
38 Tab A - Situation Based Notification 
39 Tab B- Matrix List of Phone Numbers/Email Accounts 
40 
41 Appendix 15 - Exploit Technology Advances [~the process and procedures for developing and 
42 employing new technology. Identify who is responsible and what should be accomplished.) 
43 
44 Appendix 16 - Higher Headquarters Vulnerability Assessments [eN-+-eR procedures for conducting 
45 higher headquarters vulnerability assessments. 
46 
4 7 Appendix 17 - Natural/Man-made Hazards (Optional) [Hurricanes, Flooding, Chemical Plants etc.] 
48 
49 Tab A - Locality specific natural and man-made hazards) 
50 
51 ANNEX D - Logistics (Specific logistics instructions on how to support AT operations) 
52 
53 Appendix I - Priority of Work [e.NT8R-the priority of employing scarce logistical resource.] 
54 
55 Appendix 2 - Emergency Supply Services 
56 
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l Appendix 3 - Weapons and Ammunition Supply Services 
2 
3 Appendix 4 - Emergency Equipment Services 
4 
5 Appendix 5 - Evacuation Shelters 
6 
7 Appendix 6 - Generator Refueling Matrix 
8 
9 ANNEX E - Fiscal (Specific fi scal instructions on how to support AT operations from pre-incident through 

l 0 post-incident) 
11 
12 Appendix I - AT Program of Memorandum Budget Submission Instruction 
13 
l 4 Appendix 2 - Combating Terrorism Readiness Initiative Fund (CbT RlF) Submission Instructions 
15 
16 Appendix 3 - Fiscal Management during Exigent Operations 
17 
18 ANNEX F - Tenant Commanders (Specific instructions on how tenant commands/agencies support AT 
19 operations) 
20 
21 Appendix I - Areas of Responsibility (Pictorial) 
22 
23 ANNEX G - Air Operations (Specific air instructions on how to support AT operations) 
24 
25 Appendix I - List of Landing Zones (Used for emergency medical evacuations or 
26 equipment/personnel staging areas.) 
27 
28 Appendix 2 - LZ Preparation Procedures 
29 
30 ANNEX H - Legal [~ the jurisdictional limits of the installation's conunander and key staff. 
31 Although the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), has primary law enforcement 
32 responsibility for terrorist incidents in the. United States, the installation commander is responsible for 
33 maintaining law and order on the installation .. For outside. tbe continental United States (OCONUS) 
34 incidents, the installation commander must notify the. HN and the geographic. combatant commander; the 
35 geographic combatant commander will notify the Department of State (DOS) .. Once a task force. or other 
36 than installation support arrives on the installation, the agencies fall under the direct supervision of the local 
37 Jncident Conunander. ln all cases, corrunand of military elements remains within militaty channels. The 
38 installation should establish HN agreements to address the use of installation security forces, other military 
39 forces, and host-nation resources that clearly delineate jurisdictional limits. The agreements will likely 
40 evolve into the installation having responsibility " inside the wire or installation perimeter" and the HN 
41 having responsibility "outside the wire or installation perimeter". There may be exceptions due to the wide 
42 dispersal of work and housing areas, utilities, and other installation support mechanisms that may require 
43 the installation to be responsible for certain areas outside of the insta llation perimeter.] 
44 
45 Appendix I - Jurisdictional Issues 
46 
4 7 Appendix 2 - Use of Force and/or Rules of Engagement Instructions 
48 
49 Appendix 3 - Pictorial Representation of Installation Jurisdiction 
50 
51 ANNEX 1- Public Affairs (Specific PAO instructions on how to support AT operations) 
52 
53 Appendix I - Command Information Bureau Organization & Operation 
54 
55 Appendix. 2 - Locai!Regional Media Contact Information 
56 
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1 Annex J - Command Relationships (Provides specific guidance on command relationships and 
2 military/civilian interoperability issues during incident command and control). 
3 
4 Appendix I - AT Organizational Charts [Crisis Management Team, AT Working Group, First 
5 Responder Elements, Incident Command Organization (include civilian and other external agencies).] 
6 
7 ANNEX K - Communications (Specific communications instructions on how to support AT operations. 
8 Include systems/procedures for SECURE and NON-SECURE communications means.) 
9 

1 0 Appendix I - installation AT Communication Architecture 
11 
12 Appendix 2- Incident Command Communication Architecture 
13 
14 Appendix 3 - EOC Communication Architecture. 
15 
16 Appendix 4 - Security Force Communication Architecture 
17 
18 Appendix 5 - Fire Department Communication Architecture 
19 
20 Appendix 6 - Medical Communication Architecture 
21 
22 Appendix 7 - Other Agencies 
23 
24 ANNEX L- Health Services (Specific medical instructions on how to support AT operations) 
25 
26 Appendix I - Mass Casualty Plan 
27 
28 Appendix 2- Procedures for Operating with Civilian Emergency Medical Service and Hospitals 
29 
30 ANNEX M - Safety (Specific safety instructions on how to support AT operations) 
31 
32 ANNEX N-AT Program Review, Training, & Exercises 
33 
34 Appendix I - AT Program Review 
35 
36 Tab A - Local Assessments 
3 7 Tab B - Higher Headquarters Assessments 
38 
39 Appendix 2- AT Required Training 
40 
4 1 Appendix 3 - Exercises 
42 
43 ANNEX 0 - Personnel Serv ices[~ administrative and personnel procedures required to support the 
44 plan i.e., civilian overtime, post-traumatic stress syndrome counseling.] 
45 
46 Appendix I - Operating Emergency Evacuation Shelters 
47 
48 ANNEX P - Reports [eN-+ER: all the procedures for report submissions & report format.] 
49 
50 Appendix I - Reporting Matrix 
51 
52 ANNEX Q - References[~ all supporting reference materials, publication, regulations etc.] 
53 
54 ANNEX R - Distribution [li~JTER the list of agencies to receive this plan. Cover plan classification, 
55 handling and declassification procedures.) 

56 
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APPENDIX E 
2 ANTITERRORISM CHECKLIST 
3 
4 1. Introduction. 
5 
6 Protection of DOD assets is an inherent obligatio n of mi litary commanders. The 
7 following G,£hecklist is a self-assessment, management tool that can be used by the 
8 commander and/or antitenorism officer to assess the status of his/her AT program. This 
9 checklist is structured around the AT Standards outlined in DODI 2000.1 6. Not all the 

I 0 standards are appl icable to all levels of command, therefore, commanders and Service AT 
11 guidance should be used where applicable. 
12 
13 YES or NO 
14 
15 2. Questions for Commanders/Managers to Evaluate AT Program Adequacy: 
16 
17 a. Program Review 
18 
19 Is commander/ATO aware of and integrating other programs supporting 
20 FP? 
2 1 
22 Do ALL installation un its participate in RAMs? 
23 
24 Is the AT program comprehensive, current, and effective? 
25 
26 Can the unit do the miss ion under FPCONs in use? 
27 
28 Are critical FPCONs compromised for unit morale or convenience? 
29 
30 ATO staff and resources sufficient, e.g. , reliable and accessible SIPRNET 
3 1 access? 
32 
33 Is AT a routine e lement of daily mission platming and execution? 
34 
35 Are operational patterns varied? 
36 
37 Is OPSEC included in mission planning? 
38 
39 Does the unit continually monitor threat and corresponding security 
40 posture? 
41 
42 Does the unit monitor and control access of visitors and employees m 
43 sensitive areas? 
44 
45 Has the threat level changed since last VA? 
46 
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1 Is the threat assessment cun-ent and valid? 
2 
3 Are RAMs having the desired effect on unit awareness, readiness, and 
4 deterrence? 
5 
6 Does the unit have an AT program and security posture appropriate for 
7 mission and potential threat? 
8 
9 AT Officer appo inted? 

10 
11 AT Working Group (ATWG) designated? 
12 
13 DIA, service specific and/or FBI Threat Assessment cun-ent? 
14 
15 Vulnerability assessment current? 
16 
17 AT Plan complete? 
18 
19 Program review within pas t 12 months? 
20 
21 AT P lan exercised within past 12 months? 
22 
23 AT Level I training current? 
24 
25 Have you reviewed DODI 2000.16, DeOD Antiterrorism Standards, and 
26 appropriate commander I Service AT guidance? 
27 
28 Is. commander/Service AT guidance implemented? 
29 
30 b. Organize for AT: 
31 
32 Does unit have adequate focus on AT? 
33 
34 Is unit A TO school trained? 
35 
36 Are right functions represented in A TWG?. 
37 
38 Is ATWG active? Meeting minutes documented, open items fo llow-up and 
39 closed? Accomplishments? 
40 
41 c. Threat Assessment: 
42 
43 Do Threat Assessments provided by DJA, service counterintclli~Zence. 

44 inte lligence and/or FBI integrate w ith ~the local threat assessment process: 
45 
46 Identify specific terrorist capabilities, weapons, and tactics (to inc lude 
47 WMD)? 
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1 
2 Consider the vulnerability of the fac ilities and utilities? 
3 
4 Consider the criticality of the facilit ies and utilities? 
5 
6 Provide the necessary information the commander to help ta ilor FPCONs? 
7 
8 Have a rev iew mechanism to provide up to date information? 
9 

l 0 Is the unit aware of current and potential threats (conventional and WMD)? 
l1 
12 Do you know the DIA and/or FBI (CONUS) assessed threat level for the 
13 area? 
14 
15 Has the conunander assigned higher local threat level? 
16 
17 Is a formal intel assessment on hand & current? 
18 
19 Relationship with supporting Intel activity? 
20 
2 1 Is counter-intelligence or Jaw enforcemen t support needed? 
22 
23 Local information considered? 
24 
25 Local information network established? Pmi of ATWG? 
26 
27 Aggressive l ist of threat options identified? 
28 
29 d. Vulnerability Assessment: 
30 
3 1 Has a local vulnerability assessment been conducted within the past year? 
32 
33 Did the vulnerability assessment identify vulnerabilities and means to 
34 eliminate or mitigation them? 
35 
36 Did the vulnerability assessment identify options for enhanced protection of 
37 DOD personnel and assets? 
38 
39 Does the AT vulnerability assessment assess the following functional areas 
40 at a minjmum: 
41 
42 AT Plans and Programs. 
43 
44 Counterintelligence, Law Enforcement, Liaison, and Intelligence Support. 
45 
46 AT Physical Security Measures. 
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l 
2 Vulnerability to a Threat and Tenorist Incident Response Measures. 
3 
4 Vulnerability Assessment for Terrorist Use ofWMD. 
5 
6 Availability of resomces to support plans as written. 
7 
8 Frequency and extent to which p lans have been exercised. 
9. 

10 Level and adequacy of support from the host nation, local community, and 
ll where appropriate, inter-Service and tenant organizations to enhance force protection 
12 measures or respond to a terrorist incident. 
13. 
14 Status of fonnal and informal agreements to support AT functions. 
15 
16 Does the vulnerability assessment team contain expertise in order to meet 
17 the intent of providing comprehensive assessments? 
18 
19 Is there a process to track and identify vulnerabilities through the chain of 
20 command? 
21 
22 e. MOU/MOA 
23 
24 Is unit conforming to and employing MOU/MOA for local support? 
25 
26 Does unit or any detached personnel fall under State Department for force 
27 protection? 
28 
29 Are State Department's force protection instructions on hand for those 
30 individuals? 
31 
32 Are organizations identified with jurisdiction for law enforcement, health, 
33 safety, and welfare of assigned service members on and off duty? 
34 
35 Is unit conforming to jurisdictional agreements in these areas (SOFA, inter-
36 agency)? 
37 
38 Are local community organizations with shared security interests (police, 
39 federa l law enforcement, hospitals, and public health) identified? 
40 
41 Are mutual aid agreements in place with local community to leverage 
42 shared interests? 
43 
44 Have mutual aid agreements been reviewed by hig her HQ? 
45 
46 Are mutual aid agreements executable (liability, jurisdiction, capabilities)? 
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1 
2 f. Mitigate WMD Effects 
3 
4 Has unit prepared for WMD attack? 
5 
6 Does AT plan consider ten-orist use of WMD (CBRNE)? 
7 
8 Does the command have the procedures to process immediately through the 
9 cha in of command repo1ts of significant informat ion obtained identifying organizations 

10 with WMD capability in their~ operational area? 
11 
12 Is an estimate of terrorist potential use of WMD indicated in the local threat 
13 assessment? 
14 
15 Procedures for detection of unconventional CBRNE attacks? 
16 
17 Does unit training include awareness of indicators of unconventional 
18 attacks? 
19 
20 Do all personnel have individual protective equipment available? 
2 1 
22 Are collective protective systems available? 
23 
24 Is CBRNE detection equipment available? 
25 
26 Is decontamination equipment available? 
27 
28 g. Antiterrorism Plan 
29 
30 Is the AT Plan signed? 
31 
32 Does the installation incorporate AT p lanning into operations orders for 
33 temporary operations or exercises? 
34 
35 Does the plan specify the AT mission and concept of operation? 
36 
37 Does the plan layout the task organization and Mission Essential. 6f I 
38 Vulnerable Areas (MEV As)? 
39 
40 Does the plan include. the Risk Management process, to include annual AT 
41 Threat Assessment with WMD coverage? 
42 
43 ls there a process, based on local terrorism threat information, to raise 
44 FPCONs? 
45 
46 Does the plan provide actions at each FPCON? 
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l 
2 Are site-specific AT measures, linked to FPCONs classified as a minimum, 
3 CONFIDENTIAL? 
4 
5 Is the current FPCON measure adequate for the local threat? 
6 
7 Does the plan provide a baseline for normal ops? 
8 
9 Does plan provide diagram for Random Antiterrorism Measures (RAMs)? 

10 
ll Does the plan include Security Force operations (i11cluding augmentation 
12 forces) and post priorities? 
13 
14 Has the plan been reviewed within the past year to remediate procedural and 
15 resource shortfalls? 
16 
17 Has the plan been approved by higher headquarters (HQ)? 
18 
19 Received/approved AT plans from lower HQ? 
20 
21 Is the plan executable? 
22 
23 Is the plan resourced? 
24 
25 Does the plan mitigate vulnerabilities with policy and procedural solutions? 
26 
27 Does the plan address response to incident and mass casualties? 
28 
29 Does the AT plan contain, as a minimum, site specific procedures for: 
30 
31 Terrorism Threat Assessments? 
32 
33 Vulnerability Assessments? 
34 
35 Program Review? 
36 
37 Training? 
38 
39 AT Physical Security Measures? 
40 
41 Mass notification procedures7.I 
42 
43 Incident Response Measures? 
44 
45 Consequence Management Measures? 
46 
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1 AT considerations for plans/orders for temporary operations or exercises? 
2 
3 Does the command have an adequate "Baseline" secmity posture to include: 
4 
5 General AT and physical security awareness? 
6 
7 Adequately equipped and tra ined First Response Forces? 
8 
9 A security posture, capable of sustained operations and commensurate to 

10 the local threat, that adequately protects personnel and assets? 
l1 
12 Plans and procedures to transition from Normal Operations to an Elevated 
13 state of readiness/execution? 
14 
15 Is there a p rocess for you to evaluate subordinate units' and/or tenant 
16 commands' knowledge and status of their AT responsib ilities? 
17 
18 h. Training and Exercises: 
19 
20 Are personnel receiving the appropriate levels of AT training to include: 
2 1 
22 Level I-IV training. 
23 
24 Level IT training. 
25 
26 Level III tra ining. 
27 
28 Level IV tra ining. 
29 
30 High Risk PersofiRel. 
3 1 
32 AOR specific training prior to deployment. 
33 
34 A system to track and document training. 
35 
36 Is individual awareness of terrorism threat sufficient for threat 
37 environment/mission? 
38 
39 /\BRHal Levell traiRiAg eurreRt? 
40 
41 AOR 1:1pdates e~:~rreflt aBd briefed? 
42 
43 Special local indiv idual protective measures briefed and used? 
44 
45 Has the command conducted field and staff training (annually) to exercise 
46 AT plans to include? 
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l 
2 AT Physical Security measures. 
3 
4 Ten·orist Incident Response measures. 
5 
6 Terrorist Consequence Management measures. 
7 
8 FPCON attainment proccdw-cs. 
9 

l 0 Does the command maintain exercise AARs/Lessons Learned and 
ll document actions taken to remediate identified shortfalls for at least a year? 
12 
13 Does command pre-deployment training include: 
14 
15 Credible deterrence/response. 
16 
17 Deterrence-specific. tactics, techniques, and procedures. 
18 
19 Terrorist scenarios and hostile intent decision-making. 
20 
21 1. Antiterrorism Resources: 
22 
23 Does AT resource program support the required long-term security posture? 
24 
25 Defined resource requirements to mitigate security deficiencies? 
26 
27 Requirements justified with risk analysis? 
28 
29 Alternative plans, policy, and procedural solutions considered or 
30 implemented? 
31 
32 Does the command have a formal process to track, document, and justify 
33 resource requirements and identify resource shortfalls to Higher HQ? 
34 
35 Higher HQ approved these requirements? 
36 
37 Does the command request CbT-RIF for emergent and or emergency 
38 commander AT requirements? 
39 
40 ER1ergeAt (OCONUS) Reeds s~:~bn'litted for immediate s~:~pport by CbT RIF? 
41 
42 Does the command incorporate AT requirements into the Program 
43 Objective Memorandum (POM) process? 
44 
45 POM requirements submitted for out year support of CbT-RIF funded 
46 investments? 
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1 
2 Status ofCbT-RIF and POM requirements in the program/budget process? 
3 
4 AT and security factors adequately weighed in acqu isition and use of 
5 faci lities (both temporary and permanent)? 
6 
7 Current facilities conform to DOD and Component AT military 
8 construction MJLCON standards? 
9 

10 Do structural engineers and security personnel work together to incorporate 
11 AT consideration in building design and review? 
12 
13 Are DOD AT Standards for buildings incorporated into new constructions? 
14 
15 Is. technology being used to enhance security and human performance? 
16 
17 Are technologies being identified as recommended/required for higher 
18 threat levels/FPCONs? 
19 
20 Ts the AT Officer a member of the Resource Management Committee? 
21 
22 J. ATO Assigned in Writing 
23 
24 Has the commander designated a Level n qualified/trained commissioned 
25 officer, non-commissioned officer, or civilian staff officer in writing as the ATO? 
26 
27 For deploying organizations (e.g., battalion, squadron, ship) have at least 
28 one Level II qualified individual designated in writing? 
29 
30 Has the A TO attended a Service approved Level II AT Train ing course? 
31 
32 3. Operations Security 
33 
34 Have procedures been established that prevent tetTorists from readily 
35 obtaining information about plans and operations (e.g., not publishing the commanding 
36 general's itinerary, safeguarding classified material, evaluating articles in insta llation 
37 publications)? 
38 
39 Does the plan allow for in-depth coordination with the installation's OPSEC 
40 program? 
41 
42 Has an OPSEC annex been included in the contingency plan? 
43 
44 4. Threat Information Collection and Analysis 
45 
46 Has the commander tasked the appropriate organization under his/her 
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l command to gather, analyze, and disseminate terrorism threat infonnation? 
2 
3 Are personnel in the command encouraged and trained to report infommtion 
4 on individuals, events, or situations that could pose a threat to the security of DOD 
5 personnel, families, facilities, and resources? 
6 
7 Does the command have procedures to receive and process Defense Threat 
8 Terrorism Warning Reports Messages and/or higher headquarters threat message? 
9. 

10 Does the command have technology to access critical terrorism intelligence 
11 e.g., SlPRNET? 
12 
13 5. Threat Information Flow 
14 
15 Does the command forward all information pertaining to suspected terrorist 
16 threats, or acts of terrorism ]nvolving DOD personnel or assets for which they have 
17 AT responsibility up and down the chain of command? 
18 
19 Does the command ensure there is intelligence sharing among all organizations? 
20 
21 Does the command provide tailored threat information for transiting units? 
22 
23 6. Personnel Security 
24 
25 Has the threat analysis identified individuals vulnerable to terrorist attack? 
26 
27 Has a training program been established to educate both military and 
28. civilian personnel in the proper techniques of personnel protection and security 
29 commensurate with the local threat and the type of position held? 
30 
31 7. Executive Protection and High Risk Personnel Security 
32 
33 Has the command identified high-risk billets and high-risk personnel to 
34 higher headquarters annually? 
35 
36 Have personnel designated as "-Personnel at High-Risk to Terrorist Attack" 
37 and "Personnel Assigned to High-Risk Billets" received appropriate AT training? 
38 
39 Has the command annually reviewed and revalidated the protective services 
40. for executives?. 
41 
42 Has the command taken necessary measures to provide appropriate 
43 protective services for designated individuals in high-risk billets and high-risk personnel? 
44 
45 Does the command review needs for supplemental security within 30 days 
46 of a change in the Terrorism Threat Level? 
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1 
2 8. Physical Security 
3 
4 Does the Installation Commander coordinate and integrate subordinate unit 
5 physical security plans and measures into the AT plan? 
6 
7 Are physical security measures considered, do they support, and are they 
8 referenced in the AT plan to ensure an integrated approach to terrorist threats? 
9 

10 Do AT physical security measures include provisions for the use of: 
l l 
12 Physical Structures. 
13 
14 Physical Security Equipment. 
15 
16 Chemical, Biolog ical, Rad iological detection & protection equipment. 
17 
18 Security Procedures. 
19 
20 Random Antiterrorism Measures (RAM) 
2 1 
22 Response Forces 
23 
24 Emergency measures suffic ient to achieve the desired level of AT protection and 
25 preparedness to respond to terrorist attack. 
26 
27 Are RAMs used for both in-place and transiting forces? 
28 
29 Are special threat plans and physical security plans mutually supportive? 
30 
31 Do security measures establish obstacles to ten-orist activity (e.g., guards, 
32 host-nation forces, lighting, fencing)? 
33 
34 Does the special threat plan include the threats identified in the threat 
35 statements of higher HQ? 
36 
37 Does the physical security officer assist in the. threat analysis and corrective 
38 action? 
39 
40 Does the installation have and maintain detection systems and an 
41 appropriate assessment capability? 
42 
43 9. AT Guidance for Off-Installation Housing 
44 
45 Are troops housed off-installation adequately secured? 
46 
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1 Do g~ervice members in Moderate, Significant, and High threat areas 
2 receive instruction and supervision in residential security measures? 
3 
4 In such areas, do unit AT response plans include current residence location 
5 information for all unit members residing off installation? 
6 
7 ln such areas, do units coordinate with local law enforcement authorities for 
8 protection of unit members residing off-insta llation (MOUs/MOAs/SOFs)? 
9 

10 Do incident response plans include measures for off-installation personnel 
11 (personnel warning system)? 
12 
13 Does the command have procedures to ensure DOD personnel assigned to 
14 Moderate, Significant, and High Terrorism Threat Level areas, who are not provided on-
15 installation or other Government quarters, are furnished guidance on the selection of 
16 private residence to mitigate risk of terrorist attack? 
17 
18 Does the command have procedures to conduct physical security reviews of 
19 off-installation residences for permanent- and temporaty-duty DOD personnel in 
20 Significant or High Threat Level areas? 
21 
22 Based on these physical security reviews, does the command have 
23 procedures to provide AT recommendations to residents and facility owners? 
24 
25 As suitable, does the command have procedures to recommend to 
26 appropriate authorities the construction or lease of housing on an installation or safer 
27 area? 
28 
29 Does the command have procedures to complete residential security 
30 reviews prior to personnel entering into formal contract negotiations for the lease or 
3 I purchase of off-installation housing in Significant or High Threat areas? 
32 
33 Does the command have procedures to include coverage of private 
34 residential housing in AT plans where private residential housing must be used in 
35 Moderate, Significant, or High Tlhreat Level areas? 
36 
37 In Moderate, Significant, or High Threat areas, does the command 
38 incorporate family members and dependent vulnerabilities into antiterrorism assessment, 
39 mitigation, and reporting tools for: 
40 
41 Facilities used by DOD employees and their dependents. 
42 
43 Transportation services and routes used by DOD employees and their 
44 dependents. 
45 
46 Has the staff judge advocate considered the ramifications of imposing these 
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1 housing polic ies in CONUS and advised on the consequences? 
2 
3 10. Security Structure 
4 
5 Does the AT plan indicate that the FBI has primary domestic investigative 
6 and operational responsibility in the United States and US territories? 
7 
8 Has coordination with the staff judge advocate been established? 
9 

10 Does the plan allow for close cooperation among principal agents of the 
11 military, c ivilian, and host-nation conununities and Federal agencies? 
12 
l3 Does the plan clearly indicate parameters for use of force, includ ing the 
14 briefing of any elements augmenting military police assets? 
15 
16 Is there a mutual understanding among all loca l agencies (e.g. military, 
17 local FBI resident or senior agent-in-charge, host-nation forces, and local law 
18 enforcement) that might be involved in a tetTorist incident on the installation regarding 
19 authority, jurisdiction, and possible interaction? 
20 
21 Has the staff judge advocate considered ramifications of closing the post 
22 (e.g., possible civilian union problems)? 
23 
24 Does the AT plan identify DOS as having primary investigative and I 
25 operational responsibility overseas? 
26 
27 11. Operations Center 
28 
29 Has the operational command and coordination center (operations center) 
30 been established and exercised? 
31 
32 Is the operational command and coordination center based on the needs of 
33 the installation whi le recognizing manpower limitations, resource availability, equipment, 
34 and command? 
35 
36 Does the plan include a location for the operations center? 
37 
38 Does the plan designate alternate locations for the operations center? 
39 
40 Does the plan allow for the use of visual aids (chalkboards, maps with 
41 overlays, bu lletin boards) to provide situation status reports and countermeasures? 
42 
43 Does the plan create and designate a location for a media center? 
44 
45 Have the operations and media centers been activated together within the 
46 last quarter? 
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l 
2 Does the operations center have standard operating procedures covering 
3 communications and reports to higher HQ? 
4 
5 Does the operations center offer protection from terrorist attack? 
6 
7 12. Terrorist Incident Response Measures (first response) 
8 
9 Has the command prepared installation-wide and/or shipboard terrorist 

l 0 incident response measures which include: 
I 1 
I 2 Procedures for determining the nature and scope of the terrorist inc ident and 
13 required response. 
14 
15 Procedmes for coordinating secmity, fire, and medical First Responders. 
16 
17 Steps to reconstitute the insta llation's ability to perform AT measures 
18 
19 ln Moderate, Significant, or High terrorist threat level areas, has the 
20 command included residential location information for all DOD personnel and the ir 
21 dependents in their Incident Response Measures? 
22 
23 13. Rules of Engagement (ROE)/Rules of Force. (RUF) 
24 
25 Does unit have correct ROE/RUF guidance for the mission and 
26 enviro1m1ent? 
27 
28 Do plan/current procedures provide enough "stand-off' to determine hostile 
29 intent and make proper decision to use force? 
30 
3 1 Are troops trained for making ROE/RU F decisions in realistic situations? 
32 
33 Are ROE/threat scenarios adequate & rigorous? 
34 
35 Is unit prepared to apply ROE/RUF for threat scenarios? 
36 
37 14. Terrorist Consequence Management Measures 
38 
39 Do CM measures provide for appropriate emergency response and disaster 
40 planning and/or preparedness to respond to a terrorist attack for the installation and/or 
41 base engineeting, logistics, medical, mass casualty response, transportation, personnel 
42 administration, and local and/or host nation support? 
43 
44 Do CM measures include guide lines for pre-deployment and garrison 
45 operations, pre-attack procedures, actions during attack, and post-attack actions? 
46 
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I 15. General Observations 
2 
3 Was the AT plan developed as a coordinated staff effort? 
4 
5 Does the AT plan outline reporting requirements (e.g., logs, journals, after-
6 action report)? 
7 
8 Does the A 1' p lan address presence of the media? 
9 

10 Does the AT plan include communications procedures and communications 
l l nets? 
12 
l3 Does the A 1' plan consider the possible need fo r interpreters? 
14 
15 Does the AT plan consider the need for a list of personnel with various 
16 backgrounds to provide cultural profi les on fore ign subjects and victims, as well as to 
17 assist with any negotiation efforts? 
18 
19 Does the AT plan provide for and identify units that will augment mi litary 
20 police assets? 
21 
22 Does the AT plan delineate specific tasking(s) for each member of the I 
23 operations center? 
24 
25 Does the AT plan provide for a response for each phase of antiterrorism 
26 activity (e.g., initial response, negotiation, assault)? 
27 
28 Does the A 1' plan designate service support communications? 
29 
30 Does the AT plan make provisions for notification of accident and incident 
3 I control officer? 
32 
33 Does the AT plan provide for EOD support? 
34 
35 Does the AT plan take into consideration the movement from various 
36 locations, including commercial airpot1S, of civilian and military advisory personnel w ith 
37 military transpot1ation assets? 
38 
39 Does the AT plan a llow for the purchase and/or use of civilian vehic les, 
40 supplies, food, if needed (including use to satisfy a hostage demand)? Does the AT plan 
41 make provisions for paying civilian employees overtime if they are involved in a special 
42 threat situation? 
43 
44 Does the AT p lan take into consideration the messing, billeting, and I 
45 transportation of civil ian personnel? 
46 
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l Do appropriate personnel have necessary language training? 
2 
3 Is military working dog support available? 
4 
5 Does the command review their own and subordinate AT programs and 
6 plans at least annually to fac ilitate AT program enhancement? 
7 
8 Does the command review the AT program Q.@_rr_ when the terrorist threat 
9 level changes? 

10 
11 Has the command developed a prioritized list of AT factors for site 
12 selection for facilities, either currently occupied or under consideration for occupancy by 
13 DOD personne l? AT factors should include, but not limited to, screening from direct fire 
14 weapons, building separation, perimeter standoff, window treatments, protection of 
15 entrances and exits, parking lots and roadways, s tandoff zone delineation, secmity 
16 lighting, external storage areas, mechan ical and utility systems, 
17 
18 Has the command used these factors to determine if facilities can 
19 adequately protect occupants against terrorism attack? 
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2 FORCE PROTECTION CONDITION SYSTEM 
3 
4 1. General 
5 
6 a. Force. Protection Conditions describe. the progress1ve level of 
7 countermeasures in response to a terrorist threat to US military facilities and personnel as 
8 directed by DOD Directive 2000.12, DeQD Antiterrorism (AT) Program. These security 
9 measures are approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and are designed to facilitate inter-

! 0 Service. coordination and support of US Military antiterrorism activities. They are. 
11 outlined in DOD! 0-2000.-l+-H-.!Q, DeOD Antiterrorism Handbook, Appendix 3, DOD 
12 FPCON System. When installations adapt these measures for their site-specific 
13 circumstances, they should account for, as a minimum, Combatant Commander/Service 
14 requirements, local laws, and SOFA. Per DOD Instruction 2000.16, DeQD Antiterrorism 
15 Standards, FPCON measures are FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. An AT Plan with a 
16 complete listing of site-specific AT measures, linked to an FPCON, shall be c lassified, as 
17 a minimum, CONFIDENTIAL. When separated from the AT Plan, specific measures 
18 andFPCON measures remain FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 
19 
20 b. The FPCON System is the principal means through which a military 
21 conunander or DOD civilian exercising equivalent authority applies an operational 
22 decision on how to best guard against the threat. These guidelines shall assist 
23 commanders in reducing the effect of terrorist and other security threats to DOD units 
24 and activities. 
25 
26 c. Creating addjt ional duties. and/or watches. and heightening security enhance. 
27 command's personnel awareness and alert posture. These measures display the 
28 command's resolve to prepare for and counter the terrorist threat. These actions shall 
29 convey to anyone observing the command 's activities that it is prepared and an 
30 undesirable target,. and that the terrorist(s) should look e lsewhere for a vu lnerable target.. 
3 1 
32 d. The DOD system is generally not applicable to DOD elements for which the 
33 Chief of Mission has security responsibility, and may have limited application to DOD 
34 elements that are tenants on installations and facilit ies not controlled by US military 
35 commanders or DOD civilian exercising equivalent authority. Still, Commanders of US 
36 elements on non-US insta llations can execute many FPCON measures that do not involve 
37 in stallation level actions, at least to a limited degree. The terminology, definitions, and 
38 specific recommended security measures are designed to facilitate inter-Serv ice. 
39 coordination and support for the combating terrorism efforts of the DOD Components. 
40 
41 2 . . Force Protection Conditions 
42 
43 There are five FPCONs. Supporting measures for each condition are listed in 
44 Appendix 3 of DOD 0 -2000.12-H. The circumstances that apply and the purposes of 
45 each protective posture are as follows: 
46 
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l a. FPCON NORMAL applies when a general g lobal threat of possible terrorist 
2 activity exists and warrants a rout ine security posture. 
3 
4 b. FPCON ALPHA applies when there is an increased general threat of possible 
5 terrorist activity against personnel or facilities, the nature and extent are unpredictable. 
6 ALPHA measures must be capable of being maintained indefinitely. 
7 
8 c. FPCON BRA YO applies when an increased or more predictable threat of 
9 terroris t activity exists. Sustaining BRA YO measures for a pro longed period may affect 

10 operational capability and relations with local authorities. 
11 
12 d. FPCON CHARLIE applies when an incident occurs or intelligence is 
13 received indicating some form of terrorist action or targeting against personnel or 
14 facilities is likely. Prolonged implementation of CHARLIE measures may create 
15 hardship and affect the activities of the unit and its personnel. 
16 
17 e. FPCON DELTA appl ies in the immediate area where a terrorist attack has 
18 occurred or when intelligence has been received that tenorist action against a specific 
19 location or person is imminent. Normally, this FPCON is declared as a localized 
20 condition. FPCON DELTA measures are not intended to be sustained fo r substantial 
21 periods. 
22 
23 3. FPCON Responsibilities 
24 
25 a. Geographic Combatant Commanders shall ensure that FPCONs are 
26 uniformly implemented and disseminated within their AOR. 
27 
28 (1) All military commanders and DOD civilians. exercising equivalent 
29 authority are responsible for ensuring that their subordinates fu lly understand FPCON 
30 declaration procedures and FPCON measures. 
3 1 
32 (2) While there is no direct correlation between threat reporting and 
33 FPCONs, such information assists commanders in making prudent FPCON declarations. 
34 Existence of threat reporting in and of itself should not be the only factor used in 
35 determining FPCONs. FPCON declaration should be based on multiple factors that may 
36 include, but are not limited to, threat, target vulnerability, criticality of assets, security 
37 resource availability, operational and physiological impact, damage control, recove1y 
38 procedures, international relations, and planned US Government actions that could trigger 
39 a terrorist response. 
40 
41 b. The 00-9-FPCON system allows a ll military commanders and DOD civilians 
42 exercising equivalent authority the flexibility and adaptability to develop and implement 
43 AT measures that are more stringent than those mandated by higher authorities whenever 
44 FPCONs. are invoked . . Each set of FPCON measures is the minimum that must be 
45 implemented when a change in local threat warrants a change in FPCON or when higher 
46 authority directs an increase in FPCON. Authorities directing implementation may 
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1 augment their FPCON by adding measures from higher FPCONs as necessary. 
2 
3 ( I) Military commanders or DOD civilians exercising equivalent 
4 authority may implement additional FPCON measures from higher FPCONs on their own 
5 authority, develop additional measures specifically tailored for site-specific security 
6 concerns, or declare a higher FPCON for their A OR/installation. 
7 
8 (2) Subordinate military commanders or DOD civilians exerctstng 
9 equivalent authority at any level may not lower an FPCON or implement measures that 

10 are less rigorous than those appropriate for the declared FPCON. Waivers for not 
11 complying with prescribed FPCON measures may be obtained by following the 
I 2 procedures in paragraph 6 below. 
13 
14 (3) It is essential for military commanders and DOD civilians 
15 exercising equivalent authority to implement formal analytical processes that result in a 
16 set of AQ.R operational a rea or locality-specific. terrorist threat indicators and warnings. 
17 for use when transitioning from lower to higher FPCONs. Threat credibi lity, and if 
18 known, duration, operational environment (both HN and DOD), asset criticality, mission 
19 impact and measures in place that contribute to mitigating the current threat are but a few 
20 of the. important elements commanders should consider when calibrating FPCON 
21 postures. Such processes and measures should be harmonized to the maximum degree 
22 possible, taking fully into account differences in threat, vulnerability, criticality, and risk 
23 of resources requiring protection. 
24 
25 (4) Military commanders, DOD civilians exerctsrng equiva lent 
26 authority, and their staffs shall examine the threat, physical security, terrorist attack 
27 consequences, and mission vulnerabilities in the. context of specific DOD activities and 
28 the declared FPCON. When factors are combined and the collective terrorist threat 
29 exceeds the ability of the current physical security system (barriers, surveillance and 
30 detection systems, security forces, and dedicated response forces) to provide the level of 
3 I asset protection required, then implementation of higher FPCONs or additional measures 
32 is appropriate. 
33 
34 4. FPCON Management and Implementation 
35 
36 Implementation of FPCONs does not come without adverse effects on day-to-
37 day operations; the additional costs can be measured and described both quantitatively 
38 and qualitatively. The DOD FPCON system acknowledges cost as a significant factor 
39 bearing on the selection and maintenance of FPCONs. FPCONs ALPHA and BRA YO 
40 include measw·es that can be sustained for extended periods, consistent with the terrorist 
41 threat. 
42 
43 5. Random Antiterrorism Measures (RAMs) Management and Implementation 
44 
45 a. Commanders and Directors should randomly change their AT tactics; 
46 techniques, and procedures so that they ensure a robust security posture from which 
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l terrorists cannot easily discern patterns or routines that are vulnerable to attack. An 
2 effective RAM program shall enable security to appear not only formidable but a lso 
3 unpredictable and ambiguous to insti ll uncertainty in terr01ist planning. The basic 
4 approach for random antiterrorism measures program is to select security measures from 
5 higher FPCONs, as well as other measures not normally associated with FPCONs 
6 (command developed measures, or locally developed site-specific measures) that can be 
7 employed in a random manner to supplement the basic FPCON measures already in 
8 place. Using a variety of additional security measures in a normal security posture 
9. prevents overuse of security forces, as would be the case if a higher FPCON were to. be 

l 0 maintained for an extended period of time. Selected RAMs offer an alternative to full 
I 1 implementation of a higher FPCON leve l. This is particularly important when tetTorist 
12 threat estimates suggest that lower FPCONs may not, for the moment, be adequate in 
I J view of the risk, vulnerability, and critica lity of DOD assets at the. installation or facility. 
14 
15 b. To enhance the overall effectiveness of a given FPCON, unit commanders 
16 sha ll develop and implement a RAMs program as an integra l part of their AT program. 
17 RAMs should be implemented in a strictly random manner, never using a set time frame 
18 or location for a given measure. RAMs should be visible (to confuse surveillance 
19 attempts) and should involve the command as a whole, not just the security forces. To be 
20 effective, tenant and transient units must be fu lly integrated into and support the 
21 installation or facil ity RAM program. Advantages of implementing RAMs include, but 
22 are not limited to: 
23 
24 ( I) Enables commanders/directors to maintain/sustain a lower FPCON 
25 without compromising security effectiveness. Also, it maxmuzes scarce security 
26 resources and mjnimizes security force burnout and degradation in command AT 
27 awareness. 
28. 
29 (2) Makes it more difficult, through variations in security routines, for 
30 terrorists to target important assets, build detailed descriptions of significant routines, or 
31 predict activities by a specific asset or within a targeted facility or installation.____An 
32 Installation' s tactical Deception P lan can be bolstered by the use of RAMS. 
33 
34 (3) Helps mask our capabilities to respond to, and defeat, terrorist 
35 attacks through unannounced, unpredictable, and visible security measures. 
36 
37 (4) Increases AT awareness for DOD personnel, their family members, 
38 visitors, and neighbors. 
39 
40 (5) Provides additional training and increases alertness of assigned 
41 security personnel and other participants through mental stimulation by changing their 
42 routine. 
43 
44. (6) Va lidates the installation or facility's capabili ty to. execute 
45 individual measures from higher FPCON. 
46 
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1 (7) Provides a means to test the procedure, utilizing various methods, 
2 resources and personnel to ensure it can be effectively implement in an emergency. 
3 
4 (+~) Enables commanders/directors to more rapidly transition between 
5 FPCONs. 
6 
7 c. In summary, commanders/directors of defense agencies/facilities and their 
8 AT officers should keep the fo llowing tenets in mind when developing and executing 
9 the ir RAM program. 

10 
11 (J ) The installation A TO is in charge of the RAM program, not the 
I 2 Provost Marshal or Secur ity Officer if a separate entity/ individual. However, the A TO 
13 should coordinate with the Provost Marshal/Security Officer regarding RAM measures 
14 that require utilization of security persotmel. The ATO should monitor, track, and 
15 analyze RAM implementation efforts. 
16 
17 (2) A RAM program is part of a proactive and dynamic AT program. 
18 
19 (3) RAMs should inc lude be visible actions in order to confuse 
20 surveillance attempts (to confuse surveillance attempts) and should involve the command 
21 as a whole, not just the security forces. 
22 
23 (4) To be effective, tenant and transient units must be fu lly integrated 
24 into and support the installation or facility RAM program. 
25 
26 (5) RAMs should be used tlu·oughout all FPCON levels and should 
27 include other measures not normally associated with an FPCON level such as Command 
28 developed measures, or locally developed site-specific measures. 
29 
30 (6) To confuse terrorist surveillance attempts, RAMs should be 
31 implemented in a strictly irregular fashion, never using a set time frame or location for a 
32 given measure. 
33 
34 (7) Local random antiterrorism measures should: 
35 
36 (a) Assess local threat capabilities and identify effective 
37 RAMs countermeasures. 
38 
39 (b) Mitigate installation/facility vulnerabilities. 
40 
41 (c) Be conducted both internally to the installation and 
42 externally in coordination with local authorities. 
43 
44 (d) Be. compatible/coord inated with ongoing approved 
45 surveillance detection and security measures. 
46 
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1 (e) Not be limited to security force personnel. 
2 
3 (t) Incorporate analysis of time and space considerations to 
4 allow security forces to maintain sufficient standoff whi le determining hosti le intent. 
5 
6 d. A dynamic and proactive RAM program visibly communicates a command's 
7 resolve to prepare for and counter the terrorist threat. A RAMs program shall make it 
8 difficult for terrorist planners to discern security and defense and operational patterns. 
9 The terrorists should be compelled to look elsewhere for a more static, and therefore 

10 more vulnerable, target. 
ll 
12 6. Deviations From Directed FPCONs 
13 
14 If it is determined that certain FPCON measures are inappropriate for current 
15 operations, or for proper threat mitigation, military commanders or DOD civilians 
16 exercising equivalent authority may request a waiver. The first general/flag officer 
17 exercising tactical control (T ACON) for force protection or DOD civilian member of the 
18 senior executive service (SES) exercising equivalent authority in the chain of command is 
19 the approval authority for waiver of specific FPCON measures. Geographic combatant 
20 commanders, their deputies, or DOD civilians exercising equivalent authority, may 
21 delegate this authority below the general/flag officer level on a case-by-case basis. Any 
22 senior military commander having TACON for force protection or DOD civilian member 
23 of the SES exercising equivalent authority may withdraw first general/flag officer or 
24 DOD civilian authority and retain this authority, at his or her discretion. Waiver 
25 authority for specific FPCON measures directed by a higher echelon (above first 
26 general/flag officer or DOD civilian member of the SES) rests with the military 
27 commander or DOD civilian exercising equivalent authority directing their execution. 
28 Nothing in this waiver process is intended to diminish the authority or responsibility of 
29 mi litary commanders or DOD civilians exercising equivalent authority, senior to the 
30 waiver authority, to exercise. oversight of FPCON and RAMs program execution .. 
31 
32 a. To ensure a consistent force protection posture is maintained, tenants on 
33 CONUS installations and facilities shall coordinate waiver actions with the host 
34 installation before submitting them to their chain of command .. 
35 
36 b. All waiver requests shall be directed to the waiver authority. Information 
37 copies shall be sent to the combatant command's joint operations center, major/fleet 
38 command's operations center, service operations center, or DOD civilian operations 
39 center, as applicable. 
40 
41 c. Approved waivers, to include m1t1gating measures or actions, must be 
42 forwarded to Service, combatant conmmnd, major command, fleet, or DOD civilian 
43 equivalent command-level recipients within 24 hours. 
44 
45 7. Basic FPCON Procedures 
46 
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Force Protection Condition System 

a. Once an FPCON is declared, all listed security measures are implemented 
immediately unless waived by competent authority as described above. The declared 
FPCON should also be supplemented by a system of RAMs in order to complicate a 
terrorist group's operational planning and targeting. Specific measures for each FPCON 
are listed in Appendix X. 

( I) Airfield specific measures are for installations and facilities with a 
permanently function ing a irfie ld. Installations and facilities with an emergency 
he licopter pad should review and implement any app licable airfield specific measures 
when they anticipate air operations. 

(2) Due to their specific security requirements, DOD ships' measures 
are listed separately . . Those. measures applying solely to US Navy combatant ships are 
further identified. Shipboard guidelines are specially tailored to assist commanding 
officers and ship masters in reducing the effect of terrorist and other security threats to 
DOD combatant and non-combatant vessels, to include US Army and Military Sealift 
Command ships worldwide. They provide direction to maximize security for the ship 
based on current threat conditions consistent with performance of assigned missions and 
routine functions. 

b. Specific countermeasures were detem1ined taking into consideration the 
following factors: 

(1) Ability to maintain highest state of operational readiness. 

(2) Measures to improve physical security through the use of duty and 
guard force personnel limit access to the exposed perimeter areas and interior of the 
unit/facility by hostile persons, and barriers to physically protect the unit/facility. 

(3) Availability of effective command, control, and communication 
systems with emphasis on supporting duty/watch officers, security forces, and key 
personnel. 

( 4) An AT awareness program for all personnel. 

(5) Protection of high-risk assets and personnel. 

(6) Measures necessary to limit activities, and visitor/social 
engagements. 

c. FPCON NORMAL and all FPCON levels should include site specific 
measures a facility commander deems necessary when establishing a baseline posture. 
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APPENDIXG 
2 MARITIME SECURITY CONDITIONS 
3 
4 1. General 
5 
6 a. The Coast Guard's Maritime Security (MARSEC) Conditions allow security 
7 measures to be escalated as the threat increases. Ve1y similar to the 5 colors used by the 
8 Offiee Department of Homeland security to set domestic security levels, MARSEC 
9 conditions help to ensure that the security measures in p lace are appropriate for the threat 

I 0 level, given the multiple u ses of the maritime sector. 
11 b. Each incremental increase in security is valuable; whether it is designed to 
12 detect, deter, or defend against an attack. A comprehensive security plan must include 
13 strategies that cover this entire spectrum. 
14 
15 c. The level of security appropriate for a given target is dependent on all three 
16 axes of the risk equation: consequence, vulnerability, and threat, and must be able to 
17 detect, deter, or defend on those axes. 
18 
19 d. For each MARSEC level determine: 
20 
21 ( 1) Access control. 
22 
23 (2) Restricted areas. 
24 
25 (3) Handling of cargo. 
26 
27 (4) Del ivery of stores I supplies. 
28 
29 (5) Security monitoring. 
30 
3 I (6) Security duties .. 
32 
33 2. MARSEC 1. 
34 
35 a. MARSEC I is the "new normal". It represents the baseline threat we live 
36 with everyday - heightened security and balance in all missions with stronger interagency 
37 coordination. Security measures in MARSEC I are the minimum measures which should 
38 be sustainable indefinitely. 
39 
40 (1) Focuses on increased awareness and associated increases in assets 
41 dedicated to port security missions. 
42 
43 (2) Establishes command and conh·ol (C2) and intelligence foundation 
44 for heightened levels of maritime security. 
45 
46 (3) Requires significant resources to establish new programs (Sea 
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l Marshals, Port Vulnerability Assessment & Intelligence/Investigation teams) in all ports 
2 and to bolster US Coast Guard and other government agency (OGA) assets in selected 
3 high priority ports. 
4 
5 (4) MARSEC I is generally equivalent to Homeland Security Advisory 
6 System (HSAS) conditions Green, Blue, and Yellow. 
7 
8 b. Activities: 
9 

10 (1) Increased intell igence & fusion. 
1.1 
12 (2) Increased visibility of cargo, people, & vessels. 
13 
14 (3) Enhanced C2 interoperability/ connectivity. 
15 
16 ( 4) Increased Security Zones .. 
17 
18 (5) Increased port security patrols. 
19 
20 (6)Tncreased control of vessel movements. 
21 
22 (7) Increased protection of assets & critical infrastructure. 
23 
24 (8) Increased air survei llance in port and offshore. 
25 
26 (9) Enhanced risk management - high interest vessels. 
27 
28 ( l 0) Improve Federal I State I local I private sector coordination / 
29 intelligence I information sharing. 
30 
3 I (11) Research and development. 
32 
33 ( 12) Require I approve I exercise security plans (faci lity/vessel port). 
34 
35 ( 13) Increase facility I vessel security inspections. 
36 
37 c. Capabilities: 
38 
39 ( I) Intell igence & Investigation Teams. 
40 
41 (2) Port Vulnerability Assessment Teams 
42 
43 (3) Advanced Notice of Arrival. 
44 
45 (4) Vessel I Facility I Port Inspection Teams. 
46 
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1 (5) Improved C2 systems. 
2 
3 (6) rncreased boats/crews in strategic ports. 
4 
5 (7) Increased aircraft flight hours. 
6 
7 (8) Vessel Traffic Systems I automated identification system. 
8 
9 (9) Increase port security surge capability. 

10 
l l (J 0) Sea Marshal Teams. 
12 
13 (1 I) Maritime Safety and Security Teams. 
14 
15 (12) Pollution Strike Teams. 
16 
17 ( 13) Contingency planners. 
18 
19 (14) Other Federal, State & local agencies. 
20 
21 (15) Private sector. 
22 
23 3. MARSEC IT. 
24 
25 a. MARSEC 11 is set when there is a heightened threat of an unlawful act 
26 against a port, facility, vessel,. or other component of the marine. transportation system 
27 and intelligence indicates that terrorists are likely to be active within a specific period or 
28 a specific area, or against a specific class of target. The risk level may also indicate that a 
29 specific segment of the industry may be in j eopardy but no specific target is identified. 
30 Security measures. in MARSEC n shou ld be sustainable for as long as the tlu·eat lasts. 
31 
32 (I) Heightened Risk - Focused Security, Prioritized Missions. 
33 
34 (2) MARSEC II corresponds. to HSAS level Orange. 
35 
36 b. Activities: All MARSEC I activities plus: 
37 
38 (1) Movement of major cutters and patrol boats to selected ports. 
39 
40 (2) Heightened port control & security. 
41 
42 (3) Increased air sw·veillance of port and its offshore approaches. 
43 
44 (4) Increased critical infrastructure protection. 
45 
46 (5) Increased Aids to Navigation and ice breaking services as required. 
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l 
2 c. Capabilities: All MARSEC I assets plus: 
3 
4 ( I ) Limited Reserve Component call-up. 
5 
6 (2) Deploy Maritime Safety and Security Teams. 
7 
8 (3) Increased level of small boat & cutter resources. 
9 

10 ( 4) Increased aircraft flight hours. 
11 
12 (5) Enhanced DOD & OGA support. 
13 
14 (6) Enhanced posture will be result of limited reserve call-up, targeted 
15 redirection of USCG assets to port security missions, and increased reliance on 
16 DOD/OGA support. 
17 
18 (7) Other CG mission performance will degrade without significant 
19 increase in resources (Cutters, boats, aircraft, personnel) 
20 
21 4. MARSEC Ill. 
22 
23 a. MARSEC IH is set when an attack is thought to be imminent or intelligence 
24 indicates that terrorists have chosen specific targets, or an attack has already taken place 
25 and there is indication that similar targets or other targets in the same region may be at 
26 jeopardy. MARSEC III measures should be sustainable for about 7 days. 
27 
28 ( l ) Incident Imminent - Exert Control, Stop Doing Other Missions. 
29 
30 (2) MARSEC III corresponds to HSAS level Red. 
3 1 
32 b. Activities: All MARSEC II activities plus: 
33 
34 (1) Specific movement of major cutters and patrol boats to high risk 
35 pOltS. 
36 
37 (2) Highest level ofpo1t control & securi ty. 
38 
39 (3) Highest level of air and surface surveillance of port and its offshore 
40 approaches. 
41 
42 ( 4) Highest level of protection for critical infrastructure. 
43 
44 (5) Increased Aids to Navigation and ice breaking services as required. 
45 
46 c. Capabilities: All MARSEC II assets plus: 
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1 
2 (1) Partial mobilization of Reserve component. 
3 
4 (2) Addit ional small boats, cutters, & crews. 
5 
6 (3) Additiona l fixed/rotary wing aircraft & crews. 
7 
8 (4) Increased DOD & OGA support. 
9 

10 (5) Enhanced posture will be result of partial reserve mobilization, 
l l redirection of all CG assets to port security missions, and heavy reliance on 000/0GA 
12 support. 
13 
14 (6) Posture will only be sustainable for very short period of time (2-3 
15 weeks). 
16 
17 5 •. Considerations 
18 
19 a. Security vs. access. 
20 
21 (l) Security measures may restrict use of waterways. 
22 
23 (2) Security measures may restrict access to information. 
24 
25 b. Security vs. commerce. Almost every secur ity measure implemented serves 
26 to impede commerce, either ind irectly by delaying ships and cargo, or by adding direct 
27 cost. 
28 
29 c. Security vs. environment. Not only are resources potentia lly shifted from 
30 environmental protection and response missions to security missions, but some of the 
31 increased security measures come at the expense of the environment. These include: 
32 
33 (1) Security initiatives may take resources away from pollution 
34 prevention and response. 
35 
36 (2) Security measures may require more land and water be available 
37 for commercial use. 
38 
39 (3) Limited access (physical and cyber) may adversely impact 
40 response effectiveness. 
41 
42 (4) Hampering effective environmental response due to restrictions on 
43 physical and cyber access. 
44 
45 d. Security vs. safety. Security measw·es shou ld be crafted in a way that does 
46 not j eopardize safety. 
47 
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l ( l) Increased duties related to security may cause crew fatigue or may 
2 divert attention from vital safety functions. 
3 
4 (2) Access controls limit resources on hand to prevent incidents. 
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APPENDIXH 
2 HIGH RISK PERSONNEL PROTECTION 
3 
4 1. General 
5 a. The combatant commanders have substantial AT responsibility for DOD 
6 personnel in the ir AORs assigned to high-risk billets (HRB) or high-risk positions. High 
7 risk personnel (HRP) assigned to high-risk positions become el igible for advanced AT 
8 training and protection. 
9 

I 0 b. The designation of personnel or billets as "high-risk" imposes a requirement 
11 on both the incumbents and the government to take special precautions to ensure the 
12 safety and security of these individuals and their family members. 
13 
14 2. High Risk Personnel Protection 
15 
16 a. DOD Directive 2000.12, DeOD Antiterrorism (AT) Program, addresses the 
17 need to provide protection to those military officers,. DOD civilians, and their family 
18 members who are assigned to high ri sk billets and/or by vittue of their rank or grade, 
19 assignment or symbolic value, or relative isolation, are more likely to be attractive targets 
20 to terrorists. 
21 
22 b. DOD Instruction 2000.16, DeQD Antiterrorism Standards, establishes two 
23 standards directly pertain ing to "Training for High Risk Personnel and High Risk Billets" 
24 and "Executive Protection and High R isk Personnel Security". Chapter 18 of DOD 0-
25 2000.12-H, DeOD Antiterrorism Handbook, provides specific information on the training 
26 programs available for DOD executives. 
27 
28 c. Protective Service Operations (PSO) entail the protection of dignitaries and 
29 other high risk personnel in the combatant cotmnander's area of responsibility where 
30 significant threat exists. Those threats include assaults, kidnappings, assassinations, and 
3 I attempts to embarrass the US Government. For purposes of this appendix, the tenn 
32 "executive" applies to all persons requiring additional security protection because they 
33 are assigned to high risk billets or have been designated as high risk personnel. 
34 
35 d. The specific supplemental security measures that may be furn ished to 
36 executives are subject to a wide range of legal and policy constraints. US law establishes 
37 stringent requiJements that must be met before certain security measures may be 
38 implemented. DOD component regulations, instmctions, and legal opinions may further 
39 constra in imp lementation of the executive protecti.ve measures described in this 
40 appendix. SOFAs and MOUs between the US Govemment and a foreign government 
41 shall also limit use of supplemental security measures. The US Government contracted 
42 use of land or buildings for use by the Department of Defense may also limit application 
43 of cettain security techniques. All of these constraints should be carefully considered 
44 when conducting security surveys, developing plans, and implementing additional 
45 security measures to. protect executives. 
46 
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l 3. Executive Protection Goals 
2 
3 a. In the discussion that follows, several measures are outlined which can afford 
4 DOD executives additional protection against terrorist acts. The primary purpose 
5 underlying these. measures is to:. 
6 
7 ( I) Delay at a Distance. increase the time that elapses between the 
8 detection of an imminent terrorist attack and the actual onset of an attack to permit the 
9 arrival of response forces or the successful evacuation of executives. 

10 
11 (2) Delay to Permit F light. Increase the amount of time that elapses 
12 between the onset of an attack and terrorist access to executives to permit the arrival of 
13 response forces or the successful evacuation of executives under attack. 
14 
15 (3) Delay, Hold, and Counterattack. Increase the duration of an attack 
16 by allowing executives, the ir staffs, and the ir families to remain secure in a safe haven 
17 until a response force can arrive to repulse the attack, apprehend the terrorists, and relieve 
18 the executives and those with them in the safe haven. 
19 
20 b. Each supplemental security measure should be applied judiciously. There is 
21 a clear trade-off between increasing the level of executive office and residence AT 
22 measures and the need to preserve the anonymity of executives to avoid activity that may 
23 point to the executive's prominence or criticality. 
24 
25 c. Supplemental AT measures can be expensive. The expense should be 
26 measured not just in terms of dollars, but also in terms of changes to organizational 
27 routine. Therefore, two primary questions must be addressed prior to the implementation 
28 of potentially bold, disruptive, and expensive supplemental security enhancements. 
29 
30 (1) What are the most cost-effective means of enhancing the security 
31 of executives at risk? How many changes in organizational routines and personal 
32 behavior shall have to be made in order for security measures to be effective in reducing 
33 the vu lnerability of executives and the risk of terrorist attacks? 
34 
35 (2) What are the anticipated costs of additional security measures in 
36 terms of dollars, organizational functionality, and mission capability? 
37 
38 d. The security enhancements described in this appendix shall be even more 
39 effective if the executives and their families take full advantage of the enhancements and 
40 reinforce the security measures. If executives do not change their behavior to 
41 accommodate additional security and protective measures, then their behavior can 
42 effectively defeat the purpose of the additional protection. 
43 
44 e. Security measures can be enhanced to deter a lmost any terrorist threat. 
45 However, there may be a point where it is no longer economical to add layer upon layer 
46 of protective measures to deter a threat that is capable of overwhelming available 
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1 protective measures. When facing a well-armed and capable terrorist threat, additional 
2 security measures coupled with an alternative security posture may provide the greatest 
3 deterrence to a terrorist attack. 
4 
5 4. Supplemental Security Measures for Executives. 
6 
7 Sound AT principles apply to both executive offices and residences. The 
8 following principles should be reviewed prior to implementing supplemental AT 
9 measures. 

10 
11 a. A thorough physical security survey serves as the foundation for a strong 
12 executive protection program . . Physical security surveys of the offices and res idences of 
13 DOD elements and personnel attached to US Embassies should be perfonned by the DoS. 
14 Cognizant physical security and facilities engineering staffs should perform surveys of 
15 other DOD facilities. 
16 
17 b. The optimal approach to a physical security site survey is from the viewpoint 
18 of a potential terrorist. The survey should examine avenues of approach to the 
19 installation, faci lity, or residence; points of access to the executive offices or residences; 
20 and how attacks on offices, residences,. or other frequently used facilities could be 
2 1 mounted. 
22 
23 c. A technical threat assessment is the next step in evaluating the need for 
24 supplemental executive AT measures. It provides a thorough and detailed assessment of 
25 the weapons and tactics terrorists might use to attack the structure where DOD executives 
26 work and reside, as well as providing the basis for the development engineering design 
27 requirements. (See DOD 0-12000.12-H, Chapter 21, Individual Protective Measures, for 
28 detailed information on a thorough technical TA.). 
29 
30 d. A technical assessment of responses provides engineers information on the 
3 1 anticipated perfonnance of the security forces responding to a terrorist threat and the 
32 expected or desired behavior of the protected executives. 
33 
34 e. Security planners require information on the expected duration of a terrorist 
35 attack on the structure housing executives prior to security force response. A comparison 
36 of terrorist threat capabilities and the security response force capabilities provides 
37 significant AT system perfonnance parameters. These parameters can be quantified and 
38 used to develop detailed plans, drawings, and AT equipment acquisition plans. 
39 
40 f. While AT enhancement measures are intended to provide add itional 
41 protection for executives, the primary purpose of these measures is to increase time 
42 required by terrorists to penetrate the executive's office or residence. 
43 
44 5. Security in the Office 
45 
46 a. The office environment should normally provide executives the greatest 
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1 degree of AT protection. AT measures, guards, security checkpoints, office workers, 
2 aides, and/or secretaries all serve to insulate the executives from potential threats. 
3 Unfortunately, the considerable media attention provided to attacks on executives in 
4 government facilities may further entice terrorists. Hence, there may be a need to 
5 enhance security measures to offset the escalating capability of attack on more secure 
6 office areas by terrorist groups. 
7 
8 b. The following measures can be selectively implemented to enhance executive 
9. office AT security: 

10 
11 ( 1) increase Threat Detection Time by installing sensors on perimeters 
12 and barriers. 
13. 
14 (a) Install surveillance systems, including seismic, acoustic, 
15 and infrared sensors at or beyond the outer perimeter; supplement these systems with 
16 closed circuit TV and/or imaging infrared systems tied into the alert security response 
17 force staging area. 
18 
19 (b) Extend restricted areas or exclusion zones and relocate 
20 access control points from the executive's office or residence to a point closer to the 
21 boundary of the installation. 
22 
23 (c) Increase and extend intrusion detection sensors from 
24 within the installation or faci lity perimeter to the installation perimeter, allowing the 
25 sensors to collect additional data in order to classify and identify an intrusion before the 
26 response force arrives at scene or track of the intruder. 
27 
28 (d) Increase the number of surveillance and duress detection 
29 systems within the executive offi.ce area as well as approaches to the office area. 
30 
31 (2) Increase Threat Delay Time between perimeter and executive 
32 office building. 
33 
34 (a) Install vehicle barriers and realign roadways to eliminate 
35 straight, level stretches of road in excess of 50 meters in length. 
36 
37 (b) Increase concentric rings of fences, Jersey barricades, 
38 planters, bollards, and vehicle and/or personnel barriers. 
39 
40 (c) Install access control areas,. supplemented by fire doors 
4 I and/or security doors kept in a closed condition, between the entrance to the building 
42 housing executive offices and the executive office area itself. 
43 
44 (d) Confuse, Camouflage, and Deceive Observers by Hiding 
45 Executives' Locations. 
46 
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1 (e) Consider relocating executives to buildings not usually 
2 associated with office activities, e.g., barracks, motor pool, R&D facilities. 
3 
4 (f) Consider constructing office areas in barracks, motor pool, 
5 R&D faci lities, etc. 
6 
7 (g) Add executive style, decorative lighting and window 
8 treatments to several different areas of office buildings to minimize differences in 
9 external appearances between executive and non-executive offices. 

10 
11 (3) Increase Delay Time between the entrance to the building housing 
12 executives and the executive office area. 
13 
14 (a) Consider the addition of fire doors, access control points, 
15 dead-end corridors, and mid-corridor physical barriers to complicate access to executive 
16 office areas. 
17 
18 (b) Consider the addition of security devices which when 
19 activated disrupt the ability of intruders to retain their thought processes. These types of 
20 security devices include flashing strobe lights, fog generators, noise generators, sirens, 
2 1 and fire extinguishing systems. 
22 
23 (4) Increase Delay Time and make access more difficult within the 
24 executive office structure. 
25 
26 (a) Replace standard doors and doorframes in areas leading to 
27 executive offices with high security doors and doorframes. 
28 
29 (b) Install high security grating; wire mesh, or other materials 
30 to bar access to executive's office area through utility tunnels or conduits. 
31 
32 (c) Strengthen walls, floors, and cei lings against improvised 
33 explosive devices, small anns fire, incendiary devices, and powered hand tools by 
34 substituting steel plate, concrete filled, steel reinforced cinder blocks, or other ball istic 
35 resistant materials for plaster/ lath or wallboard room dividers. 
36 
37 (d) Add steel plates or other ballistic materials in crawl spaces 
38 above dropped ceilings; extend walls separating executive office area from other portions 
39 of an office bui lding to prevent unobserved and undetected access to space of dropped 
40 ceilings. 
41 
42 (5) Increase hold time to contain penetrators. 
43 
44 (a) Add positive action controls to facility and doors and gates 
45 to ensure the gates and doors default to a closed and locked condition unless manually 
46 released. 
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l 
2 (b) Add positive action controls to access control areas such 
3 that persons inside an access control area can neither advance nor withdraw without 
4 affirmative action by a security officer posted outside the access control area. 
5 
6 (6) Increase protection for building occupants against ballistic threats 
7 to windows and exterior walls. 
8 
9. (a) Substitute polycarbonate panels for glass windows; add a 

l 0 ballistic absorbing plastic fi lm to the interior side of glass windows. 
ll 
12 (b) Add exterior screens/plates to cover window areas and 
13. protect against gunfire and grenade/bomb fragments. 
14 
15 (c) Install blast curtains, metal blinds, metal shutters or other 
16 window treatments in executives' offices to protect interior space from glass shards and 
17 other small projectiles. 
18 
19 (7) Install emergency executive support facilities including a safe 
20 haven with duress system and telephone, and an emergency evacuation capability. 
21 
22 (a) Consider installation of helicopter landing aids on the roof 
23 of a structure or on an adjacent field far removed from parking areas. 
24 
25 (b) Consider installing a safe haven or other reinforced 
26 security structure adjacent to a helicopter landing facility to provide a secure waiting 
27 place for executives until a rescue helicopter with additional supporting air and ground 
28 unjts can extract the executives. 
29 
30 (8) Office Security Practices and Procedures. 
31 
32 (a) Executives should discourage their staff from disclosing 
33 the executive's whereabouts or activities when taking telephone messages. 
34 
35 (b) An executive's staff should use caution when opening 
36 executive mail. In particular, the staff should look for letters or packages that might 
37 contain improvised explosive devices, or evidence of biological agents, e.g., suspicious 
38 white powder. 
39 
40 (c) Strictly limit access to the. executive office area. 
41 
42 (d) Limit publicity about the executive to a bare minimum; 
43 keep official biographies short; provide minimal information concerning the executive's 
44 personal interests. and hobbies, and consider using outdated photographs if a publicity 
45 photograph is absolutely essential. 
46 
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1 (e) The executive should avoid working alone, late at night, 
2 and on days when the remainder of the staff is absent. 
3 
4 (f) If late night work is necessary, the executive shou ld work 
5 in conference rooms or internal offices where observation from the outside of the 
6 bui lding is not possible. The executive should notify the security force that they shall be 
7 working late and ask that they look in periodically. Executives should enter and exit 
8 several offices, turning lights on and off before going to their own offices to disguise the 
9 purpose of their activities to outside observers. 

10 
11 (g) Executives should avoid placing office furnishings 
12 directly in front of exterior windows. 
13 
14 (9) Official business away from the office. 
15 
16 (a) Executives and their staff should discuss security 
17 requirements with the person planning the function. 
18 
19 (b) The executive should travel to and from the function w ith 
20 an escort. 
2 1 
22 (c) The executive's travel route should be chosen carefully to 
23 avoid potential hazard areas. 
24 
25 (d) The executive's planned attendance at official functions 
26 should not be publicized if at all possible. 
27 
28 (e) An attempt should be made for the executive to sit away 
29 from both public areas and windows. 
30 
3 1 (f) The sponsor(s) of the function should be encouraged to 
32 close the curtains to minimize the likelihood that anyone outside shall be able to see 
33 inside and determine who is attending the function and where they are located. This is 
34 extremely important for an evening function, when a well-lit interior can be easily viewed 
35 from a darkened exterior. 
36 
37 (g) The executive's staff should request that external 
38 floodlights be used to illuminate the area around the building where an evening function 
39 sha ll occur. 
40 
41 6. Residential Safety 
42 
43 The residential env ironment may provide executives a more limited degree of 
44 AT security. Executive residences are often located in more secluded areas of the 
45 installation or off the installation in the local economy and therefore may appear to 
46 present a "softer target" to terrorists. AT measures, guards, security checkpoints, 
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l household staff, aides, and/or secretaries can assist in insulating the executives from 
2 potential threats. An executive's entire lifestyle should be included in security surveys 
3 used to assess the need for supplemental AT security measures. The executive's 
4 residence and transportation between the residence and the office should also be 
5 examined for vulnerabilities. 
6 
7 a. The same principles. used to identify supplemental AT improvements in an 
8 office environment apply to executives' home environments as well. Recall that the 
9 purposes of AT enhancements are: 

10 
11 ( L) increase the amount of time terrorists need to in itiate and complete 
12 an attack on executives while at home, thereby giving response forces more time to 
13 rescue executives and their family members. 
14 
15 (2) Reduce the potential threat to executives and their families as a 
16 consequence of a terrorist assault mounted against the residence. 
17 
18 (3) Increase the amount of time between detection of a threat and the 
19 onset of bosti le actions. 
20 
21 (4) Delay the terrorists as long as possible; p revent their access to the 
22 executives and their family members on the one hand, and make the terrorists' departure 
23 from the scene to escape prosecution difficult; provided that in so doing, the lives of 
24 executives and their family members are not further jeopardized. 
25 
26 (5) Provide a safe haven that executives and their family members may 
27 flee for security pending the arrival of a security response force. 
28 
29 b. Site Selection. 
30 
31 (1) A void selecting residences previously used by other senior US 
32 Government or foreign governme nt officia ls. 
33 
34 (2) A void selecting residences previously attacked by terrorist groups. 
35 
36 (3) While terrorist groups conduct surveillance to identify targets, 
37 mistakes have been made in the past. DOD personnel should avoid leasing residences 
38 previously used by representatives of governments or organizations known to be targets 
39 of various terrorist groups. DOD personnel leasing residences formerly used by 
40 representatives of such governments may be placing themselves. unnecessarily at risk of 
41 being attacked as a result of mistaken identity. 
42 
43 c. The following measures can be selectively implemented to enhance executive 
44 residential security: 
45 
46 ( l ) Increase time interval between detection of a threat and the onset of 
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1 hostile terrorist acts. 
2 
3 (a) Ensure all door locks and window clasps are working. 
4 
5 (b) Ensure that all doors and windows are properly secured to 
6 their frames and the frames are properly anchored to the residential structure. 
7 
8 (c) Consider locking the driveway gates with a security lock 
9 to deter/delay entry. 

10 
11 (d) Consider installing a through-door viewing device or 
12 visitor intercom. 
13 
14 (e) Consider installing security lights to aid m v1ewmg 
15 entrances. 
16 
17 (f) Increase the number of physical barriers between the outer 
18 perimeter of the residence and the interior of the residence. 
19 
20 (g) Add heavy, remotely operated gates to all fences, walls, 
21 and perimeter barriers, consistent with the penetration resistance of the barrier, between 
22 the residence, the street, and adjacent neighbors. 
23 
24 (h) Create a vestibule or "air lock" between living quarters 
25 and the exterior of a residence to ensure that no one can go from outside the residence 
26 directly into the residence. 
27 
28 (i) Add fire doors or security doors/gates between the 
29 bedroom areas and living areas of the residence. 
30 
31 (2) Increase the time required to pene trate exterior structural walls w ith 
32 explosives, hand-he ld power tools, and hand tools. 
33 
34 (a) Consider the addition of additional a1mor covered by 
35 aesthetically pleasing materials to exterior walls. 
36 
37 (b) Consider the addition of a separate reinforced masonry 
38 wall around the residence. 
39 
40 (3) Increase surve illance of residence and decrease response time. 
41 
42 (a) Consider installing closed circuit TV systems to permit 
43 remote viewing of all res idential doors and windows accessible from the ground, nearby 
44 structures, trees, or. easily acqu ired platforms (e.g., van parked next to. a wall). 
45 
46 (b) Consider installing area intrusion detection systems 
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l between the residence perimeter and the residence itself. Increase the number and types 
2 of sensors. Add backup communication channels between the intrusion detection system 
3 and a surveillance assessment and/or response dispatch center. 
4 
5 ( 4) Increase the durability and survivability of the residence to terrorist 
6 attack. 
7 
8 (a) Consider fitting windows with either Venetian blinds or 
9. thick curtains to reduce. the visibi lity of activities with in the. residence and to. reduce 

l 0 hazards of flying glass in the event of nearby explosions or gunfire. 
I 1 
12 (b) Install backup power systems for security devices, to 
I J include: surveillance systems, communication systems, and access control systems. 
14 
15 (c) Establish backup communications with the installation or 
16 embassy security department via secure landline or two-way radio. 
17 
18 (d) Consider placing a panic alarm bell to the outside of the 
19 house with switches on a ll floors of the residence. The panic a larm should a lso 
20 annunciate at the local police and the appropriate DOD or DOS security office. 
21 
22 (e) Install a safe haven in the home. 
23 
24 (5) Home Security Practices and Procedures. 
25 
26 (a) Executives, fami ly members and staff should check 
27 persons entering their residences; e.g., electricians, plumbers, telephone maintenance 
28. personnel. If in doubt, the executive should call the person's office to verify the person's 
29 identity before allowing them into the residence. 
30 
3 1 (b) Executives should not open the door to a caller at night 
32 until the caller is identified by examination through a window or door viewer. 
33 
34 (c) The curtains in an executive's residence should be closed 
35 before turning on lights. 
36 
37 (d) Executives should consider placing the telephone where 
38 the executives shall not be seen from doors or windows when answering. 
39 
40. (e) . Executives should investigate household staff (especially 
41 temporary staff). 
42 
43 (f) Executive should a lways be on the lookout for unusual 
44 activities. and ensure their residence is locked and secure whenever the residence is 
45 unattended. Executives should be cautious upon returning to their residence. 
46 
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1 (g) Executi ves should note and report suspicious persons. 
2 
3 (h) Executives should strictly control house keys. 
4 
5 (i) Executives should secure their vehicles in locked garages. 
6 
7 (j) Executives should be alert for the unusual, such as the 
8 movement of household fu rniture or the identification of unusual wires. 
9 

l 0 (k) The executive should consider the installation of a panic 
l l alarm bell on the exterior of the residence, with the p lacement of annunciator switches on 
12 every level of the residence. 
13 
14 (1) The area surrounding the executive's residence should be 
15 cleared of dense fo liage or shrubbery. 
16 
17 (m) If the executive's residence is equipped with a duress 
18 alarm, the alarm should be routinely tested. Members of the executive' s family should 
19 understand how the duress alarm works and the situations when the alarm should be 
20 activated. 
21 
22 (n) Executives should cooperate with law enforcement 
23 security personnel and abide by their secHrity recommendations conceming ye\:l'f-home!.s 
24 security. 
25 
26 7. Security at Social and Recreational Activities. 
27 
28 Executives shall routinely be at r isk to terrorist incidents, but they must continue 
29 with their professional as well as personal lives. The fo llowing measures are intended to 
30 permit executives to continue living as c lose. to a normal life as possible while. still 
3 I remaining mindful of the risks to their security. 
32 
33 a. Executives sh ould ensure the ir hosts are aware of d1e executive's need for 
34 security and that the host establishes appropriate security measures .. 
35 
36 b. Executives should have their personal staff assist a civilian host ifrequired. 
37 
38 c. Executives should an·ange for visitors to be subject to adequate security 
39 control. 
40 
41 d. Executives or their staff should screen the invitation li sts, if possible. 
42 
43 e. Executives should vary the times of their athletic activities, such as golfing, 
44 jogging, etc. 
45 
46 8. Travel Safety 
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l 
2 a. Executives are most often at their peak accessibility to tenorists when they 
3 are in transit in official or privately owned vehicles. This section recommends steps to 
4 reduce the vulnerability of executives whi le in transit. Implementation of measmes to 
5 enhance the transportation security of DOD executives must be in full compliance with 
6 US laws and DOD directives. 
7 
8 b. The domicile to duty transportation policy follows: 
9 

l 0 (1) As a general rule, Congress has strongly opposed provision of 
11 home to office (domkile to duty) transportation by the Federal Government to its officers 
I 2 and employees. Congress did, however, grant authority to the President and the heads of 
I 3 executive agencies and departments to provide domjcile to duty transp01tation under 
14 certain circumstances. According to statute, "a passenger carrier may be used to transport 
15 between residence and place of employment. An officer or employee with regard to 
16 whom the head of a Federal agency can make a determination, [it] that highly unusual 
17 circumstances present a clear and present danger, that an emergency exists, or that 
18 compelling operational considerations make such transportation essential to the conduct 
19 of official business." 
20 
21 (2) The phrase, " high ly unusual circumstances which present a clear 
22 and present danger", is understood to mean that the perceived dlanger is: 
23 
24 (a) Real danger, not imagined. 
25 
26 (b) Immediate or imminent danger, not merely potential 
27 danger. 
28 
29 (c) A showing is made that the use of a government vehicle 
30 would provide protection against the danger that would otherwise not be available . 
31 
32 (3) The phrase, "emergency exists", is understood to mean that there is 
33 an immediate, unforeseeable, temporary need to provide home-to-work transportation for 
34 an agency's essential employees. 
35 
36 (4) The phrase, "similarly compelling operational considerations," is 
37 understood to mean that there is an element of gravity or importance to the need for 
38 government furnished transportation "comparable to the gravity or importance associated 
39 with a clear and present danger or an emergency situation." The Congress suggested 
40 further, "in such instances, [it is expected] that home-to-work transportation would be. 
41 provided only for those employees who are essential to the operation of the Government. 
42 
43 c. Local official and unofficial trave ls. 
44 
45 (I) Executives should vary their daily pattern as much as possible, 
46 leaving and returning to their office or residence at different times. 
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1 
2 (2) Executives should consider escorts to and from work, or travel w ith 
3 a neighbor. 
4 
5 (3) Executives should establ ish a simple duress procedure with the ir 
6 drivers. Any oral or visual signal shall suffice (i.e., something that the executive or 
7 driver says or does only if something is amiss). 
8 
9 (4) When using a taxi service, the executive should vary the taxi 

10 company. The executive should ensure that the identification photo on the taxi license 
11 matches the driver. If the executive is uneasy fo r any reason, the executive should simply 
12 take another taxi. 
13 
14 (5) When attending social functions, executives should attend the event 
15 with other guests if possible. 
16 
17 (6) Executives should examine their vehicle before entering to see if 
18 there has been any interference. A small mirror on a rod is a cheap and effective method 
19 to inspect underneath cars. Executives should not touch their vehicles until it has been 
20 thoroughly checked (look inside. it, walk around it, and look under it). 
2 1 
22 (7) Executives should not leave personal items exposed m their 
23 vehicle, e.g., uniforn1 items, service issued maps, official briefcases, etc. 
24 
25 (8) Executives should use the same precautions when driving their 
26 privately owned vehicle (POV) or a government owned vehicle (GOY). 
27 
28 (9) Executives should keep their car doors locked and not open 
29 windows more than a few inches. 
30 
3 1 (1 0) Executives should never overload a vehicle and ensure that all 
32 persons wear seat belts. 
33 
34 ( 11) Executives should always park vehicles in parking areas that are 
35 either locked or watched and never park overnight on the street. Before entering 
36 vehicles, executives should check for signs of tampering. 
37 
38 (12) Executives should keep the trunk of their vehicle locked. 
39 
40 ( 13) Where feasible, executives should drive in the inner lanes to keep 
4 1 from being forced to the curb. 
42 
43 ( 14) Executives should use. defensive and evasive driving techniques. 
44 Executives should drill w ith the ir drivers by watching for suspicious cars and taking 
45 evasive action. 
46 
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l (15) Executives should avoid driving close behind other vehicles, 
2 especially service trucks, and be aware of activities and road conditions two to three 
3 blocks ahead. 
4 
5 ( 16) Executives should be aware of minor accidents that could block 
6 traffic in suspect areas. Crossroads are especially dangerous because they are preferred 
7 areas for terrorist or criminal activities since crossroads offer escape advantages to the 
8 attacker. 
9 

10 (17) Executives should take the following actions if they are attacked 
ll and a roadblock is encountered: 
12 
13 (a) . Use the shoulder or. curb (hit at a 30- to. 45-degree angle) 
14 to go around the roadblock. 
15 
16 (b) Tf needed, ram the terrorist blocking vehicle in a non-
17 engine area, at a 45-degree angle, in low gear, and at a constant moderate speed. The 
18 main purpose of ramming the vehicle is to knock the blocking vehicle out of the way. In 
19 all cases, the executive's veh icle should not stop and the executive's vehicle should never 
20 be boxed in with a loss of maneuverability. Whenever an executive's vehicle veers away 
21 from a terrorist vehicle, the executive's vehicle is p laced in an adverse position and it 
22 presents a better target to gunfire. 
23 
24 d. Interurban, national, and international travel security practices and 
25 procedures. 
26 
27 (1) Executive airline seats should be booked at the last moment. Tf 
28 possible, the executive's seats should be booked using an alias. 
29 
30 (2) The use of an executive's rank or title should be restricted. 
31 
32 (3) Executives should not allow unknown visitors into their hotel room 
33 or suite. 
34 
35 (4) Executives should keep their staff and family members advised of 
36 the ir itinerary and subsequent changes to the itinerary. Executives should strictly restrict 
37 the ir itinerary information to only those individuals who require this infonnation as a part 
38 of their official duties. 
39 
40 e . . Statutory Authorities. and Limitations. 
41 
42 The Secretary of Defense has statutory authority to allow a combatant 
43 commander to use government owned or leased vehicles to provide transportation in an 
44 area outside the. United States. for members of the uniformed services. and other DOD 
45 personnel under certain circumstances. Such circumstances include and are limited to a 
46 determination by the combatant commander that public or private transportation in the 
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1 area is unsafe or is not available. Under such circumstances, the Department of Defense 
2 may provide transportation, usually in government buses or passenger vans to personnel 
3 and their family members if in so doing, it shall pennit the combatant commander and his 
4 subordinate commanders to maintain capability to perform or to undertake assigned 
5 missions. Such transportation is. not intended to be used to convey persons from their 
6 residences to their places of work. 
7 
8 f. DOD Non-tactical Armored Vehicle Policy. 
9 

10 (1) It is DOD policy to make non-tactical armored vehicles (NTAV) 
11 available where necessary to enhance the security of hig h-risk personnel, consistent with 
12 the requirements and limitations found in DOD Directive C-4500.5 1, DeQD Non-
13 Tactical Armored Vehicle Policy. DOD issuances, Service regulations, and combatant 
14 c01mnander guidance stipulate detailed procedures through which the Department of 
15 Defense manages NT A V programs. 
16 
17 (2) The Department of Defense categorizes non-tactical armored 
18 vehicles as heavy non-tactical armored vehicles (HA V) and light non-tactical armored 
19 vehicles (LAY) (these are normally annored sedans or sport utility veh icles). 
20 
2 1 (a) HA Vs are fu lly armored vehicles intended to protect 
22 occupants from terrorist attacks using bombs, improvised explosive devices, grenades, 
23 and high velocity small arms projectiles. These vehicles are authorized on a case by case 
24 basis for designated high-risk personnel by ASD (SO/LIC). Factors to be considered are: 
25 
26 l. Country Threat Level. HAYs are for use primarily 
27 overseas in countries with High Terrorist Threat Levels. Considerations include the 
28 threat capability and vulnerability of the target, and environment in which the threat 
29 operates. 
30 
3 1 ~- Protection Level. The threat must warrant the 
32 increased protection an HA V provides. 
33 
34 J. Availability of Existing Assets. Diversion of existing 
35 HAYs is not possible. 
36 
37 (b} . LAYs are less than fully annored vehicles (norma lly 
38 armored after purchase) intended to protect occupants from terrorist attacks using 
39 medium velocity small anns projectiles and at least some types of improvised explos ive 
40 devices. LA Vs are used to protect high-risk personnel who require protection but are not 
41 authorized the use of an HAY. 
42 
43 (3) Each of the Departments and some Defense Agencies (DTA, NSA, 
44 etc.) manage a portion of the DOD Non-Tactical Heavy Armored Vehicle Program. Each 
45 of these components has issued supplementary mandatory guidance on processing of 
46 requests for, as well as aUocation and use of, these scarce assets. 
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l 
2 (4) HAYs are complex systems requiring specialized maintenance and 
3 operation. As a general rule, HAYs shall be assigned to DOD personnel with a driver 
4 who has been properly trained in the operation and maintenance of the vehicle. The 
5 operator is not a chauffeur; he or she is an integral part of a supplemental security 
6 package provided by the Department of Defense to meet its obligations to protect its key 
7 assets. HAYs are only justified where highly unusual circumstances present a clear and 
8 present danger to the hea lth and safety of a nominated protectee, or compelling 
9 operational considerations make such transportation essentia l for the conduct of official 

l 0 business. 
I 1 
12 (5) LAYs may also be provided by the US Government to DOD 
13 executives where "highly unusua l circumstances present a clear and present danger to the 
14 health and safety of a nominated protectee or compelling operational considerations" 
15 warrant their use. This category of non-tactical armored vehicle features "add-on" or 
16 "kit" armoring. While a less complex armoring system. than those used in heavy NTA Vs, 
17 "light" NT AYs afford substantial protection to occupants against a wide variety of 
18 threats. New developments in after manufacture armoring kits for vehicles are occurring 
19 at a rapid pace, increasing the number of vehic le manufacturers and models for which 
20 "other NT A Y" modifications are. suitable. 
21 
22 (6) The use of privately owned vehicles by high risk personnel is not 
23 recommended during periods of high risk. Armored non-tactical vehicles shall be used 
24 when available. High risk personnel and their protect ive details shou ld take the 
25 appropriate measures identified in appendixes 12 and 13 of DOD 0-2000.12-H 
26 
27 9. Protective Security Operations 
28 
29 a. Each Department is authorized to provide Protective Security Details (PSD) 
30 for key senior military officers, DOD civilians, other US Government officials or foreign 
31 dig nitaries requiring personal protect ion. 
32 
33 b. Each Department's Secretary upon recommendations of the ir 
34 counterintelligence and/or law enforcement investigation staffs makes assignment of 
35 PSDs to executives. PSDs are assigned to DOD personnel who meet requirements 
36 established by Service regulations. In general, PSDs may be assigned only to those 
37 executives whose position or assignment places them at risk and whose continued 
38 availability to the President, Secretary of Defense, and combatant commanders is vital to 
39 the execution of DOD missions. 
40 
41 c. Genera l Security Concept. Protective Secutity Details provide high levels of 
42 security to an executive (protectee) by establishing a series of protective cordons around 
43 the executive. The establishment of defense in depth often means that the innermost 
44 protective layer is in c lose contact with the protectee at all hours of the day and night. 
45 
46 d. Maintenance of Low Profiles. PSDs are trained in the art of maintaining low 
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1 profiles. Not only are they concerned about the visibility of the protectee, they are also 
2 concerned about their abi lity to blend the protectees into the surrounding environment. 
3 The security of a protectee is severely damaged when the presence of the PSD is obvious 
4 and detectable, when all o ther measures to blend the protectee into the local environment 
5 have been successful. 
6 
7 e. PSDs shall strive to limit the publication of the protectee's travel routes and 
8 means of transportation. If the protectee's travel routes and means of travel must be 
9 published, the PSD may suggest editorial changes to the itinerary scheduled for public 

10 release in order to limit details of the protectee's travel. For example, routes to and from 
L 1 announced appointments usually do not need to be released to the public. 
12 
13 f. PSD Mission Duties. 
14 
15 (1) During the course of a PSD mission, members of the PSD may be 
16 asked to perform several different security functions. They may, for example, perfonn 
17 direct or indirect protection or escort duties. Direct protection is open and obvious; 
18 indirect protection is generally a surveillance measure. The security guard unit may 
19 operate as an interior guard and may consist of one or more PSD members stationed at 
20 fixed posts. PSD members should know the identity of each individual in the protectee's 
2 1 party; protectees can assist PSD members in the perforn1ance of their duties by 
22 introducing PSD members to each member of the official party. 
23 
24 (2) The attitude of the protectee is critical to the success of the PSD 
25 miSSion. Protectees do have a right and a responsibility to make their wishes known with 
26 respect to their personal security; they also have an obligation to listen carefully to the 
27 head of the PSD who is trained and highly qualified to assist the protectee in making 
28 reasonable judgments about manageable risks. PSD members understand their function 
29 is inherently intrusive, and that protectees can easily resent the loss of privacy that 
30 accompanies the protection offered. On the other hand, PSDs must accomplish their 
31 mission, not merely to protect executives, but to help safeguard mission critical assets -
32 DOD executives. 
33 
34 (3) One of the PSD's most demanding functions is to limit the ability 
35 of individuals to circu late and approach the protectee. This is often very frustrating to 
36 protectees who wish to shake hands, engage in close conversations with visitors, and 
37 move freely without impediment in a social situation. PSDs are trained to strictly enforce 
38 limitations on the circulation of individuals, carefully checking each person for 
39 identification and ascertaining they are authorized to be present at the event. 
40 
41 ( 4) Executives with PSDs who must conduct official business or hold 
42 social engagements in large rooms can take several steps to minimize the potential 
43 disruptions that may occur as a result of good security practices. 
44 
45 (a) Executives should provide PSDs an attendee list prior to 
46 the function. 
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l 
2 (b) One or more members of the executive's staff who know 
3 the attendees should be stationed with PSD members to identify the attendees as they 
4 arrive. 
5 
6 (c) Executive staffs should inform attendees that they shall be 
7 admitted only at specified entrances. 
8 
9 (d) . PSD members ru·e highly trained security specialists. 

l 0 While in the company of protectees, PSD members must be fully alert (no alcoholic 
ll drinks and/or drugs and medications), accommodating and helpful. Protectees should 
12 remember, however, that the PSD member's primary duty is the executive's protection, 
13 not to perform errands or to accomplish personal services for the executive. PSD 
14 members performing valet or other chores cannot effectively protect the executives. 
15 
1.6 10. Executive Protection System Integration 
17 
18 a. The key to successful executive protection is to ensure the level of protection 
L 9 afforded, by AT measures, operational procedures in the office and at home, and 
20 protecti·;e security detailsPSDs, is constant. The level of protection must be matched to 
21 the threat, and must be sustainable. 
22 
23 b. Executives have a special responsibil ity to set a personal example of 
24 combating terrorism awareness, attention to personal, family, office, information and 
25 operations security concerns, and of AT security measures implementation. By doing so, 
26 they make their colleagues and subordinates more aware, more conscious of their security 
27 environment, and less likely to be victimized by terrorist attacks. 
28 
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Coordinate with the local Staff Judge Advocate to clarify authority and questions of jurisdiction. Coordinate with Department of State officials as required. Coordinate in 
advance with local law enforcement agencies to ensure that support procedures are in place and established informationlcommunication chai'Vlels are functioning. 

AFOSI Air Force Office of Special Investigations 
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 
NCIS Naval Climinal Investigative Service 
PMO Provost Marshal's Office 
CID Criminal Investigation Division 
DOS Department of State 
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APPENDIXL 
2 ADMINISTRA T£VE lNSTRUCTlONS 
3 
4 1. User Comments 
5 
6. Users in the field are. highly encouraged to submit comments. on this. publication 
7 to Commander, United States Joint Forces Command, Joint Warfighting Center, Attn: 
8 Doctrine Group, 116 Lake View Parkway, Suffolk, VA 23435-2697. These comments 
9 should address content (accuracy, usefulness, consistency, and organization), writing, and 

1 0 appearance. 
11 
12 2. Authorship 
13 
14 The lead agent and Joint Staff doctrine sponsor for this publication 1s. the 
15 Director for Operations (J-3). 
16 
17 3. Supersession 
18 
19 This publication supersedes JP 3-07.2, 25 June 1993, Joint Tactics, Techniques, 
20 and Procedures for Antiterrorism. 
21 
22 4. Change Recommendations 
23 
24 a. Recommendations for urgent changes to this publication should be submitted: 
25 
26. TO: JOlNT STAFF WASHINGTON DC//J34// 
27 INFO: JOlNT STAFF WASHINGTON DC//J7-JDETD// 
28 CDRUSJFCOM SUFFOLK VA//JWIOO// 
29 
30 Routine changes should be submitted to the Director for Operational Plans and 
3 I lnteroperability (J-7), JDETD, 7000 Joint Staff Pentagon, Washington, DC 203 18-7000 
32 with info copy to USJFCOM JWFC (JW I 00). 
33 
34 b. When a Joint Staff directorate. submits. a proposal to the Chairman of the 
35 Joint Chiefs of Staff that would change source document information reflected in this 
36 publication, that directorate will include a proposed change to this publication as an 
37 enclosure to its proposal. The Military Services and other organizations are requested to 
38. notify the Director, J-7, Joint Staff, when changes to source documents reflected in this 
39 publication are initiated. 
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GLOSSARY 
PART I - ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

AFOSI 

AOR 

ASD/HD 

ASD(SO/LIC) 

AT 

ATCC 

ATCC-SSG 

ATEP 

ATO 

CARVER 

C-B 

CBRNE 

CbT 

CbT RLF 

CI 

AiJ Force Office of Special Investigations 

area of responsibility 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense 

Assistant Secretaty of Defense (Special Operations and 
Low-Intensity Conflict) 

antiterrorism 

Antitenotism Coordinating Committee 

Antiterrorism Coordinating Committee Senior Steering 
Group 

Antiterrorism Enterprise Portal 

antiterrorism officer 

Criticality, Accessibility, Recuperability, Vulnerability, 
Effect, and Recognizability 

chemical-biological 

chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high yield 
explosives 

combating terrorism 

combating terrorism readiness initiatives fund 

counterintelligence 
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Glossary 

CIA Central Intelligence Agency 

2 CTFA Counterintelligence Field Activity 

3 CISO counterintelligence support officer; counterinte lligence 
4 staff officer 

5 CJCS Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

6 COM Chief of Mission 

7 CONUS Continental United States 

8 CT counterte!Torism 

9 I CVAMP Core Vulnerability Assessment Management Program 

10 

II DCI Director of Central Intelligence 

12 DEST Domestic Emergency Supp01t Team 

13 DHHS Department of Health and Human Services 

14 DHS Department of Homeland Security 

15 DIA Defense Intelligence Agency 

16 DOD Department of Defense 

17 DODD Department of Defense -9girective 

18 DOD! Department of Defense !instruction 

19 DOE Department of Energy 

20 DOJ Depa1tment of Justice 

21 DOS Department of State 
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Glossary 

DOT Department of Transportation 

2 

3 EOC emergency operations center 

4 EOD explosive ordnance disposal 

5 EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

6 

7 FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

8 FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 

9 FCG Foreign Clearance Guide 

10 FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 

11 FP force protection 

12 FPCON force protection condition 

1.3 

14 HAY Heavy Non-Tactical Armored Vehicle 

15 HbD homeland defense 

16 Hb S homeland security 

17 HN host nation 

18 HNS host-nation support 

19 HQ headquarters 

20 HSAS Homeland Security Advisory System 
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Glossary 

2 JAW in accordance with 

3 lED improvised explosive device 

4 IPPT Installation Antiterrorism Program and Pla1ming Tool 

5 TR infom1ation requirement 

6 

7 J-2 .J.intell igence f}Qirectorate of a joi11t staff 

8 JDOMS Joint Director of Military Suppo11 

9 JFC joint force commander 

10 JITF CbTJITF-CT Joint lntell igence Task Force for Combating Terrorism 

II JRA joint rear area 

12 JRAC joint rear area coordinator 

13 JSIVA Joint Sta1Tlntegrated Vulnerabi lity Assessment 

14 JTF joint task force 

15 

16 LFA lead federal agency 

17 

18 MAA 

19 MARSEC maritime security 

20 I MEVA Mission Essential Vulnerable Area 
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Glossary 

MOA memorandum of agreement 

2 MOU memorandum of understanding 

3 MSHARPP Mission, S:tmbolism, Histor:t, Accessibi li!Y, 
4 Recognizabi lity, Population, and Proximi ty 

5 MWD military working dog 

6 

7 

8 NCIS Naval Criminal Investigative Service 

9 NSC National Security Council 

10 NTAV Non-Tactical Annorcd Vehicle 

11 

1. 2 OASD(PA) Office ofthe Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public 
13 Affairs) 

14 OCONUS outside the continental United States 

15 OGA other government agency 

16 OP observation post 

17 OPSEC operations security 

18 OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense 

19 

20 PA public affairs 

21 PAO public affairs officer 

22 PCA Posse Comitatus Act 
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Glossary 

PCC Policy Coordination Cotrunittee 

2 WBS PPBE Planning, Programming, afld-Budgeting, and Execution 
3 System 

4 PSA port support acti vity 

5 PSD Protective Security Detai ls 

6 

7 R&R rest & recuperation 

8 

9 I RAM random antitenorism measures 

10 

II ROE rules of engagement 

12 R&R rest & recuperation 

13 

14 SAC special agent in charge 

15 

16 

17 

18 SecDef Secretary of Defense 

19 SOFA status-of-forces agreement 

20 SOP standing operating procedure 

21 
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TA 

2 

3 

4 UFR 

5 USACIDC 

6 

7 USCG 

8 USD(P) 

9 USNORTHCOM 

10 

11 VA 

12 

13 WMD 

14 WMDRF 

15 WME 

16 

Glossary 

threat assessment 

unfunded requirement 

United States Army Criminal Investigations Command 

United States Coast Guard 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

United States Northem Command 

vulnerability assessment 

weapons of mass destruction 

weapons of mass destruction response function 

weapons of mass effects 
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I PART II - TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

2 

3 antiterrorism. Defensive measures used to reduce the vulnerability of individuals and 
4 property to terrorist acts, to include limited response and containment by local military 
5 and civi lian forces. (Upon approval of the revision of this p ub, this definition wi ll be 
6 included in JP 1-02.) Also called AT. (JP I 02) 
7 
8 antiterrorism awareness. None. (Upon approval of this revision, this term and its 
9 definition wi ll be removed from JP 1-02.) 

10 
11 civil support. Department of Defense support to US civil authorities for domestic 
12 emergencies, and for designated law enforcement and other activities. _Also called CS. 
13 (Upon appro¥al. of this publ ication, this term and its definition will be included in JP I 
14 ~This term and its definition are provided for information and are proposed for 
15 inclusion in the next edition of JP 1-02 by JP 3-26.) 
16 
17 combating terrorism. Actions, including antiterrorism (defensive measures. taken to 
18 reduce vulnerability to terrorist acts) and counterterrorism (offensive measures taken to 
19 prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism), taken to oppose terrorism throughout the 
20 entire threat spectrum. Also called CBT. (JP I 02) (This term and its definition arc 
21 provided for information and are proposed for inclusion in the next edition of JP 1-02 
22 by JP 3-40.) 
23 
24 consequence management. Those measures taken to protect public hea lth and safety, 
25 restore essential government services, and provide emergency relief to governments, 
26 businesses, and individuals affected by the consequences of a chemical, biological, 
27 nuclear, and/or high-yield explosive situation. For domestic consequence management, 
28 the primary authority rests with the States to respond and the Federal Government to 
29 p rovide assistance as requi red. Also called CM. Sec also nuclea r, biological, and 
30 chemical defense. (JP 1-02) 
31 
32 counterintelligence. lnfonnation gathered and activities conducted to protect against 
33 espionage, other intell igence activities,. sabotage, or assassinations conducted by or on 
34 behalf of foreign governments or elements thereof, foreign organizations, or foreign 
35 persons, or international terrorist activities. Also called Cl. (JP 1-02) 
36 
37 counterintelligence support. Conducting counterintelligence activities to protect 
38 against espionage and other foreign intelligence activities, sabotage, international 
39 terrorist activities, or assassinations conducted for, or on behalf of, foreign powers, 
40 organizations, or persons. (JP 1-02) 
41 
42 counterterrorism. Offeasive measures takeR to preveRt, deter, a:nd respoRd to terroriSI'l'l 
43 Operations that include the offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, preempt, and 
44 respond to terrorism. Also called CT . . (JP 1-02) 
45 
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Glossary 

1 deterrence. The prevent ion fTom action by fear of the consequences. Deten ence is a 
2 state of mind brought about by the existence of a credible threat of unacceptable 
3 counteraction. (JP ] -02) 
4 
5 DOD Elements and Personnel. A collective tenn meaning DOD military and civilian 
6 personnel and their dependent family members; DOD contractors; DOD installations 
7 and faci lities; DOD owned, leased, or managed infrastructure and assets critical to 
8 mission accomplishments; and other DOD-owned, leased, or managed mission 
9 essential assets overseas and in the United States, its territories, and possessions. 

10 
11 force protection. Actions taken to prevent or mjtigate hostile actions against 
12 Department of Defense personnel (to inc lude fami ly members), resources, faci lities, 
l3 and critical information. These actions conserve the force's fighting potential so it can 
14 be applied at the decisi'>'e time and place and incorporate the coordinated and 
15 syncb-roniz;ed offensive and defensive rneas~:~.res to enable the. effective employment of 
16 the joint force while degrading opportunities for the enemy. Force protection does not 
17 include actions to defeat the enemy or protect against accidents, weather, or disease. 
18 Also called FP. (JP 1-02) 
19 
20 force protection condit ion - A Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff-approved 
2 1 program standardizing the Mi litary Services' identification of and recommended 
22 responses to tenorist threats against US personne l and facilities. This program 
23 facilitates inter-Service coordination and support for antiterrorism activities. A lso 
24 called FPCON. There are four FPCONs above normal. a. FPCON ALPHA - This 
25 condition applies when there is a general threat of possible terrorist activity against 
26 personnel and facilities, the nature and extent of which are unpredictable, and 
27 c ircumstances do not justify full implementation of FPCON BRAVO measures. 
28 However, it may be necessary to implement certain measures from higher FPCONs 
29 resulting from intelligence received or as a deterrent. The measures in this FPCON 
30 must be capable of being maintained indefin itely. b. FPCON BRAVO - This 
31 condition applies when an increased and more predictable threat of terrorist activ ity 
32 exists. The measures in this FPCON must be capable of being maintained for weeks 
33 without causing undue hardship affecting operational capability, and aggravating 
34 relations with local authorities. c. FPCON CHARLIE - This condition applies 
35 when an incident occurs or intelligence is received indicating some form of terrorist 
36 action against personne l and facilities is imminent. Implementation of measures in this 
37 FPCON for more than a short period probably will create hardship and affect the 
38 peacetime activities of the unit and its personnel. d. FPCON DELTA - This 
39 condition applies in the immediate area where a terrorist attack has occurred or when 
40 intelligence has been received that tetTorist action against a specific location or person 
41 is likely. Nonna lly, this FPCON is declared as a localized condition. (JP 1-02) 
42 
43 high-risk personnel. Personnel who, by their grade, assignment, symbol ic value, or 
44 relative isolation, are likely to be attractive or accessible terrorist targets. (JP 1-02) 
45 
46 
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Glossary 

I high - yield explosive. Any conventional weapon or device that is capable of a high 
2 order of destruction or disruption and/or of being used in such a manner as to kill or 
3 injure large numbers of people. Also called HYE. (Upon approval of this revision, this 
4 term and its definition will be included in JP 1-02.) 
5 
6 homeland defense. Homeland defense is tThe protection of l:J.:.&United States territory, 
7 sovereignty, domestic population, and critical infrastructure against mi litary attacks 
8 emanating from outside the United States external threats and aggression. Also called 
9 HbD. (Upon approval of the re;·ision of this pub, this term and its definition ·,yill be 

10 included in JP 1 02This term and its definition are provided for information and are 
I 1 proposed for inclusion in the next edition of JP 1-02 by JP 3-26.) 
12 
13 homeland security. Homeland security is the prevention, preemption, and deterrence of, 
14 aRd defense against, aggressioR targeted at U.S. territory, sovereignty, domestic 
15 population, aad infrastructure as •,;•ell as the tBanagemeot of the consequeftces of sueh 
16 aggression and other domestic emergencies. Homeland security is a national team 
17 effort tkat begins with local, state, and federal organizations. Also called Hb£. 
18 Homeland security, as defmed in the National Strategy for Homeland Security, is a 
19 concerted national cff01t to prevent terrorist attacks within the United States, reduce 
20 America's vulnerab ility to terrorism, and minimize the damage and recover. from 
21 attacks that do occur. The Department of Defense contributes to homeland security 
22 through its military missions overseas, homeland defense, and support to civil 
23 authorities. Also called liS. (Upon approYal of the reYisioR of this J3Ub, this terffi and 
24 its defi nition ·.viii be. included in JP I 02This term and its defin ition are provided for 
25 infonnation and are proposed for inclusion in the next edi tion of JP 1-02 by JP 3-26.) 
26 
27 hostage. A person held as a pledge that ce1tain terms. or agreements will be. kept. (The 
28 taking of hostages is forbidden under the Geneva Conventions, 1949). (JP 1-02) 
29 
30 improvised explosive device. A device placed or fabricated in an improvised manner 
3 1 incorporating destructive, lethal, noxious, pyrotechnic, or incendiary chemicals and 
32 designed to destroy, incapacitate, harass, or distract. It may incorporate military stores, 
33 but is normally devised from nonmilitary components. Also called lED. (JP 1-02) 
34 
35 incident control point. A designated point close to a terrorist incident where crisis 
36 management forces will rendezvous and establish contTol capability before initiating a 
37 tactical reaction. Also called ICP. (JP 1-02) 
38 
39 information operations. Actions taken to affect adversary information and information 
40 systems while defending one's own information and information systems. Also called 
41 IO. (JP 1-02) 
42 
43 initial response force. The first unit, usually mi li tary police, on the scene of a terrorist 
44 incident. (JP 1-02) 
45 
46 installation. A grouping of facilities, located m the same vicinity, which support 
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Glossary 

1 particular functions. Installations may be elements of a base. (JP 1-02) 
2 
3 installation commander. The individual responsible for all operations performed by an 
4 installation. (JP 1-02) 
5 
6 insurgent. Member of a political. party who. rebels against established leadership. (JP 1-
7 02) 
8 
9 intelligence. l. The product resulting from the collection, processing, integration, 

10 analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of available infmmation concerning foreign 
11 countries or areas. 2. Information and knowledge about an adversary obtained through 
12 observation, investigation, analysis, or understanding. (JP 1-02) 
13 
14 military assistance to civiJ authorities. Those aeti•,rities and meas1:1res taken by DOD 
15 Components to foster tl'I:Utl:!al assistanee and Sl:ipport betweeR the DepartmeRt of 
16 Defense and any ci'l'il government ageRcy in planning or preparedness for, or in the 
17 application of resm1rces for response to, the consequences of ciYil emergencies or 
18 attacks, incll:!ding natural and manmade disasters, national seem·ity emergeneies, and 
19 DOD assistance for eivil disturbanees, eol:!nterdrug, sensiliYe support, counterterrorism, 
20 and lav,' enforcement. Also called MACA. The broad mission of civil support 
21 consisting of the three mission subsets of military support to civil authorities, mi litary 
22 support to civilian law enforcement agencies, and military assistance for c ivi l 
23 disturbances. Also called MACA. (Upon approval of this p1:1blieation, this term and its 
24 definition will be included in JP I 02This term and its definition are provided for 
25 information and are proposed for inclusion in the next edition of JP 1-02 by 3-26.) 
26 
27 negotiations. None. (Upon approval of this revision, this tem1 and its definition will be 
28 removed from JP 1-02.). A discussion betweefl authmities afld a barricaded offender or 
29 terrorist to effect hostage release and terrorist s1:1rrender. (JP I 02) 
30 
31 open-source intelligence. Information of potential intelligence value that is available to 
32 the general public. Also called OSINT. (JP 1-02) 
33 
34 operations center. The faci lity or location on an installation, base, or facil ity used by the 
35 commander to command, control, and coordinate all efls.ts-operational activities. (Upon 
36 approval of this revision, this term and its definition will modify the existing term and 
37 its definition and will be included in JP I-02J 
38 
39 operations security. A process of identifying critical information and subsequently 
40 analyzing friendly actions attendant to military operations and other activities to: 
41 a. -!-identifY those actions that can be observed by adversary intelligence systems. 
42 b. Dgetermine indicators hostile intelligence systems might obtain that could be 
43 interpreted or pieced together to derive critical information in time to be useful to 
44 adversaries. c. &~elect and execute measures that el iminate or reduce to an acceptable 
45 level the vulnerabi lities of friendly actions to adversary exploitation. Also called 
46 OPSEC. (JP 1-02) 
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Glossary 

I 
2 physical security. That part of security concerned with phys ical measures designed to 
3 safeguard personne l; to prevent unauthorized access to equipment, installations, 
4 material and documents; and to safeguard them against esp ionage, sabotage, damage, 
5 a nd theft. . (JP 1-02) 
6 
7 prevention. The security procedures undertaken by the public and private sector in order 
8 to discourage terrorist acts. (.JP l -02) 
9 

10 primary target. None. (Upon approval of this revision, this term and its definition will 
I 1 be removed from JP 1-02.) 
12 
13 proactive measures.. In antiterrorism, measures taken in the preventive stage of 
14 antiterrorism designed to harden targets and detect actions before they occur. (JP 1-02) 
15 
16 seconda ry ta rgets. None. (U pon approval of this revision, th is term and its definition 
17 will be removed from JP l -02.) 
18 
19 status-of-forces agreement. An agreement whlefl-that defines the lega l position of a 
20 v is iting military force deployed in the territory of a frie ndly state. Agreements 
21 delineating the status of visiting military forces may be bilateral or multilateral. 
22 Provisions pertaining to the status of visiting forces may be set forth in a separate 
23 agreement, or they may form a part of a more comprehe nsive agreement. These 
24 provisions describe how the authorities of a v isiting force may control members of that 
25 force and the amenability of the force or its members to the local law or to the authority 
26 of local officials. To the extent that agreements de lineate matters affecting the relations 
27 between a mi litary force and civilian authorities and population, they may be 
28 considered as civil affairs agreements. Also called SOFA. (JP 1-02) 
29 
30 terrorism. The ca lculated use of unlawful violence or threat of un lawful vio lence to 
3 1 inculcate fear; intended to coerce o r to intimidate governments o r societies in the 
32 pursuit of goals that are generally political, religious, or ideological. (This term aed its 
33 definition replaees the existing term and. its definition and is approved fur inelusion in 
34 the nel<t edition of JP 1-02.) 
35 
36 terrorist. An individual who l:ISes \' iolenee, terror, aed ietirnidatioe to aehieve a res1:1 lt. 
37 commits. an act or acts of vio lence or threatens violence m pursuit of political, or 
38 ideological objectives. (JP 1-02) 
39 
40 terrorist groups. Any elea1eet regardless of size or espoused ea1:1se, 'Nhieh repeatedly 
41 n umber of ten·m·ists who assemble together, have a nui fying relationship, or are 
42 o rganized for the purpose of commitsing an act or acts of violence or threatens violence 
43 in pursuit of its their poli tical, relig ious, or ideological objectives. (JP l -02) 
44 
45 terrorist threat level. An intell igence threat assessment of the level of ten·orist threat 
46 faced by US personnel and interests in a foreign country. The assessment is based on a 
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Glossary 

1 continuous intelligence analysis of a mmtmum of fi ve elements: terrorist group 
2 existence, capability, history, trends, and targeting. There are five threat levels: 
3 NEGLIGIBLE, LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH, and CRITICAL. Threat levels should not be 
4 confused with force protection conditions (FPCON). Threat level assessments are 
5 provided to senior leaders to assist them in determining the appropriate local FPCON. 
6 (Department of State also makes threat assessments, which may differ from those 
7 determined by Department of Defense.) (J P 1-02) 
8 
9 threat analysis. In antiterrorism, threat aAal~·sis it; a continual process of compiling and 

10 examining all available infonnation concerning potential terrorist activities by terrorist 
l l groups which could target a facility. A threat analysis will review the factors of a 
12 terrorist group's existence, capability, intentions, history, and targeting, as well as the 
13 security environment within which friendly forces operate. Threat analysis is an 
14 essential step in identifying probability of terrorist attack and results in a threat 
15 assessment. (JP 1-02) 
16 
17 threat and vulnerability assessment. In antiterrorism, the pairing of a facility's threat 
18 analysis and vulnerabili ty analysis. (JP 1-02) 
19 
20 vulnerability assessment. A Depat1ment of Defense, command, or unit-level evaluation 
21 (assessment) to detennine the vulnerability of a terrorist attack against an installation, 
22 unit, exercise, port, ship, residence, facility, or other site. Identi {ies areas of 
23 improvement to withstand, mitigate, or deter acts of violence or terrorism. (JP I -02) 
24 
25 weapons of mass destruction. - A_ Wweapons that at=e~ capable of a high order of 
26 destruction and/or of being used in such a manner as to destroy large numbers of 
27 people.. Weapons of mass destmction can be high explosives or nuclear, biological, 
28 chemical, and radiological weapons, but exclude the means of transporting or 
29 propelling the weapon where such means is a separable and divisible part of the 
30 weapon. Also called WMD. (Upon approval of this revision, this tenn and its 
31 definition will modify the existing term and its definition and will be included in JP 1-
32 02.) 
33 
34 weapons of mass effeets. /\ siAgle system or deviee tl=lat eaA ereate large seale (over 1 
35 km2 area, and/or result iA hundreds to thousands of material or personnel "easualties") 
36 detrimental (lethal or nos lethal, ineh:tdieg eeoAomie) effeets to military or eiviliae 
37 operatioAs . Also ealled WME (UpoA approval of the re,·isioA of tl1is pl:le, this term 
38 and its deti nition will be iAeluded in JP I 02.) 
39 
40 
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